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SUMMARY 

The influence of concentrated inertias on the flutter 

characteristics of a uniform cantilever wing were investigated 

both by experimental and by theoretical methods. 

The experimerital work consisted of wind tunnel tests 

, 
on a segmented wing model on which concentrated masses in 

the shape of large pods could be moUnted at a number of 

spanwise and chordwise positions. The weight of these pods 

\\as comparable to the weight of the bare wing, and their 

pitching moment of inertia was varied to values upto ten 

times the pitching moment of inertia of the bare wing. 

The influence of ,the spanwise and chordwise position 

of these pods on the flutter speed was investigated. In 

ord~r to assess the influence of the aerodynamic shape of 

the pods, four different pods were tested, each having a 

different aerodynamic shape. The effect of adding horizontal 

fins to the trailing edge of the pods was also investigated 

as a means of increasing the aerodynamic damping and hence 

the flutter stability. 

The flutter speeds and frequencies were also obtained 

by theoretical methods. Assumed mode methods were used to 

predict the flutter speeds of some of the wing-inertia 

combinations tested and these gave good agreement with the 

measured flutter speeds. In all these analyses, the 

fundamental bending and torsion modes of the appropriate 

wing-inertia combinations were used. 

The main attention was devoted to the use of a 

'Direct Matrix' method in which it is not necessary to 



specify in "dvance the nlOdes of the oscillating wing (as in 
, 

the case.of the assumed mode method). This method mak9S UGe 

of the inertial and aerodynamic properties of the wing-

inertia combination in terms of matrices of influence 

coefficients. It can be used for both vibration and flutter 

analyses. If desired, the in-vacuo vibration modes may also 

be obtained. This method was applied to obtain the flutter 

speeds of a large number of wing-inertia combinations to 

assess the influence of some of the concentrated mass 

parameters (such as the inertia ratio, the spanwise and 

chordwise positions of the centre of gravity, etc.) on the 

flutter speed. It was also used to obtain the flutter 

characteristics of some wing-inertia combinations examined 

by other investigators. The results obtained in all these 

cases showed good agreement with the experimentally measured 

VaLl!'3S. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the aeroelastic characteristics 

of a wing can be radically altered by the addition of concentrated 

ma~ses such as fuel tanks ,weapons , podded engines, etc; This 

problem could become more serious when the concentrated inertia 

assumes large values. For example, a Design Project Study 

was made at the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield of a freighter 

aircraft which was given VTOL capability by means of podded lift 

engines attached to each wing (Ref. 1 ). This aircraft is 

shown in Figure 1.1. The large lift engine pods (each containing 

22 lift engines) were mounted at 65% semispan of the wing. 

(The pod had a mass ratio M of 1.5 and an inertia ratio f of 10.0) 

Assuming the same stiffness distributions for both the 

conventional and the VTOL designs, Nom!rsky (Ref. 2) calculated 

the effect of the pods on the natural frequencies of the wing:-

MODE 

Fundamental Bending 

Fundamental Torsion 

FREQUENCY 
Conventional 

3.74 

22.20 

(CPS) 
VTOL 
2.89 

6.05 

The effect of the pod on the calculated flutter 

speed (Refs. 2, 3) is even more.revealing. For the conventional 

wing the flutter speed,was 658 knots while the corresponding 

flutter speed for the VTOL wing was only 164 knots. 

This study shows the importance of a knowledge of 

the effect of adding large concentrated inertias on the 

flutter speeds of wings. For wings of conventional design, 

it is now possible to predict, with reasonable accuracy,the 

values of the flutter speed and frequency. It is also 

possible to obtain fairly accurate estimates of the effects of 

changing certain parameters (e.g. wing mass, moment of inertia, 



chordwise posi,ion of the centre of gravity, etc.,) on the 

wing flutter "po<)d. This is no longer true for the case of 

wings with added masses, in spite of the fact that this topic 

has received a great deal of attention from various investigatc>.io-.:. 

The problem of formulating a set of rules for the prediction of 

flutter speeds of a wing with added masses is complicated by 

the number and range of parameters which can be varied both 

independently and simultaneously. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

It is the purpose of the present research programme: 

(a) to obtain a better physical understanding of 

the effect of added inertias on wing flutter, 

(b) to observe the effect of varying each of the 

added inertia parameters independently, 

(c) to investigate methods of improving the 

flutter characteristics of a given configuration 

of wing and added mass, 

(d) to compare the effectiveness of the various 

methods of analysis when applied to this 

problem. 

Both theoretical and experimental investigations 

were conducted with the above objectives in mind. In the 

experimental investigations an aeroelastic model of a uniform 

wing capable of having a large pod attached to it at various 

pOints along the span was used. Several parameters of the 

pod (mass, moment of inertia, position of the centre of 

gravity, aerodynamic shape, etc.) were varied independently. 

The theoretical calculations consisted of flutter analyses of 

this model wing under various conditions of added mass. 
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Several different methods were used, but the main interest 

was in the use of a "Direct Matrix Method" which makes 

USe of the structural, inertial and aerodynamic data in 

the form of matrices of the respective influence coefficients. 
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~TER 2 

A REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RELEVANT STUDIES OF THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM 

The flutter of wings with concentrated inertias has 

been studied by several investigators both by theoretical 

and by experimental methods. Most of these are concerned 

with fixed root wings and almost all the published results 

are confined to incompressible flow. 

IYhen a concentrated inertia is added to a wing, 

there is a change in the flutter speed and the flutter 

frequency. If one of the concentrated inertia parameters, 

e.g. the mass, is increased from zero, there is in general, 

a gradual change in the flutter speed for low values of the 

parameter, However, at a certain critical value of the 

parameter there is an abrupt change in the flutter speed, 

'this change being due to the change in the modes participating 

in the flutter. 

~~~~~ (Ref. 4 and 5) has analysed some of the 

published data with a view to identifying these modes and 

has recommended a set of modes to be included in an energy

type flutter analysis of a wing-inertia system. 

In the following, a slightly different approach 

is used. The influence of each of the parameters of a 

concentrated inertia on the flutter characteristics is 

examined with a view to obtaining some trend in the 

behaviour of the flutter speed lvith changes in the parameters. 

The influence of the added concentrated inertia 

on the flutter speed can be felt· through the follOwing parameters: 

(a) The Mass Ratio (concentrated mass/bare wing mass) 

(b) The Inertia Ratio (concentrated mass inertial 

bare wing pitching inertia) 

(c) The chordwise pOSition of the centre of gravity 

of the concentrated inertia. 
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(d) The spanwise position of the concentrated 

inertia 

(e) The flexibility of the attachment of the 

added concentrated inertia to the wing 

(f) The aerodynamic shape of the added concentrated 

inertia 

(g) The effect of adding more than one inertia 

at the same time to the wing 

(h) The influence of the root degrees of freedom 

(both Symmetric and Anti-Symmetric) 

(i) The influence of fuel sloshing 

(j) The sweepback angle of the wing 

(k) The effect of compressibility and Reynolds 

Number. 

In experiemntal analyses, it is difficult to vary 

each of these parameters separately without varying many 

of the other parameters. In theoretical analyses, this . 

type of independent variation is possible to a certain extent. 

The published literature from which the data for the 

comparisons are extracted contains a large amount of data. 

Of these, only a limited amount bas been extracted and 

sometimes redrawn, in terms of non-dimensional graphs in 

order to st~dy the effect of varying a particular parameter. 

In Appondt~ I, as much data as could be obtained 
i~~H~ 

from the literature about the geometric, ifttertiel and 

structural properties of the wing-inertia systems analysed 

therein is given. It is unfortunate that for some wings, 

not all the important information is presented. For example, 

some of the authors do not include data about the frequencies 

of vibration of the wings or details of the mass and moment 

of inertia distributions. 
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?L THE INJ;'LUllNCE OF MASS RATIO 

Figs. 2.1 to 2.6 illustrate the effect of 

variation of the mass ratio on the flutter speed of the 

wing-inertia combination. In all these figures V denotes 

the ratio of the flutter speed of the wing-inertia 

combination to the bare wing flutter speed. M denotes 

the ratio of the mass of the oonoentrated inertia to the 

bare wing mass. 

In examining these figures, it is instruotive 

to compare the bare wing bending and torsional frequencies 

of the different wings examined. Due to lack of data, it 

has not been possible to obtain this information for all 

the wings, and the following table gives the values of 

these frequencies for some of the wings: 

Frequencies 

Fig. Ref. 

2.1 6 

2.2 7 

2.3 8 

2.4 9 

2.5 10 

2.6 5 

Wing Cg 
aft of LE 

O.40C 

O.43C 

0.43C 

0.35C 

0.40C 

0.45C 

Wing ea 
aft LE 

O.32C 

0.30C 

0.32C 

0.25C 

0.40C 

0.25C 

Fundamental 
Bending cps 

3.9 

20.1 

3.6 

16.0 

Fundamental 
Torsion cps 

15.3 

66.1 

14.5 

50.0 

All the frequencies quoted above refer to the 

bare wing. Uhen a concentrated inertia is added to the 

wing, both the fundamental bending and fundamental 

torsional frequencies decrease. For all these wings, the 

bare wing flutter involved a coupling of the fundamental 

bending and the fundamental torsion modes. 

The influence of the mass ratio of the concentrated 

inertia on the flutter speed seems to depend primarily on 

the chordwise position of its centre of gravity with respect 

to the elastic axis (at any given spanwise location). 
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2.1.1 When the centre of gravity is ahead of the elastic axis, 

the curve of V vs M displays a characteristic trend. At 

most of the spanwise locations, the flutter speed ratio 

increases at first as the mass ratio is increased from 

very low values. After a critical value of M is reached, 

... 
the value of V decreases. Further increases in M bring 

about a decrease in V until an asymptotic value is reached. 

In general, for all values of M, the flutter speeds of 

the wing-inertia combination are higher than the bare wing 

flutter speed. By a judicious placing of the concentrated 

inertia, fairly large increases in the flutter speed can 

be obtained, thus suggesting a method of eliminating any 

flutter problems of the bare wing. 

For all the wings, the critical modes at the 

flutter, for values of M less than the critical, are the 

fundamental bending and fundamental torsional modes. For 

values of M greater than the critical, the modes participating 

in the flutter are the overtone bending mode and the 

fundamental torsion mode. 

Fig. (2.7) shows the value of If cr.it, (the 

critical value of the mass ratio), plotted against the span 

of the wing for the wings of Figs. (2.1) to (2.6). 

As the concentrated inertia is moved outboard 

from the wing root, the value of M cr~tshows a gradual 

deCrease. 

The ratio of the fundamental bending to the 

fundamental torsion frequency is approximately of the 

same order for the four wings for which this data is 

available. 

Fig. (2.4) also shows the effect of wing 

sweepback on V. For concentrated masses located at the 

two-thirds span position, three values of the wing sweep, 

15
0

, 30° and 45° were cons:l.dered. For all these conditions, 
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the structur"l and inertial proPerties were not altered. 

It is seen that there is only a slight change in the 

value of the maximum value of V •. The value of the 

critical mass ratio, M crit, increases with increase 

in sweepback. (It should be noted that the bare wing 

flutter speed is not the same for all .these wings as 

thiS is approximately proportional to Sec( ,,-~) where 1\ 

is the sweepback angle;) 

From a study of Figs. (2.1) to (2.7), the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

(a) For all values of the concentrated mass, 

the flutter speed of the wing-inertia 

combination is, in general, higher than 

the bare wing flutter speed. 

(b) At a given spanwise position, as the value 

of the concentrated mass is increased from 

zero, the flutter speed increases from 

the 'IUlT . .:" wing value to a maximum value at 

a certain critical mass ratio. Any further 

increases in the concentrated mass brings 

about a decrease in the flutter speed until 

an asymptotic value is reached for V. 

-(c) The actual value of V depends on the 

configuration. 

(d) Keeping the structural and inertial 

properties the same, if the wing is 

swept back , the maximum value of V is 

not much affected. The value of M crit 

increases with' increasing sweepback·angle. 

(e) For wings with the same ratio of fundamental 

bending to fUndamental torsion frequency 

-(for the bare wing), the value of M crit 

Seems to have the same order of magnitude. 
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2.1.2 When the concentrated mass is located on the elastic 

- -axis the curve of V vs M does not seem to follow any 

well defined pattern. 

For the wings of Wef. (6) (Fig. 2.1) and of 

Ref. (5) (Fig.2.6), the V - M curve is similar to the 

curve obtained when a concentrated mass is located ahead 

of the elastic axis. For both these wings, the flutter 

speed is higher than the bare wing flutter speed for 

values of M < 2.0. This holds true for all the spanwise 

positions. 

The wing of Ref. (7) (Fig. 2.2) shows a 

different pattern of behaviour and is influenced by the 

spanwise location of the concentrated mass. For 

position near the root,there is no change in the flutter 

speed, this being equal to the bare wing flutter speed 

for all values of the concentrated mass. 

For masses placed at the mid span and the 

three-quarter position, the flutter speed decreases 

with increasing values of the concentrated mass. A mass 

located at the tip shows a different behaviour. As the 

concentrated mass value 1s increased, the flutter speed 

falls rapidly at first and then increases to give value 

of V = 1.2 at M = 0.9. 

It may not be possible to compare the values 

..5 
for the wing of Ref (~) (Fig. 2.6), since these refer 

to a wing with symmetric body freedom. 

It is difficult to draw any general conclusions 

from the eVidence available. The reason for this 

apparently inconsistent influence of the concentrated mass 

may be due to the fact that a mass placed on the elastic 

axis does not have any inertia coupling and each wing maSS 

combination has to be analysed individually. 
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2.1.3 Concentrated mass positions aft of the elastic 

axis show a more consistent influence on the flutter speeds. 

(Figs. 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5). For all those Yli·ngs tll'Jrp is 

,A. decroaso .in the fluttor speed in th inc.t'(.:[.scs in the- value 

of tbc. concbntrc.tod nnSD. 

2.1.4 

In general, for concentrated mass positions 

forward of the elastic axis the flutter speed of the 

wing-mass combination is higher than the bare wing flutter 

speed. For masses positioned aft of the elastic axis, 

the flutter speed is lower than the bare wing flutter 

speed. 

For concentrated mass positions ahead of the 

elastic axis, the modes participating in the flutter 

abruptly change (at a critical value of the mass ratio), 

from the fundamental to one containing the overtone modes. 

For masses located aft of the elastic axiS, usually there 

is no apparent change in the modes participating in the 

flutter. 
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2.2 EFFECT OF THE INERTIA RATIO 

The influence of the value of the pitching 

moment of inertia of the concentrated mass is shown in 

Figs. (2.8) to (2.11). In each of these figures, the 

effect on the flutter speed of an increase in the pitching 

moment of inertia is shown, the follOwing quantities being 

held constant. (a) the mass of the concentrated inertia 

and (b) the position of its centre of gravity ~both span~ 

wise and chordwise pOSitions.} Due to the difficulties in 

keeping all these quantities constant while varying only 
~~o..\;oY-l 

the moment of inertia, not much~ is available on the 

effect of the moment of inertia on the flutter speed. 

As in the previous case, the effect of the 

moment of inertia will be considered with reference to 

the position of its centre of gravity~ 

The flutter speeds are again plotted as ratios 

-
of the bare wing flutter speed, In all the figures I 

represents the ratio of the pitching inertia of the 

concentrated mass to the pitching moment of inertia of the 

bare wing, both values being measured with respect to 

a given reference axis. When the values of M and the pod 

centre of gravity are fixed, variation in I can be 

attributed to a corresponding variation in the pitching 

radius of gyration of the concentrated mass. 

Fig. (2.8) (Ref.9) shows the effect of varying 

the inertia ratio on the flutter speed when the centre of 

gravity of the concentrated mass is located O.lc ahead 

of the elastic axis. Four spanwise locations of the 

inertia and three values of M are considered, 

For values of M equal to 0.25 and 0.5, the 

curves show a simi~ar behaviour in that for all the span-

wise positions, except at the tip, the flutter speed 

generally decreases with increase in inertia ratio. 
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,..~o~ the ~'i!2.SS lo~a·i:ed E'~t the tip, "':he fluttc1" speed at 

ratio, but a:t"I;el' r'\,::oaching a maximu,!/I value~ .:!acreasas 

wi th fuxtat;1L' increa.~:~;s in' the ine~i;it'. ;t:"a.tic, 

For values of M = 1.0, the curves show a similar 

behaviour fer apamvis" looations of two-thirds and f span 

respectively. For masses located at the mid-span and at 

the tip, the flutter speed again shows a similar behaviour. 

The flutter speed increases first and then decre~ses, with 

increases in the pitching moment of inertia, 

For the aame wing, Fig, (2.9) shows the effect 

-of I on V for different angle of sweepback (obtained by 

a rotation about the root). For all these curves, the 

mass was placed at the 2/3 span position and the centre 

of gravity was O.lc ahead of the elastic axis. Three 

values of the mass ratio, M = 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 are 

considered. (It should be noted that for the bare wing, 

the flutter speed varies with the angle of sweepback;.1., 

approximately as Sec ( A-;; );.. Since all the curves 

presented in this figu:e are normalised with respect to 

the flutter speed of the swept wing, they have not been 

normalised with respect to the same speed~, 

For id = 0.25, the curve of V against 

shows approximately the same trend as for the unswept 

-Wing. For M = 0.5, the flutter speed shows a larger 

decrease than for the unswept Wing. For M = 1.0, 

the flutter speed shows approximately the same trend as 

for the bare wing only for 

30
0

• For a sweep back angle 

o sweepback angles of 15 and 

o of 45 , the flutter speed 

decreases first with increase in 1 and then increases 

'with increases in .1. 

Fig. (2.10) refers to the wing of Ref (10). This 

wing was allowed the root degree of freedom of body pitching, 
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The effect of I :'." considered for feut" "panv::'.se station" 

w:Lth the centre of gravity of the concentrated mass 

located at three chordwise positions for each spanwise 

location. Two sweepangles 4. = 0" and 450 are considered. 

In Fig. (2.11) (Ref. 7) the concentrated mass 

is located at the tip and at the midspan and three (chordwise) 

centre of gravity locations and four sweepback angles 

are considered. 

FOr all the wings considered, the general trend 

seems to be for the flutter speed to decrease with increase 

in the inertia ratio. The actual behaviour is influenced 

mainly by the value of the mass ratio and the spanwise 

location. of the concentrated mass. 

At a given spanwise location and for a given 

centre of gravity location of the concentrated mass, there 

is no change in the modes involved in the flutter with 

increases in the value of I. 

(Note: In Figs, (2.8) to (2.11), the value of 

Vat I = 0 nood not ba equal to unity sineo the, 1'luttor$peed 

for this condition will be equal to that of a wing carrying 

a point mass). 

2.3 EFFECT OF THE CHORDWISE C.G. LOCATION 

In general, the chordwiae position of the centre 

of gravity of the concentrated mass has the 'strongest 

influence on the flutter speed of the wing-mass combination. 

Mass positions ahead of the elastic axis have a stabilising' 

influence on the flutter speed while positions aft of the 

elastic axis tend to have a destabilising effect. 

Figs (2.12) to (2.19) show the influence of the 

chordwise location of the concentrated mass centre of 

gravity. 

Fig. (2.12) refers to the wing of Ref. (9). 

Four s anwise ositlons and two values of he iner 1a 



rati?., 1, are consitiered. For all th&se: '..:he mass l'a-tio 

Wft.,.:' kept consta.;1t at r,~ ~ 0.5. All the (>ar~'e-s (except for 

= 1.0 p.nd l. = 0) show a similar beha7ioW'. As the 

loc!;1tion of the centre of gravity :1s moved forward from 

a position aft of the elastic axis, the flutter speed 

increases to a maximum value just ahead of the elastic 

axis ruld then decreases as the centre of gravity is moved 

further ahead of the elastic axis. This decrease is 

associated with a change in the modes participating in 

the flutter, when the flutter involves one of the 

overtone lllodes. 

Fig (2.13) also refers to the wing of Ref (9). 

For masses located at the two-thirds span location, two 

values of I (0 and 0.84) and three values of the 

0 
30

0 0 sweepback angle (15 , and 45 ) are considered. The 

behaviour of the V vs 1> curve is essentially the same 

as.for the unswept case. The values for the sweepback 

o 
angle of 45 fol1ow a different trend, the flutter speed 

showing a continuous increase as the mass centre of 

gravity is moved progressively from a location aft of the 

elastic axis to a location forward of the elastic axis. 

The chordwise position at which the transition from 

fundamental to overtone flutter occurs moves further 

ahead of the elastic axis as the sweepback angle is 

increased. (It should be noted that all the Chords are 

measured in the streamwise direction, So, with an 

increase in the sweepback angle, the value of the 

streamwise chord also increases). 

The values in Figs. (2.14, 2.15, 2.1Ga and 2.1Gb) 

refer to the wing of Ref. (10). All these wings were 

allowed the root symmetric degrees of freedom (pitch and 

normal translation). 

The flutter speed for all these wings is very 

sensitive to the chordwise position of the centre of gravity, 
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e"pecially :tOl' ;>os1 tions near the elastic axis. Again, 

in general, lo~ations forward of the elastic axis tend to 

have a stabilising influence on the flutter speed. 

Fig. (2.18) also refers to a wing with the 

symmetric degrees of 'root freedom (Ref. 8). For this 

wing also, the flutter speed is very sensitive to 

movements of the location of the centre of gravity ia 

the neighbourhood of the elastic axis. 

~~gs (2.17a and 2.17b) refer to the wing of 

Ref. (16). In Fig.(2.l7a) the variation of V with 

respect to ~iS shown for four different spanwise 

locations of the concentrated mass. For most spanwise 

locations, the flutter speed is not very sensitive to the 

cnordwise position of the centre of gravity, provided 
e\Q~\ic. 

that this is forward of the ealstic axis. In Fig. (2.l7b) 

the behaviour of the 'f> - '),curve is examined for fa) three 

different sweepback angles while the value of M is held 

constant and (b) for three values of M for a given value 

o 
of /.l ( = 13). The concentrated mass is located at the 

wing tip. The behaviour of these curves is similar to 

the corresponding curve in Fig. (2.l7a). The flutter 

speed has its maximum value for centre of gravity 

locations in the neighbour.hood of the elastic axis. 

In Fig. (2.19), which refers to the wing of 

Ref (6), the variation of V with xpis more gradual. 

Three different spanwise locations ttt = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5) 

and for each spanwise location, 
'n" nos 
~oeatiefts are considered. 

ffiG.s,:> 
three different 9kgF~~9 

For all the wings considered here, the 

general pattern seems to be for the flutter speed to 

increase as the c.g. of the concentrated mass is 

moved forward frcma location aft of the elastic axis. 
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At a cer'calf! cent:"e of GI'Q.vHy 10cC!,t ion i" ,'", .,eighboul'hood of 

the elast ic axis, a m'\Ximum value for the flutt er sjl",,,,l i, ',t, ,:h,<.e, 

and any further movements of the c. G• :101"""'<.1 ,)f tllis 10"Cltion 

lend to to decrease the flutter speed. This decreaso is 

(;e:'I01',,1Iy I\\lt 10 ':.:", ~lllt IIJ,' beinG" One of th, overtone 'lyl'c. 

2.4 EFFECT OF THE SPANWISE LOCATION 

The behaviour of the curve of the flutter speed ;vlwl1 

plott ed against the Span dependB primarily on the chordwisn 

location of the c·e. of the "0ncentrated ma.s}) and to Cl lesser 

extent on the value of the ma>:,f) l'lci, i,D, (1,1). 

Figs. (2.20) to (2.26) show the en" (rt 0)' movinG' the 

concentrated toass along the span for a constant position of the 

chord\V'ise e.C. lo(~;)..tiol'l. 

For most of the Wines, two basic patterns can be seen, which are 

determined mainly by the chordwi~e lon"t lon 01' :':"" u'''':;''''' .)f ~""Ofil . .f 
with reopect to the elastic axis. For locations forward of the elaGtic 

axi", ti'u, f!-,"t: er speeds aret:e,nerally hiGher than '!he VD-re wine 

f'lutter spe(d at all the spanwise locntions. As the C01."e"lt "'1:;.,,1 "'Cl"" 

is moved out\>oard from t)" ",i ",;' .1'0.,:., tl)" ~lutb!>l'opeed inc"Giwes 

at first, and ro.-'ch,", " maximum v: JU(: a~ a ,\,oin', along the the 

span, Generally bet"een the tOid",';,n 10cn:tiol1 ai1d the tip. After 

moved to',Ii1,rds the til'. 

For the concentrated maDS c.C;. locateil- af~ of the elastic aXis, 

As the con"""":,I";:.",., 1'.e:18 L1 "O.Mil ·71.ltboard from the )'ooc, I"~"~, n.,\i;l,cr 

spe,d decreases C"rr."b".) '; y '&, h<\vo a·, minimum vlll,w at "r"und the mid

span position. :rf tlle concentrated milS" i~ moved further outboard the 
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obtained at the tip, This maximum vD.I-le i" generally 

lower than the bare wing flutter speed. 

As the figures show, the most critical 

parameter in determining the behaviour of ·the v- , 
curve is the chordwise location of the centre of 

gravity of the concentrated mass with respect to 

the elastic axis. For the concentrated mass c.g. 

located on the elastic axis itself the behaviour of 

this curve seems to depend on the value of the mass 

ratio and probably on the location of the elastic 

axis with respect to the wing leading edge, 

(e,g. Figs. 2.24, 2.25 and 2.26). 

An examination of Figs. (2.20) to (2.26) 

suggests that by properly locating a concentrated 

mass (both in the spanwise and the chordwise 

locations), it is possible to obtain large increases 

in the flutter speed. This can be used as a cure 

f~r the flutter of the basic wing i.e., to obtain 

a mass balancing effect, 

2.5 EFFECT OF FLEXIBILITY OF ATTACHMENT 

The flutter characteristics considered so 

far have been concerned with the cases when the 

concentrated mass is rigidly attached to the wing. 

Considerable changes can occur in the flutter speed 

when the concentrated mass is not rigidly attached 

to the Wing. This depends on the value of the natural 

frequency of the mass system compared to the natural 

frequencies of the basic wing. 

Yo~m:::, arid Ruhlin (Ref. 11) investigated 

the effect of the pitching frequency of the 

concentrated mass on its attachment on the flutter 

speed (Fig. 2.27). For the concentrated mass centre 
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of gravity located aft of the elastic axis, they 

found that a large effect of the pitching frequency 

was felt when the ratio of the pitch frequency to the 

fundamental torsion frequency of the wing ( W~/WT) 

was about 0.16. At the value, the flutter speed 

reached its lowest value and either a decrease 

or an increase in the value of ( W N I w.. ) gave 

a relatively large increase in the flutter speed. 

A similar, but opposite effect was observed when the 

c.g. of the concentrated mass was moved to a location 

very near the elastic axis, but still aft of it. 

Around the value ~Nlw_= 0.16, a very large increase , 

of the flutter speed was obtained. They suggest that 

at this value of the ratio of the frequencies 

the mass system acts as a vibration absorber and 

that specially designed attachments could be used 

as flutter suppressors. 

Gaukroger (Ref 12) has made an extensive 

study of the effects of allowing the attachment 

flexibilities in pitch, rol~ yaw and normal translation 

on the flutter characteristics of a uniform wing. 

The wing was a cantilever uniform wing and varying 

o 0 sweepback angles, between 0 and 45 were considered. 

All the masses were mounted on the elastic axis. 

Fig. (2.28) shows the effect of the 

pitching frequency on the flutter speed. Two 

values of the mass ratio,'. (iii = 0.5 and 1.0) 

and two values of the sweepback angle (~= O~and 30
0

) 

are considered. For both these the behaviour of 

the V -UJN!U>,. curve is similar to that in Fig. (2.27). 

When the pitching rigidity of the attachment is reduced 

from an infinite value, two critical reginns can be 



observed, where the flutter speed drops to a value 

ot less than half the flutter speed with the rigidly 

mounted mass, For the rigidly mounted mass, the 

flutter was of the overtone type. As the rigidity 

of the attachment is decreased, a transition to the 

fundamental type of flutter was obtained, From 

his caldulations, Gaukroger found no simple rules 

fo~ determining the critical values of tON except 

that these values lie between the fundamental 

bending and torsion frequencies of the bare wing. 

Fig. (2,29) shows the effect of the roll 

flexibility on the flutter speed. For both values of 

the mass ratio (M = 0,5 and 1,0) considered, there is 

no coupling between the wing torsion and mass roll 

modes, As the sweepback angle is increased, the 

coupling between these two modes increases and 

the coupling between the wing bending and mass roll 

mOdes decreases, For the unswept wing, increases in 

the mass roll frequency leads to a slight decrease 

in the flutter speed which is associated with a 

slight rise in the flutter frequency, For the swept 

wing, there is a pronounced drop in the flutter 

speed at a critical value of the roll frequency. 

Gaukroger also investigated the effect of 

varying the mass ratio in this case. He found that 

the effect of roll flexibility with mass variation 

was negligible for large values of M, but that this 

can be considerable for small values of M. 
The effects of allowing yaw flexibility are 

shown in Fig. (2.30). The effects are similar to 

those of the roll flexibility case (Fig. 2.29), 

except that the U-shaped branch (for ~ = 0) dOeS 

not appear in the roll flexibility case. For a mass 
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ratio, M = ~, the effects of allowing yaw 

flexibility do not appear to be significant. 

Fig. (2.31) shows the effect of allowing 

the normal translation flexibility in the attachment. 

At a certain critical value of the frequency ratio 

(~~'1~1) a minimum value of the flutter speed is 

obtaihed. The flutter frequency of the second branch 

(for values of ~""TlwT greater than the critical) 

is lower than the fiutter frequency for the first 

branch. 
"2.3.\ 

For all these figures (2.28 to~) the 

concentrated mass was located at the tip, and the 

wing was cantilevered from the root. 

Fig. (2.32) shows the effect of allowing 

both the normal translation and pitching of mass for 

a wing which also had root frequencies in pitch, 

normal translation and yaw (Ref. 10). The symmetric 

and anti-symmetric flutter speeds are shown separately 

Two different spanwise locations were considered 

1 (I = 0.5 and 1.0). For both these locations, the 

results are very similar to Gaukroger's cantilever 

wing results. 

The above results indicate that flexibl1ities 

in the attachment of the concentrated masS can lead 

to very low flutter speeds under certain conditions, th~ 

(\u 11, \'.\"'5 any advantages gained by a judicious placing of the 

concentrated mass. 

2.6 EFFECT OF THE AERODYNAMIC SHAPE OF THE CONCENTRATED 

MASS 

The effect of the aerodynamic shape of the 

concentrated mass on the flutter speed of the wing 

have been investigated by several authors (Refs. 7, 13, 

14, 15 and 16). 
---



All the flutter speeds investigated were 

at subsonic Mach Numbers. Some of the results are 

shown in Figs, (2.33, 2.34 and 2.35), 

SewaIl and iVoolston (Ref. 16) studied the 

effect of the aerodynamic shape of concentrated 

weights rigidly attached to a cantilever wing. 

Two types of weights were used, a streamlined body 

resembling an external fuel tank and a blunt body. 

Both were weighted to have similar inertial properties. 

Fig. (2.33) shows the effect of the spanwise 

position of the two masses on the flutter speed. For 

all the span positions the two flutter speeds are 

very close and the flutter speeds for the non

streamlined body are slightly higher than those 

for the streamlined body. The difference is at 

the most about 3% between the two speeds. For 

both these weights the centres of gravity were 

slightly aft of the elastic axis. 

Two more sets of weights, one with the 

centres of gravity on the leading edge and other with 

the centres of gravi ty aft of the elastic axis were 

also tested. For these weights also, the flutter 

speeds were very close, the non-streamlined body 

giving a slightly higher flutter speed. 

A theoretical study of the effects of the 

aerodynamic loads due to an external fuel tank on 

the flutter of the Fokkier F.27 wing was made by 

Yff (Ref. 13). He found that by taking the pod 

aerodynamic loads into account a flutter speed 

was obtained which was approximately 3% lower than the 

flutter speed obtained by neglecting the pod 

aerodynamiC loads. 
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Gaukroger (Ref. 7) tested the effect of 

different aerodynamic shapes resembling aircraft 

fuel tanks. Two spanwise locations for these 

5~o"et 
aerodynamic 8ftP~86 were chosen. Two types of tanks 

were tested. Both had the same geometrical shpae, 

but one of them was attached (at the mid span position) 

so that about a third of its length was exposed 1n 

front of the wing. For the second pod, only a fifth 

of the length was exposed. At the tip location, 

about a third and a half of the wing were exposed 

respectively. 

At both the spanwise locations and for both 

the aerodynamic shapes the flutter speeds were very 

similar and differed very little compared to the 

bare wing flutter speed. This influence was not 

consistent when the centre of gravity of the store 

was moved chordwise, one shape giving slightly 

higher flutter speed at one position of the centre 

of gravity and these results being reversed at 

another chordwise position. 

Fig. 2.34 shows the effect of the position 

of the centre of gravity of a tip tank on the Mach 

Number for $ymmetric flutter (Ref. 14). Two tip 

tanks of the same inertial characteristics were 

used, but one was smaller than the other. The 

smaller tank was a scaled-down DOdel of a 230 gallon 

capacity and the larger tank corresponded to a tank 

with a 700 gallon capacity. 

The trends in the flutter curves are very 

similar for both the tanks. In the region covered 

by the tests the larger tank causes a reduction in 

the flutter speed of about 15%. All these tests 

were made with the fins as in Fig. (2.34). 
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In another interesting e~~eriment, when the 

centl'e of gravity of the tip tanl< was approximately 

1 to 2 ins •. aft of the elastic axis, removing the 

fin was found to reduce the flutter speed of the small 

tan!< by about 7%, while removing the fin on the large 

tan!< had only a slight effect, "perhaps tending to 

increase the flutter speed by a small amount". 

~vo tip pods of different sizes, 'but having 

approximately the same inertial characteristics and 

centre of gravity positions lVere tested (for the 

anti-symmetric flutter of a model of the Northrop 

F.89 - Scorpion wing) by Gayrnan (Ref. 15). These 

tests showed that the changes in the pod shape had 

small effects on the flutter characteristics, the 

largest differences being only slightly greater than 

the limits of accuracy. 

In an interesting approach, an attempt was 

made to define an "aerodynamic equivalent" tip-pod. 

This was defined as a rectangular extension of the 

wing, which had a semi chord, span and quarter-chord 

location relative to the wing elastic axis and which 

gave the same aerodynamic effect under analysis (by 

the assumed mode method), as does the actual pod 

under test conditions. The aerodynamic equivalent 

was arrived at by a process of iteration: assuming a 

number of different span extensions and calculating 

the flutter speed by the assumed mode method. The 

additonal "wing" which gave the closest agreement 

with the test results was taken as the "aerodynamic 

equivalent" of the tip pod. 

Fig. (2.35) shows the results of one 

such analysis in the form of a conventional V - g p1ot. 



All the results were obtained by assuming three 

modes - roll. fundamental bending and fundamental 

torsion. The line (la) represents the results of 

a four degree of freedom analysis in which the 

overtone torsion mode was also included in addition 

to the above modes. 

From a series of similar analyses, it was 

concluded for this wing that an accurate tip pod 

representation was mOre important than the number of 

degrees of freedom included in the analysis. The 

"aerodynamic equivalent" of the tip pods considered 

had smaller plan form areas compared to the plan form 

areas of the pods. 

From these results it can be concluded that 

at subsonic speeds, even radical changes in the 

aerodynamic shape of the concentrated mass have very 

little effect on the flutter speed. In general, a 

streamlining of the external (added) mass tends to 

be destabilising, this resulting in a lower flutter 

speed. The aerodynamic shape of the added mass may 

become more important at supersonic speeds. 

2.7 '!HE EFFECT OF ADDING MORE 'IHAN ONE INERTIA AT 
'!HE SAME TIME 

Lambourne and Weston (Ref 6) tested the 

influence of adding more than one mass at the same 

time on the flutter speeds. Figs. (2.36) and (2.37). 

show the results of their investigations for two cases. 

In Fig. (2.36) the centres of gravity of both the 

masses is on the wing elastiC axis. The mass at 

the midspan position was kept constant at a chosen 

value and the variation of the flu~ter speed with 

changes in the tip mass were observed. Three values 

,', ,. 
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for r.l ( 0, 0.155 and 0.312 slugs)are shown.· In Fig. (2.37) 

the effect of varying two concentrated masoes palced at 

the span positions of 1 = 0.3 and 0.5 is shown for two 

locations of the chordwise c.g. Also shown is the effect 

of varying three masses located 0.1, 0.38 and 0.3. 

These figures show a behaviour which is similar 

to those of Fig. (2.1) which also refersto the same wing. 

An important conclusion which can be deduced by 

comparing the flutter speeds for the Simultaneous loading 

of the masses with the cases when they are individually 

varied. The effect on the flutter speed of the masses are 

not additive. The value of the flutter speed due to a 

simultaneous loading cannot, in general, be predicted from 

a knowledge of the flutter speeds due to an individual loading 

of the masses. 

2.8 THE INFLUENCE OF THE ROOT DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

The influence of body freedom on wing flutter has 

been examined both theoretically (Refs. 8, 10, 13, 15 and 17) 

and experimentally (Refs. 8, 14, 15, 18 and 19). 

In examining the effects of the root degrees of 

freedom, it is convenient to consider the symmetric (pitch 

and normal translation) degrees of freedom and the anti-

symmetric (roll) degree of freedom se~aTately since these 

are uncoupled. 

Figs. 2.38(a), 2.38(b), 2.38(c) are taken from 

Ref. (10). The effects of a concentrated mass on the flutter 

speeds (symmetric and anti-symmetric) of four different 

wings are shown in the form of contours of constant flutter 

speed. From these figures, it can be seen that the overall 

effects of a concentrated mass are very similar to the case 

with a fixed root, though the actual values of the flutter 

speeds may be different. 

__________ .. ________________________ ---.J 
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Fig. (2.39) refers to tests carried out by means 

of ground launched rocket vehicles (Ref. 8). This figure 

illustrates the effects of the body centre of gravity on the 

body freedom flutter speed for a uniform wing carrying tip 

masses. Two different values of the tip mass and two 

different values of the tip mass pitching inertia are 

considered. For all these values, the position of the 

body mass centroid has an appreciable influence on the flutter 

speed. From separate tests it was shown that the body freedom 

flutter speed was increased when the body mass was increased. 

Fitting the vehicle with different sizes of horizontal tails 

had practically no effect on the flutter speed. This may 

be due to the fact that for this particular configuration, the 

tail plane effectiveness was very low as it was fairly close 

to the main wings. 

When the symmetric root degrees of freedom are 

allowed, in general, two different types of flutter occur 

under proper conditions: (a) Body Freedom Flutter in which 

the principal modes participating in the flutter Are the 

regid body modes and the primary wing modes, and (b) Disturbed 

Root Flutter which involves mainly the modes of fundamental 

bending and fundamental torsion of the wing. 

Both types of flutter were encountered in the 

investigations of Ref (8). 

Gaukroger (Ref. 18) conducted tests on wings which 

were allowed root freedoms in pitch and in roll separately. 

For the. symmetric degree of freedom he found that both 

body freedom and disturbed ~oot types of flutter may be 

obtained. He also found that for the symmetric degree of 

freedom, the effect of the body mass was small, Unlike 

Ref (8) he found that (a) the effect of the centre of gravity 

position of the body was small and (b) the effect of adding a 
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horizontal tail w~s to reduce the value of the fuselage 

pitching moment of inertia at which the change from body 

freedom flutter to disturbed root flutter occurred. 

Fig. (2.40) (Ref. 18) shows the effect of 

increaSing the fusalage moment of inertia on a wing with a 

o 
sweepback angle (of the~) of 9. Two values of V.- the 

horizontal tail vol~e coefficient are considered. The two 

types of flutter - body freedom flutter and disturbed root 

flutter - can be distinguished. The body freedom flutter 

involves the modes of fuselage pitching and wing bending and 

has a lower flutter speed than the fixed root flutter speed. 

Disturbed root flutter is similar to the fixed root flutter 

and has comparable values for the flutter speed and frequency. 

From his tests Gaukroger concluded that the most 

important parameters affecting symmetric flutter were the 

fuselage pitching moment of inertia and the horizontal tail 

volume coefficient. The addition of the tailplane stabilises 

body freedom flutter. From separate tests he found that sweep-

back of the wing also has a stabilising effect on the body 

freedom type of flutter. 

Molyneux (Ref. 5) has investigated theoretically 

the effect of allowing root freedoms - symmetric and anti-

symmetric on wings carrying concentrated masses. His 

results indicate the possibility that on a wing, initially 

free from flutter involving body motions, addition of 

concentrated masses may induce this type of flutter. Fig (2.41) 

(Ref. 5) shows the effect of allowing the root degrees of 

freedom in pitch and normal translation on the flutter 

speed. 

When there is a central mass only (and no outboard 

masses), (Fig. 2.41.a), the flutter speed with ~ root 

freedom in pitch is lower than the fixed root flutter speed 

for low values of the central mass pitching inertia. The 
------------------~----------------
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modes involved in this ::t'lut'ter iJJClude a lax-be pi tchinz 

oscillation of the central mass. After a certain value of 

the central mass pitching inertia is reached, the flutter 

resembles fixed root flutter and, the flutter speeds ""'0 

higher than the fixed root flutter speeds. 

The effect of adding a concentrated mass at the tip 

to the above configuration is shown in Figs. (2.41.b) and 

(2.41.c) when the centre of gravity of the tip mass is on 

the wing leading edge (Fig. 2.41.b) the fixed root flutter 

involves the modes of large motions in pitch and translation 

-of the tip mass for low values of M~ • .. (n1- = Tip n:ass/wing mass). 

IVhen the root freedoms (pitch and normal translation) are 

allowed three different types of flutter can occur. The first 

branch involves translation and pitch of the outboard mass 

but no motion of the central mass. The second branch involves 

translation and pitch of the outboard mass, but only pitch of 

the central mass. For large values of the tip mass the 

flutter involves zero translation and ~d pitch of the tip 

mass. IVhen the tip mass centre of gravity is located on 

the elastic axis, only the first two branches of the previous 

curve were obtained (Fig. 2.41.c). 

"-
From Figs. (2.41~) and (2.42.c) it can be seen 

that under certain conditions, values of the flutter speed 

far less than the fixed root case can be obtained by allowing 

root degrees of freedom. 

When the wing is allowed the anti-symmetric degree 

of freedom (i.e. in roll) and when there are no outboard 

masses, the flutter mode initially involves large roll 

motions of the central mass (Fig. 2.42.a). The second 

branch involves very little roll motion of the mass. For 

this branch, the flutter speeds are less than the fixed root 

flutter speeds. 
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For th& caSE: Wi"l~U t!.ll outiJotU"U JIlass 15 presen't a't 

Inm.d"tWon ok 
the tip (Fig. 2.42. b, 2.42.c) Itllewin!: "the roll degree of 

freedom does not seem to have an adverse effect as severe as 

that ,obtained when the symmetric degrees of freedom are 

allowed. The results of Molyneux (Ref. 5) and Gaukroger 

(Ref. 18) suggest that for a conventional aircraft, it is 

unlikely that anti symmetric flutter would occur at speeds 

appreciably less than the corresponding fixed root flutter. 

The above results show that the root degrees of 

freedom can be important parameters in the flutter of wings 

with concentrated masses, under certain circumstances, flutter 

speeds which are considerably lower than the corresponding 

fixed root flutter speeds can be obtained. 

2.9 EFFECT OF FUEL SLOSHING 

An important class of concentrated masses - the 

fuel content in integral wing tanks or in external fuel 

tanks - possesses some properties which can adversely 

affect the flutter speeds. The. fuel can move inside the tank 

and its quantity is variable. 

Yff (Ref. 13) found that for a pylon tank without 

internal baffles the attitude of the tank can have large 

detrimental effects on the flutter speed. (Fig 2.43). When 

the fuel tank was in a nose-up attitude, flutter speeds 

considerably lower than the bare wing flutter speed were 

obtained for partially filled tanks. It was also found 

that for a given fuel tank content the flutter speed 

decreased with increasing nose-up attitude. These results 

would be somewhat modified if the contribution of the moving 

fuel to the torsional damping is taken into account. 

For an external fuel tank without internal baffles, 

the fuel can move freely inside the tank. One method of 

taking this factor into account is to use the "frozen fuel" 
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method. The fuel is treated as a rigid body for purposes 

of taking th6 moment of inertia into account. Gayman (Ref. 15) 

found fi'om experiments on a model tani<, that for a 

partially filled tank the measured moment of inertia can be 

very much lower than the values obtained by using a 

'frozen fuel'model. 

Sewall (Ref. 20) made some analytical and 

experimental studies on two dimensional fuel--Ioaded 

wing models. The wing models had two degrees of freedom 

only, these being controlled by two springs which 

allowed only the rigid vertical translation and rigid body 

pitching respectively. In the analytical studies, Sewall 

used "effective" values for the mass and moment of inertia 

of the fuel tank with fuel. 

From his experiments on internal (baffled) fuel 

tanks Sewall found that there was one particular sequence 

of emptying the fuel tank which gave the optimum (i.e. 

consistently the highest possible) flutter speeds. 

EVen from this limited survey it can be appreciated that 

correct analytical representation of .fuel in an externally 

mounted tanks (or in integral wing tanks) can be 

important. 

2.10 EFFECT OF WING~VEEPBACK 

For a bare cantilever Wing, when thG wing 

sweepback is increased from zero, the flutter speed falls 

initially until, in general,asweepback angle of 10° and 15° 

is reached. A further increase in the sweepback brings a 

about an increase in the flutter speed. From a study of 

experimental results, Molyneux (Ref. 21) suggested the 

following approximate relationship: 
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where ("") . i\ = Flutter speed of the swept--back wing 

(\11:) _ = " ~ ",) 
Flutter speed of the unswept wing 

and 1\ = Sweepback angle of the span 

Sanford et al (Ref. 22) tested wings of 

different aspect ratiQsfor the effect of sweepback. They 

found that the variation of the flutter speed was close to 
:I. 

the variation of {Sec' 1\) with variation in the sweepback 

In the above tests the flutter was of the fixed 

l'Oot type. \ViI ts (Ref. 10) obtained some interesting 

results from his analogue computer analyses on the effect 

of the sweep back angle in the presence of the root degrees of 

freedom. Fig. (2.44) shows some of the results for four 

different wings. For the range of sweepback angles 

investigated, the increases in flutter speed that would be 

expected from Eqn. (2.10.1) are not obtained. In general 

for the bare wings, the symmetric fluttter speed seems to 

show a slight decrease as the sweepback angle is increased. 

Fig. (2.45) shows the effect of sweepback on 

a cantilever wing. On the same graph is plotted the 

variation of the flutter speed with sweepback when the 

symmetric degrees of freedom are allowed (Ref. 18). Both 

the CUrves show that the flutter speed increases with .' 

increaSing sweepback angles, but the actual rates of increase 

are different. 

Addition of concentrated inertias also modifies 

the behaviour of the flutter speed to increases in the 

sweepback angle. For example_, Figs (2.11) and (2,13) 

show that it is not possible to predict a regular trend 

for the V - I' curve and that each wing has to be treated 

separately. 
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2.11 INFLUENCE O~ COMPRESSIBILITY_AND ~yNOLDS NUMBER 

Most of the experimental results surveyed so 

I-l,,,d 
far have been obtained from ~ tunnel tests on flexible 

models. It is important to know how these results can be 

used to predict the behaviour of the full--scale aeroplane. 

In the wind tunnel models, it is possible to represent 

the structural and inertial properties of the full--scale 

aeroplane, but not the aerodynamic forces and moments 

which act on the aeroplane. It is usual to test models 

having a symmetrical cross section in order to avoid trimming 

problems. No measurements seem to have been made to 

ascertain the effects of aerodynamic scale effects on 

flutter. Bisplinghoff et al (Ref. 33, p. 710) suggest 

that provided the Reynolds Number in the wind tunnel is 

5 
above about 4 xlO the effects of changes in Reynolds Number 

are small and the flutter speed and frequency are relatively 

insensitive to changes in the Reynolds Number. Molyneux 

(Ref. 24) suggests that wind tunnel models should be built 

ith a mean chord of at least 8 ins for tests on main surface 

flutter. 

Martin and Sewall (Ref. 14) give an interesting 

qualitative comparison between a flight flutter test result 

and the flutter speeds predicted by wind tunnel tests 

(Fig. 2.46). 

The shaded area shows the flutter speeds expected 

from wind tunnel tests and the flight flutter pOint is 

Ghown as an elongated line because of uncertainties in 

the amount of fuel present in the tanks at the time of 

flutter. From this and from other results, they conclude 

that the model flutter characteristics may be close to 

those of the full scale aeroplane. 

The effect of compressibility can be allowed for 
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flutter occurs at the same speed as on the prototype 

("True Speed" model M). Use of a variable d<>nsity tunn<>l 

in which th<> worl{ing medium is a mixture of atr and 

another gas, results in some simplification of the model. 

By varying the amount of the added gas, it is possible to 

vary the mass ratio, Reynolds Number and the Mach Number 

independently. A great deal of work has been carried out 

to assess the <>ffect of Mach Number on the flutter speed. 

Fig. (2.47) from Ref. (22) is a typical illustration and 

it refers to a wing with an aspect ratio of 9 and two 

o 0 
v.alues of the swe<>p angle, 16 and 39 , are considered. 

The eff<>ct of the Mach Number is most critical at 

the transonic speeds. 

Very 1i ttl<> is known about the <>ff<>ct of 

R<>ynolds Number on the flutter speed at supersonic speeds. 

2.12 SUMMARY OF THE REVIEW 

A review of the available information on the 

flutter of wings with concentrated inertias has shown 

that ther<> are a number of parameters which control the 

flutter characteristics and that these can be varied 

over a wide range. For cantilever wings of conventional 

planforms (and having no discontinuities), it is possible 

to derive criteria (<>.g. R<>f, 21) from which th<> <>ff<>ct 

of varying a c<>rtain param<>ter on the flutter speed can 

be ascertained. In addition to the geometric, inertial 

and structural properties (of an unswept cantil<>v<>r wing) 

the effects of sweepback and of compressibility can also 

be taken into account as thes<> confirm to fairly w<>11 

defined patterns. However, wh<>n a concentrated mass is 

added to th<> wing, it is not possible to predict with 

any d<>gree of c<>rtainty, the changes in th<> flutter 

speed. It is possible to isolat<> th<> concentrated mass 
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parameters which have the most significant effect on the 

flutter speed. TIle~e are (a) the mass, (b) the pitching 

moment of inertia and (c) the centre of gravity location of 

the mass (both chordwise and spanwise). 

In general, locations of the centre of gravity 

forward of the elastic axis give increases in the flutter 

~eed. TIlese speeds are generally higher than the flutter 

speed of the bare wing. For a given wing by a judicious 

placing of the concentrated mass, it is possible to 

obtain a large increase in the flutter speed (compared to ~;~ 

the bare wing flutter speed). 

These remarks apply to wings with a fixed root. 

",hI-. 
When root degrees of freedom in j>tt1:eh and normal 

translation are allowed, the flutter speed can be 

adversely affected. Any flexibility in the attachment 

of the concentrated mass to the wing can also have an 

adverse effect on the flutter speed. 

TIlus, for a given wing mass system, it is 

difficult to obtain any criteria which would predict the 

flutter speed and. frequency. TIle particular system has 

,0 be analysed either by theoretical means or by experiments 

in order to estimate the flutter speeds. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE METHODS OF REPRESENTATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC 

LOADS 

3.1. REPRESENTATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC LOADS 

The amount of time and effort involved in setting up 

and solving the equations of motion of a fluttering wing is 

largely determined by the method used for representing the 

aerodynamic loads. It is very difficult to take into account 

the exact air loads acting on a wing which is oscillating in an 

arbitrary mode. It is usual to make a number of approximations 

to obtain relatively Simple expressions for the lift and 

moment on an oscillating wing. These are:-

(i) The aerofoil is assumed to have vanishing but 

finite thickness and very little camber. 

(ii) Potential flow is assumed. (The satisfaction of the 

Kutta condition tacitly assumes the existence of 

viscosi ty). 

(iii) The aerofoil is assumed to be oscillating 

harmonically. 

(iv) The oscillations are assumed to have small 

amplitudes (so that linearity of the forces 

and moments with the deflections is assumed. 

3.1.1 Quasi - Steady Approximations 

A simple, if very approximate estimate of the lift 

and moment can be obtained by regarding the loads on the 

oscillating wing as having the same values as in the case 

of steady motion, but with the angle of attack being given by the 

instantaneous inclination between the resultant velocity vector 

and the wing chord line. If we assume that the downward 

displacement of the elastic axis is given by h and the 

instantaneous angle of attack is given by 0(. (Fig. 3.1), 
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th.e lift .od !!loment per unit span are given by (Ref. 23, p.279) 

'Y = b w _ RQ.c:.\uc~ cl ~lQq vel\'J 
V 

n 7. ho . ex\" u.wt) 

OG.. "" ala. e)<~ ('(wt. ) 

. CI"'\ U) = tyC!'V"€y\c~ Cl\} 05((\\0+1011 

3. " 

In deriving Eq. (3.1) it has been assumed that the lift 

curve slope is given by 21\ per radian, and that the value 

of V is very small. 

A more sophisticated approximation is the quasi-steady 

approximation where only the effect of the wake vortices is 

neglected. This is equivalent of replacing the Theodoresen 

function by its limiting value as';) tends to zero. The 11 ft 

and moment are then given by:-

~ :=.11 ~b4u:?[ {-a.. ... i.. ~ Cl. ... a)? no -+ { (.l.. +Q2) 
p 2.. "1) El 

;- n. ~ 0.) . ~ 2 - i.- ( k -"') t + )... ( ~ - ~ ) ~s ex' 0 J 
one attraction of using the quasi-steady approximation is that 

the expressions for the lift and the moment are considerably 

simpler than the complete expressions obtained from two 

dimensional strip theory as they do not contain any 

transcendental functions of the reduced frequency., V. 

3.1.2 Two Dimensional Strip Theory Derivatives 

Instead of using the quasi-steady derivatives, a more 

accurate approximation to the lift and moment is obtained if 

we divide the wing into a number of spanwise strips and treat 
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each strip as if it were part of a two dimensional wing. The 

derivatives are functions of the reduced frequency ( ~ ~ h~) 

and these as defined in the same sense as in differentinl calculus 

and are the differential coefficients of a non-dimensional 

aerodynamiC force with respect to a non-dimensional amplitude 

of motion. 

There are two main notations in use for defining the 

aerodynamic derivatives. For a two-dimensional wing, they 

are defined in the British Notation as:-

\
- (_ ~2Lj.; -t A.); ~Ii 1,th ) ~ 
_' C 

r( - Y'l",- .".;i,.).J L Cc- .... QD(.) ex ] 

(:"':;. 3) 

where L and M are the lift and moment per unit span and act 

at the wing leading edge it should be noted that the reduced 

frequency V is based on the wing chord and is given by 

The values of the derivatives are given by (Eg. Ref. 25) 

(a) Inertia Derivatives: 

, __ qil 
- -\2.8 

(b) Damping Derivatives: -(35) 

L.- li( 0( - -

4 '4- 31= 40 4G/)i) 

(c) 

In ,;. ",.-"IT r- m· -
" Lt Cl( -

Stiffness Derivatives: 
- ~ <"31-61="-+ 4G();) 

L ~ -.::. Lo<;-::' 11 (4 .. _) 4 F-3).)~ 

t() n.:::, - 7'( i:> G1 

In Eqs. 

mOl-=: ~( 4F-3:vf;) 
3.6 and 376, F and G are the real and 3., 

(::)1) 

imaginary parts of the Theoderesen function, 
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The values of F and G are tabulated in, for example, 

Refs. (27), (28). 

Van de Vooren (Ref. 26) gives approximate formulae for 

the evaluation of F and G: 

G( ')..) 

_2- -3 
0.021573 + 0.210413 + 0 5l2607'v + 0.500502 V 

+ 0.2512395 v + \. 035 ~18 "'l3:- v 3 0.021508 
.. 

(3.8) 

These are valid for values of·)) between '))::. o. \ a"d .;J<~·O 

-4 
and the percentage error in this region is less than 4 x 10 

The derivatives in the Eqs. (3.5) to (3.7) refer to 

the lift and moment acting at the wing leading edge. The 

derivatives with respect to any other axis can be obtained 

by applying proper transformation formulae (Eg. Ref. 27). If 

the reference axis is situated at a distance ec aft of the 

leading edge and if the derivatives with respect to this 

axis are denoted by [ti . f;" etc, we have 

L .. Ot -

Qh:. 

In the American Notation, the inertia, damping and 

stiffness derivatives are combined into one unit and the lift 

and moment per unit span are defined as: 
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If the reference axis is taken as the midchord line 

of th.e wing, the derivatives are given by (".g.Ref. 28) 

""In "" ~ a 
M"" .=- ~ .i (3 . " ) 

8 "l-' 
For obtaining the lift and moment about a reference 

axis situated at a distance (ba) aft of the midchord (Fig.3.l) 

the following transformation formulae are used:-

L", -= L\-,. 
Lex. L oc.. - ( 'z- .... 0..) Lt, 

M","'" M",- (~~a) Lh 
Mo(.""'" M",,- (~.,.a)(LO(+Mh) -tC.y.al.)lh 

Similar, appropriate derivatives can be defined when 

the wing has control surfaces and tabs (Eg. Refs. 25, 29). 

3.2.3 Empirical Values of the Derivatives 

For wings of moderate to large aspect ratio, the use 

of two dimensional strip theory derivatives in assumed mode 

analyses gives values of the flutter speed which are generally 

about 10 to 15% lower than the experimentally measured flutter 

speeds (Ref. 30, 31). 

\~en the derivatives are defined as in Eqn. (3.3) 

empirical and semi-empirical corrections can be applied to the 

derivatives in order to take into account the effect of the tip. 

One method is to define equivalent constant strip derivatives. 

These derivatives do not give the correct forces on each 

strip of the wing but are defined in such a way that they are 

independent of the spanwise position and after appropriate 

integration over the span, give the correct generalized forces 

on the wing. 
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Another method is to use overall strip derivatives, i.e. 

derivatives related to the forces on the complete wing. For 

a wing oscillating in a set of deformation modes, these 

derivatives are related to the generalized forces and vary 

with the mode shapes. 

Reissner (Ref. 32) has developed a finite span theory 

for wings of high aspect ratio, but its application to routine 

flutter calculations is somewhat laborious. In this method 

';~;j~ the finite span effect is obtained. for a given mode , 

by applying corrections to the two dimensional values of the 

derivatives. Reissner and Stevens (Ref. 30) have prepared 

tables which simplify the calculations. They also discuss 

the systematic modifications of the flutter calculations when 

Reissner's Theory is used to modify a strip theory analysis. 

The values of the Equivalent Constant Strip derivatives 

can be calculated by using an approximate three dimensional 

theory. Guyett (Ref. 33) gives a comparison between the values 

of the derivatives obtained from three different theories and 

the values obtained from two dimensional theory (Fig. 3.2, 3.3, 

3.4). These apply to rigid wings oscillating in the modes of 

pitch and translation. It can be seen that significant finite 

span effects can occur even for wings of large aspect ratio. 

Molyneux and Hall (Ref. 34) tested a number of rigid 

wings which had freedoms in uniform pitch and linear flexure. 

The wings had aspect ratios from 2 to 6 and sweep back angles 

from zero 
o 

to 60 • It was found for these wings that the 

calculated and the measured values of the derivatives agreed 

fairly well if the two dimensional theoretical derivatives 

were modified in the following way: 

(a) Multiply the damping derivatives (Lv.., l& €+c) b..!:! \/fCl~) 

(b) Multiply the stiffness derivatives (\.h,lx. e~c) b~ 1)~(A)f 

where ~(I\)~ t \ 1- ~'.: ~ t~,. \3) 
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It is not possible to obtain suoh simple corrections 

for the derivatives defined as in Eqn. (3.10) since each of 

the derivatives contains the influence of the inertia, 

damping and stiffness derivatives. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A REVIEW OF METHODS OF FLUTTER ANALYSIS APPROPRIATE TO 
WINGS WITH LARGE CONCENTRATED INERTIAS 

A number of analyticai methods have been used to 

obtain the flutter speeds of wings with concentrated masses. 

The methods differ from each other in three important 

respects: 

(a) The mathematical model used to represent the 

wing and the method used to obtain the equations 

of motion, 

(b) The method used for describing the aerodynamic 

loading on the wing, 

(c) The method employed to solve the equations of 

motion to obtain the flutter sp&&d and flutter 

frequency. 

The behaviour of the Physical system can be expressed 

in terms of one of the following: the basic differential 

equations, the basic integral equation or by using an 

energy approach. 

In general, for an arbitrary wing, the inertial and 

structural properties are known at a set of points on the 

wing and are not easily definable in terms of simple 

mathematical functions. It will not therefore be possible to 

-\or 
obtain an exact solution to the flutter speed. However, there 

exists a class of simple wings for which it is possible to 

obtain exact solutions. These solutions can be regarded as 

standards of comparison for estimating the accuracy of other 

analytical methods. 

It should be noted that these solutions are 'exact' 

only in so far as the aerodynamic tDrma, used in the analysis 

are 'exact'. 
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.LJ~EXACT' SOLU'l'ION - DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND OPERATIONAL 
APPROACH -----

Subject to the above limitation, the first exact 

solution was obtained by Goland (Ref. 35) who treated the 

bending-torsion flutter of a bare, uniform cantilever wing 

with uniformly distributed inertial and elastic properties. 

Starting from the partial differential equations of motion 

and using the boundary conditions at the root and at the tip 

of the wing, he was able to obtain the solution of the 

flutter problem by straightforward methods. 

Goland and Luke (Ref. 36) used a differential equation 

approach to solve the flutter problem of a uniform wing with 

tip weights. They also included the fuselage degrees of 

freedom (both symmetric and anti-symmetric) in the analysiS 

and the differential equations of motions were solved by an 

operational method. The results from both Ref. (35) and from 

Ref(36) showed good agreement with the results obtained by 

energy methods. 

An important extension to the method of Ref. (36) was made 

by Runyan and Watkins (Ref. 37) to consider the flutter of a 

uniform wing with an arbitrarily placed concentrated mass. 

Consider a uniform cantilever wing, whose stiffnesses 

El, GJ and the quantities m (mass per unit length), S 
"'>C .. 

(static unbalance per unit length) and ~ ( pitching moment of 
C>(. 

inertia per unit length) are all constant along the span 

(Fig. 4.1) The differential equations of motion can be 

written as: 

rn Vi ,. 5.><- 0(: T E 1:. dt.~ 
L \ '3.1::) cl. '.11.< -

50th + A.ot. r:x ~J cPG 
o~7. 

-:: "" ('1, l: ) (4·1) 
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The appropriate boundary conditions are 

=-0 

~ h( c, t + 12,-:)( (l,) '1 
r' ') 

i Q'i! h( L.) + ";:"'(l,) \ 

L = Lift per unit span 

M = Moment er unit span 

W = Weight of concentrated mass 

e
2 

= Distance of the concentrated mass c.g. from the wing 

elastic axis 

K2 = Radius of gyration of the concentrated mass about the 

elastic axis 

and the subscripts - + 1, and 1, represent the values of the 

der1 va t1 ves as 1, is approached from the side \\ < L, and 

from '::I '7 l, respectively. 

Runyan and lVatkins solved Eqs. (4.1) by first taking 

the Laplace transform of the two equations and solving for 1; 

and 0(. the transforms of h. and ~ respectively. After 

using the boundary conditions at the root these can be written 

as: 

t>(,-+b\,~- C(p2+3~ _ Q(a 
"" -. ~l: ( ~ + Li\ -;- ;: L{. ) &.}-

, ( ,. ~ 
E~ "" e, .,. LG + ... L GO ) tU 

~.J ( fY) ~ + t-\ ,,+ ... 11\,) tu ~ 

o ~ ~:r (1:. -+ t1e -+ A. t-Ib ') to2. 
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and the lift and moment are defined by 

l 0':1"'- ((,.)~ lr, h ... W ~'" ~ + ciho<. "" -+wL~ ~) ~j 

"" du= (tJl-\hh~b)Mh cl" -t- oSMc{"'+(uM~~ )dl.f 
.;J cr~ v\:; .• 

In general it is not possible to factorize ~~ 

and so obtain the inverse of \-;<1» andX<:p;. Runyan and 

Watkins expanded the function. ( 1/ A(\> J) in the form of a 

power series: 

n-=o 

where the Tr, are functions of 0<, ~,"" and ~. The series 

converges rapidly and in calculations, only a few terms of 

the series need be used. 

After obtaining the mode shapes h f ')) and ~ \ ~) by 

inverting EQ. (4.3), the flutter determinant can be derived 

by using the boundary conditions at the tip as: 

h. (L) h':...z l) " h3 (. l) 

~': (L) 
I" 

h;l. Cl) h; (l) -=0 (4.5) 

3~' (l) S',-cl) 9~ (t) 

where the terms in the flutter determinant are functions 
611>:\ •. 

of the inertial" structural properties of the wing, the 

aerodynamic loads and the concentrated mass parameters. 

To obtain the flutter speed, flutter frequency and the 

flutter mode shapes, a trial and error procedure has to be 

followed. For a given Wing-mass configuration, the coefficients 

in Eq. (4.5) are functions of the flutter frequency\~ and 

the corresponding reduced frequency V,( = bw/))) , and the 

problem is one of finding values of W and» which cause the 

flutter determinant to vanish. 
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Runyan and Watkins applied this method to obtain the 

flutter speeds of a uniform cantilever wing carrying a large 

concentrated mass placed ahead of the elastic axis (weight 7a 

of Ref. 38). The flutter speeds obtained were within 7% of 

the experimental values. On the other hand, a Rayleigh 

type analysis for the same wing gave highly unconservative 

values. 

In this formulation the order of the flutter deter-

minant depends only upon the order of the system of differential 

equations to be solved and not upon the number of modes 

involved. It is not limited to the case of a uniform 

cantilever wing with a single concentrated mass. By proper 

attention to the boundary conditions the theory can be extended 

to cover the case of a wing carrying a number of masseS. One 

of these could be the fuselage and both symmetric and anti-

symmetric types of flutter can be analysed. The same type 

of analysis, with the air loads equated to zero, can be used 

to obtain the coupled modes and frequencies of the wing-mass 

system. 

4.2 EXACT SOLUTION - DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND LYAPUNOV'S 
DIRECT METHOD 

Lyapunov's second (or direct) method has been used 

in control system analysis, but so far has found very little 

application in aeroelasticity. The advantages of this 

method - the ability to deal directly with the distributed 

system in the form of partial differential equations or :. 

integral equations without having to resort to approximations 

and its ability to handle system non-linearities seem to 

be more than offset by the difficulties in choosing a proper 

'functional' which is an essential part of the analysis. 

In Ref. (39), Parks used Lyapunov's method to obtain 

the ste-bili ty boundaries for the problem of fluttering panel. 
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Wang (Ref. 40) obtained the stability boundaries of 

a horizontal tail mounted on a flexible fuselage by using 

this method. 

In Ref 41, Wang discusses the formulatiOn of stability 

problems of both elastic and aeroelastic systems in the 

framework of the Lyapunov stability theory. Among other 

problems, he considers the flutter problem of a cantilever 

wing and that of a cantilever wing carrying two concentrated 

masses at the tip, one of which is attached to the other by 

means of a spring. 

In u~ing the second method of Lyapunov, we attempt to 

obtain information on the stability of the equilibrium states 

of the system without actually solving the system equations 

for the roots. This method is based on a generalisation of 

the idea that if a system has an asymptotically stable 

equilibrium state, then the stored energy of the system decays 

with increasing time until it reaches its minimum value at 

the equilibrium state. In the second method of Lyapunov, a 

fictitious 'energy' function or a Lyapunov function is determined 

first. 

The equations of motion of a cantilever wing can be 

written as: 
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,;od '1 (,,':Jfp) is the non dimensional spanC onsider the case 

-when two concentrated masses M and M are attached to each 

other by a non-linear spring and damper. 

Let the mass M be attached rigidly to the wing tip. 

" Let ~denote the displacement, normalized with respect to B, 

of M with respect to the (x, y) plane. The equation of 

motion for M can be described by 

d2~ 

dt~ -'I- \) .. ~ ~ci (~-rh(,\,t.) 

-\- fK(~+h(l,q) "'-0 

( ~~ ;-d~~~,t)) 
(4.t3) 

where time t is normalized with respect to~/v ' and td (\W~ 1\ 

are specified functions, corresponding to the damping 

coefficient and the spring force, respectively. 

The boundary conditions at the root and at the tip 

are now given by: 

- 2. (,~" 
"" ~ 'J $. al:.~ -tV5

4 ~ct< ~+h("I:)) 

>t (d~ ;-a" ) t ~'\«~ ... h(J,t)} 
d!: cl"\:: 

-(4·9) 

where 1:\ is the moment of inertia of M and M about the wing 

elastic axis. 

To obtain sufficient conditions for the stability of 

(4. \0) 

2S,.{n} ,/24,.!.!. :d$ 
I at ob 

I 
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To ensure the asymptotic ,,-,ability of 10],,, system "itb respect 

to four ,"etric" If (; 0,,,,, (j the following condit ions have to be 
'I \", '1 lot 

sat isfied: 

i) The symmetric matrix Q
l 

be posit ive l1.d ifl it e for all ~ e CC!>,~ 

The elements of Q
l 

are given by: 

q =.ilJ- m in Er ( 1 ) 
11 '1 a Co.,] 

2 2 
q22 = m (1\) Y S 

" '124 '" q 42 '" - Sex ( '1 ) V~ S 

q34 = q43 '" o2 i (1) v2 
q44'" i(l ) v2 

ii) The symmetric lI\atrix Q
2 

be negative definite. The elements 

of Q2 are given by: 

q11 '" 2°1 S~hl - min Er( 1 ) 
,\<Co,,] 

q12 '" q21 '" S3 (°1 K"tI- K hl ) 

q13 '" q]l '" S2 (°1 S~l + c 2Kh >.. ) 

qll\. = q 41 = l ( Cl SK", + K\-,O>.. ) 

q22 = 2 S2 ( clm(~ )v
2 

+ K", S) 
2 . 

q23 = q32 '" S (C2K~, + S K"", ) 

q33 = 2 c 2 ( 12KOL>.. - min GJ(1) ) 
1 <[0,,:\ 

2 
q34 = q43 = S (c2Kd<~ + KO(,,- ) 

q44 = 2 ( c 2i( 1) y2 + S2Ko..>. ) 

and, iii) the following condit ions also be ,satisfied: 

fd(~ + h(t,l) ) > 0 

(~+ h(t,l) ) • K(t+ h(t,l) »0 for (~+h(t,l) ) ~ 0 

( 4.12) 



The stability boundaries in a given parameter space 

" .... "" uu"t"inea w1t:n the help of a digital computer. 

No numerical results are given by Wang. From the 

short description given above it can be seen that the 

stability boundaries can be obtained without having to 

make any assumptions about the behaviour of the system. 

There is no need to find out the roots of the equations of 

motion. This type of formulation is very helpful in 

studying the influence of the variation of certain 

parameters on the flutter speeds. One disadvantage· of 

the method is that no information about the frequencies 

and modes of the system can be obtained. 

Another difficulty is in the correct representation 

of the aerodynamic forces. The usual form of the aero-

dynamic forces and moments obtained by assuming simple 

harmonic motion are applicable to divergent oscillations 

but not for convergent oscillations (Ref. 23, pp: 281 - 2). 

4.3 INTEGRAL EQUATION APPROACH 

Van de Vooren (Ref. 42) has given a procedure in 

which the normal modes calculated by using a matrix·procedure 

are used in obtaining the flutter speed, frequenoy and also 

the flutter mode. His procedure considers a system,with a 

large number of degrees of freedom, and is applicable to 

an aeroplane with concentrated masses,controls, etc. The 

fuselage degrees of freedom can be included in the analysis. 

Consider an aeroplane carrying some concentrated 

masses on the wings. For symmetric vibrations the 

displacements in bending and torsion of the wing can be 

represented by the equations 

-,:.( ';\)_ 'Z '0) - Y 
4'(~) ~ 4>(0) r 
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where 

-z. C'\") = wing deflection measured (at tho elastic axis) 

J) (':I} = twist angle at y about clastic axis 

twist angle of the cone. mass concentrated at ~~ 
~ =', , .. 'I\., ') 

f ('I) = mass of (wing + conc, mass) at station "I per 

unit span 

M''1.) = moment of inertia of wing + moment of inertia 

of the concentrated mass (assumed as 

concentrated at the attachment ) All 

moments of inertia are about the elastic 

axis/unit span 

r(~~} = moment of inertia of the concentrated mass about 

the attachment pOint at ~~ 

h ... (I,}.'l) = influence function of wing deflection 

~,~(~,') = influence function of wing torsion 

~~i~.,)= influence function of the torsion of the 

concentrated mass 

<'(O)? 

<:\>(0) 3 = fuselage deflections 

(Dirac del ta) 

The forces and moments are completely determined 

by the mass distribution and by the vibration amplitudes 
Z{';J), 'i'(\I} 01"'4 e (:J,) '::'~'. 

,F(~} ~ t «""7. -+ M.2. <\' tM, .. e, b(~-ljdli>2 

"'(~} "" ~ 1'11,1. Z + rn:.!,,~ +ffl"<je 6('::I-Yd') ))l. 

Pl,:!)[('1'~d ~L \ "l,q 7.: + «\"\00"\' .. ''144 e~. f:,{ Y-'3'>] })4. 

Substituting (4.14) in (4.13) we have the equation for the 

displacements as ~ 

10 ~ l? 3 IS ( j, (1) - ,. (~.IS} 

r..,,,{ ') ) 
1'1'1, ~ ( <) ) 

\"'l.~('\) f)(~-.U , 
'--

i't')1'2 ( '1 ) 
(Vi;:~ ~ c ~·t ) 

>'li .<;('1) i:.( '1-'.) 

(J), .. i'l) d ('1-"1, ) 
(il,~('i) .!(1-'ld 

Il\ .. ~( 1 ~ ~('l-1~ J 

I--~I~' ~) o 
~' 

C> 

\<~t(~.~1 

~'l."(~'l) 

i 
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To eliminate the fuselage motions 

we equate the sum of 1111 the vertical forces and the sum 

of all the moments about the ea separately to zero, i.e. 

s 
) F''l),J1 -=0 
C' 

.s r 
) i 

4·16 

t> 
Using these two conditions we have 

f 
Id - ))J. Q ~J 

where 

D - k {'\ .... ~ 4, 10 

* * K and ID are both symmetrical Matrices and m represents 

the mass matrix after the elimination of the fuselage 

motions. 

The frequencies ',.' and the modes Id can be 

obtained from Eqn 4.17 using the standard procedures of 

.. 
Matrix iteration. It should be noted that though K and ni 

.!! ~i\\ not: .. \~ <;3~~'roJ, be-s~frlf1"-;k(c.o.L 
are Symmetrical Matrices, e aeea aat be Symmettieal. 

The integral uquations (4.17) are also valid for 

flutter, but now the elements of D will be defined as 

* 
* D = K (I\I+A) (4.18) 

where A is the matrix of aerodynamic coefficients. 

The iteration procedures can be simplified if 

we know the matrix D as the product of symmetric matrices 

(as in equations 4.17). In the case of flutter, introduction 

* of the aerodynamic matrix A removes this possibility since 

* * the element of ~ are in general complex and A itself is 

non-Hermi Uan. 

To simplify the task of solving Equation (4.17) 

wi th Q expressed as in Eq. (4.18), Van de Vooren 

introduces the normal co-ordinates, thereby effectively 

restricting the number of degrees of freedom. The normal 
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co-ordinates are given by: . 

t - f· '\--<..\ 
c ... · n) 

where F is a rectangular matrix whose p- columns mr" 

oigenvectors I" t '-. (which are the <)igenvectors of D 

in Eqn. (4.17». 

substituting (4.19) in (4.17) we .got 

This equation could be put into the standard characteristic 

value problem format by premultiplying both sides by ~T. 

( The ~ rows of ~T are 
,. 

'3, -, 
.. T 
~~ .... '3b 
-) :...-

the eigenvectors of 

the transpose of I),ie~~T). By invoking the condition of 

orthogonali ty ~; f becomes 11 uni t matrix and Eq. (4.20) 

can be written as 

This equation can be solved for the Oigenvalues 1) 

and the eigenvectors q" the flutter speed and frequency are 

obtained by the 'V -5 method. 

4.4 INTEGRAL EQUATION - IVIELANDT'S ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION 
PROCEDURE 

Gossard (Ref. 43) illustrated the use of Wielandt's 

iterative transformation procedure for the vibration and 

flutter problem of wings. He obtained the flutter speed, 

frequency and mode shapes for a particular case of the wing 

of Ref. (38) 

For the solution of the equations of the vibrating 

system Wielandt's procedure is similar in form to the standard 

iteration procedure. The lower order eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors are obtained first and these are swept out to 

obtain the higher order eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In 

the 'standard iteration proceduro, sweeping is carried out 
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by invoking the orthogonality relationship between the modes. 

In the Wielandt procedure, a forcing function is used which 

greatly simplifies the numerical work. The true value of 

the nth eigenvalue is found directly in the iterative 

transformation procedure, but the true nth mode is computed 

from quantities within the iteration cycle after the transformed 

nth mode has been found. This transformed nth mode is a 

particular combination of all the modes from the fundamental 

to the nth mode. 

Consider the problem of the coupled vibrations of a 

wing mass system. The equation for the mode shape components 

in bending and in torsion for a cantilever wing is: 

These relations have been obtained by integration 

of the basic differential equation using the proper boundary 

'cortdi~ions at the root and at the tip. 

In Eqn (4.22) the expressions ( \'",.1-.-+ 1'". 'X) and 

(~""'~Q,, .~) are the intensi ties of applied force and torque 

respectively. The P and Q coefficients are given by 

~h = n 

PdI, = ,'\. h. e :. b?t, 

~c( = M>tt~ 

and 1"\ = mass/unit length 

I 
I 

(4.23) 

Pe.:: distance of the c. g. from the elastic axis 

bt = radius of tho gyration of tho wing I).bout the el"stic 
axis 

The inertia forces and torques due to a concentrato~mass 

are: 

~." 1- ~<>< <X 
"J,j""" 

GIl' h ... ?Si>< 0( 

"'dy---'-' 
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111 Eq.M (4.24) 

Each coupled mode is a solution of the simultaneous 

relations given by (4.22). Each mode contains both the 

flexural and torlional components which always appear 

together in a fixed relation to each other. 

In mo~t case:;' the inte~h·ti~ns'n'.ulJt be performed 

numerically and this is best done by dividing the wing into 

a number of segments. The number and disposition of the 

stations have a great influence on the alllount"'of 

labour involved and the accuracy of the results. In general, 

a station must be placed at each discontinuity such as 

concentrated masses, discontinuities in the structural 

stiffness distribution, etc. 

The flexural and torsional components of the first 

mode are obtained by using the standard procedure for iteration: 

(a) assuming a plausible mode shape, (b) performing the 

integrations indicated in equations (4.22) (c) comparing 

the derived and assumed mode shape and (d) if necessary 

repeating the process until reasonable agreement is obtained 

between the assumed mode shape and the derived mode shape. 

From the results of two successive iterations, the fundamental 

coupled frequency can be obtained. 

To obtain the sweeping function which would 'sweep out' 

the fundamental mode from the integral relations (4.22), the 

standard iteration procedures invoke the orthogonality 

requirement between the fim mode and the second mode. 

In the iterative transformation procedure, the 

immediate aim is to find a linear combination of the first 

and second modes which is called the transformed second mode. 



'l'he i tor~tion proc(.'Es cnn be illustrated diagrnmaticnJ ly as 

" in Fig. (4./1.). 

I~')~ 
<.I.). ~--- - - - - ~ 

A 

1)(1) ~ ___ _ 

bl~ ~ 

\,C') 1-
~lCl~ ~ -- ---~ 
\ 

('\L _ 
~~------, 

Or( (') 

b~ __ _ 

In the first step a plausible form for the transfdr~ed 

'. , 
second mode is assumed (for greatest accuracy. the transformed 

second mode should have a nodal point in the component and 

at the station where the first coupled mode hns the greatest 

amplitude). In Fig. 4.Il(a). these assumed forms are 

designated as and 
YIi!SfI2C\-i"\t~ 

eo( ~2 ~y for the bending 

and torsional components. 

The second step is to obtain intermediate derived modes 

.-J ~') and '" v which are the results of carrying out the 

Cl) 
integrations indicated in Eq. (4.22) using the mode shapes h~~ 

and 
Cl) 

Cl( 0., respecti vely. 

The sweeping function can now be derived. This is 

found such thnt it has the shape of the (previously determined) 

first coupled mode. Its magnitude is found from the condition 

that the sum of the intermediate derived mode and the sweeping 

function equals zero at station A. i.e. at any given station: 

"~')." -( I-I'.;»)nl o<~'\) ",,-_I 
, 1" A \ 

.h
O

) ) ~ Cl( 
h, A I 
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The first iteration to the t.~ansformed second mode is given by 

L('l 
nb - (~~) ) h 

. h. f\ I 

I ., •• ) 
\ .. ~""'t" •• :. \ 

These values of taken as the 

starting point for the next iteration cycle, and the iterations 

are repeated until the values of the ratios lh~~ (~;.("I\d \o(~;'/",~;j 
are reasonably the same at all stations. If the assumed 

mode shape is exactly equal to the transformed second mode 

shape, all these ratios are equal to each other and contain 

"the single unknown W l.. • 
2. 

The value of Ulzis that which 

makes these ratios equal to unity. 

A physical interpretation of the transformed 

second mode is that the vibration in this mode is the response 

of the beam to an oscillatory load having the shape of the 

first mode shape and a frequency equal to the second natural 

frequency, superimposod on the free vibration modeform of the beam in 

the second. natural mode. The procedure can be extended in 

a similar manner to determine the higher order frequencies •. 

The free mode shapes can be derived from the transformed 

mode shape. 

The equations of a fluttering wing are similar to 

equations (4.22) except that the P and Q components are now 

complex and depend on the value of the reduced frequency, 1V. 

The solution to the problem would include complex values of 

the frequency W. Since the velocities should be real 

quantities and flutter occurs for only real values of 

it is necessary to introduce an artificial damping factor :J 

so that the complex eigenvalue is now given by ( (i)7'I+-'.5). 

Gossard calls this transformed problem the pseudo-flutter 

problem. With this notation and neglecting structural damping 

the eqUation of the fluttering cantilever wing can be 



~ Ij L L 

h = (l~g) \ ~ Et \ \ (Phh+Pc(.O(.) (dy)4 

• 0 ~ '.l 

01... = (l~,:) ~~ d:.r .~L (Qhh + Qo(.d...) (dy)2 

In Eqs. (4.28). 

( ~5F~_a) 
Ct) ll/)J 

o 
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~ = %h - i QIh 4.31 

%h =\lfb~(~J3[_(&+a) 2G/J) _a_m.e/1\\b:] 

Q1h = \i tb~ (~y [-H+a) 2F/))] 

4.32 



Equations (4.28) can be solved in a way analoguous 

to the solution 

the case of Eqn 

of Eqns. (4.~~). The main differences in 

}4 .'21'. 
(~) are that (a) the coefficients P and Q 

are complex and depend on the reduced frequency and (b) all 

the calculations involve complex numbers and the mode. now 

involve complex numbers, reflecting the phase difference in 

each of the modes along the span. 

The actual mechanics of solving Eqns (4.28) involves 

first of all the assumption of a value for the reduced 

frequency parameter. From this the values of the P and Q 

coefficients are evaluated. For this system of equations 

the iteration processes are applied and the values of the 

frequency, velocity and the damping appropriate to each 

mode are calculated. This process is repeated for several 

values of the reduced frequency parameter. A plot on the V-g 

plane gives the flutter speed when g, the artificial 

damping coefficient is zero. 

Gossard applied the above procedure for a uniform 

cantilever wing carrying a large concentrated mass (weight 

7a of Ref.38). Using four spanwise stations he obtained values 

for the flutter speed which gave closer agreement with the 

experimental result than even 'the 'exact' solution of 

Runyan & Watkins. A Rayleigh analysis using 4 modes (Ref. 44) 

predicted a flutter speed which was 22% higher than the 

experimental value. This may be:due to the eight deg!"ee~ of 

freedom used in the iterative tra,nsformation proceduf!', 'file 

mo.deshape at flutter obta:l.p,ed by application of the 

i,t,erative transformation method also showed agreement with 

the 'exact' mode shape obtllined by Runyan & Watkins (Ref. 37). 

Of the methods examined so; far. the iterative 

transformat19ri".p;ropedure seems to be best lIuited to analyse 
"< , 

an arbitrary wing. It ill well suited for solVing the flutter ,. 
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problem using a d:tgi tal computer t eopecial1y if the COID9uter 

has the capability of handling arithmetic involving complex 

lltimbe:t~s.. Thcorf')ti~ally any ,~;nount of desired accuracy can 

be achieved using repeated iterations. A n~T.ber of discontinuities 

can be taken into account and the flutter modes and frequencies 

can also be obtained from the analysis. 

4.5 ASSUMED MODE ANALYSES 

A vibrating wing in an airstream can be considered 

as an elastic structure supporting certain masses and subject 

to oscillatory aerodynamic forces. For practical computations, 

this system with an infinite number of degrees of freedom 

has to be replaced by an equivalent system which has as few 

dgrees of freedom as is possible and which still retains all 

the essential characteristics of the original wing. For 

representing the elastic-inertia characteristics of the 

-wing, the free vibration modes in vacuo can be used. For all 

but the simplest structures it is generally impossible to 

obtain exact solutions for the mode shapes and it is common 

practice to prescribe arbitrary modes in the belief that 

the true mode is a linear combination of these modes. The 

wing is then termed 'semi-rigid' in the sense that it is 

allowed only a limited number of degrees of freedom. 

In deciding the number and types of modes to be 

selected (or the degrees of freedom to be allowed), it is 

necessary to approximate as closely as possible the true 

mode shape of the wing in the flutter condition. Usually 

it is only a few of the modes which partiCipate in anyone 

type of flutter and all the other modes will be damped out. 

It is thus possible to exclude many of the degrees of freedom 
, 

from the-calculta-tions. For the 'classical type of flutter, 

at lea~t two degrees of freedom must be used. 

The structural and inertial contributions can be 

obtained by applying Lagrange's equations of motion. 
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To obtain the contribution of the aerodynamic forces, 

the forces are expressed in the form of derivatives which 

are mainly based on the following assumptions: 

(i) Thin aerofoil theory 

(11) Perfect fluid with two dimensional irrotational 

flow 

(iii) Harr.lonic motion of the surfaces 

There are mainly two distinct methods of presenting 

aerodynamic derivatives and in main these govern the form of 

the equations of the fluttering wing. One is the Classical 

British technique in which the aerodynamic derivatives are 

presented as the amount of the particular force concerned 

with a unit displacement, velocity or acceleration of the 

particular motion concerned,the motion being relative to 

the equilibrium posit~on (Refs. 25, 29). In the Classical 

American technique, the aerodynamic derivatives are presented 

as the amount of the particular forces concerned with a unit 

displacement of the particular motion from an equilibrium 

position (eg. Refs. 23, 28). In the British presentation, 

the derivatives are all real numbers while in the American 

method they are, in general, complex numbers. Because of this 

difference, the methods of accounting for the finite span 

effects are also different in the two methods. 

In the treatment of the flutter problem also, two 

methods can be distinguished. These will be called the 

'c lassical British Method t and the • Classical American Method' 

respectively. 

4.5.1 The Classical British Method 

The derivation of the flutter determinant for a 

uniform wing with a concentrated mass attached to it is 

presented in Appendix V. Briefly, this consists in obtaining 

the values of the kinetic energy, the strain energy and 

the work done by the aerodynamic forces when the wing is 
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oscillating in the prescribed modes. (Inste~_d of determining 

the stability boundaries of the system directly it is 

assumed in advance that the system is oscillating harmonically 

and then the roots of the flutter determinant aro o" .. mined for 

stability). Using the values of the kinetic energy, strain 

energy and the work done by the aerodynamic forces in Lagrange's 

equations yield the equations of motion of the system in the 

fotm: 

where 

A '" matrix of inertia coefficients 

A '" matrix of aerodynamic inertia coefficients 

B '" matrix of aerodynamib damping coefficients 

, 

D = matrix of structural damping cbefficients 

C = matrix of aerodynamic stiffness coefficients 

E = matrix of structural stiffness coefficients 

V = velocity 

X _. '2. i:lJ -'" i (s::>C/v 

Some methods of solving eq. (4.33) for the flutter 

speed and flutter frequency are discussed in Section (4.5.3). 

4.5.2 The Classical American Methocl 

Due to the dif.ference in representing the aerody~amic 

forces, the equations of motion of the fluttering system are 

obtained in the form: 

where 

A = structural inertia matrix 

p = a.erodyna.mic matrix (function of I) 

g = fictitious damping (assU:r.ted to be of the 

structural damping type 

= flutter frequency 



Tae deaivation of these equations is presented in 

Appendix V. 

4.5.3 Methods of Solution of the Flutter Determinant 

There exist several methods of solving the flutter 

determinant. Only a few of these are discussed here, as 

they are considered to be of greater practical utility, 

especially for problems with a large number of degrees of 

freedom. 

4.5.3.1. Solutions to Equations of the type of Eq. (4.33) 

The flutter determinant obtained by the classical 

British Method has the form: 

The main object of the solution 1s to find the values 

of the flutter speed V _ and the flutter frequency ('),' which 
\ 

make the above set of linear equations compatible. 

The elements of the matrices A, Band C df.".,nd on 

the frequency parameter , and the elements of the other 

matrices are determined by the inertia and stiffness 

distributions. 

For a particular value of , all the elements of 

Eqn (4.35) are known quantities and the equation can be 

axpanded into the characteristic polynomial equation: 
, ll\ '" .. r 2.!l \' 1-P) -::. 2: P (l:») =:. L P. ~ "'" C)" ._".rc. 

I,,,, \ r~o .' -.; 

In Eq (4.36) all the p,.'s have positive values. Since 

the complex roots A can have values which are other than 

the purely imaginary va1ues"\=-iCiJ, Eq. (4.36) represents 

motions which are other than harmonic and allows for the 

existence of oscillating and non-OSCillating convergent and 

divergent motions. 



The methods of obtaining the flutter speed V~ 

and the flutter frequency C'_.';: (through the :ceduced frequency 

-z ~-.. <:.:.:,:) will nowbe discussed: 
v 

(a) The orthodox method of solution 

(a.i) The Direct Iterative Method. 

If we separate the real and imaginary parts of the 

polynomial(4.36) we get two real equations, one containing 

the even powers of;) and the other containing only the odd 

pwers of 1) These can be written as 

yields 

to.): 0 

~'-O) "0 (431) 

The result of eliminating A from these equations 

(4.38) 

where li~_\ is the penultimate Routhian test function 

(Ref. 45). Equation (4.38) is a polynomial for ('/v') and 

the roots of this polynomial give the values of the flutter 

speeds from this, the corresponding flutter frequency and 

tho complex modal ratios can be found. This method is 

systematic and yields all the desired information. Its 

drawback is that it becomes ~ laborious when the 

number of degrees of freedom is greater than three. 

Templeton (Ref. 27) calls this the "direct iterative" 

method, since (a) the flutter speed and frequency are calculated 

directly and (b) since in principle, it involves iteration 

in respect of the value of the frequency parameter. In 

practice, however, if the assumed value of the frequency 

parameter agrees even reasonably well with the value obtained 

from the solutions, no further iterations need be carried oot. 

This is particularly true for values of ? 1) around 0.6 

(since the aerodynamic coefficients are not very sensitive 

to changes in ~11 in the neighboorhood of this value). 
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i./)._" i:") The Indirec·t Noni terati ve Sol uf;ion 

In thir> method, the deterDlino.nt (4.31) f.B el<panded 

as a function of (el'l.j V4 ) where the e'l are elements of 

the structural stiffness matrix, E. For a determinant 

involving only two modes, this equation takes the form 

(after making the substitution ec,o "i!) 
V' 

6, "t ~~ e" -+ S:!, -~~-1- e" Qn :..0 (4.39) 

when the real and imaginary parts are equated to zero this 

yields 

Cl \ l' Cl2. 12" 1" Q3> eo.. -t Q,; 02 .. en = <.:> 

(4.40) 

On eliminating '2" a quadratic equation in e,%z 

is obtained from this, the values of e"2 and hence E\ 

can be obtained. The whole process is repoated for several 

values of)J and a plot of C ~,,! e
l
0 is made against, say, ~z 

From this curve, the value of E?a~ corresponding to the actual 

",lue of (e22/ell) is obtained and hence the flutter speed. 

Compared to the direct iterative method, this method 

involves a greater amount of work and for binary systems 

the former method is much simpler to use. 

(b) Frazer's Method 

Instead of expanding the determinant ~ (eqn 4.34) 

as a polynomial (4.6.31), Frazer ( Ref. 46) expands it in 

the form of 

6. ( >"/~) (4.41) 

where, (4.42) 

\~~,';I) and qC>-. 'j) have the following forms (for an nth order 

determinant); 

Q CL,"') c .... "-. C ..,,·n·~ 
.J J - \---..- a'" •. 

I 



When the order, n, of the determinant is large; 

direct expansion of 6. into 1 (x, ':J) and 9CX,Y) presents 

a computational problem of considerable difficulty. 

Frazer overcomes this difficulty by making use of the methods 

of bivariate interpolation. He shows that the full expression 

for the function f and g can be calculated directly from 

expression in partial fraction form containing values of 

/),. \. >-,Ij) corresponding to a special set of points ('S. 't ). 

These are intersections of a standard set of straight lines 

satisfying the conditons: 

(a) no two are parallel, (b) no three are concurrent. 

The cnndi tions at flutter require that 1 bl, ~) ... 0. ,,,,,j 

5(""~n'=o with '1.. ('=.-v~) real and negative and ~ real and 

positive. Hence the possible critical pairs of values of 

x and y are given by there>ri- intersections of the curves 

lb.,~J) = 0 and 9t:(,~) = 0 which lie in the second quadrant of 

the (x, '.I) plane (i.e., :;t.<o>, ~>o}. 

This method can be used to advantage when the number 

of degrees of freedom is large. It has also the advantage 

of being amenable to solution by means of digital computers 

for the expansion and solution of differential equations 

of the type whichoccur in the investigations of aeroplane 

stability. 

(c) Method Using Matrices 

Frazer, Duncan and Collar (Ref. 45, p. 148) suggest 

a method whereby the determination of the roots of the 

characteristic polynomial, b. , is converted into one';of 

finding the eigenvalues of a certain matrix. 

The equation: 

(4.44) 

is the characteristic equation of the matrix r. u1- E:t.). ~ 0 
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<0 0 .::> g\ 0 0 u 
r- J 

\ 
0 0 "<.) _U 

c 
I I I 
! - f"" -\>111., - ~"_." -p~ -~ \ : 

1.;·45 

Hence, the roots of Eq. (4.45) are the same as those 

of Eq. (4.44). There exist several methods of obtaining 

the eigenvalues of an equation of the type of Eq. (4.45). 

For large systems, a digital computer can be used with 

advantage. 

(d) Crisp's Method 

In Ref (47), Crisp has outlined a method of flutter 

analysis which can lead to a simplification and reduction 

of the numerical effort for systems with up to say, four 

degree$ of freedom. 

From an analysis of the behaviour of the roots of the 

real and imaginary parts of the characteristic equation 

on the Nyquist plot (Eg. Ref 48) he derives a criterion which 

the roots must satisfy if stability should exist. He also 

shows how a quantitative measure of the damping present in 

the modes at a given air speed can be obtained. 

The application of this method to numerical calculations 

can be summarised as follows: 

(1) the real and imaginary parts of the characteristic 

polynomial are separated and written as 

~\ ( ~ \ 
~, 

~t 

'" r: r ,CL:u) 
4r (4.46) '(~ On 

,,~~ A) ~ E 21--\ - ... "21-.• ( Il))) 
y" 

(ii) for a given value of the velocity V, all the 

coefficients of two polynomials and \, l }.) 

are evaluated. The polynomial (the imaginary part) 

\'2. 2-
is equated to zero and its real positive roots ",) ii2. ... ,,' ";'1-<:. 

-----_ .. 



are found.. II'or each of these roots, the va,lue-s of the real 

part \. ( ;:>.) are evaluated. The system is stable when 

the signs of the different r IS , arranged in a sequence .. 
corresponding to increasing magnitudes of the roots of 

Jt., ( ,,) (?;,'\ ~" ., I:: 1<) are alternately posi ti ve and 
• I 

negative. 

(iii) This process is carried out for several choices 

of the air speed V until instability is shown by this 

criterion. 

Consider a ternary system. The real and imaginary 

parts of the characteristic polynomial are: 

The positive real roots of t .. ( ,,~ are gi ven by 

v - o· , -

r-·_·- . __ . --, 

-t- J {Cl} \1 _ p,) 
2f~1 ~l 

in ascending order of magnitude. 

Then stability exists if 

t (VI) =- \>'" )0 

~ I( V2. ) <.. 0 

1.('))3) 70 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

Four types of instability can be visualised." /'l lo _ ..... 

indicates a non-oscillatory divergence. 0 ther kinds of 

instability exist when 

(ii) 

(Ui) 

1~( 'Y .. ) ? 0 

1.·~ >3) ? ,~ 

1, (~.d '70 

1,()I!»< 0 

T, ('Y .. ) <0. ~, cv, ) <0 

b8 



This type of solution is well suited fo~ solution on 

analogue or digital computers, especially for higher order 

systems. It is in fact necessary only to find the roots of 

the imaginary part of the characteristic polynomial and 

to evaluate the values of the real part of the polynomial. 

Many convenient methods exist for the evaluation of the 

roots of a polynomial and the calculations are comparcltively 

easy since ~he coefficients of the polynomial are all 

loeal numbers. 

(e) Theodoresen's Method 

The characteristic polynomial is separated into two 

polynomials - the real and imaginary parts, as: 

(4.51 ) 

The coefficients of the two polynomials depend on the 

frequency parameter, )l -:. 't;,wIV. For different values of ')), 

the two polynomials are evaluated and the roots 1\ plotted 

against)!. The intersections of these two curves give the 

desired value of ~ • From this the flutter speed and 

frequency can be obtained. 

(f) Assessment of the different methods of solution(of _ 

equations of the type of Eqn. 4.33) 

The starting point for most of the methods is the 

expansion of the flutter determinant into the characteristic 

polynomial. For systems with a large number of degrees of 

freedom, this can involve a great deal of labour. Frazer's 

method overcomes this difficulty by making use of the 

methods of bivariate interpolation. This method can be of 

considerable help when a system with a large number of degrees 

of freedom is being investigated. 

Another, possibly more popular, approach is the use 

of analogue computers. Analogue computers which can solve 
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aqua ti.ons up to 1::1 degrees of freedom Ill'e in use. The main 

p"'oblem in using analogue computers is the setting up of 

the equations of motion in a proper form, so that they are not 

'ill-conditioned'. Once this is done the effect of any 

changes in the system parameters can be easily investigated. 

For binary and ternary systems, one of the methods 

illustrated by Templeton can be used. Crisp's method also 

finds application for these systems, especially if more 

information is needed regarding the subcritical behaviour 

of the system. 

For larger systems a combination of Frazer's method of 

expanding the flutter determinant and another method of 

solving for the flutter speed and frequency e.g. Crisp's 

method could be used for advantage. Use could be made of 

a digital computer both for e~anding the determinant and 

for solving the characteristic equation; 

4.5.3.2 Solutions of Equations··of the type of Eqn 4.34 

(The classical American technique) 

For non trivial solutions of the Eqn (4.34) we must have 

(4.52) 

The coefficients of all these matrices depend on the 

frequency parameter, }) (:. 'b ,,4,,). For a fixed value of 1>, 

equation (4.52) can be solved for the complex eigenValuel\+~.9·i 
W. ; 

From this, the values of V, g ani wcan be obtained. This 

process is repeated for a number of values of )} until the 

flutter condition is obtained as given by the vanishing of ~ 

for a particular mode. 

In principle all the methods which are useful in 

solving equations of the type of Eqn (4.33) are also useful 

in solving Eqn. (4.34). 
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If we put 

Equation (4.34) can be written in the form 

which is a wpical eigenvalue problem. In general the 

- -elements of A are complex and A itself is non symmetric. 

The eigenvalues Z can be determined by the methods of 

iteration applied to complex non Hermitian matrices. 

4.5,3 Selection of Modes 

In setting up the flutter equations by using Lagrange's 

equation, the number of generalized coordinates chosen and 

the mode shapes corresponding to these play an important 

part. This needs a balance between two factors, on the one 

hand the number of modes to be chosen is governed by the 

anount of time and the type of computing equipment available. 

Increasing the number of modes increases the amount of labour 

involved in setting up the equations and also in solving 

the equations, On the other hand, selecting an insufficient 

number of or of unrepresentative modes can give highly 

unreliable estimates of the flutter speed, especially if 

the wing is of unconventional design or has concentrated 

masses attached to it. This of course is a problem common 

to all analyses of this type where estimates of the mode 

shape have to be made in advance (e.g. Ref. 44 and Appendix 

VIII ). 

In vibration analyses by energy methods, since the 

wing is constrained to vibrate in a certain number of 

artificial modes which may not correspond to the exact modes, 

the estimates of the natural frequencies will be higher than 

the exact values. If the same argument is carried to the 

flutter analysis, it may be argued that estimates of the 

reduced frequency parameter 1// toW will be on the low side. 
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Thus a conservative estimate of the flutter speed will be 

obtained. This argument seems to hold for simple wings 

without any added masses. But when the wing carries 

concentrated masses, this argument does not hold, and 

sometimes estimates of the flutter speed can be obtained 

which are too high compared to the actual flutter speed. 
, ,t 

(Ref. 44). 

Ideally, the modes chosen should be the actual modes 

of the wing at flutter. Then, an analysis involving only 

the critical modes would give the true flutter speed and 

frequency. 

However,th~is not possible in practice, especially 

if the wing is carrying added masses. Apart from the 

difficulty of knOwing the critical flutter modes in advance, 

another difficul'ty comes in. Fig. (4.2) shows the bending 

and torsion components of the flutter mode for a uniform 

wing carrying a concentrated mass at about the quarter span 

point (from the root). (Ref. 37). There is a considerable 

phase difference between the bending oscillations at the 

tip and for points near the root. Prescribing modes which 

incorporate this phase difference (if the values are known 

in advance) would make the an_lysis more difficult. 

From these considerations, the best policy seems to 

be to choose the mode shapes in such a way that a linear 

combination of them will give a reasonable approximation to 

the true flutter mode. 

One such selection may prescribe the normal modes 

of the structure. These are an idealised concept since they 

are the modes obtained when the structure is oscillating 

in still air and in the absence of any damping forces. 

These have the advantage that they are othogonal to each 

other both in respect of the inertia distribution and the 
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stiffness distri.bu.tions. Since these modes represent the 

structur2.1 and inertial properties accurately any 
) 

diRcontinuities in the structure are automatically taken 

into account and the boundary conditions are also 

satisfied. Since any mode can be built up as a linear 

combination of the normai Illodes,these are more likely 

to represent the true flutter mode with fewer degrees 

of freedom than an arbitrary com~inction of simple modes. 

When normal modes are used, the evaluation of the 

inertia and stiffness coefficients in the flutter equations 

becomes simpler since the cross inertias are zero and the 

stiffness terms can be obtained directly from the frequencies 

of each of the modes. For solutions of the equations on 

the analogue computer normal modes have the added attraction 

that the equations are well-conditioned and the coefficients 

do not have to be evaluated to great accuracy. 

Since normal modes are an idealised concept, the 

nearest approach is to use the resonance modes obtained by ground 

resonance testing of the structure. These have the 

disadvantage that they are not known until after the 

aeroplane has been built and may not be truly orthogonal. 

Hence one of the attractions of the normal modes is lost. 

The ideal or normal modes can of course be calculated 

theoretically. In this case the advantage that the elastic 

coefficients in the flutter equation can be calculated is 

lost, since these have got to be evaluated first in order 

to obtain the normal modes. The use of normal modes also 

makes tedious the investigation of the effectlon the 

flutter spped, of changes in the structure or of added masses. 

Any change in the structure or in the inertia distribution 

will change the normal modes and these will have to be 

evaluated all over again for each change. 
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Thus, in some cases, it is more advantageous to 

select ",'('bi trary modes for inclusion in the flutter 

analysis. These have the advantage that if simple algebraic 

expressions are prescribed for the modes, the evaluation 

of the coefficients of the structural, inertial and 

aerodynamic terms by integration becomes a straightforward 

task. It is not always possible to select modes which 

satisfy the end conditions at both the root and tip of 

the wing. The satisfactory representation of zero shear 

zero torque at the tip is not very important, as the error 

in strain energy due to this will be small. Use of Duncan 

functions or of Rauscher's station functions eliminates 

this discrepancy. 

Flutter equatl.ons set up using normal modes can be used 

directly for simulation on an analogue computer. If 

arbitrary modes are used they may have to be transformed 

into a proper form for avoiding problems arising from 

ill conditioned equations. 

For wings which have no structural discontinuities and 

do not carry concentrated masses, it is well established that 

the use of a few arbitrary modes gives acceptable approximations 

to the flutter speed. ·'However., as has alro/.\dy been pointed 

out, this is no longer true when the wing is carrying 

concentrated masses. 

Woolston ~ Runyan analysed the flutter of a uniform 

cantilever wing carrying concentrated masses ,(Ref. 44), 

using the calculated valuesof the uncoupled normal modes. 

For a mass located ahead of the elastic axis, they obtained 

highly unconservative estimates for the flutter speed. 

Molyneaux (Ref. 5) observed that for wings carrying 

concentrated masses (on or ahead of the elastic axis) one 
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ieat"re was common. When the value of the concentrated mass 

is gradually increased from zero, there is a more or less 

abrupt change in the type of flutter that occurs. This 

is associated with the change in the motion of the mass. 

Flutter involving large motions of the mass changes 

abruptly to a type of flutter where the motion of the mass 

is small. The initial motion may be a large translation 

(or a large pitch) and this becomes a flutter which is 

associated with a small translation (or small pitch) of 

the mass. He approximates this by assuming that the 

transition is from a large movement of the mass to zero 

movement of the mass. Using artificial constraints to 

represent this, he recommends that the following (uncoupled) 

modes be included in a flutter analysis to give good 

approximations to the flutter speed. 

(a) Bending with root fixed (of the bare wing) 

(b) Bending with root and concentrated mass section fixed 

(c) Torsion with root fixed (of the bare wing) 

(d) Torsion of the inner wing with the root and the 

mass section fixed. 

(a) Torsion of the outar wing with tha mass section 

fixed. 

Modes (a), (b), and (c) are continuous over tha wing 

span. However for modes (d) and (e) thera are two distinct 

torsion modes at different frequencies for the inboard 

and outboard parts of the wing. 

Gaukroger and others have used these modes extensively 

for analysing the flutter speeds of various wing mass 

combinations (e.g. Refs. 4, 9, atc.) The trends for the 

flutter speed (with variations in the different parameters) 

obtained from these analyses show good agreement with the 

experimentally established trends. 
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From th'9 above, it can be seen that the success of 

the flutter analysis depends very much on the proper 

selection of the modes. For wings with concentrated 

masses the modes suggested by Molyneux seem to give the most 

reasonable results for the flutter speed. However, because 

of the nuwber of the modes that must be included in the 

analysis, the calculations have to be done either using a 

digital or an analogue computer. 

4.6 METHOD USING RESPONSE FUNCTIONS (Ref. 49) 

The equations of motion of a fluttering wing can be 

expressed in the form: 

es:o'2. [p;] {rx.1 - W~ [~] {x1 1- ~~~ ::.0 (4.55) 

~ -. 
where f:d ::~i represents the matrix of the aerodynamic -

U)~ [Ai 

plus - inertia forces, W" is a reference frequency, 
"'~[I3J. 

~it. ElI~51 is the matrix of elastic forces and {'\-~. representS 

the generalized forces. 

Equation (4.55) can be written in the forffi· 

( ..... ,'.l'. >-.'" (~tlw)", \.I~ '" -<\vI cJt 
[AJ-C'R1 -0 [1S1{x~ c=. {w~ (4.56) 

When the external forces are absent,· ~r· =.0, and 

we obtain a set of homogeneous equations. These can be 

solved for- the vibration frequencies and the modes. With 

each characteristic value ~ , there are associated two 

characteristic vectors. One is called the 'direct 

characteristic mode' and the other is called the 'conjugate 

characteristic mode'. The direct characteristic mode is 

the solution of the equations: 

(4.57) 
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T~e conjugate characteristic mode is the solution 

of the set of equations: 

(4.58 ) 

For a conservative system, . aI'S ~ (fsr and hI's'" bsr 
and the two vectors ci") and (~'») are identical( i~ F.,-' A 

0. " "'''' \ "" ~ 0 " oJ- = '" c\..<>..i "\'f\. o.X<" )() . 
Aerodynamic systems are in general, non conservative, 

the difference between the vectors (:lY) and (~')J). when 

the two vectors are made compatible by normalising on the 

same component, is associated with the energy-absorbing 

or energy-producing characteristic of the system. 

The 'harmonic response function' is defined as the 

deflection of the system under the action of harmonic 

external forces represented by 'N,; W", ,. . W 1'\ 

A physical interpretation of the conjugate characteristic 

mode and the harmonic response function would be as follows. 

The conjugate characteristic mode can be regarded as the 

direct characteristic mode of a ~ypothetical system with 

wi th coefficient matrices a; .. and 
I 

\)"-5 which are the 

adjoints of ay,> and b~S. The harmonic response function 

can be regarded as the deflection of the aeroplane wing in 

flight under the action of vibrators ... 

In Ref. (49) Serbin and Castilow illustrate the 

use of the harmonic-response-functinn and the conjugate 

characteristic mode in the calculation of the change of 

flutter characteristics of a wing due to the addition of 

a concentrated mass. 

It is assumed that a flutter analysis has been made 

for the wing and that the following data are available' 

The characteristic numbers AV' the direct modes 

and the conjugate modes (~".). 

( ~ ) 
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If new" coneentrat'3d, harmonic force F. eXf(i-oJi::.: 

is applied at a point P, and if the displacement of P in 

the direction of F is given by x, then we can write 

A.". ~\ :XI t ~2-:£2.;- <. +-~" XI) 
(4.59) 

where the ~,A. represent suitable geometric constraints 

and the ''.X..j are the characteristic modes. 

The harmonic response is given by 

~~~})_ CL :x.",? _1. (~ ).t+I) 
(~vA): '5(~~:i") (J)"O. ' (4.60) 

where, for example (~~fi represents the inner product 

(4.61) 

(4.62) 

If there are nO rigid body modes and if the mass is 

rigidly attached to the wing, 

'3v'pS\I~U \i"3 

-~ -- t 
'»: \ 

\;)1$, A:<,\ E 't. ( '\-, 6 0) ~ 

('J~~) (~'J..") 
(;.:::.:-~)'-B ( ':I ~ )Y) 

(4.63) 

(4.64) 

The right hand side of this equation are functions 

only of b~'\1 and of U)1u)~·· In principle, Eqn (4.64) 

can be solved for the value of 0) and uJ for each value 

of b~/v, In practice, it appears desirable to use a 

graphical technique. In the procedure given by Serbin 

and Castilow, one regards the right hand side of Eqn (4.64), 

for each value of bw/v I as a function of the real parameter 

The function is plotted in the complex 

plane and the abscissa of the intersection of the resulting 

plot on the real axis is equal to (- \ / m') for which 

flutter will occur. The parameter" defines the flutter 

frequency and the corresponding value of mis the mass 
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required to maintain flutter. The flutter speed is obtained 

from the assumed value of the parameter (b 1· ... '1 V). 

4.7 MATRIX METHODS 

The methods of matrix calculus have been used with 

advantage both in the setting up of and in solving of the 

flutter equations (eg. Ref. 45). Loring (Ref. 50, 51) shows 

how the matrix notation simplifies and systematizes the 

derivation and solving of the flutter equations by the a.ssumed 

mode method. 

There have been some approaches in which an attempt 

is made to avoid some of the disadvantages of the assumed 

mode methods. 

4.7.1 One of these approaches is outlined by Lancaster 

(Ref. 52). 

The deflections at a set of points on the wing can 

be related to the corresponding forces by means of a matrix 

of flexibility influence coefficients, consider a net of 

'structural' collocation pOints. The displacements h at 

these pOints are related to the concentrated force F at the 

collocation by means of a flexibility matrix Lt') such that 

(4.65) 

If L\(-.1'['Q'1-
l
represents the stiffness matrix, the 

strain energy V is given by 

v~ z '"" K '"' 
where h' denotes the transpose of 

The kinetic energy T is given 

T - \ \~ ( " - -\\ "'\" 2. 

by 

(4.66) 

h. 

(4.67) 

where ~1 is the diagonal matrix of lumped masses at the 

collocation points. 



Assuming that it is possible to represent the 

aerodynamic forces by a "stiffness" influence coeffic;.ent. 

matrix, by a suitable integration we can write the forces F 

as: 

(4.68) 

If the displacements h;. are chosen as the generalized 

co-ordinates, then we can derive the equations of motion using 

Lagranges equations as 

(4.69 ) 

To obtain the aerodynamic matrix t:~~Lancaster uses 

the Multhopp-Garner Theory. This gives the downwash at a 

set of prescribed collocation stations in terms of the 

aerodynamic loads, so that an inversion of a set of linear 

equations given a relation of the form of Eq. (4.69) 

In general, Eae is a complex matrix and has the 

form 

(4.70) 

where the matrices C and B are proportional to the air density. 

Thus eqn. (4.68) becomes 

(4.71) 

and the flutter equation ( 4.69) becomes 

(4.72) 

In setting up the equations, it was not assumed that 

the collocation points selected for the structural, inertial 

and aerodynamic forces are the same. It is necessary that 

these should be the same if Eqn. (4.72) is to be meaningful. 

The location of the collocation points is usually decided by 

the method used for defining the aerodynamic forces. In 

the Multhopp theory the points tend to cluster towards the 

wing_tip. If only two or three chordwise points are chosen 
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J,t ]"ay be difficult to represent all the inertial properties. 

Lancaster points out two ways of overcQming these difficulties. 

One of these is to obtain the aerodynamic forces for " 

set of collocation stations and then, by applying a co-ordinate 

transformation to correct these to apply for the set of points 

dictated by the inertial collocation. 

The second method is to include additional mass 

pOints in addition to those already used to define the external 

(aerodynamic) forces. These mass points can be situated an~vhere 

on the wing but they will have zero aerodynamic forces associated 

with them. 

To solve the flutter equation (4.72) the flutter 

determinant is written as: 

). ... Cl)" Ale ~ A-I E)\ "- 0 
(".l~,) 

where [ is the unit matrix. 

If this equation is expanded for a specific value ofl:, 

a polynomial in i\ results. This polynomial can be solved 

by using the Newton-Raphson method. 

The method has the inherent advantage that no assumptions 

~~r are made about the mode sand is applicable to wings of 

small aspect ratio and those carrying concentrated masses, etc. 

The type of method used to specify the aerodynamic loading can be 

flexible and the analysis can be simplified by using strip 

theory aerodynamics. 

The choice of the collocation points is determined 

mainly by the method used to integrate the aerodynamic loads 

both in the chordwise and the spanwise directions. The 

location of these pOints depends on the method USed and the scheme 
'-

recommended by Multhopp is the one in Common use. These" 

stations may not be the ideal ones for obtaining the structural 
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or inertial influence coefficient,,,?:.. For the chordwise 

integration at least two pOints are necessary. A minimum of 

three points i:3 necessary, however, to take into account the mass, 

inertia and static unbalance of any particular spanwise strip. 

Assuming that the structural influence coefficients can be 

obtained for any given set of points on the wing it will be 

necessary to have a transformation matrix which will transform 

the inertia influence coefficients worked out for a given set 

of points to those corresponding to the ~,W'.odynamic(A. I. C. ) set. 

In using lifting surface theory aerodynamics, the 

task of working out the .A.I.C.sincreases rapidly with the 

increase of number of points chosen for collocation. TIlis 

imposes a practical limitation on the number of pOints chosen 

for collocation. 

The coefficients in the flutter determinant are, in 

general, complex numbers. TIle method of solutions involves 

the expansion of a complex determinant and the solution of a 

complex polynomial by a method such as the Newton -Raphson 

method. For most cases, this would involve the use of a 

digital computer. Even when the computer has the capability 

of handling complex arithmetic, the above prodecures involve 

relatively long computer time and it may be of advantage ot 

set up the flutter problem as a complex eigenva1ue problem. 

4.7.2 Another application of matrix methods to the solution 

of the flutter problem was given by Hereshoff (Ref. 53). He 

used steady state aerodynamic loads with the magnitude of the lift 

curve slope corrected by the magnitude of the TIleodoresen 

log function. 

If raJ represents the flexibility matrix, EM) the 

diagonal mass matrix, and .(n1 the column matrix of deflections 

at the collocation points, by assuming simple harmonic motion 
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the equation of the fluttering wing can be written as 

(4.74) 

where 

CAJ 
c\ ':\(\. '\-

= 

= 

the matrix of 'aerodynamic influence' coefficients 

'D~na.",'c.. '\\.~u,~ "'- ~ S \12. 

Eqn ( 4, 14) can be wri tten as 

LO~, ~h~o <.3l.,h~ 
• (4.75) 

( ) '5::>-' 
where ['"5:1 = t. r.] - 'tr r I-\J • 

This equation can be solved for assumed values of 

For a number of value of C}. (i.e. the velocity) the eigenvalues 

of Eqn (4.75) which are the corresponding frequencies are 

obtained. If these frequencies are plotted against the velocity 

they tend to merge at the value of the flutter speed. 

Herreshoff used this method to obtain the flutter 

speed of the uniform wing analysed by Goland (Ref. 35) and 

obtained very good agreement with Goland's results. 

4.7.3 ~azelsky and O'Connell (Ref. 54) have given a 

for the flutter analysis (of a straight cantilever wing) 

where no assumptions are made on the mode shapes of the wing to 

be included in the analysis. This formulation is suitable for 

solution or digital computers. 

According this method, the formulation of the bending 

torsion flutter equations proceeds as follows: 

Consider a cantilever wing as shown in Fig. 4.1. 

Let the properties l"ElSr. posi tion the elastic axis, 

c.g.,etc. be specified at a certain number of spanwise stations. 

The relation between the torsional deflection 0( and the running 

torque, f, can be written in integral form as 

01. = ..s j~ -1. Of) 
o EiJ 

(4.76) 
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If M is the bending· moment at a particular station, 

the relation between the bending deflection h and M can be 

wri tten as: 

and therefore 

(4.78 ) 

00 

The accumulated torque T can be expressed in terms 

of the running torque t as 
\·0 

\:-_ .!S ) I::. d,\ (4.79) 

" Similarly the bending moment M can be expressed 

in terms of the running load 1: 

211.0 \Ac\ 
S \ (10-1)' \;' 1 (4.80) 

where 1 () is a dummy variable. 

Both the running load 1 and the running torque t 

contain contributions from the inertial and the aerodynamic 

forces of the oscillating wing. 

Assuming simple harmonic motion, 1 and t can 

be expresses as follows: 

(4.81) 

t.,. t.ao.yO 't -t'«Q,t;'I.. 

= k. ~ V"C~ [Ih-h. .,...T«O() .... )'<:'" c.dhh ~ (4.82) 
C + r \ (eo )'+ .,.. ... 3 lOO<..'" 

Using equations (4.81) and (4.82) the values of T and M can 

be evaluated from equations (4.79) and (4.80) by numerical 

integration. Substituting these values in equations (4.76) and 

(4.77) the relations for ''''-and \" can be obtained as: 

(4.83) 
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due ·j;o the pr0SE:!lCe o:C the aerodynE.mic forcos and moments .. 

Since thesE:> are functiol":t.s of the reduced frequency parameter 

Eq. (4.83) has to be solved for several values of this parameter 

to give values of".. These values will, in general be complex. 

The flutter speed is obtained by the usual'J -:; method. 

The order of the characteristic matrix in (4.83) will 

be twice the number of bays considered for analysis. If 5 bays 

are specified for the analysis, the order of the matrix will 

be 10 and this will have complex elements. To overcome the 

difficulty involved in solving these large matrices, Bernard 

and Mazelsky point out that by assuming only two or three 

arbitrary modes, the order of the characteristic matrix can 

be drastically reduced (Cp Van de Vooren Ref. 42) 

To include the effects of concentrated masses, etc. 

special interpolating matrices would be needed which would 

account for the discontinuities in the inertial distribution. 

A similar formulation can be used to solve the flutter problem 

using an analogue computer. 

4.7.4 A unified approach to vibration and flutter analysis 

~:h::'c!:. makes use of the inertial, structural and aerodynamic 

forces in the form of influence coefficients was given by 

Rodden in Ref. 55 

,Briefly, this consists in writing the deflection 

integral equation of a cantilevered surface in the form 

(4.65) 

where the h, a and F correspond to a chosen set of control 

pOints, the column matrix of forces F includes both the 

inertial and aerodynamic forces: 

\ F i : {j: i ".1\-;"-~ ... .( re> ,,~c) ~ 
::; ~[M){h~ T~~b~~lCh1th\ (4.84) 
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It should be noted that the inel·tial) structural and 

.:.el."o6:;~;t'.mic influence coefficients are derived at a common 

set of points. 

Substituting eqn (4.84) in eqn. (4.65) we obtain the equation 

for flutter 

(4.85) 

This equation can be solved for the eigenvalues ~~ 

and the corresponding eigenvectors ~ h ... ~. In general the 

eigenvalues will be complex numbers since the characteristic 

matrix will be complex due to the presence of the aerodynamic 

terms. Flutter occurs only for real values of It is 

necessary to assume a number of values for '}J, the reduced 

frequency and to solve the equation (4.85) to obtain the 

frequencies Wj. and hence the flutter speed for these values of 

To interpret the complex values of 00,it is customary to define 

a fictitious eigenvalue 

\ +~..9 
'-to~ '" ~~A>'l:. (4.86) 

and to write equation (4.86) as 

(4.87) 

From this, the frequency is obtained as W~.~ The ratio of 
'}.Q. 

the imaginary part to the real part of ~ gives a fictitious 

'structural damping' necessary to maintain harmonic motion: 

(4.88) 

The corresponding flutter speed is obtained from 

the assumed value of"),) as 

(4.89) 

This analysis can be modified to include the effects 

of body freedom - both symmetric and anti-symrnetric-and 

control surfaces, etc. 
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The blain uifferene" between Rodden' 5 method and, 

the method proposed by Mazelsky and O'Corraell (Ref. 54) is in 

the treatment of the deflections. Mazelsky and O'Connell treat 

the bending and torsional deflections separately as for a 

moderate to high aspect ratio wing. In Rodden's formulation 

only a single ·va"::. ... ble is used and the procedure is more 

flexible and is applicable to most configurations including 

low aspect ratio wings and novel configurations. 

As in the case of Mazelsky. and O'Connell's procedure 

the number of degrees of freedom in the analysis can be 

reduced by the introduction of assumed modes. 

4.8 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF THE METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

From the foregoing descriptions it can be seen that 

the various methods of flutter analysis (for wings with added 

masses) differ from each other mainly in the following respects: 

(i) The method of handling the structural and 

inertial properties. 

(ii) The representation of the aerodynamic forces 

acting on the oscillating Wing. 

(iii) The method of taking into account of the energy 

balance in the system. 

(iv) The mathematical approach used in deriving the 

characteristic equation of the fluttering system. 

and, (v) The mechanics of obtaining the flutter speed 

and frequency of the wing mass combination. 

For uniform cantilever wings Goland and Luke (Ref. 35) 

and Runyan and Watkins (Ref. 37) obtained a solution for the 

flutter speed using the differential equation approach. Since 

the inertial and structural proper±ieswereconstant along the 

spRn for these wings, the partial differential equations for the 

bending and torsional oscillations had constant coefficients. 

A strip theory aerodynamics was used so that the system behaviour 
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;!QuIll be described, (after assuming harlIl0n.ic motion), by a 

pair of simultau00u", ordinary differential equations with constant 

coefficients. '[he amount of labou:c involved in. obtaining the 

flutter speed of a un.i:eorm wing with an attached mass using 

this method is very large. Though this method could be 

modified to obtain the flutter speed of a non-uniform wing 

with uniformly varying inertial and structural properties 

the work involved would be prohibitive and is not to.lile,.:pr&ferred 

over some of the other methods. 

Another class of "oxJ!c,·t." solutions using an integral 

formulation were given by (a) Mazelsl<y and O'Connell (Ref. 54) 

(b) by Herreshoff (Ref. 53) and (c) Van. de Vooren (Ref. 42). 

Mazelsky and O'Connell gave the analysis for a uniform cantilever 

wing, though the effects of concentrated masses could be taken 

into account by means of special interpolation matrices. 

Herreshoff's solution has not been used to obtain the 

flutter speed of wings with concentrated masses and doubts 

may exist about the use of steady state aerodynamics to 

represent the oscillatory aerodynamic forces. However, he 

has shown that the method gives good results when applied to 

a uniform cantilever wing. 

Of the three methods, Van de Vooren's method is the 

only one which is of general applicability to wings having an 

arbitrary plan form and carrying concentrated masses, If need 

be, a large number of degrees of freedom can be included in the 

analysiS. Van de Vooren recommends the determination of the 

normal modes of vibration of the wing as a first step. If 

these modes are used in flutter analysis, a largenecrease 

in a number of degrees of freedom cnn be Qccompllshed. 

The use of Lyapunov's second method to obtain the 

stability boundaries of a wing-mass system has not been so 

far formalized. Wang (Ref. 41) has outlined how this method 

I 
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~ollld be used to obtain the flutter stability boundaries of 

complex combinations of wing and concentrated masses. There 

are, however, some reservations about the functional used by 

Wang (See Parks Ref. 56). As there do not exist any numerical 

results for flutter speeds predicted by this method, it is 

difficult to assess its utility. 

Gossard (Ref. 43) has shown how the flutter problem 

of wings with concentrated masses could be solved by using 

Wielandt's iterative transformation procedure. This procedure 

can be applied to a non-uniform wing carrying concentrated masses. 

One advantage of this method is that the normal modes 

of the wing are obtained as part of the solution. The operations 

can be performed on a desk calculator and)with degital computers, 

solutions can be obtained in a short space of time. 

Rayleigh-Ritz type solutions have been used widely 

to obtain the flutter speeds of wings with concentrated masses. 

Comparisons with measured values of flutter speeds have shown 

that the assumed mode type of methods can give highly unconservative 

results, (Ref. 44). This is especially so when the concentrated 

masses are placed ahead of the elastic axis. The modes used in 

Rei. 44 were the uncoupled normal modes of the wing with the mass. 

Using four of these modes gave values for the flutter speed 

which were too high when compared with the measured speeds. 

But these showed the correct trend for the flutter speed when 

the concentrated mass was moved outboard from the root. 

Gaukroger has analysed various combinations of wings and 

concentrated masses using the mode shapes suggested by 

Molyneux. For example,in Ref. (5) he has investigated the 

effects of varying some of the concentrated mass parameters on 

the flutter speed of uniform wings - both swept and unswept. 

No experimental confirmation was obtained for this particular 

wing, though the calculated values exhibited a trend similar to 
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thooe obtained in tests on a comparable wing. 

In Refs. (55, 57, 58) Rodden et al have applied the 

direct matrix method to obtain the flutter speed of the 

hypothetical jet transport wing example of Bisplinghoff, 

Ashley and Halfman (Ref. 23). He obtained very good agreement 

with the flutter speed obtained in Ref. 23 by a Rayleigh Ritz 

procedure. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE DIRECT MATRIX METHOD 

In this formulation, the equations of the fluttering 

system are set up using an integral equation approach. The 

integral equations consist of two basic relationships: The 

first is the relation between the structural deformation and the 

loads (due to the inertial and aerodynamic forces), expressed 

through the structural influence coefficients. The second is the 

relation between aerodynamic disturbance (the downwash) and 

the aerodynamic pressure, expressed through the aerodynamic 

influence coefficients. 

To solve the integral equation, a collocation approach 

is considered most feasible because of the ease of obtaining 

the solution from the corresponding matrix form. The 

deformation integral equation is written in matrix form by 

requiring that the integral equation be satisfied at a 

discrete set of control points. 

A novelty of this method is that all the deformations 

are represented by one type of co-ordinate viz, the deflection 

h (ag. 5.0 This results in simplifying the matriX equations 

and has an added advantage that it is more _ning!ul on a 

cambered vehicle. Also, deflection influence coefficients 

are usually more directly obtainable from a structural analysis 

than slope (or twist) influence coefficients. 

5.1. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

Consider the wing shown in Fig. 5.1. If Ca] represents 

the matrix of structural influence coefficients (the flexibility 

matrix), the relation between the control station deflections 

and the applied forces F is given by 

----------------------------~----------------------------------~ 
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lh .. \ - \ho1 =-[C\.1{\=~ 
where 

{nt\ = column matrix representing the abosulute 

deflections of the control pOints 

(5.1) 

column matrix representing the deflections of the 

control pOints due to rigid body motion of some 

reference point. 

and CaJ is the matrix of flexibility influence coefficients 

for the wing cantilevered from (or otherwise restrained at) 

the reference pOint. 

The column matrix \ Vi of the forces consists of 

contribution from.(a) the set of inertial forces integrated 

throughout the region adjacent to the control pOint and (b) 

of the set of aerodynamic force components integrated over the 

vehicle surface adjacent to each control point, i.e. 

(5.2) 

The inertial forces may be written in terms of a mass 

matrix CM} and the control pOint accelerations as 

(5.3) 

If we express the aerodynamic control point forces in 

terms of the control pOint deflections as: 

(5.4) 

and use equations (5.3) and (5.4) in equation (5.2) we have 

{ F\ --::.. W" ( C "":: .i" ~ b~ S C\.,J] [q,] H hll 

-:. c3" CM] {hot ~ .J (5.5) 

In·equation (5.1) it is possible to include the 

rigid body degrees of freedom. (These could take the form of 

rigid body pitch, roll, yaw, etc.). This is done in the 

following way:- Each component of the control point deflections 
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is related linearly to the rigid body translations and 

rotations, provided the rotations are small. We may therefore 

define a rigid body modal matrix C\-, I!.)as the transformation. 

(5.6) 

where CI~is the set of rigid body translations and 

rotations of the reference pOint. If" we select GlZto have 

two elements: "1." the plunging displacement and e the pitching 

angular displacemeht, then Ch~) will consist of two columns. 

The first column will be a unit column corresponding to the 

plunging mode and the second will consist of the x - co-ordinate 

of each control point, corresponding to the pitching mode. 

The rigid body modal matrix provides the basis for a 

statement of the free-free boundary conditions. As an example 

consider the symmetric flutter analysis of an aircraft whose 

wing, aft fuselage and tail are flexible but whose forward 

fuselage may be assumed as rigid. If we choose the reference 

pOint (the cantilever pOint) along the intersection of the wing 

and fuselage:, then the wing is independent of the aft fuselage 

t.?il combination, but the tail and aft fuselage must be considered 

together. The motion of the forward fuselage is determined by 

the motion of the reference pOint. If it is assumed that there 

is no dynamic coupling between the rigid and the flexible 

components, the free-free boundary conditions for harmonic 

motion may be written as:-

(5.7) 

where C ~mJ is an incremental generalized mass matrix, 

including aerodynamic effects and is not considered in the 

formulation of the flexible component mass and aerodynamic matrices. 
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Substituting equations (5.6) and (5.5) in (5.1) we 

have 

(5.8) 

where 
---, 

LUJ'- Cu]CMJ (5.9) 

Premultiplying equation (5.8) by t. h~1T l M') and 

subtracting it from equation (5.7), permits solution for the 

amplitudes of the rigid body motion: 

{OR ~ ~ -d C~·\-I c h~0' [ MjLtJ\~hLl 
(5.10) 

where (5.11) 

Substituting equation (5.10) in equation (5,8) yields the 

equation for free-free flutter: 

L "",ll (1'\S' c" r(i' '[ M)) (5.12) 
" [uHh, ~. 

The solutions to the matrix equations yield values for 

the frequencies ,,-\ and the amplitudes ("l \ Because of the 

presence of the oscillatory aerodynamic forces the matrix t\J) 
2-

is complex and hence the solutions for GJ are in general complex 

numbers. 

Since we have assumed simple harmonic motion, we have 

<-stipulated that the values of (,) be real. To interpret the 

complex values for the roots, it is common to define the 

eigenvalues ~ as 

(5.13) 
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and to write equntion (5.12) in the canonical form as 

(5.14) 

where 

(5.15) 

The value .3 represents the amount of damping which 

should be added to the structure in order to sustain the 

assumed harmonic motions -' (the' arti ficial structural damping). 

For flutter to exist, the artificial structural damping 

must be equal to the actual structural damping in the system. 

Values of ~ higher than this indi~ate that the oscillations 

are unstable since extra damping would have to be added to 

attain neutral stability. 

In equation (5.14) the characteristic matrix is usually 

complex and non-Hermitian. From a solution of this equation 

for the complex eigenvalues, we obtain the free-free frequency 

and the required structural damping as: 

=-'-'Z.7'. ( c ~ . .s) 
(5.16 ) 

(5.17) 

Since the formulation of the aerodynamic influence 

coefficients requires the assumption of a reduced frequency 

""'. ,.".\:.,co)' 
.1-'\' -' V 

the velocity is obtained as 

(5.18) 

From a series of solutions of equation (5.14) for various 

values of ~,. the flutter speed at a specific altitude can be 

obtained by constructing the usual \) -:3 diagram. 

Equation (5.14) is seen to be completely general being 

applicable from the cantilever case (t·\'tU~o), to the case of 

six rigid body degrees of freedom. The vibration characteristics can 
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also be obtained from equation (5.14) by deleting the 

aerodynamic ter~s and the artificial structural damping. 

The format of the various .consti tuent matrices of 

equation (5.14) will now be discussed. 

5.2 THE MASS M 11,1''''' X 

It is desirable to have a commOn set of control points 

among the structural; inertial an~ aerodynamic influence 

coefficients. However, the choice of control pOint locations 

is usually governed by aerodynamic considerations.Wor example 

specific spanwise spacing and chordwise locations). The inertial 

o.~" data;t.s usually given as the total weight, c .g. moment .and product 

of inertia at a set of points in the structure. It is necessary 

to transform these data into an equivalent system of lumped 

masses. The six inertial properties in each region can be 

matched by a system of three non-collinear masses having arbitrary 

co-ordinates; however, since the choice of co-ordinates is 

limited by aerodynamic considerations, a more useful representation 

is by six concentrated masses having fixed co-ordinates. In 

this case there are more lumped masses to be determined than 

the inertial conditions available and a least squares condition 

has to be imposed to obtain the lumped mass distribution. 

Consider the wing of figure (5.0. Let. 

amtrol points be located along the quarter chord line, ailoron hinge 

l~no and tho trniling edge. For a spanwisoloClltian 

such as at Section XX, the inertial properties can be 

represented by lumped masses as shown in Figure 5.2. It is 

necessary to find a dynamically equivalent system of concentrated 

masses Ml , M2, M3 corresponding to the lumped masses, M1 •• ,M6. 

In terms of the masses Ml •••••••• M6 and the deflections 

zl •••••• z6 the .kinetic ener~y is given by: 

(5.19) 
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The deflections z can be expressed in terms of the 

three control pOint deflections h by means of a transformation 

matrix :t1\')'1as 

(5.20) 

substituting equation (5.20) into (5.19) 

(5.21) 

The inertial forces tF,,~are obtained fromEq. (5.19) by 

using Lagrange's equation. 

(5.22) 

Hence .. 
[L,,-,,,1 L iVl ll1 ,,,,.J (5.23) 

If the above procedure had not been adopted, it would 

have been necessary to consider a very large number of degrees 

of freedom. 

As an illustration, consider the wing shown in Fig.(5.3) 

The wing is assumed to have six degrees of freedom. 

The inertial properties of the wing both in the 

~anwise and the chordwise directions have been approximated 

by point masses at the control points and by a system of masses 

connected together by rigid mass1ess bars. Assuming that linear 

interpolation is valid for the disp1acements, the total kinetic 

energy can be expressed as: 

(5.24) 

The inertia force at the first control pOint is given by: 

\) ;. 

(5.25) 
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By proceeding in .. siJnilar manner, we obtain the mass 

matrix as 

M" M'll M,~ (, -::_-, '" T ~ 
j 

M'7 M ...... : .. ) M24 i 'j c) 

..". 
'-

"t 
.. MI3 C M:I~ ~'t ~~5 (..'.; -

". '" 
·1 

'J ~!o4 M~ Ma .. ,~ t:::' "& 

-'\ 4 4-

I 
~') C: \"'\3J5 0 M~5 ~ 

!-
::;> ' . .J 6 M~' ~7" 

4 

L+ 4 
M661 

.; 

(5.26) 

where 
t--1.~ -::: \'\-'\ , "t \~~3' "'" 

"+ 

\" '" e. c\ 'j '() 0."'" ca.. \ "'J ~, """\ G T 'C'I\{HI 

? '\ """"~' (, b\.l.l- "MY ~ ~ 1<1"': \'1 

5.3 THE STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 

(5.27) 

In most cases, the structural information is available 

as a stiffness on flexibility matrix with respect to a certain 

set of pOints. If these do not coincide with the set of 

control stations used for the aerodynamic influence coefficients, 

a transformation matrix has to be found. Denoting by the 

subscript 'a' the aerodynamic net and by 's' the structural 

net, we are given a structural (flexibility) matrix[~1.suCh that 

(5.28) 
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We want to find an equivalent matrix C",:\ such that 

(5,29) 

If we relate the column matrices 'F l 
\ al and t F s\ such 

that the set of forces .\ F \ produce the same deflection mode 
I.. a \ 

~ h~) as does the set i F s~ we can define the structural equivalence 

as 

(5.30) 

By Maxwell's law of reciprocity 

I, I. ... \ "- l Cs",}", :c fs ~ 
(5.31) 

From equations (5.28) and (5.30) 

\. \-.c.. \ ~ c cs",~i'" [oJ~ 'L hs} (5.32) 

and from equations (5.30) and (5.32) 

~ho\ "" [Cs~lT [a:~~ [Cs,,) l F<I:~ (5.33 ) 

By identifying equations (5,29) and (5.33) we find 

(5.34) 

To determine Cc ""1 we assume a deflection interpolation 
" SIl, 

m,".trix! 

(5.35) 

By identifying equations (5.32) and (5.35) we find 

(5.36) 

from which 
T 

1_ Cs<,"J '" L C\~s [ 1. as 1 
(5.37) 

Substituting equation (5,37) into (5.34) yields the 

desired transformation: 

(5.38) 



(The follming (lcriv2tion io due to Dr. ~.)it1pson) 

711e "eri vntion of the ~C\ 1" matrix con '00 Si!:lplifi0:? by the 

use of ccntr:wnr1cnt '13r1o.'oleo. In the followin~ the otiffncooco 

ond the deflcetionG arc t:::bm co contrnvarinnt variables. 

It io dosired to find n ontr1x [Cl]" such thnt 

(5.29)' 

We 1'1017 define a deflection interpolation mntr1=: \:-o.sJsuch that 

(0.) 

Then, by uoina the prinCiple of controgrndicnoc, we ~~b, 

from (a), 

(b) 

Subotitutinr, for(t'~trom Eq.(5. 2S{, ond for{h!:l from Eq~ (0.), 

we get: 

~ ~t~ ~ (C [l~~-')' [o.J~ [L.sl-'). ~ ~4} (c) 

Compr:rina Eq.(5.29)' with Eq.(e), wc eet 

La.":'):' "" ( 1 -\"\ T ~ L l<l.S j ) . 

Hence 

which 10 the requcrerl t't o.nS'~ o,(TtI 0; \,. 0\\ matrix. 
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Thus the determination of the structurally equivalent 

transformation is dependent on the determination of the 

interpolation matrix. Schmitt (Ref. 59) suggested a least 

squares interpolation. Rodden (Refs. 57 and 58) recommends the 

use of interpolation-in-the-small, although its use requires 

a considerable amount of judgement. 

When the wing has an elastic axis, and the structural 

information is given as separate sets of influence coefficients 

for the bending and t~rsion components (and for the control 

surfaces), the determination of the structurally equivalent 

transformation is fairly straightforward. 

As an illustration, consider the wing shown in figure (5.4) 

Let the bending flexibility coefficients be defined by 

(5.39) 

and the torsional flexibility coefficients by 

(5.40) 

Here 7. and 0( are the bending deflection and the twist 

angle measured at the elastic axis. 

The geometric equivalence between the system of deflections 

t ,,~ and \"Z.\ is given by 

\ n, -e, . , 
J\-,2- (?4 ' 

\ "-

I ""l \, h.e> I. 0 

The deflections 

the forces {f! as 

• '2. 
n ... \ I C"-a 

\ at" J -e, ~~ _ .. -.. I j . \ -

l- i Q \: -! c.: 
'. ""e I.· ~ c:~ 

o 

:- .- - \ 
'. - €9 \ z" \ (5.41 ) 
!, e,o., \ .. Ote ) 

and '~. can be expressed in terms of 

:z.. 'l. : 1\ ) C"'O c,," 
-e.C~ e.. c.."'e ). ~>; 

\ . 7 
z. c.: I '. i 

CoOl I ~'l I 

-e,c,,"& "- t ~.o \ e,..Ceo> 
(5,42) 



suhstituting equation (5.42) into equation (5.41) the 

required flexibility matrix can be derived in the form: 

{\,~ - L C\] {I=l (5.43) 

where 

z "Z Z 

Co." "f., C"b )( Co-eX 

~J -

-z. " z 
C~'" '" 4h'" .C~. X 

<>( "'- 0( 

Ca.o.. . X C"h X C" .. X 

r 
0 

.),. -Q: ' . 
~ l( 

e, 
a( 

- Q\O "'- a( 
CeeX (<la. X COb )( 

Cl 

o 

(5.44) 

In Eq. (5.44), X represents the (2 x 2) matrix 

containing unit elements 

X = 
(5.45) 

It should be noted that in Eqs. (5.44) and (5.45) X 

is defined in the sense of matrix algebra. 

By a similar reasoning, the structural influence 

coefficient matrix for wings with controls can also be obtained. 

5.4 THE AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR WINGS 

The aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix relates the 

aerodynamic force at any control pOint to the motion of all 

.the contro~ pomnts. For use in the direct matrix method the 

aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix is defined as: 
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F 0: S<lo; s (Chl~hl 
(5.46) 

The form of the aerodynaml.c influence coefficient 

matrix tC.,,\depends on the particular theory being employed, 

This could be either (a) strip theory or (b) lifting surface 

theory. The latter could further be divided according to the 

method of solving the aerodynamic integral equation: (a) 

assumed mode methods and (b) collocation methods. 

The strip theory formulation of the aerodynamic 

influence coefficients will be considered first as it is 

applicable to a variety of wing planforms from large aspect ratio 

SutOlt"fson~c. 
wings at subsonic speeds to I i se si all will?"at high snf"ElNIO"Lc 

speeds, The two dimensional oscillatory derivatives are 

generally tabulated as the lift and moment coefficients 

referred to the wing quarter chord (e,g. Tables of Ref. 25 

Tables of Ref. 26, 28 and 29) 

Fig. (5.5) shows the given system of deformations and 

fue forces acting at the quarter chord and also the corresponding 

equivalent configuration required in the matrix formulation. 

Since the main surface lift and moment are given as derivatives 

referred to the wing quarter chord, it is convenient to take 

this point as the forward control point in the matrix formulation. 

Similarly it is convenient to choose the aileron hinge line 

for the middle control point. The rear control point location 

can still be arbitrary and in the present case, this is taken 

to be on the wing TE. 

In terms of tabulated quantities (e.g. Ref. 28) the 

oscillatory aerodynamiC lift and moments are given by! 

-, I 0 

.. 7C f u? b~ A';! \l~ ~ 
(5.47) 



where ~~ is the width of the strip. 

The load equivalence between the forces F
l

, F
2

,F
3 

and the 

forces L, M, T is given by 

(5.48) 

The relation between the two sets of deformations is given by 

f I 

=- \ -bl~ 
1 bid 

(5,49) 

Using equations (5.47), (5.48) and (5.49) and identifying 

with equation (5.46) yields the strip aerodynamic influence 

coefficient matrix 

b/q ' 
-Cb/cl +b}Cl() \ ~ 

'vI c~ _ 

(5.50) 

When there is no control surface, we need to consider only 

two chordwise control stations, one at the quarter chord and 

the other can be arbitrary, In this case, the aerodynamic 

influence coefficients for each strip take the form 

When assembled for the complete wing the aerodynamic 

influence coefficients for the entire wing take the form 

(tJ(-¥~C<J 0 

l~)' ( I>i') c C~l 
o 
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In addition to the two dimensional subsonic theories 

referred to earlier, solutions are available for the other 

Mach Number regimes. 

The aerodynamic influence coefficients can also 

be derived using one of the unsteady lifting surface 

theories. Rodden and Revell (Ref 60) give a comprehensive 

review for some of the theories and illustrate the derivation 

of the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrices using a 

collocation approach to the solution of the dOwnW8~h 

integral equation. 

For wings of arbitrary planform oscillating in 

subsonic flow, Rodden and Revell ·"how that the 

influence coefficients can be represented by:-

,- C j \ 
Lk i "" 

l 
j . 

where e;!)",,~ is a pressure integration matri"" 

(5.53) 

is a matrix relating pressure loading coefficients to down 

wash and (IN''jJ relates the down wash to the deflections of the 

collocation points. 

5.6. AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR OSCILLATING BODIES 

In most flutter analyses of wing-body combinations, it 

has been the usual practice to neglect the aerodynamic forces 
Q~ 

due to the oscillating body. The limited experimental/available 

seems to support this practice as the effect of the aerodynamic 

forces seems to be relatively unimportant compared to the 

inertial forces of the bodies •. (a:!! ""1": seon .in Section 2.6) 

(This holds only for subsonic speeds. There is no data available at 

supersonic speeds on the importance of the aerodynamic forces 

due to the body). Another reason for neglecting the body 

aerodynamic forces could be that presently available 

knowledge does not permit accurate theoretical calculations of 
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the forces ",1 thout the imposition of rather severe restrictl.ons. 

There is very limited knowledgo of wing-body interference 

effects and this is confined to particular combinations. 

A theoretical analysis of the wing-body interference 

problem in unsteady flow presents formidable problems which 

have been ove~name only in a few specialized cases (e.g. Ref.61). 

The forces acting on an isolated body of revolution in 

unsteady flow can be obtained by one of the following methods: 

(a) Exact solution of the differential equation 

satisfying all the boundary conditions. Lamb (Ref. 62) has 

applied this method to arbitrary ellipsoids in incompressible 

flow. 

(b) Linearization of the problem, under the assumption 

that the lateral dimensions are small compared. to the length in 

thefflightdirection. (Refs. 63, 64, 65 and 66). 

(c) Using the momentum theory of Munk (Ref. 23, p.414, 

Ref. 60). 

Bond and Packard (Ref. 66) show that for low values 

of the reduced frequency and supersonic M Nos, application 

of the momentum theory gives satisfactory results and that 

there is no special advantage in using the linearized slender 

body theory. Miles (Refs. 63, 64) has shown that so long as 

the lateral flow velocities are small compared to the flight speed 

the first order forces and moments are independent on the Mach 

number in comprass1ble flow. 

(ThiS holds when \Ill & <' < \ ... v 1'1 b « where 

S = slenderness ratio) 2.l::. cul)y J "" -=. \J I Cl ) 

The mementum theory seems to be most suitable for 

obtaining the aerodynamic influence coefficients for slender bodies. 

By analogy with steady flow practice it is reasonable to assume 

that the shape of the cross section of the slender body does 

not influence the lift and moment (e,g. Ref. 67). 
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Consider the slender body shown in Fie. (5. C). For 

small values of the local incidence, the z - velocity at 

any cross section is 

(5. 54) 

If S is the local cross sectional area, the momentum 

of the virtual mass per uni~ length is 

(5. 55) 

The z-force acting per unit length of the body is 

the reaction to the substantive rate of charge of d:r/c1:x. 

i.e . . , 
.~ _ D ! dll 

D\= \ Oi. ) , ' 
~ - (- ~ ;%";.]J.! ': ( ()Sc- VO~ ~ ani? 

. '"6:x. at; I 11 <:l x. ~I;;; j 
(vC:> + Cl) 

oX "Ob 

(5.57) 

If we assume harmonic motion this equation can be 

written as:-

(5.58) 

To obtain the force on a specified length of the body, 

it is necessary to integrate equation (5.58) over that 

length. Rodden & Revell (Ref. 60) give expressions for the 

aerodynamic influence coefficients of a slender body with 

an arbitrary deformation of the centre line. In what follOWS 

the body will be considered rigid, with a undeformed straight 

centre line (Fig. 5.7) 

If the body length L is divided into N sections, 

the force on the th section is given by 

" .. +I. 

F ... ::; l 2. dl'" cl).. 

where 
~ d ... 
<:d'oA..-y'2,. 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 



F.rom (5.59) and (5,58), 
. x~~~ 

fi =- DV l s (-\i(~ ~ i..U)\-))] 2. 
,\ d'l. 

'l., A,-!. 
2 
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(5.61) 

Since no deformations have been assumed for the body it is 

reasonable to use linear interpolation for the evaluation of 

the terms in Eq. (5.61):-

I 
h ~ hA. -;. h (CI..- XA.) 

s '" ~. \ .. 5 ... -).. (:x ..... .l..-:x.) +S-<-.~(~-l.A-!.)J 
U',A. <!. '6 2.. .. 

(5.62) 

Where the quantities with the subscript ("-~) refer to the 

forward end of the section and those with (. ~ ~ ~) to the 

rear end of the section. 

Using this, eqn. (5.61) can be expressed as 

(5.63) 

Since linear interpolation has been used, there will 
".,,-z.e.<t> 

be two~elements in each row of the aerodynamic influence 

coefficient matrix. Therefore, 

(5.64) 

In equation (5.64) the terms in the brackets can be obtained 

fromEq. (5.63) as 

(Ch .. ~_\ \.'i._ .... C t.,. .h;.) 
J ,l.. .... 

(5.64) 
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The deflections ".i,..""'~ and h'(-'3 can be obtained in terms 
~ -

of ~;. and h':_1 For A.",,' and ,-...I , the deflections can be 

obtained in terms of the deflections at .i.." \,2. and "'~N-',N. 

respecti vely. 

If the body is attached to a wing, the forces due to 

the bo~y could be directly added on to the wing control 

point forces. In this case, a more direct method would be 

to obtain the total forces and moment acting on the body. 

These are given by (eg. Ref. 23) 

L '" ~,I<" ( \} 6L '\- h' J +'~ K NI 0( 

1'1\- fV K~ ( V 0.:: +\;) ~ KM \1 .. f'<J.x. 
where 

\<.'1 = ~ S cb .. 
bM~ 

K", = I s (x.~ ::(RE" ') ch. 
b<>d~ / 

~ = ~S(:j"~:x,,-,,,,)~Cb. 

d.... = C. h", -1-.,) i (:x",- x'i) 

(5.65) 

5.6 THE USE OF ASSUMED MODES IN THE DIRECT MATRIX METHOD 

By specifying arbitrary modes, the number of degrees 

of freedom included in the' flutter analysis can be reduced 

drastically. To include the arbitrary modes, it is 

convenient to consider cantilever modes and free-free modes 

separately. 

(a) Cantilever Modes 

Let N be the number of modes to be included in the 

analysis, F the number of control points at which the modes 

are specified and R the number of rigid body degrees of 

freedom. 

After introdUCing the coeffiCient of artificial 

structural damping, g, equation (5.8) can be written in the 

form 

(5.66) 
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For the pu"pose of seeking series solutions of Eq. (5, (6) 

it is convenient to introduce the (cantilever) stiffne$s 

matrix 

(5.67) 

Using this definition, the flutter equation can be 

written as 

(5.68) 

where 
(5.69) 

The series solution to iq. (5.68) can be written in 

terms of the assumed modes as 

(5.70) 

here I:.hF j is the matrix of assumed modes and {a..\ are the 

modal amplitudes. 

Introducing Eqs. (5.6) and (5.70), (5.7) yields 

\f,; the boundary conditions for free-flutter as 

where 

L il1Rf") "::c C ffiRiJT [QRF'J 

~ Lh,~-( CM] LnfJ i'(~hRl""::'AjL"'I"J 

\.. ~IU,-J :=: [tnR.J -\- f~ G;l~1\ ') 

=-(1.'- \-. R:l' L '''',) L 'n. It) \ [ f.:> m) ) 

~ (L~~lTCAJL\-'R--::\"'l..r':'''''-J) 
From Eq. (5.71) 

1 QR\ :. - [i<t\~I1.T' L ~t<r-J {C\d 

The flutter equation, Ect. (5.68) now becomes 

(5.71) 

(5.72) 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

where \E:-S is the error in the series solution. Applying 

Galerkin's principle (L hI") T \ r: ~ "" o~ yields 



(5.76) 

where 

(5.77) 

If we eliminate the rigid body degrees of freedom 

,by substituting eq. (5.74) into eq (5.76) the flutter 

equation becomes 

or in the canonical form, with (5.81) 

-I 

-- (. i<. ~ ( L ""' ~r -j - C IY\FR.-) (iv'i R;nlYl R~) Ha ~ ~ (5.82) 

The flutter equation can be solved to yield the 

eigenvalues J1.. ~ JtR:, ... -itv from which we find the frequency 

(5.83) 

the required structural damping 

(5.84) 

and form the assumed value of the reduced frequency )) r, 

(5.85) 

(b) Free-Free Modes 

When free-free vibration data are available for 

flutter analysis, it is necessary to write two series 

expressions that provide the basis for the modal solution: 

th\.~"O. [h~1! (}~~ -tChRJ {ajl 

~ Cl" '0::' 1- ~Qf'~\{ a~ ~ "'" {Cl S} 
• 

(5.86) 

(5.87) 

\\ 0 
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where the prime denotes the free-free condi tion) f (~.1 f 
is the matrix of centroida1 generalized eo-ordinates, and 

is the rigid component modal matrix. 

Substituting eqns. (5.87) and(5.86) into the 

boundary cnndi tions .. E-•• (5.7) yields 

Chi) \ lMJ (l\1"l ~ o.~ ~ '" L \)ii.J-l.(133} 
~ [61-"J ( \j:\RI~ ~ (i.i, .. [(151) -: 0 

From r;"l.(5.8S), . {Q~~ is obtained as 

[Q~'s =: - ~~~I~r\~,~;}ta:~~ 
where 

(5.88) 

(5.89) 

(5.90) 

In order to apply the Galerkin principle when free-

free modes are used in the series solution, it is necessary 

to obtain the equation of motion of the rigid component. 

This equation can be obtained by eliminating the flexible 

system between Eqs. (5.7) and (5.68) 

(5.91) 

Substituting the series solutions, eq (5.86) and (5.87) the 

above equation becomes: 

where \ Gl'~ is the error in equation (5.91) due to the 

series solution, and 

(5.93) 
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Substituting the series solutions into the flexible 

system equation of motion, equation (5.68) yields 

-'1.[KJ (\"\'r-1 f(\'~1 ~ LJYlj (~\fJ {cq "T~'''·h(t;.\) t\\~r~ (5.94) 

where t<:::. \ is the error in (5.68) due to the series 
11.1'1''' C4WDn0b: 

solution. APfllyiftg Galerkin's principle, 

yields the 

generalized equation of motion: 

\'11-1<('(··, -\-W, ... , )lQ".·' (' . -, , ') L-' I -, 'I 1 
• I"I=_t r.l \~\\.. -.J..J (5.95) 

where 

r, .. \ 
L K;: ._ ~ L \~', f \~~j ~<~ J (5.96) 

"" hr.',"~] .. rG:<: _ 1 
'- L \·~l 

- l L\-:pY C!.'"\}.'~~J t 1. 0 ",,], \}W·\] L(\i<,:j) 

"t ( [h'l']' \ (~J C h,J T ~G .. ~~ l!~Q1 [(j,~J (5.97) 

(5.98) 

By substituting Eq. (5.89) into Eq. (5.95) the centro1dal 

degreesof freedom can be eliminated to give the free-free 

modal equations: 

-\ 

.n. ( Kif) ~. 1:\'", ~ ~ ( (m/F;~ - ~m/l''''~ I. mRR~ [mR:})tQFj 
(5.99) 

or, in the canonical form: 

The flutter equation can be solved as before for 

a number of values of the reduced frequency )J to obtain 

the flutter speed and frequency by the \} . 3 method. 
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5.7 METHODS OF SOLUTION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX 

The characteristic equation of the fluttering 

system has the form 

(5.101) 

The matrix U is an (N" I'l) square matrix, where \"-1 

is the number of degrees of freedom allowed. For the 

flutter problem the elements of U are in general complex 

and the elements are real for vibration problems. It is 
• I \'e.v ('(I,I-,."-V\. . 

very rarely that v is ~'lIIITIetl ieal. 

Thus the problem is one of determining the 

eigenvalues and e1genvectors of a non-Hermitian matrix. 

In most cases we are interested only in a few roots 

starting from the eigenvalue with the largest modulus. 

I-t> 
There are'two basic approaches ~ solving this 

problem: (a) All· the methods applicable to similar real 

matrices are also applicable to the case when elements are 

comp!exor,(b) the computations can be confined to the domain 

of realnumbersby'adopting the following method. Let the 

matrix \J be wr1 tten as: 

(5.102) 

where VIZ represents the real part and Ul. the 

imaginary part. Then the eigenvalues of V are the same 

as those of the real matrix 

(5.103) 



(rhis can be proved as follows: 

The equation C,J"jthi:,),\.k\can be written a3 
• 

Mu1 tip1ying by (- A. ) 

Now. 

- ~n\ .. ,,- h (:. fell R. -0 Atn: H h11 "- A {~h I. 
URj1..- .. h" LCU1:-AlJR.'}{h\, j 

Thus, by definition, A is also an eigenva1ue of the 

\ 
modified systemj. 

By using this method the methods applicable to • roal 

unsymmetric matrix can be used for obtaining the eigenva1ues 

of the matrix LV], One disadvantage of this method is 

that it is wasteful of computer storage space. 

Basically, the methods of solution can be classified 

into three broad groups:-

(a) Methods in which the characteristic determinant 

is expanded into a polynomial equation involving~. 

This equation is then solved for ·the eigenvalues ~. 

(b) Methods in which the characteristic determinant 

is transformed into a standard form (e.g tri-

diagonal form, the Hessenberg forms, etc). The 

eigenva1ues are obtained by making use of the 

properties of these special matrices. 

(c) Iterative Methods. 

5.7.1 Direct Methods 

When the characteristic determinant is expanded into 

a polynomial in /I , the methods discussed in Section (4.5.3) 

can be used. 

In addition to these methods, a modification by 

Frazer et al to a method of Krylov (Ref. 45 ) 

can be used for small matrices. This method makes use of 
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the Cay1ey-Hami1ton Theorem which states that the 

characteristic equation of 

is also satisfied by the matrix A 

i.e .. ' 
J'f l'tI-t ~ 

A ..... :>.:. b .. AA. .. 0 
1.,"";..0 

(5.104) 

If ~ represents an arbitrary vector, then operation 

on it by Eqn (5.104) must satisfy the equation 

(5.105) 

This amounts to N linear equations in the unknowns b~ 

(~~o, .. w-.). The method is to calculate, for any vector y, the 

N iterates Ay N ••••••• A Y from the linear expressions 

represented by Eqn (5.105) and to solve these equations by 

a linear equation solving scheme. 

For small matrices the souriau-Frame Method (Ref. 68 

p. 225) is very useful to obtain the coefficients of the 

polynomial. 

Another procedure would be to evaluate the determinant 

for a number of values of ft. These values 

are plotted and the eigenvalues r. are obtained as those 

which cause the determinant 11:1 vanish. When only a few.' 

roots (of the lowest magnitude) are required, this is a 

very useful method even for large matrices. For a (21 x 21) 

real, unsymmetric matrix this method gave very consistent 

results (Ref. 69). This method would probably be 

, 

impractible for use with complex matrices. in view of the labour 
involved, 

5.7.2 Methods involving transformations 

If the characteristic matrix is transformed into 

a standard form, the determination of the eigenva1ues 

and the eigenvectors becomes somewhat easier. 



Lanczos (Ref. 70) gives a method which reduces the given 

matrix into a tridiagonal form. In this method, two bi-

orthogonal vectors '::('j. (;.. ~ \ ". t.l \ and 'J..:. (J... ~ I, .... N) 

are the first assumed. The vector Jl~ is a column vector 

and the vector ~;.. is a row vector and it is assumed that 

~r ~j "" 0 CA'til,Where ~: represents the complex conjugate 

of 'ji..' the next two vectors are defined as follows: 

where 

and 

'X-I<.~I ;.. A x,,,,- oQ.K. :(1:;- PK-, :)\'1<,_, 

':!\-<. "" .- ':11<, AI< - a~ ~k - b~_1 ~k _ \ 

The recursion formulae for ~ can be ~itten as 

f,·s 

p..:x., ~. :( ....... 0., -, \ 

A )1.:1. ;::i. 3 -t Q ~ X:> -t b, ::1.., 

/).!Ill<. ,.. :x.K '1', t 'Cl", ::1.
" 

..... b,,_, XI<._I 

In matrix form, this can be written as 

: S ( "" \', C) , 
0.:1. bl.. 0 

c:) 

Cl Cl, 0.], 1>3 
\ 

I:> "1-1 !, 
r..) 

a ... _\ 
ON! ~ , 

L , 
.-

- .:.:::;.\'" 

(5.106) 

(5.107) 

(5.108) 

-I Equation (5.108) can also be written as S AS~I and 

shows that 1r is obtained from A by a similarity transformation. 

Hence the eigenvalues of T are the same as those of A. 

This method does not give accurate results for large 

matrices due to the difficulties in maintaining the bi-

orthogonality condition with sufficient accuracy. However, 

the method is accurate for small matrices. 
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Gregory (Ref. '71) has given a modification to the 

Lanczos method. In this method, the matrix A is transformed 

u\,~- -\"c ."'I.,.J.Qr 
into run~-~pia8Hler form. He considers the recursive 

relations to have the form 

where 

If the vectors (x, ... XI<) ",,,d ('j,,'" ,~,\) are 

bi-orthogana1, the recursion relations can be written: 

F\ S - s \ 
q\\ a~\ .. , Cl NI\ -\ 

\ 
\ .(\";t.. • 0N2, 

(:) q3~ 0"13 \ I 
0 \ QNo! -

(5.110) 

Gregory found that the terms above the first principal 

diagonal were small compared to the other terms, and 

considered " to be a triangular matrix. Even so, this 

method gave improved accuracy over the Lanczos method. 

In some cases, it is possible to apply the methods 

available to solve the eigenvalue problem of symmetric 

matrices to the solution of unsymmetric matrices. For 

example, this is possible in vibration problems where the 

equation can be written as 

(5.l11) 

Where the stiffness matrix K and the mass matrix M are 

both real and symmetric. 

Since l i'l}is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal 

matrix such that 

[Vr' ~ CUlT - .~, 

[U] \M} I~UT', ['0,) 
(5.112) 
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Where D is a ,1:iagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues' 

of M (which are all real and positive). 

I" I » \ 
.- I "), 

i 

L 
~\ 

>. ,., 1 
.; 

(5.113) 

The matrix U has for its elements the eigenfunctions \i", 

of LM-j 

LV] -:. [{ V~I) i' {V~2)} ... {V~t\ 
(5.114) 

From equation (5.112) 

(5.115) 

Since the diagonal elements of]) are all positive, it is 

possible to write: 

(5.116) 

Using the relations (5.115) and (5.116), Eqn. (5.111) 

becomes 

(5.117) 

Defining the two matrices 

5~ ~.~ "' CU]' { ,,~ 
{ ::t. \ .,., C \)) v~ .fljj (5.118) 

Eqn (5.117) can be written as 

(5.119) 



(5.120) 

Thus the original problem has been reduced to one of 

finding the eigenvalues and vectors of two symmetric 

matrices. The steps in the calculations will be: 

(1) Solve the eigenvalue problem ('1<\"1\3\" r{~~ 

(11) Form the matrix 

vectors of M 

\J whose columns are the eigen
,·\1 <.. 

and the diagonal matrix j[b J 

whose elements are \/(f;. where 1\ 
eigenvalue of M 

is the 

(iii) Form the matrix 

(iv) The eigenvalues of the equation [Cl {:x..~ '" 11 ~ :x. i
\ 

are the eigenvalues of the original problem and 

the eigenvector 

This method has been used to solve the vibration 

frequencies and modes of beams by Young and McCallum in 

Ref. (72). 

One major advantage of this method is that the 

methods available for the relatively simple problem of 

finding the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix can be used 

directly. 

5.7.3. Iterative Methods 

These are the most powerful methods for obtaining 

the eigenvalues of arbitrary matrices. Most matrix 

iterative methods are based on the Power Method of Von Mises. 
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5.7.2.1 The Basic Power Method 

MISQ.J) .,~ 
This is based on a theorem of Von Mt=es (e.g. Ref~) 

which states that if xl ....... !le 
n 

are a linearly independent 

set of eigenvectors of an N x N matrix CA] and if the 

dominant eigenvalue Ai is real, then th:.e sequence 

converges to the eigenvector corresponding to i., I where Z h ~ 

is an arbitrary vector not orthogonal to xl' This 

",suIt follows from the following argument: 

Assuming that the eigenvalues of Cl"] I ;',,"',., __ . , \" 

are different and that 

(5.121) 

R'n"1d-"r. an arbitrary vector1.h"i wi th N components. This 
I 

can be conceived as a linear combination of the N eigenvectors 

xl •••••••• x of CA~ i.e. 

(5.122) 

Applying the matrix [AJ to (5.122) we obtain 

(5.123) 

If this process is continued, say,,, time .. we have 

(5.124) 

Assuming that all the roots are different and that .~ 

is the dominant eigenvalue, the first term on the right 

r; ''''(\. (. 
hand side of Eq. (5.124) will dominate and Jl.l 100 ) 

will converge to C, At"':x., 
\ e,) 

(5.125) 
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Applying the matrix C Al once more to (5.125) we got 

ff\ "I 

- t/\ 1 thol (5.126) 

From (5.124) and (5J26) we obtain 

(5.127) 

where h"" .. f'''c\ h", are corresponding components 

vectors l \-, "'~I! a,,<\ {" 101 
in the 

This method can also be used in the case of 

multiple eigenvalues (Ref. 73, P. 247 or Ref. 74 p. 277). 

consider the case when \ ~\ ~ \ '}. .. \. In this case the 
. M . 

mth iteration will converge to (Cl >-':' t:x,\ ;-C~A,- {X2-J). 

Introducing the notation 
I' TI\~ ( 
\. ')( \<. 3 ." c. 1\ " 1. :x.... 5 

The mth iterate can be written as 

[h",1 ~ U\\ +tXl\ 
t 'h", .,}-= 1-, (l(,h ~ z {X2 \ 

{h"'+2\"" ~ ~~, \ -\. (;.~ \ ~,.~ 

neglecting terms of higher order. 

(5.128) 

(5.129) 

The vectors ~r.lnt {h\ll'I~ and t hn,+l./\ are situated 

in approximately the same plane. 

Hence, 

(5.130) 
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Since the vectors have at least two components, the 

values of 0 0 Cl"" Q, can be determined fl'om two simultaneous 

equations. Inserting (5.130) into (5.128) we obtain 

(5.131) 

Since '/.., and are linearly independent A, G,d },,-

must satisfy the equation 

'l'he corresponding eigenvectors \.h 1 are obtained from (5.129) 

as 

\ ~~ :_~,t -X" \, ')( IY1 ] 

)I,-A,-

(5.133) 

Basically, the power method consists of choosing 

a vector {:1.1 from which t::;{.,! ~ CA) \.~~ is computed. 

Usually ~ x, } is then normali:z:ed by dividing all 

the elements by the element with the largest modulus·, 

thus obtaining a new vector\'j,\ whose largest element has 

a modulus of unity. The vector£::(:?-l"'(A-..~,]iS computed 

and normali:z:ed as before to \ ~ ... ~ • Repeated application 

of this process leads to the computation Of.f~ \ ., CA) \:l(I<._,1 
.1 

which is then normali:z:ed to \ ~K\' If the vectors 

converge, then the vector to which they converge will be 

The maximum component of L X k I( 
~, 

the principal eigenvector. 

because of the normali:z:ation will converge to r-.. \ . 

Usually, if the iteration does not converge after a 

specified number of iterations a pair of close magnitude 

or equal roots is suspected and an alternative procedure 



is adopted. Once the dominant eigenvalue (or dominant 

pair of eigenvalues) ha", been found, the matrix C AJ is 

reduced to one containing all the other undetermined 

eigenvalues, but which does not contain the eigenvalues 

already determined. 

This method is very accurate since the successive 

vectors (. -:t-,,,,,<... ~ c\ \-'l~ {~\, ~ are always generated using the 

original matrix LA} and the errors created in\ \1 .. \ 

for some value of k tend to correct themselves in the 

later steps. 

There are some modifications to the basic power 

method which improve the method. 

5.7.3.2. Wilkinson's Method 

If the matrix(A] has N linearly independent 

eigenvectors x , then any vector 
n 

V can be 

written as 

(5.134) 

where the x· , have been suitably scaled. Similarly after K 

iterations, 

(~-p"!.{ V .::. (:>I.-")\<,:x. ... (~lo~~).,:I;2. 
+ .... ,. (,,1'4 -p)"'-:t. N 

(5.135) 

Thus, as in the basic power method, if \ /I,-?l 7,. \»~_\,\;;; . 
\( 

:::;'\~N-\'l, then the term C'f\.-\»:t, eventually 

dominates. All the restrictions and limitations of the basic 

power method remain, but the freedom to choose po gives scope 

for improvement. By choosing a proper value for ~ the 

convergence of the iteration process can be speeded up. The 

method also permits the calculation of the lowest eigenvalue 



without having to calculate all the other values, 

5.7.3.3 Ai tl<en' s 2>2.. Acceleration 

If the matrix has closely spaced eigenvalues the 

convergence of the basic power method will be too slow. In 

'this case, th'3 1t - process (e.g. Ref: 73, P. 243) can be 

applied to speed-up the convergence. 

Let tx~! converge to 0( Socl-. ii>o.e 

\K\ <\ (5.136) 

where e. ... '" X .. - "'- and K is a constant. This is called 

'geometric convergence' to distinguish it from linear convergence 

which is 

\ 1<.\ <. \ (5.137) 
a:;. ..... o 

If we eliminate K between successive relations of 

(5.136) and solve for 

2-
::x:..;.. ~2. ::x..;. - ::I. A .. 

::x. ...... 2.. - 2:X ... , , + ::tA.,. 
(5.138) 

For a sequence which converges linearly rather than 

geometrically the expression on the right hand side of (5.138) 

does not yield the limit in one step. For this we define a 

new sequence by 

(5.139) 

This may also be written in the forms 

:=.. ::t. -'ott - tC :x. A.", - ':l(~ ') ( ~ ..... , .,.:u.. ) I c: ::x. "' .. , - 2 ::l" '" -t::t .. ) S 

-::::: -:( )0. '\'2.. - t (~)''''2-::tA "'1)'/01. "' ... ,. - 2'3..10. " -t ),\ /0.) \ 
(5.140) 
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5.7.3.4. Bodewig's Method for Nearly Equal Roots 

BodoWie'S method (nef. 73, p. 249) can be applied 

in cases where the eigenvalues have nearly equal roots and 

consequently the iteration by the power method is proceeding 

slowly. 

X:f the first two dominant eigenvalues are 

,-early equal, then the convergence will reach a stage where 

the first two terms will dominate and the iterates VI<."" p.,",! 

will be approximately equal to (I\~ ~, "'~~:::I.l) 

Considering the two previous steps of iteration, we 

can write (after proper scaling of the vectors xl and x2 ), 

From the first two equations: 

\)(1<.-2.) ,,(1<_.) 
X2. -:c " __ - v I fI, 

C', - ""1;...,) 
(5.142) 

From the last two equations of (5.142) 

(5.143) 
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If we now equate the two expressions for Xl 

(or x
2

) we obtain: 

\J 
(1<.-1) 

(5.144) 

This is a vector equation which is valid for every 

element of the vectors. If VI and Vm represent two 

different elements, we have 

From these two equations 

(,,(\<.-0.),/(>_') «-I) \j'''_'>/ " 1... ~ l ~ M-\} I. •. \ U 

(5.145) 

(5.146) 

This means that '1:\ and \ (/I" are roots of the quadratic equation t. _ 

) \I' l<.-\) (1<.\ ,,(I<..) \j (1<.., \ 'L ( 1. );>. 
,~ VL \J,~, -,~ lY) 1 "-

f ,\(,.-..) I.J ('1\\ cl<., (1<,-2.) I 1. 
- l 'it Il'\ - 'le \I", (" 
... ~ \1(\1...2.) \'(" -I) "L(\("O ".:..1<>-2)( 
'l v'" - v v .. , J=- () (5.147) 

5.7.3.5 Deflation 

In all the iteration processes described above, 

after one eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector have been 

~und, it is necessary to reduce the given matrix to one in 

which the known value and its vector are no longer present. 
C,. ~ c4"l \,~ 

This ~DeWft-ft~ 'sweeping' or 'deflation'. 

For arbitrary matrices, the most popular method 

seems to be Wielandt's method. 
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Thi~ is based on Wielandt's theorem that the 

matrix 

(5.148) 

where~ xl\ is a column eigenvector and (zll is an arbitrary 

row vector with zl xl '" 1, has the same eigenvaluea as \~AJ 

except that ", = O. Also the eigenvectors {W~30f (BJ 

satisfy the relations 

::1..\ :: W \ 
, (5.149) 

Since lZ\ is arbitrary, it may chosen so as to 

make one row of [B] equal to zero, and thus [B} is effectively 

reduced in rank to order (N - 1). 

5.8 METHODS SUITABLE FOR THE FLUTTER DETERMINANT 

The characteristic matrix of the fluttering system 

has complex elements and is non-Hermitian. One method of 

solving this matrix for its eigenvalues and the eigenvectors 

would be to use the methods applicable to real matrices, 

but using complex arithmetic, The ICL 1905 digital computer 

has facilities for handling complex numbers in single 

precision arithmetic. Since some of the eigenvalues of the 

characteristic matrix can have close or equal magnitude roots, 

the calculations have to be carried out in double-precision 

arithmetic to determine these values accurately. The double 

precision calculations can be carried out only with real,· 

numbers. Hence, in the two methods to be described, all 

the calculations are confined to the realm of real numbers, 
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but with proper regard to the rules of complex algebra. 

The calculations are carried out in double-precision 

arithmetic where necessary. 

5.8.1 Method of Rodden et al (Ref. 58) 

This method has been formulated so that the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real or complex non-

Hermitian matrix can be obtained by the Power Method. 

Convergence to the dominant eigenvalue is accelerated by 
,~ 

using Aitken's ,) method. The convergence difficulties 

due to a dominant psir of close or equal magnitude roots 

is overcome by using Bodewig's Method. (This includes as 

special cases complex conjugate roots and equal but opposite 

roots). The deflation method of Wielandt is used to permit 

the iteration to converge to the next most dominant root~ 

5.8.1,1 Iteration ,and Acceleration 

Consider the matrix lAJ ' The application of the 

power method for the dominant root yields, n,fter (n+l) 

iterations 

(5.150) 

where 1. \-'" .. , ~ c) \\(\ l h '\ \ are normalized on the 

largest element <,"Ie\ /1''+1 is the normalizing factor and 

the (n + 1) estimate for the eigenvalue the iteration may 

be started either by assuming a unit vector or with any 

mrbitrary veotor, convergence is obtained, in the real case, 

when all the elements of th~ satisfy the condition 

(5.151) 

where E,is a small positive number ~taken as 0'5 ><.\Q6 ). 

In the complex case, the condition is 

\R~C"n-h,,-\)\ ... i.. \'tm C hn-h,,-,)\ -< (\""~)€, , 
(5.152) 



The convergence test is nmde as a difference 

rather than as a ratio since all the vectors have been 

normalized. 

If the iteration process is converging, the 

convergence is accelerated by using Ai tken' s &k process 

(Section 5.7.3.3) which permits extrapolation to a better 

spproximation of each element of the vector. The extrapolation 

is made only if all the elements satisfy the condition 

or 

(Real case) 

< "rI.,L <:. I 

(Complex case) 

The value of 'I\.. must be less than, but not 

(5.153) 

(5.154) 

too close to, unity. Rodden and F,~kas (Ref. 103) noted that 

when 'n",O'9 optimum convergence was obtained. 

The extrapolation formula for each element of the 

(n + l)th eigenvector is 

(5.155) 

In the single precision calculations, the 

extrapolation is attempted as often as possible, i.e, following 

an extrapolation, the test is attempted every iteration past 

the third iteration. ·In the double precision calculation, 

the test is attempted every iteration past the fifth iteration 

following an extrapolation. 
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<l.S.I.:. Close or Equal Magnitude Roots 

If convergence is not obtained in 40 iterations, 

the presence of close or equal magnitude roots is suspected 

and the calculation is continued in double precision,~ticipnting 

convergence to the quadratic form 

whose roots are the two close eigenvalues 

The coefficients p and q are found from 

'>."" \ (l.n.: \",_,h" .. " .-lInhnhn _::;) 

("1\-\ \").(,-, hn_~ - (\i"~";;- ~n_.-l.) 

(5.156) 

(5.157) 

(5.158) 

(5.159) 

where A~ denotes the i·th estimate of the eigenvalu~ and 

represents a particular element from the i·th vector (usually 

this is the normalized element, i.e. h;.. ,,-I, but more g~eeral 

expressions for \ '. <J '''~ cl are necessary in the case that the , 1\ f\ 

ca~e element has not been normalized in successive iterations.) 

The convergence conditions are: 

<E " 
4 

where '"~ is a small positive number taken as 

here. The two eigenvectors are found from 

\ "L\ VIl'L I 
lW, \ ""., - 11 " 1'1'1-,) 

(5.160) 

(5.161) 

-7 
(0.5 x 10 ) 

(5.162) 

(5.163) 
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'l'he following tests are also mude in the 

progrannne for testing the possibility of convergence to a 

single root or to a pair of close roots. 

Convergence to a single root has been observed 

when 

(5.164) 

and to a pair of close roots when 

(5,165) 

5.8.1.3 Deflation 

When convergence to a dominant eigenvalue has 

been obtained, its effect is swept out using Wielandt's method 

so that the succeeding iterations will converge to the next 

most dominant eigenvalue, 

Let [~:}J denote a matrix in which r represents 

the number of eigenvalues absent from C~l and 54. denotes the 

,H}' 
number· of the row in [I" J which corresponds to the row 

containing the normalized element in the vector. The iteration 

·:r.!.ll converge to the next dominant eigenvalue such that 

(5.166) 

where denotes the vector number c.\.,,:\li. _I) is 

a modification number. 

The true vector is recovered by successive 

'Pplications of the recurrence relation: 

(5.167) 



In the case of multipl.e repeated roots the 

becomes indeterminate and is arbitrarily assigned the value 

1.0, whenever I (>fA.-j}/X(AJ)-11 <E" (01- \R~(X"'-J)!t»)-\! 

-\- i.. \ ~'" ( r::"-1' I )..C;'l) -, 1 <; (, t"') e., 

in the complex case), since the vectors correpsonding to 

repeated roots cannot be determined uniquely but only to 

the extent that they are linearly independent. 

The eigenva1ue is then swept out of the matrix 

by 

r 'i.-I) '\ _ 
i 1\ ' 
, J 

5.8.2. Method of Go1l1nitz et al (Ref. 77) 

In this method an initial estimate of the 

(5.168) 

eigenva1ues is made by the power method and by sweeping the 

known eigenva1ues out of the matrix. Wie1andt's reciprocal 

iteration (Section 5.8.3.e) is used to improve the accuracy 
. 

of the eigenva1ues which have already been obtained. 

5.8.2.1 First Estimate of the Eigenva1ues 

As in the previous method, the application of 

the power method leads to the first dominant eigenva1ue. 

In case of two equal or close valued roots, Bodewig's method 

is used. 

If we assume that the \~ roots ~ of the 

equation 

(5.169) 

are such that 

(5.170) 



To determine the elgenvalue with the largest 

modulus, i\, we assume an arbitrary vector Zo with 1"1 
> 

components. This may be considered as a linear combination of 

the 1'\ eigenvectors 

eigenvalues ).,. >.~. " "". 

where the C... are constants. 

h belonging to the 
n 

(5.171) 

After ~ applications for the matrix A to the 

basic vector ~ we have 

(5.172) 

First we consider the case when \ ~,\ '7 \ A .. I)"· ),\A n\, 

In this case the first term of equation (5.172) will dominate 

and after a further application of the matrix A to the vector 

Lm,we can obtain the first dominant eigenvalue as 

f., '" '1,,, ... , 17.... (5.173) 

Considering now the case when \ '\ \ ~ \" \ 
l'\ - "<' 

we introduce a column vector X given by 

(5.174) 

By Bodewigs method the two eigenvalues >- \ 
and ~4are obtained as solutions of the quadratic equation 

(5.175) 



The eigenvectors corresponding to i\ and A ~ 

are obtained as 

'/..2 -
(5,176) 

Having. obtained the eigenva1ue (\1 and the corresponding 

eigenvector 'f.. \ these values have to be eliminated from 

the matrix A before proceeding with the iteration. 

The determinenta1 form of Eq. (5.169) is 

"'~~ l A- h\ .". Cl (5.177) 

we replace the first column of this determinant by 

CA -,\ r ) X, I yieldingo 

(5.178) 

Further, we have 

(5.179) 

Substituting Eq. (5.179) into Eq (5,178) we have 

:x.., ~, ') 0,,> 

()\, - i\) x. ~2>--i\ a~ ... 
-=0 

':1(0 Qn ,,-
On,,- " 

(5.180) 
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We multiply the first row by (:1~(':I.0alld 

subtract it from the k th row <"'1<. ~ 1.., 3, .... n) to 

obtain 

a -,,-:x.f\a I", (l -:x. \ I " 

(5.181) 

the bordered sub-determinant 

becomes zero and hence the reduced matrix 

I u .. ,,_ 'CQ Q 
:x, \'1 

A, 

(5.182) 

has the eigenvalues ~Z.,),3' .. ?>", Using the power 

method on Al we obtain the eigenvalue J,~ The matrix 

A. is then reduced as above to determine the eigenvalue 

and so on to i\~, 

5.8.2.2 Reciprocal iteration by Wielandt's Method 

Let i~ represent the approximate values 

(of the true eigenvalues ~~) determined by application 

of the power method, i.e. 

(5.183) 

Then 

(5.184) 



will be the eigenvalue with the smallest modulus of the 

matrix 

To calculate E. we introduce the basic vector 

)(0 = C\~; .~~~ + .. 

le,. ,..0, C2'+-O) 

where the Q~ are the eigenvectors of the matrix L "J 
After 0'\ iterations we have 

fi is convenient to normalize the last 

component of Km+ \ 

. (")+\) 
A I -=. \. () 

f\ 

(5.185) 

(5.186) 

(5.187) 

(5.188) 

If we exchange the last component on the right 

hand side of Eq. (5.187) 'NI \'h, IJiR... H.g~" ho."cI. S,'dQ, ~ 

obtain a system of linear, non homogeneous equations, 

whose unknowns are the remaining (n - 1) components 
(, Ni~I) 

of 'l.~ and the eigenvalues E 
r·(l-r-I Using the Gaussian 

algorithm we transform this modified equation into a 

triangular form: 

In eq. (5.189) 

_f",~ I 
-I£"".\:x." ,_ 0"" 

.. ;:,..(~\) represent the components 

of the iteration veotor after ~ iteration teps 

(5.189) 



After a sufficiently large number of steps,the eigenvalua 

is calculated as 

I 

C\ \\" 

)... \~~") (5.190) 

Hence the true eigenva1ue is 

(5.191) 

If the. matrix :B possessca two close-valued eigenvalues 

<:.. , '" "'. the two root procedure described before is applied 

to determine this as roots of the quadratic 

In the actual computations, after M = 26 steps of 

iteration by the power method the two-root procedure is applied 

to the two vector sets 

( "Z "" . ? "'.,.. -Z; "" ~ '- ) 

"."cl ( 'Z""~\. 4"1'~' 2"'-3) 

From both sets the approximate eigenvalues A. -;.. CI.",;>o' ~' 
,1 '" '-

are calculated and compared with each other. If" I agrees 

.. " with " and 
, 

}I. with ~ '- upto three 

is reduced by using the eigenvector Xl 

figures, the matrix 

\ " corresponding to A 

and the power method is applied to the reduced matrixc and so 

on until all the roots have been obtained. If no agreement 

has been obtained after 26 steps, ten further steps of the 

power method are applied and the above procedure is repeated 

wi th M = 36. If still no agreement has been obtained, ten 

more steps are applied (M = 46) and so. on until the postulated 



agrsement has been obtained. 

After the approximate values of all the eigenvalues have 

been found, Wielandt's inverse ~eration is applied to 

obtain more accurate estimates of the eigenvalue, 

The ·flow chart and the computer programme 

in Appendix VII. 

are given 
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CIlAPT1;:n 6 

THEORETICAL, A>MLYSIS OF THE FLUTTER OF THE MODEL WING WITH 

IARGE CONCENTRATED INERTIAS 

6.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 

In order to assess their relative merits some of the 

analytical methods discussed Chapters 4 and 5 were used to 

predict the flutter speeds and frequencies of the model 

wing used in the wind tunnel tests (Fig. 6.1) under various 

combinations of added inertias. 

Three different sets of wings were used in the experimental 

analyses. All the wings had similar geometric properties, but 

had different values for the bending and the torsional 

de\-o.W 
stiffnesses. The eetia1s of these wings are given in 

Appendix 11, Briefly, the wings had a span of 24 ins., a 

chord of 6 ins, and were cantilevered from the root. (The 

wings were tested in a vertical position in the wind tunnel). 

For all the wings, the elastioaxis was at the 35% chord 

position and the inertia axis at the 45% chord position. 

In all the theoretical calculations the structural 

damping has been assumed to be zero. Also, except where 

they have been specifically introduced, into the calculations, 

the aerodynamic loads due to the pods have been assumed to 

be negligible in comparison to the other forces acting on 

the wing-pod combination. 

6.2. Vibration Analysis 

As a starting point to the flutter analysis it was 

necessary to have a knowledge of the frequencies and modes 

of vibration of the model Wing-pod combinations. 

It was felt that the flutter mode could be considered as a 

linear combination of the uncoupled bending and torsional 

modes of a uniform wing carrying an added inertia. 
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To obtain the frequencies and modes of a uniform 

beam (cr shaft) carrying a concentrated mass or moment 

of inertia an operational method (Ref. 37) was used. By 

using this method the frequencies and modes of a uniform 

beam (or shaft) with an arbitrarily placed concentrated 

mass (or moment of inertia) can beobtained. This method 

permits exact, closed form solutions to be obtained for 

the frequencies and modes of the system under consideration. 

The analysis and some results obtained from it are given 

in Appendix Ill. 

For a given wing-pod configuration, the uncoupled 

modes and frequencies in bending and in torsion can be 

obtained using this method. To simplify the numerical 

calculations (in the flutter analysis), the mode shapes~erG 

approximated by a polynomial function for the bending modes 

and by a function containing the power of sines for the 

torsion modes. The coefficients of the approximating 

function were obtained by using a least squares technique. 

A computer programme which enables a given function (eg, 

~~. q 11 CX)t- b i;) «:1) + c 1'~{)) "'" . ) 

to be fitted to a given curve was written and is given in 

Appendix IV. 

6.3. "Exact"Solution by the Method of Ref. (37.~ 

Because of the lengthy calculations involved, only 

two cases were analysed using this method. Two different 

span positions of the pod were investigated, the details 

of which are given on the following . page. 
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Wing A3: 

Pod: M >: 0.83; I = 10.0; = 0.1 

Span Locations: 1 >: 0·5 and 0.75 

The flutt er speeds und frequenoies were calculat ed by 

the procedure described in Seotion 4.1. Two dimensional airloads 

were used in all the oalculations. 

Table 6.1 eives the values of the flutt er speeds and 

frequncies obtained by using this method for the two span locations 

considered. In the same table are also given the measured speeds 

for Pod A. 

It is seen that the calculated speeds showgood agreement 

with the measured flutter speeds. A similar trend was also noted in 

Ref (37) 

6.4 Solution of the Flutter Problem by the Assumed Mode 14ethod: 

6.4.1 Bare Wing (No pod) 

For bare wings, the use of the assumed mode method. 

is fairly welli 1 established, the details beille available in sever;"l 

text-books and in an extensive report(Refs 27, 23). For a wing with 

concentrated masses, the analysis is outlined in Appendix V where 

both the British and the American techniques are illustrated. For bare 

wings, the terms containing the concentrated mass parameters are 

omitt>ed. 

For all the wings, the aerodynamic forces and 

moments were calculated using the two-dimensional strip 
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theory derivatives. Since the elastic axis position was 

the same for all the wings, it was found convenient to 

tabulate the aerodynamic forces and moments (referred to 

the elastic axis) as functions of the reduced frequency 

(1) ~ 1;."'). These values are given in TableV.I of Appendix 
V 

~. 

British Method In applying the British Method only one 

value of the reduced frequency, ,,~ bt.o = 0.24 was used. 
V 

All the integrals appearing in the equations were 

evaluated by integrating the lilode1"sh,n.pe functions, the mass, 

static unbalance and moment of inertia being assumed to 

be uniformly distributed along the span. 

In evaluating the structural stiffness coefficients 

a number of definitions are possible, each giving a slightly 

different value for these coefficients. 

(a) "Static"Stiffnesses: These are obtained by 

measuring the deflections at the reference section due to 

the appropriate loads applied at that section. 

The direct flexural stiffness and the direct torsional 

stiffness are defined by 

n W~ 
l<\>::" I ~R 
t<) tl ",T I G \<. (6,1) 

Where Wand T are the load and moment respecti vely, 

applied at the reference section. ~ and 8i<., are the 

resulting flexural and the torsional displacements respectively 

L is the distance from the wing root to the reference 

section. (Usually t = 0,7 span), 

For a uniform cantilever wing these become 

to\!> -:t 3U (t!' 
~& ' Go::r It 

(6.2) 



(b) The "Strain Energy' Stiffnesses 

It is felt by some investigators that since the 

assumed mode method is based on arbitrary modes, it is 

more logical to use the strain energy of the wing deformed 

in these modes in order to define the stiffnesses. 

If ~ denotes the bending displacement and ~ 

the torsional displacement, the strain energy is given by 

(6.3) 

If the modes assumed for the bending and the torsional 

displacements are: 

w·· t '\lR.. ~(1) 
ol·~ G". ~ 

the'strain energy'stiffnesses are given by 

(6.4) 

$/(. 

Cl' 
e::r t "-- \ ~ n d, l , 

Cl> 

C 2 ;: ~ C:r 
SI, 

C F,)2 chi \ 
L J 

0 

(6.5) 

The calculation of these stiffness coefficients is 

made easier by defining artificial vibration frequencies~ 

and ~8 for these assumed modes: 

Sll 
C" -0 w~~, n"I. r ~1 

:I. S'l 
Ch"" ('-lc.; 1 -:r .. f' -;, d ~ 

" 
(6.6) 

Where rr) and 1... are the mass and moment of 

inertia per unit length respectively. These frequencies 

are the same as those which would be obtained by 

artificially decoupling the modes. 
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(c) "Dynamic" Stiffnesses 

If the normal modes of vibration or the uncoupled 

modes of vibration are used as the assumed modes, the 

definition of the stiffnesses becomes simpler: 

Sit 
C'I ~ <>.)2., :I. cl 

I !, tn t 'I 
C. .f.'2. I\S/1.. 1 F'. cl,/, (6.7) 

? "l '" "'"' <. , 
o 

where (,J \ and tC.,. 3.re the frequencies of free vibration. 

The values of the stiffness coefficients obtained 

form the three definitions generally differ from each other. 

These differences are due to the differences in·the mode 

shapes involved in the three definitions. The 'Static' 

stiffnesses (Eq. 6.2) are the easiest of the three to 

determine. These have been used in deriving approximate 

formulae for flutter and for flutter criteria. 

The 'dynamio' stiffnesses oan be obtained only 

after the normal modes or the uncoupled modes have been obtained. 

These are the values used in the calculations described in 

Appendix V. In this way, these stiffnesses will be the same 

as the 'strain energy' stiffnesses as defined in Eq. (6.5). 

For all the wings without any added massss the 

flutter speeds obtained from the assumed mode method are given 

below: 

Assumed Mode Method 

WING British Ameriollll'l Experimental 

\i \:: 
, 

'-'- r: Ii " (\..' -
\ - \1-1- C,,\-= 

Al 81.0 12.35 80.0 13.2 80.0 14·5 

A2 140.0 21.5 146.0 22.0 

A3 153.0 23.6 152.5 21.2 

B4 172.0 26.2 167.0 19.5 

B5 225.0 34.4 227.0 



For the wing AI, it is seen that the Energy Method 

using both the British and American technIques, givee 

results which are in very good agreement with the 

experimentally measured value. The result obtained by 

use of the approximate formula of Molyneaux (Ref. 39) 

also shows good agreement with the other values. (In this 

formula, the stiffness coefficients used are the 'static' 

stiffnesses.) 

For the other wings, no experimental results are 

available since for wings A2 and A3, the flutter speed is 

greater than the maximum wind tunnel speed and wings B4 

and B5 are hypothetical wings. 

These results demonstrate once again the adequacy 

to the energy method to predict values of the flutter speed 

and frequency for wings without concentrated masses. 

In applying the energy method by the British 

technique, the results could be refined by further iteration, 

since only one value of the reduced frequency was used here. 

6.4.2 Wings with Pod 

For the wings with pods, the energy analyses were 

based on the U.S. technique. This method was used mainly 

because comparisons could be made with the results from 

the Direct Matrix Method. 

Since the experimental results and some of the 

Direct Matrix Method results indicated that for the 

wings A2 and A3 (with pods), flutter always occurred 

mainly as a result of coupling between the fundamental 

bending and the fundamental torsion modes. it was decided ., 

to use these two modes in the analyses. These were 

prescribed as the (uncoupled) fundamental bending and 



fundament"l torsion modes for the relevant wing-pCJd 

configuration. 

6.4.2.1 Wing Al 

Preliminary calculations for a pod (M = 1.0, 

I = 10.0, xp = +0.1) showed that the flutter speeds 

would be very low. Tests with this pod in the wind 

tunnel confirmed that for some spanwise locations, the 

flutter speed was below the m:lnimum wind tunnel speed. 

No further calculations were made for this wing with added 

inertias. 

6.4.2.2 Wings A2 and A3 

For the Wing A2 the influence on the flutter speed 

of the following pods WA.S investigated. 

(a) M = 1.0 I = 10.0 xp = 0.0 

(b) M = 1.0 I = 10.0 xp = +0.1 

(c) M = 1.0 I = 8.5 xp = 0.0 

(d) M = 1.0 I = 8.5 xp = +0.1 

For all these cases, four spanwise positions, 

( = 0.33, 0.5, 0.67 and 0.875 were investigated. The 

results are shown in Table 6.2 and in Fig. 6. 4 

For the Wing A3 , the influence- on the :flutter 

speed of the following pods was investigated: 

(a) M = 0.83 -
I = 10 

(b) M = 0.83 I = 10 

x = 0 
p 

x = +0.1 
P 

In these cases also, four spanwise locations 

ry = 0.33, 0.5, 0.67 and 0.875 were used. 

The results are given in Table 6.2 and in Fig.6.3. 

A comparison of these results with the experi-

mentallY measured values is given in Section 9.4. 



6.5 DIrect Matrix Method 

l?or the model wing, ell the properties (geometric; 

structural and inertial) are uniform along the span. This 

brings about a number of simplifications in the calculations 

of the various matrices involved in the direct matrix 

method (Chapter 5). 

The fact that the wing is cantilevered from the 

root brings about considerable simplifications in the 

flutter equations. The flutter equation (Eq. 5.14) now 

becomes 

(6.8) 

In the calculations, this equation is further 

simplified bY'""perating the aerodynamic matrix into its 

real and imaginary parts. 

The matrix C Uj is given by Eqs. (5.9) and(5.5) 

(6.9) 

By defining the aerodynamic matrix as 

(6.10) 

and (6.11) 

we have 

(6.12) 

(" 0] L 'AIJ (6.13) 

For all the calculations, the wing was divided into 

five segments, sa that tncre are ten control paints (Fig 6.4> 

The forward control station~ are ~ocsted on the ! chord 

line and the rear control stations are on the ! chord line. 



Since no chordwise deformations are allowed 

the deflections of the-intermediate control stations 

(located on the mid chord line) can be expressed in terms 

of the deflections of the forward and rearward control 

point deflections. This limits the number of degrees of 

freedom to ten, 

The details of the matrices of the inertia, 

structural and aerodynamic influence coefficients 

are given in Appendix VI. 

To check the accuracy of the structural and 

inertial matrices, the coupled frequencies were calculated. 

for the bare wings. These are compared with the 

experimentally measured values and with the uncoupled 

theoretical bending and torsional frequencies in the 

following table. 

WING 

Al 

A2 

A3 

B4 

B5 

( C,-\, = 

CVt. = 

DMM EXPERHOOlT 

'-"'b lUl:- (')" '-0 \:" 
- t" ~ \.' F'''' (. ~.> \' c.. ~.: 
9.6 19.2 9.5 21.5 

9,06 34.24 

9.06 37.50 

5.80 36.37 

5,80 48.97 

Fundamental Bending Frequency 

Fundamental Torsion Frequency) 

From the above table, it can be seen that the 

assumed ten degree of freedom system adequately represents 

the vibrational characteristics of the model Wings. 

In Table VI.l the coupled frequencies of 

fundamental bending and fundamental torsion are compared 

with the uncoupled frequencies predicted by the method of 



Appendix 111. There is reasonable agreement between the 

two frequencies. 

The values of the two bending frequencies agree 

reasonably well with each other. The torsional frequencies 

calculated from the direct matrix method are generally 

lower than the uncoupled values. 

Flutter Speeds 

6.5.1 Wing A.I 

For this vdng, the flutter speed and frequency 

were calculated only for the hare wing condition. The 

following table gives the results of the Direct Matrix 

analysis and also the results obtained by two other 

methods. 

Method 

Experiment 

Direct Matrix 
Method 

Molyneux's 
Approximate 
formula 
(Ref. 39) 

Assumed Mode 
Method 

Frequencies 

9.5 21.5 

9.6 19.2 

and 

Flutter 
Speed· 

80.0 

80.0 

81.0 

81.0 
80.0 

It is seen that for the bare wing, all the methods 

show very close agreement. The fundamental bending 

frequency calculated by the direct matrix method is in 

close agreement with the measured value, while the 

fundamental torsion frequency is lower than the measured 

value. 

6.5.2. Wing A2 

For this wing, the bare wing and a number of 

wing-mass configurations were analysed. For all the 



concentrated masses, the mass ratio, M was kept at unity. 

Three values of inertia ratio, I = 0, 5 and 10 were 

considered. 

For each inertia ratio, the chordwise position of the 

concentratec mass e.g. was set successively at 0.25C, 0.3C, 

0.35C, 0.45C, and 0.5C, measured from the wing leading edge. 

For each of these combinations, the concentrated mass was 

located successively at the five £panwise positions of the 

control stations. For each of the resulting configurationo. 

both vibration and flutter analyses were conducted. The 

results are given in Table 6.3. In Figs (6. :» to (6.19). 

In obtaining the flutter speeds, the structural damping 

was assumed to be zero and the aerodynamic loads due to the 

pods . not considered. In most cases, the curve of the 

lrtificial damping, g, against the speed V gave a well 

defined intersection with the g = 0 line. In certain cases 

(Figs. 6.9, Fig. 6.10, Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.J.3) the int.ersection 

was not so well defined. Fig. 6.20 shows two cases. It is 

seen that a value of g = 0.01 in the torsion mode increases 

the flutter speed from 60 ft/sec to 66ft/sec in one case and 

from 51.0 ft/sec to 61,0 ft/sec in the second. However, all 
6·3 

the flutter speeds quoted in Table 6'?J and Figs (6.5) to (6.19.) 

are for a value of g = O. 

6.5.3 Wing A3 

For this wing, the following values of the pod inertial 

parameters were considered: 

Mass Ratio M = 0.833, 1.0 

Inertia Ratio I = 5.0, 10.0 

c.S. Position x = 0.35C, 0.45C, and 0.5C aft of the 

leading edge. 
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The results are shown in Table 6.4 and Figs. 6.21to 

As in the case of Wing A2, in all the results quoted 

here the structural damping has been neglected and pod 

aerodynamic loads are not included. In some cases, the 

intersection of the V - g curve with the g = 0 axis was not 

well defined, as in some cases of the wing A2. 

6.5.5 WIngs B4 and B5 

For the wings A2 and A3, the modes involved in the 

flutter, for all the Wing-mass combinations investigated, 

were the fundamental bending and the fundamental torsion modes. 

For all these combinations the maximum flutter speeds were 

obtained for a mass centre of gravity location forward of 

the elastic axis and a mass located at the tip gave the 

greatest increase in the flutter speed. 

An inspection of the results of previous investigations 

(Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1 and Figs. 2.1 to 2.6) shOwed that 

for most of these wings, the best spanwise location for maximum 

flutter speed was at a location between the midspan pOSition 

and the wing tip. 

It was felt that this was due to the relative values of 

the fundamental bending and fundamental torsional frequencies 

of these wings being of such a value that the likelihood of the 

overtone bending mode coupling with the fundamental torsion mode 

was mo~e favourable. 

To check this hypotheSis, it was deCided to investigate 

the effects of varying the stiffnesses of wing A3 on the 

flutter speeds. 

First only the bending stiffness was changed. A value 

2 
of El = 3000 Ib in was considered, all the other parameters 

being the same as for wing A3. This hypothetical wing was 

termed 'wing B4', The results of the Direct Matrix analysis 



of the ftllldnmcntnl Inodon, it ,1;1.8 decidod to clw.nge tlle 

value of the torsional stiffness to ill = 3000 Ib.in2. 

All the other characteristics VIere the same as for wing B4. 

This \'Iing was investigated for flutter by the Direct 

Matrix Nethod. The result!\' are given in Table 6.6 and 

in Fig.6.27. In this case,the flutter l'Ias of the 

overtone type for some spn.rmise stations. For this case, 

the inertial characteristics of the concentrated mass were: 

Mass :ration ~i = 0.83 

Inertia ratio I = 0.0 

Location of 
e.g. 

x = -0.1 p 

For l'Iing B5, the maximum flutter sreod Has obtained 

>lhen the mn.ss >10.[: located at about the mlidspan positioll, 

thus sUCI';estinc thn.t by 11. sui table modification of El and 

ill the optimum lccn.tion of the concentrated mass Can be 

altered. 

6.5.6 Inclusion of the Pod ~erodynamic Loads. 

Some of the Hing-pod combinations Here analysed by the 

Direct Matrix l:;ethod in order to investigate ke effect of 

including the aerodynamic loads due to the pods in the analysis. 

'rhe pod aerodyne.mic loads '·,ere calculated by using the momentum 

theory(Section 3.6) For 11.11 the cases inveciicaLod,the 

dift erenoe betliCcn the flutter' speeds ,·,ith and VIi thout 

the inclusion of the pod aerodynn.mj cs "vIae small. 111 general, 

t the inclusion of thu pod aeIodynam!lc loadn in the n.roalysis 

gnve 11. value of the flutter ['[Gr:d ,·,hich Has lower than 

the flutter "peed ':;i thput the pod aerodynamics. A typical 

result is given in Table 6.7. 

Sinco the HiDd tunnel results shOl'J"ed that In.rgo incl'on.ses 

in the flutter apeed could be obtained by adding horizc,)1tal 

fins to the pods, the effect of including these loads in 
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the analyais was also investic-ated. To obtain the 

aerodynamic loads of the finned-pod by the momentum theory 

the length of pod containing the fin was replaced by an 

equivalent body of revolution. This had a radius of 

.2- k ( S - R:'., ~ ,\2. where R is the radius of the pod and S 
5'-1 

is the span of the fin, measured the pod centre line to the 

tip of the fin. 

Table (6.8) shows the results for two spanwise positions, 

'I. = 0.'5 and 0.67. The inertial details of the .pod arc 

M = 0.83, I = 10 and x = +0.1. 
p 

In the same .t~.blo 

are also given the measured values of the flutter speed. 

For both the spanw1se locations, the results of the Direct 

Matrix Method do not prediot the correct increases in the 

flutter speed as obtained in the tests. 

/> oomparison of these ~'esul ts ,li th the flutter 

cL-,x"1.Cteristios obtn.ined from the ,lind tunnel tests is 

given in 8eo.9.4. 
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l"i'lt'e~t ;~);f: -i.;,tie Incluoion of ':-~!e Aileron De:;:.:-ee.!J of Free6 .. }\1l 
.:..:~-.:..--,.--,., --.- . __ .. __ . _. __ ._-_._--- -------- .~--~.'-... 

A prcllnine!"y investigation was lilade to assess the 

influence of the aileron degrees of freedom on the flutter 

of the wing-mass combinations. 

The calculations were made by the assumed-mode method. 

(lnly one wing-mass combination was considered. The relevant 

details are: 

Wing Wing A3 

Pod M = 0.83 

I = 10.0 

XP = + 0.1 

') = 0.67 

The aileron was assumed to have a span of 0.67 ft., 

extending from the two-thirds span position to the wing-tip. 

:rhe aj_leron had a constant chord of 0.15 ft. The other 

details of the aileron are: 

Leading Edge 0.7c aft of wing leading edge 

Hinge Line 0.8c aft of wing leading edge 

Aileron c.g. O.lc aft of the hinge 11r.e 

Aileron mass 0.01 slug ft. 

Aileron Pitching radius of gyration: 0.33c 

(where c is the wing chord). 

For this wing-aileron combination, the following 

flutter speeds were obtained. In the case of a free. 

aileron, the flexure-aileron flutter speed was 66.9 ft/sec, 

but the torsion-aileron flutter speed was 45.3 ft/sec. In 

the case of an infinitely-rigid aileron, the flexure-aileron 

flutter speed was 65.7 ft/sec and the torsion-aileron flutter 

speed was 63.2 ft/sec. 

These results indicato that the contl'ol surface degrees 

of freedom can have an unfavourable influence on the flutter 



speed under certain conditions. A similar trend was 

noticed by Bisplinghoff et al (Ref. 23) for a wing 

carrying a concentrated mass (with aileron degrees of 

freedom). From this, it is expected that the model wing 

will also show similar trends. 
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CHAP)'ER--I 

WIND TUNNEl. TESTS ON THE FLUTTER OF WINGS WITH lARGE 

CONCENTRATED INERTIAS 

7.1 Selection of the Geometric Inertial and Structural 

Properties of the Model 

In designing the wind tunnel model, it was decided 

to keep the wing as simple as possible, since the main 

interest was in the influence of concentrated inertias on 

\ 5 b 

the flutter of wings. With this in view, a uniform cantilever 

wing with constant properties along the span and of segmented 

construction was chosen. The wing was to be mounted in a 

vertical position in the wind tunnel to avoid the large 

static deflections which might occur when the concentrated 

masses were attached to the wing. The geometric and 

other properties were derived as follows: 

(a) Geometric: A span of 2 ft was chosen for the 

model since a preliminary survey of the wind tunnel 

working section showed that this would be the optimum span 

for a vertically mounted model. To keep the aspect ratio 

as large as possible a wing chord of 6" was chosen. A 

symmetrical profile, the NACA 0018, was chosen for the wing 

cross section. It was decided to locate the ealstic axis 

at the 0.35c position. 

A comparison with the wing-pod configuration of the 

VTOL aircraft described in Ref. 1. showed that a pod 

length of 20" and a pod span of 2" would be representative 

of the pod of Ref. 1. In order to enable the pod to be 

attached at a number of spanwise positions along the span, 

the span of the wing sections was also fixed at 2", This 

resulted in the wing having eleven segments of 2" each and 

two segments (at the::mot and at the tip) of 1" each. 
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Thus the pod ,"ould be attached at eleven pOints along the 

span. 

(b) Inertial: 

For all the wings described in Appendix 11, the 

inertia axis was located at the 0.45 chord position. 

The details of the mass, moment of inertia and static 

unbalance are given in Appendix II. 

(c) Structural: 

It was first thought that a bare wing flutter speed of 

80 ft/sec would allow the testing of the effect of the 

pods, allowing any decreases or increases due to the pod 

to be kept within the speed range of the wind tunnel. 

Using the approximate formula for the flutter speed given 

by Molyneux (Ref. 39) a value for the torsional stiffness 

was obtained. 

A single spar construction was chosen in order to keep 

the wing design as simple as possible. A number of 

different shapes of cross section can be used to give a 

desired value of the stiffness. Of these, it was deoided 

that the channel section offered the best possibility. The 

dimensions of the channel sections are given in Appendix 11. 

Fig. 7.1 shows the general arrangement of the wings 

tested in the wind tunnel. To test the influence of the 

aerodynamic sh.ape of 1I1e pods on the flutter speeds) four 

different pods were tested. These are shown in Figs. 7: 2,. 

7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6. Two of the pods had approximately 

the same cross-sectional area distribution, but different 

ohapes of cross section - rectangular and circular respectively. 

The third pod was similar to the pod with the circular 

cross section, but only in the portion ahead of the wing 

leading edge. Aft of the wing trailing edge, the pod was 

Cut off and lead weights mounted on a ~ .. steel rod were 



used to obtaiD ,tllc rloCCf;~,;l,I'y irJ81~tirl,l rroTJorticc~ The 

fourth Ipod'Hil.S li:ade of Llccal tJ..THl had ~llc ['.[).rt.C r,hare ,1.[: tllu 
• 

< tl]()r Uill{': L:np'.(~l1ts. Lllati \loightn mcun L(~d (\11 lit> jJ). dia. 

l'ocir: r:rovjded tJ\l~ r:cca~:r:aJy irloTt.jal propol'lien. 

For ,,,,ing' AI, the f:rcc;uermies tieJ e measured by mc<,ms 

of strain-gaugeD mou.nted on the spar neaT the t'IJi:ng reot. 

As tLese provod l-'Dsatisfn.ctory, the frequencies of 

v:\.br".tion Foro obtn.ined fo!' the Hine" A2 mod A3 by me,ws 

of hID riezo-olec trio n.cceleromotcrs, ono of which "as 

attached to the spar and ~'!as rrmj.:l'.'ly s~nsi tive to the bending 

oscillations. The 88cond \-lA.S attached Has attached to the 

rod ao ShOHl1 in li1 ig .. (1;J). '11his Vias D,ainly sensitive to the 

tOI'sional oscilln,tior',c. '".'The cignalD from the accoler-om0teI'S 

I 5 :~; 

1,.101'0 arnrlificd through tHO charge amplifiers. As the freq-c.cncies 

of interest (for flutter :testinlS)>Jere mainly in the region 

belc\J about 30 c.pS •. , a filter Has constructed 11ith a 

cl,;.t-:off froqrency of about 30 c.r.s. The resultinc signals 

we"c \Jell defined ,., 
(Yic.~). 

and Here recorded by means of a pen l'ccorder. 

l.j Determin,,;tion of _:}~<)...§.tir.r.n.e.s_ses of the Spars 

;jinco tLe BraI' hac l::niform pro' cIties alen£, the'? sran, the 

valu~r; of }~I t1.nd C"...:r aro also C0118tn,nt A,nd cal.1 bo moot conveniently 

obtn.ined by n,- nlying n, load at cno eLation and: f3n,SlH'iYlg the 

deflection at arother station. 

( ) C't t· " t· a ~ n le les lng: 

and GJ simultaneously, the lO(J.din{ rig sboun iT', 

If .s.o., and OB rerrocent the deflections" c ., M,d 33, 

the torF:icnal displClcemel1t at tLis "cction is given by 



If the load Is moved from x to (:x.~ d :x..) 

in the torsional displacement is given by: 

(JA-CF.,) ~/d 
;:s..~"--l ( 

Using this, we get the torsional rigidity as 

G."1=\Jlay 
08 

the increase 

In practice is obtained from the graph of ~ ~ ~ 

When the load is applied at the elastic axis, (6A~$B) 
, 

the flexural stiffness is given by 

The value of El and! GJ for the spars were also 

obtained by obtaining the free vibration frequencies of 

the cantilevered spar and alSo the frequencies when 

either a concentrated mass or a moment of inertia was 

attached at the tip. The values of the stiffnesses thus 

obtained are given in Appendix 11. 

7.4 Description of the Wind Tunnel 

The wind tunnel used in the tests was of the return 

circuit type with an open working section. The speed 

control is by means of two biased switches. 

By using the biased switches an increase or a decrease 

of within about 1 ft I sec can be obtained after some 

practice. 

The working section has a cross section of 2!ft x 

3~ft. Due to thc roctangular sh:>.f" of tho o'l1t:ry section, 

1h"1\oW ~ \VI not uniform in some parts of the wind tunnel. It was 

established by a survey of the velocity distribution in 

the cross-section that a model span of 2ft would be 

optimum. In the early stages of the investigations a 
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m"ximm; speed of approximately 100 ft/sec could be obtained. 

However, the turbulence-screen at one of the corners hn.d ',\0 

be replaced and this reduced the maximum speed attainable 

to about 96ft/sec. 

7.5 Test Technique 

The model was mounted in a 'itertical position in 

the wind tunnel. The technique of testing was as follows. 

The wind tunnel speed was increased from rest by regular 

increments of about 1 ft/sec. At each stabilized speed, 

the wing would be disturbed and the rate of decay of the 

oscillations noted both visually and on the pen recorder. 

The pen recorder traces provided a clue of the damping in 

the system, The flutter speed as recorded in these tests 

°is the speed at which the disturbed wing continues to 

oscillate at a constant amplitude. 

After each test, the bending and torsional 

frequencies of the wing were measured in order to assess ~~hell\@~ 

the wing had been damaged by the flutter oscillations. 

7.6 Results 

7.6.1 Bare Wings a) 1-\;"5 P\\ 

For this wing, flutter could be obtained only for the 

wing without pods. Two wings, which had the same characteristics 

were built and were tested to destruction. The flutter was 

due to a coupling of the fundamental bending and fundamental 

torsion modes and was of an extremely violent nature. The 

flutter occurred without any need for disturbing the wing. 

The flutter frequencies were obtained by means of strain 

gauges and also from analysis of high speed motion pictures 

taken of the fluttering wing, The flutter speed for both 

the wings was approximately 80 ft/sec. 
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(b) Wings A2 and A3 

For these two wings, no flutter could be obtained 

within the speed range of the wind tunnel (for the bare 

7.6.2 Wing A2 with Pods 

For tests with the wing A2,pods of two different 

cross sections were used. One had a circular cross section 

(Pod A) and the other a rectangular cross section (Pod B). 

The geometric details of these pods are given in Appendix 11. 

By a proper adjustment of lead weights mounted inside 

- - -the pods, the following combinations of M, 1 and xp were 

obtained: 

M = 1.0 

1 = 8.5 and 10.0 

xp = O.Oc and O.lOc aft of the elastic axis 

The pods were fixed regidly to the spar at a number 

of spanwise stations and the flutter . speed and frequency 

were measured. The results are sho\vn in Table 7.1 and Figs 

(7. ") to (7.1"1-) show the effect on the flutter speed of 

attaching a pod at different positions along the wing span. 

For all the cases, the principal modes participating 

in the flutter were the fundamental bending and the fundamental 

torsion modes. For the pods located around the midspan 

position, the flutter was of the "mild" type and the wing 

pod configuration could be set to flutter for a number of 

cycles at moderate amplitudes. For most of these cases, 

divergent amplitudes built up only very slowly. For outboard 

positions, the flutter was closer to the "explosive" type 

of flutter large divergent amplitudes tending to build up 

in a rapid fashion. 
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To check t:,e repeatabili ty of the results, the 

flutter speeds for both the pods were measured more than 

once at some spanwise locations. It was found that all 

the flutter speeds could be reproduced to within about 

+ 2ft/sec and the flutter frequencies to within about 

~ 0.5 c.p.s. The results presented here are the mean 

values. 

7.6.3. Wing A3 with Pods 

For this wing, four different pods were tested. 

These were - Pod A (circular cross section), Pod B 

(rectangular cross section) Pod C (Pod A with the section 

aft of the wing trailing edge removed) and Pod D (Metallic 

pod "having the same cross section as the wing itself). 

The flutter speeds and frequencies are presented as 

variations with the spanwise locationof the pods in Table 

7.2 and in !i'iguxes 7.15 to 7.1,. For these pods the values 

-of M, I and xp were: 

M = 0.83 

I 10 and 8.5 

xp = 0.0 and 0.1 aft of the elastic axis. 

For all the cases shown in these figures, the 

principal modes involved in the flutter were the fundamental 

bending and the fundamental torsion modes. 

For all the pods, some checks were ttAde on the 

repeatability of the results. These tests were conducted 

at different times and the agreement in the flutter speeds 

were poorer for the pods located between the mid span and 

the two-thirds span region. For these locations, the maximum 

variations in the flutter speed were about +5 ft/sec and 

the flutter frequencies showed good agreement, the deviations 

being about ~ 0.5 c.p.s. The agreement for the inboard and 



outbo,,,rd regions were trOod, the flutter ,;peeds v"rying 

between + 2 ft /sec and the frequencies ahowing 'tfariatj.oDs 

of about + 0.5 c.p.s. The values quoted are the average 

~lues of the flutter speed. 

For pod B, tests with the centre of gravity O.lc 

ahead of the elastic axis indicated that flutter would 

probably occur at speeds higher than the maximum wind 

tunnel speed (at all span positions). 

7.6.4. Effect of attaching fins to the Pods 

\b~ 

Some preliminary tests showed that by attaching fins 

to the trailing edge of the pods, it was possible to increase 

the flutter speed. 

The different fins tested on the pods are shown in 

!i~. 7.5.. The fins were constructed from 1/32 in sheet balsa 

and were attached to the pods by balsa cement. 

The influence of the pods on the flutter speed was 

investigated for both the Pods A and B. The results are 

shown in Table 7.3. Fig. 7.20 shows the damping-velocity 

curve for two fins on pod B. The values of the damping 

coefficient were calculated from the pen recorder traces 

at different wind tunnel speeds. 

7.7. Accuracy of the Results 

As a guide to the accuracy of the results, the 

expe~ted errors in the measurement of the various parameters 

involved are discussed in the following: 

7.7.1 Mass In order to obtain the required mass characteristics 

for each of the wing segments, the following procedure was 

adopted: A 2in. length of the spar SGction "'''s at,-ael1e(' 1.0 

each of the wing segments in the same manner as in the 

completed wing. This, together with the required lead weights 



a.nd "<he 22 gauge , .. luminium S3:rip (used for attaching the 

weights to the wing) was weighed in a chemical b"lance. 

The weight of the lead was varied until the required value 

for the total weight was obtained. All the masses were 

obtained in grammes and the accuracy of these measurements 

was + 0.005 gm. The wing segments were weighed again 

with the weights attached to the wing by means of the 

aluminium strip and this was used as the final value of 

the wing weight. 

7.7.2 Chordwise PosiUon of the Centre of Gravity 

Two methods were used to locate the position of 

the centre of gravity of the wing segments and the pods. 

In the first, an. approximate idea of the centre of gravity 

location was obtained by balancing the wing section (complete 

with the 2 in spar section and the lead weights) on a 

knife edge. This was used for obtaining the approximate 

locations of the lead weights to obtain the necessary 

centre of gravity location. The weights would then be 

secured to the wing section (or pod) by adhesive tape 

and the pitching moment of inertia determined. Usually 

it proved necessary to relocate the lead weights to obtain 

the desired moment of inertia. This trial and error process 

was repeated until the desired values of the centre of 

gravity location and the pitching moment Of inertia were 

obtained. 

After this, a more accurate method of determining 

the centre of gravity location was used. In this, the 

wing section (or pod) was suspended successively from a 

number of pOints. The positions of a weighted string 
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would be marked on a paper attached to the wing section 

(or pod). 'I'he intersection of a number of these line::> 

gave the location of the centre of gravity. 

The positions of the centre of gravity were determined 

by the intersection of at least three different lines, 

and the maximum error tolerated was 0.05 in (c~.O. Olc) 

7.7.3 Moment of Inertia 

Two methods were used to mensure the moment of 

inertia of the wing sections (or the pod). In the first, 

the section was oscillated as a compound pendulum and the 

moment of inertia deduced from the frequency of oscillation 

and the distance of the support point to the centre of 

gravity. (Ref. 76). The results from this method are 

sensitive to the accuracy in measuring this distance. Also, 

the accuracy decreases as this distance becomes large. This 

" S \-; ""..:t:(. method was used to obtain a preliminary 8stiamte of the 

moment of inertia. 

In the final stages of the triaI-and-error process, 

a more accurate method was used. In this method (Fef. 76) 

a trifilar pendulum was used and the moment of inertia 

calculated from the frequency of oscillations of the 

pendulum wi th the section in it and from the chara,cteristics of 

the pendulum. Tests with a number of bodies having regular 

shapes and with moments of inertia having values comparable 

to the pod moments of inertia showed that the errors in 

the measurements could be upto 6% of the theoretical values. 

7.7.4 Frequency 

The frequencies of vibration were obtained from pen 

recorder traces. The accuracy with which the frequencies 

can be determined is a function of the speed at which the 

paper used for the traces is made to move. A paper speed 



i):f '20cm/sec was uS0d in most cases. At this speed, the 

accuracy with which the frequencies could be determined was 

7.7.5 Speed 

The speed of the air flow in the wind tunnel was 

obtained from readings of a differential manometer which 

registered the dynamic pressure in the working section in 

inches of water Several calibrations were made to translate 

this reading into the air speed in the test section. 

The calibrations Were made without any model in the test 

section and also with a rigid model of the wing in the 

test section. The final calibration chart was obtained as 

a mean curve through these paints. The maximum deviation 

in the calibrations was about + 5%. 

By attaching wool tufts to the bare wing A3 it 

was found that the flow remained attached throughout the 

speed range. With the pods A and B attached to the wing 

A3, similar tests were made for some of the spanwise locations. 

These shoHcdthat the flow remained attached to the pods when 

the model was held rigidly. 

In order to prevent variations in the weight of the 

wing sections due to changes in the humidity of the atmosphere, 

they were coated with varnish. By weighing the sections 

over a period of time, it was found that the weights of the 

wing sections remained almost constant throughout all the 

tests. Pod A was also coated with varnish and Pod B was 

coated with paint. These also showed very little variation 



in their respective weights during the test p:rogrann-aes. 

7.7.3 ---
At the end of each flutter test, the fundamental 

bending and torsion frequencies of the wing-pod combination 

li'n-Cl obtained in order to check if the spar had weakened 

due to the flutter osci/lllations. Within the accuracy of 

measurement, the spar for all the tests showed very little 

deterioration in strength. Even so, for the \Ying A3, two 

spars were used (both with identical properties). 

To determine whether the effect of attaching the 

balsa wing sections had any appreciable effect on the 

flexibilities of the spar, the following experiment was 

wnducted (for the spar of wing AI). On an identical 

spar, weights were attached to simulate the mass, moment 

of inertia and chordwise centre of gravity position of the 

wing Al. The weights were attached by means of !" wide 

aluminium bars at appropriate spanwise stations. The 

differences in the fundamental bending and fundamental 

torsion frequencies of this system and the wing itself 

agreed to within the experimental accuracy. 

This showed that the method by which the wing 

segments were attached to the pod has very little influence 

on the flexibilities of the spar (within the accuracy of 

measurement) and that all the structural properties can 

be considered to be contributed solely by the spar. 



CHAPTER 8 

~CATION OF THE DIRECT MATRIX METHOD TO WINGS OF 
RRF (38) ann REF(,) 

The flutter of the model wing (Chapters 6 and 7) 
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was due to a combination of the fundamental modes of bending 

and torsion for all the cases investigated. In 

order to assess the accuracy of the results obtained by 

using the Direct Matrix Method when applied to cases 

when the flutter is due to a combination of one or more 

overtone modes, the wings analysed in Ref. (38) and Ref (9) 

were also analysed by this method. 

8.1 Wing of Ref 5' 

Gaukroger (Ref. 9 ) investigated the effects of 

localised masses on the flutter speeds of a uniform cantilever 

wing. Four values of the sweepback angle (0°, 15°, 30° and 

45
0

) were considered by him, but only the unswept case 

is considered here. 

Gaukroger solved the flutter equations on the R A E 

flutter simulator. The equations were set up using two or 

more of the following modes: 

(a) Fundamental flexure of the bare wing. 

(b) Fundamental torsion of the bare wing. 

(c) Flexure of the wing with a restraint to prevent 

displacement at the localised mass position. 

(d) Torsion of the wing between the root and the 

localised mass section when restrained in 

twist at the localised mass section. 

(e) Torsion of the wing between the tip and the 

localised mass section when retrained in 

twist at the localised mass section. 

The details of this wing are given in Appendix I. 



G~ukrogcr has quoted the flutter speeds of the 

various wing - mass configurations considered by him 

as the ratios of these flutter speeds to the bare wing 

flutter speed. But the actual flutter speed of the bare 

w.ing itself is not ei ven .. Hence it is necessary to 

establish the flutter speed of the bare wing. 

Using the values of the fundamental bending and 

fundamental torsional frequencies and the values of the 

mass, inertia and the inertia axis position given by 

Gaukroger, the values of the bending and torsional 

stiffnesses were calculated as: 

El 

GI 

= 

= 

56920 lb in
2 

15,520 Ib in
2 

) 
) 
) 

\8.1) 

(The frequencies given by Gaul<roger were assumed 

to be the uncoupled bending and torsion frequencies.) 

The fl~tter speed of the bare wing were calculated 

by three methods: 

(a) Molyneux's Approximate formula: 
(Ref. 39) 

(b) Assumed mode method 

(c) Direct matrix method 

(Ten control stations) 

143.0 fps 

140.0 fps 

139.0 fps 

In the assumed mode method, the modes used were 

) 
) 
) 

~.2) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

the uncoupled bending and torsion modes of the bare wing. 

In view of the above results (8.2), the flutter 

speed of the bare wing was taken as 140.0 fps. 

To check the accuracy of the inertial and 

structural matrices used in the Direct Matrix Method, a 

vibration analysis was made. The coupled fundamental 

bending and torsional frequencies were obtained as 

3.59 cps and 14.40 cps respectively. (The fundamental 

bending and fundamental torsion frequencies given by 
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Gau'<rog"r for this wing are 3.6 cps and 14.50 cps 

respecti vely. 

Three sets of concentrated masses were investigated 

by the Direct Matrix Method for their influence on the 

flutter speed. These were: 

M 1 xp 

0.5 0 0.15 ) 
) 

0.5 3.0 0.15 ) (8.3) 
) 

1.0 0 0.15 ) 

) 

Where M, 1 and xp represent the mass ratio, the inertia 

ratio and the position of the centre of gravity of the 

concentrated inertia aft of the elastic axis respectively. 

The results are shown in Table 8.1 and Figure 8.1. 

These results show very good agreement with the 

values obtained by Gaukroger. The flutter conditions for 

all the wing mass combinations involved mainly the modes 

of fundamental bending and fundamental torsion. 

8.2 Wing of Ref.38 

The wing mass systems investigated in Ref 30 have 

been the analysed by anumber of methods {Rets. 10,37,43 

:',1'\'. ,(,4). An estimate of the relative accuracy of the 

Direct Matrix Method could be obtained by analysing these 

wing-mass systems by this method. 

The details of the bare wing are given in Appendix 11. 

Using ten collocation stations (as for the model 

wing, Fig. 6.4) the matrices of the inertial, structural 

and aerodynamic coefficients '.;':~e set up. 

To check the accuracy of the inertial and structural 

matrices, a vibration analysis was carried out. The results 
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of thts a-re given helow: 

Fundamental Bending 6.69 cps (6.44) 

Fundamental Torsion 32.86 cps (39.2) 

First overtone Bending 45.66 cps (47.4-1) 

The values given in the brackets are the average 

Or) 

values of the coupled frequencies me!'.sured <t<>n the bare 

wing. 

Both the fundamental and first overtone bending 

frequencies agree well with the measured values, but the 

fundamental torsion frequency is under estimated by about 

16% by the Direct Matrix Method. 

The flutter speed and frequency calculated by the 

Direct Matrix Method are compared with the values obtained 

by other methods in the following Table: 

Method Flutter Speed (f.p.s.) 

Direct Matrix Method 

2. Measured (Ref 3D) 

4. ,Exact Analysis (Ref. 37) 

5. Assumed Mode Method (Ref~4) 

(a) Two Modes 

(b) Three Modes 

6. Iterative Transformation Procedure 
(Ref. 43) 

332.0 

334.0 

33-1,0 

333.0 

321.0 

340.0 

334.0 

It is seen that for the uniform wing, the flutter 

r;,le"c1. obtained by the Direct Matrix Method is in very good 

agreement with the measured speed. All the other methods, 

except the assumed mode method (Ref. 44), show very good 

agreement with the measured speed. 

A particular wing-mass combination (Weight 7a) tested 

in Ref. 38'" has received considerable attention as the 

flutter speed is very sensitive to the spanwise location 



of the concentrated mass (Fig. 8.2). The value" of the 

flutter speed for different spanvnee locations of the mass 

are shown in Table 8.2. 

For positions of the concentrated mass between 

about 36% of the span and 95% of the span, the flutter 

speed was higher than the divergence speed of the wing. 

However, for these stations, the flutter speeds can be 

obtained by theoretical methods. 

Since the collocation stations were located at the 

0.25,0.33, 0.5, 0.67 and 0.875 of the span positions, 

the values from the Direct Matrix Method cannot give a 

direct comparison with the results of Table (8.2). These 

can, however, be used to check the accuracy of the method. 

The results from the Direct Matrix method are also 

shown in Fig. 8.2 

For positions of the concentrated mass from the 

\~ng root to the 1/3 span location, the results from the 

Direct Matrix Method show very good agreement with the 

measured flutter speeds. By comparison, the flutter speeds 

predicted by the assumed mode methods are very much higher 

than themeasured values, even when four modes are used. 

But for positions of the mass outboard of the 1/3 span 

posttion, the flutter speeds predicted by the Direct Matrix 

Method are very much lower than the speeds predicted by 

\ '1 2. 

the exact analysis (Ref.337) and the Analogue Solution (Ref. 10). 

Two more wing-weight combinations were also investigated 

by the Direct Matrix Method (using the same collocation 

stations as above). These are weights 7c and 7 e. 

below: 

The characteristics of these two weights are given 

Designation 

7 c 

'7 e 

M 

0.96 

0.954 

I 

2.04 

1.56 

x~ 

-0.18 

+0.034 



n,e flutter speeds preducted by the Dir'.>ct Matrix 

Method for these two weights are shown in Fig. 8.3 • 

For weight 7 c, the flutter speeds estimated by this method 

are all lower than the measured values. For weight 7e, 

some values are lower than the measured values while the 

flutter speed for the mid span position and the 2/3 span 

position are higher than the measured ~peeds. 

8.3 

For both the wings (Ref. 9 and Ref. 38) the values 

of the flutter speeds predicted by the Direct Matrix Method 

for most wing-mass combinations are in good agreement with 

the measured flutter speeds. In general, the flutter speeds 

predicted by this method are lower than the measured 

values. The agreement is not good for outboard locations 

of weight 7 a of Ref. (5). Fig (8.2). It is possible that 

better agreement would have been obtained if a larger 

hQ ell> """-
number of control stations were used in the analysis. 

The three weights investigated here for the wing of 

Ref 03B also illustrate the disadvantages of the assumed 

mode methods. It used to be assumed that the flutter 

speeds predicted by the assumed mode methods were always 

\ 12:, 

on the conservative side - i.e.{· gave n. Imrer ostimn.te of the 

flutter speed. For these wing-mass systems, the assumed 

mode methods predict that flutter would occur at much 

higher speeds than the actual flutter speed. However, the 

trends for the flutter speed with spanwise locations of 

the mass are closely predicted by these methods. 

These results show that the Direct Matrix Method 

can be used with confidence to predict the flutter speeds 

of similar wing - mass comibnations. The flutter speeds 

will be generally on the conservative side. However, for 



some weights, the estimates of the flutter speeds are much 

lcwer than the actual flutter speed. 

\14 



S).l ijonoJ'n..l fPJ'(~ 

Ilfho l'efml to of both the lJil'Gct r"latrix and the experimenta.l 

l1.l1alyses Ine shown in Pigs.(6.5) to (6.27) and in Pigs.(7.9) 

to (7.19). In all these graphs, the flut Ler speed and frequency 

are presented as functions of the opc,m/ise rosi tions of the 

concentrated inertia, uith the individual curves rerresentine 

different conditions of the conc()ntrated mass parameters. 

These results >lill 'be examined to obtain the influence 

cf the different par<1meters of the crncent:rated mass on the 

flutter speed of the ",ing-mass combinations. 

Effect of Sp<1n"is_~~t..i'2'!L 

Prom Pigs.(6.5) to (6.27) amd Pigs.(7.9) to (7.19) the 

effect of the spanHise position of a given conoentrated mass cn 

the flutter speod co,n be obtained. 

In general, for most concentrated masces, there is a 

decrease in the flutter speed n.[; tro nnal1Hise posi tiol1 is 

varied from root to tip. Aftc1' reaching a minimum value 

around the midspan position, the flutter speed increases 

again, to reaoh a maximum value ~ the tip lociltion. This 

trend is shown both by experimental and the analytical results. 

Concentrated masses wi th ~ero pitching moment of inertia 

ShOH a different trend Hhen the centre of grn.vity is n.head 

of the elastic ao:is. (Pig. 6.5 n.nd Fig.6.l4). In these 

cases, the flutter speed shows a continuous irJcT'en.se as 

the concentrated mass is 1"r10V0Cl (utbon.rd f:rom the root. 

Fig.(6.11) sholls the effect of a concelltI'n.ted m",sS(7,crO pitchine 

rnor::ent of inertia) placed on Lho eln,ntic n,xis. In this 

oltee n,lso thero is n.n increase in the flutter speed as 



the concentrated mass is moved cut boards from the root. 

In general, for all the values of concentrated mass 

p"rameters (iii, I and f,l) considered here, the spanwise 

location to obtain the maximum possible flutter speed is 

at the tip or at locations very near the wing root. For 

most concentrated masses, the locations near the midspan 

region give low values of flutter speed (compared to 

the bare wing flutter speed). 

The hypothetical wing B4 also shows a similar trend. 

\ '16 

However, the effect of the concentrated mass (with zero 

pitching moment of inertia) is different on the hypothetical 

wing B5. For this wing, the maximum value of the flutter 

speed is obtained when the concentrated mass is located 

at about a spanwise position of 0.5 (Fig. 6.27). 

9.12 Effect of Chordwise position 

In Figs (9.1 a) to (9.1d) the results from the 

Direct Matrix Analysis are plotted as follows: For given 

values of the parameters M and I the flutter speed is plotted 

8:gn,ins.t the chordwise position of the centre of gravi ty 

of the concentrated mass, with the spanwise location of 

the mass as a parameter. For all the values investigated 

here, the general trend is for the flutter speed to increase 

as the centre of gravity of the concentrated mass is moved 

ahead of the elastic axis. 

9.1.4 Effect of Mass Ratio 

For the wings A2 and A3, the mass ratios (M) of 

the pods were 1.0 and 0.833 respectively. These two results 

are not directly comparable since the values of the 

pitching moments of inertia of the basic wings were 

different. 



In Fig (9.2) an attempt is made to obtain the 

effect of the mass ratio on the flutter speed. In this 

figure, the flutter speed is plotted at each of th" 

spanwise stations as a ratio of the bare wing flutter 

speed. (All the results presented are results from the 

Direct Matrix analysis). In general, the flutter speed 

ratios fo~ the concentrated mass on wing A3 (M = 0.83) are 

greater than the flutter speed ratios for the concentrated 

mass on wing A2 (M = 1.0). This is true for both chord

wise positions (x = 0.1 c and 0 c aft of the elastic 

axis), except for .'/ = 0.33 a::ld 0.5 for the ma.ss on the 

elastic axis. 

9.1.5 Effect of Inertia Ratio 

In Figs (9.3.a) to (9.3.g) the flutter speed is 

plotted against the pitching moment of inertia ratio (1) 

of the concentrated mass. A detailed study was made only 

for the concentrated mass on the wing A2, only two values 

of the inertia ratio (1) being used for the wing A3. 

For the curves of wing A2, the value of the mass ratio 

(M) is unity. The graphs show the flutter speed plotted 

against the inertia ratio (1) with the spanwise location 

of the concentrated mass as parameter. For the wing A2 

five different chordwise locations of the concentrated 

mass centre of gravity are considered. 

For all these values of the centre of gravity(both 

spanwise and chordwise locations) the flutter speed shows 

a large decrease as the value of the irertia ratio is 

increased zero to 10.0. 

The reductions are largest for the value of I = 10.0 

and when the chordwise position of the centre of gravity 

of the concentrated mass is aft of the elastic axis. 

For all the cases considered, the principal modes 
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participating in the flutter were the fundamental bending 

and the fundamental torsion modes. 

9.2 Influence of Pod Aerodyna.mics and Fins 

Figs (9.4.a) to (9,4.c) show the influence of the 

\>od 
Pdo aerOdjnamic shape on the flutter speed. In each of 

these figures, the flutter speeds due to the pods with 

the same inertial properties but wifth different aerodynamic 

shpaes are compared at each of the spanwise stations. 

Fig. (9.4.a) refers to Wing A2. The relevant pod 

- -inertial parameters are: M =;1, I = 8.5 and xp = + 0.1. 

The flutter speeds due to two pods - pods A and B - are 

presented. The flutter speeds show similar trends with 

changes in the spanwise position of the pod. At each 

of the span locations, ;the flutter speeds do not show 

exact agreement, but all locations, except near the mid-

span region, i.he differences are small. At the outboard 

positions ( 'l > 0.75), pod B gives a higher flutter 

opcod. Around 'I. = 0.5, pod A 'gives a higher flutter 

speed. 

Fig (9.4.b) also refers to wing A2. For this case, 

the inertial details of the pod are: M = 1.0, I = 8.5 

and xp = O. Again, for both the pods, the flutter sp~ed 

exhibits a similar trend with changes in the spanwise 

position of the pod. In this case, the flutter speeds due 

to the pods exhibit a larger difference than in the 

corresponding cases in Fig (9.4.a). 

In Fig. (9.4.c) four different pods are COmPared 

for their influence On the flutter speed. In this figure, 

which refers to wing A3, the inertial details of the pods 

are: ~1 = 0.83, I = 10, xp = +0.1. The flutter 



s;>""d" due to the different pods Ghow similar trends with 

changes in the spanwise position of the pod:.;, though they 

do not have the same values at each of the spanwise stations. 

Flutter was obtained at the spanwise location of 't = 0.917 

only for the pod A, and for the wings with the other pods 

flutter was not obtained upto the maximum tunnel speed. 

From the above results it appears that even drastic 

changes in the aerodynamic shape of the pods has very 

little influence on the flutter speed. 

9. 3 IJlq1JGl'J.~_of Aq.El.~"!. 

A preliminary set of cn.lculn.tion~l Has carried out 

to examine the influence of the nileron degree of freedom 

on th flutter speed. These sho1'led thn,t 1l. oombination 

of the degrees of freedom of Hing t>listing a.nd (free) 

ailoron-rotdion I'oQul tad in 11. flutter speed which ''I/1,S 

101'ier thn.n in the caso of the 'olive-pod oombination 

,/i th rigid controls. 

'rhough the aileron hn.d diroensionlJ 'Thich 1100uld be 

considered as beine representn,tive of the conditions 

on a full scale aeropln,r;«.., the assumed inertial properties 

mn,y not be representative. "'c""~£t , it is felt thn,t 

the result obtaiXlod could be oonsidered as providing 

a guide to the importance of inclvding the ailoron 

degree; of freedom il'l a flutter analysis of a given 

wing-mass com'oinfl.tioll. 
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9.4.1 Bare Wings 

For the bare wings, wind tunnel reDults are available 

only for the wing Al(and for the wing of Ref. 38) 

From the results shown in sections (6.4.1) and (8.2), 

all the analytical methods conside~ed - assumed mode method 

the exact analysis of Ref t37), the iterative transformation 

procedure of '{Ref .(.43') and the Direct Matrix Method - grtv:e 

flutter speeds which are in very close agreement with the 

r-,easured sppeds. In the assumed mode method, the use of 

two modes - the fundamental bending and the fundamental 

torsion modes of the bare wing - were used. These give 

very good results for the flutter speed. Molyneux's 

approximate formula (Ref. 39) also gives a good approximation 

to the flutter speed. 

In all the above analyses, two dimensional strip 

theory aerodyna~ic derivatives were used. 

The excellent agreement between all these methods 

can be attributed to the fact that --the Hiugs had unifol'lll 

proj'-{)rties along -ohe f.lptUl. 

These results show that the Direct Matrix Method can 

ue used with confidence to obtain the flutter speeds of Kat 

uniform cantilever wings. (In the Direct Matrix Method, 

ten control paints were used.). 

9.4.2 Wing A2 with Pods 

Figs (9.5. a), (9.5.b),(9.5.c) and(9.5.d) show the 

flutter speed plotted as a function of the spanwise 

position of the pod. Both the wind tunnel test results 

and the analytical results are shown. 

The results for Pod A are shown in Fig. (9.5.a), 

and the relevant inertial parameters of the pod are: M = 1.0, 



r ~ J<J.O and xp O. Also shown in the figuz-e are the 

results of a Direct Matrix Analysis and the results 

obtained by the assumed mode method. In the assumed mode 

method, only two modes were used. These were the fundamental 

bending and the fundamental torsion modes of the wing 

with the appropriate concentrated mass. 

For the outboard locations (') = 0.67 and ·'1" 0.875), 

the results of the Direct Matrix Method show good agreement 

with the measured flutter speeds. The agreement is not so 

good for inboard 10c'1tions of the pod. At the midspan 

location, the flutter speed predicted by the Direct Matrix 

Method is higher than the measured speed. For this case, 

the results of the Direct Matrix Method indicate a spurious 

trend for the flutter speed as the pod is moved outboard 

from the root. 

For all these cases, the important modes at flutter 

were the fundamental bending and the fundamental torsion 

modes. 

In this figure the results of an assumed mode method 

analysis are also given. For this wing pod configuration, 

flutter speeds predicted by the assumed mode method (using 

only two modes), show a much better agreement with the 

measured flutter speeds than the results from the Direct 

Matrix Method. 

Pig. (9.5.b) is also for the wing A2. The relevant 

pod parameters are: M :: 1.0, I = 10.0 and xp " + 0.1. .., 
For this case, the Direct Matrix Method gives values for 

the flutter speed which are always lower than the measured 

speeds. They also predict the correct trend for the 

variation of the flutter speed due to changes in the 

spanwise position of the pod. 



The flutt17r speeds predicted by the assumed mode 

method show a better agreement with the measured flutter 

speeds than the results from the Direct Matrix Method. 

However, they predict an incorrect trend for the 

behaviour of the flutter speed curve with variations in 

the spanwise position of the pod. 

In Fig (9.5.c) the measured flutter speeds for the 

pods A and B are compared with the flutter speeds 

obtained by using the Direct Matrix Method and also by 

using tl~" assumed mode method. In this case, the pod 

inertia parameters are: M = 1.0, r = 8.5 and xp = O. 

As in Fig (9.5.a), the results of the Direct Matrix Method 

show a spurious trend at 'i = 0.5. For the outboard 

positions of the pod, the values of the flutter speed 

predicted by the Direct Matrix Method show good agreement 

with the measured speeds. 

For all the spanwise positions of the pod considered, 

the assumed mode method gives good agreement with the 

measured flutter speeds. They also show the correct trend 

for the flutter speed when the pod is moved spanwise. 

Fig. (9.5.d) also refers to the Wing A2. In this 

case the pod inertia parameters are: M = 1.0, I = 8.5 

and xp = 0.1. The values predicted by the Direct Matrix 

Method are lower than the measured flutter speeds but they 

predic·c the correct trend for the variation of the flutter 

speed with the spanwise position of the pod. 

For this wing-pod configuration also the assumed 

mode method predicts values for the flutter speed which 

show the correct trend, and are reasonably accurate, 

especially around the midspan position. For both the 

inboard and outbpard positions, the flutter speeds are 

much lower than the measured speeds, 

\ ~2. 



8.4.3 ~~ng A3 with Pods 

Fig. (9.5.e) refers to the wing A3, carrying a 

pod whose inertial parameters are: M = 0.83, I = 10 

x = O. The measured flutter speeds for the pod Bare 

compared with the values predicted by using the Direct 

Matrix Method and the assumed mode method. The results 

predicted by the Direct Matrix Method are much lower 

than the measured speeds for inboard locations of the 

pod ( "l < 0.5). For outboard locations the difference in 

the two flutter speeds is lower and the Direct Matrix 

Method results show the correct trend for the flutter 

speed. 

In Fig (9.5.f) the pod has the following inertial 

parameters: M = 0.83, I =10, x + 0.1. The measured 

flutter speeds for the pods A and B are compared with the 

values predicte~ by using the Direct Matrix Method, the 

assumed mode method and the exact solution of Ref. (37). 

For this pod the values of the flutter speed predicted 

by the Direct Matrix Method show good agreement with the 

measured flutter speeds, except at the span location of 

'-I = 0.33 where the value is much lower than the measured 

flutter speed. 

For both these pods, the results of the assumed 

mode analyses show good agreement with the measured speeds. 

For the pod condition shown in Fig. (9.5.f) the assumed 

mode results do not exhibit the correct trend for the 

behaviour of the flutter speed with variations in the 

spanwise position of the pod. 

The results of the "exact" analysis of Ref 31 

show very good agreement with the measured speeds at both 

the spanwise locations considered. From (Fig 9.5.f) it 



en.:n h(: ::(;C~l Lllal Lh: ;~lJt;,;clr' I,]·(·djc Gc'd j,y Lhe; exact ;nl:JJY'~,jr: 

:1,)'(; clolil" I,(J Lh!1 1,.1':1,::1,,\'1·11 (:(I!~' d!: 1.11:1.11 LI\\; l pn. du p:J'I.~djl;\,!;d 

b.y tIll! n:;IIlIJJI(,d Jllodo n)' !,ill: JJ:l )'('0 L tlln,trj y. rn(> LJwd::. 

'I'ho iLwl,l,yticil.l ro[:ultn ilidjcate that tl,c flut!,Cl' 

ol'cedo ob tn,ined by h1cluding the pod aux'odymwJic loads 

in the """lysio "re eeneJoil.lly 10\;81' th,w the flut tex' 

speeds obtained by aY! nnalysiG Hhich neglects those 

lon,ds. ThouSh there is no cOYlsistent tx'cnd, at moet 

of the sp[nH·.lise pOGi tions considei ud the flutter spoeds 

due to the pod n "re hiGher than the flutter speeds due 

to the other pods (Fig.9.4.c). Since this Tod had the 

same shape as the \'JiD[i cross section, the flutte:r 8}J8Cd 

cal1 be compn.l'ed >Ii th the theoretical rem'l ts in Hmich 

the pod acrodynn,mic loadD h[l.vf.~ beelJ nec1ec-ted. It1rom 

tl,1c limited evidence, it can be argued that the thcox'etical 

reoul tli! ",bout tho effects of the pod <l.orody"nimi loads 

()1l'odicted by the momentum theory) as the flutter snoeds 

8hm'1 <1pproxir;:n.tely the sa.me tr'end n.f.; tll 0 ex] ,erinlen tal 

ros~lts. For rods wi~hout fins, ilJclunion of the pod 

aerodynamic lon,do made vory li tuo differel1ce in the 

flut "or speods aYld from the expe:riro:ol1tal resnl to it 

01[;'1) be seen that the r'od nerodyrl'n.l.lic loaclc do liot seem 

to have al1Y ma,x'ked effec t on the fl ut"sc:r speed. 111 

the thoo:r"tical <l.N1.1ysis, the inel'tial terms due to 

tho pod dcc":il1ate the OCl1Jn,tio113 of ,,:otioD, n,Yld tlle 

incl1.:_sion of the (l.erodynn.mic lo~cls du_o to the pode; 

IT'al IJS OYJly a clight challc;e in the oquatiClJD of D,<ibion. 

;11118 ar;alyticn.l 1'001.:'J. ts for tLe pods \·d th fins r,iV8 

'\,'"'\ c"'CQo...oe 
the same tr'cnd n. for the· flut ~er sr-eede (due to an il'Cl'TO'i.-C....e 

il, the fin si?,e) ns the ezrel'iL.O],tal rer:ul to (li'ig.6.b). 



But tJ.1.8 increa.ses predicted by the results of the Direct 

Matrix analysts are much less than the measured increases 

in the flutter apeeds. 

This may again be due to the fact that the large 

values of the pod inertia dominate the equations of motion 

and the flutter speeds are not very sensitive to changes 

\~5 

in the aerodynamic terms of the pods. It is Polso possible 

that the momentum theory does not give the correct aerodynamic 

loads of the oscillating pod-fin combination. So, if 

a more sophisticated aerodynamic theory, which gives the 

correct aerodynamic loads of the pod-fin combination and 

which also takes into account the interference effect of 

the wing-pod configuration, were used, the results may show 

better agreement. 

9.4.4. Wings of Ref (9) and Ref (38) 

In Chapter 8, the Direct Matrix Method was used 

to obtain the flutter speeds and frequencies for the wings 

of Ref (9) and Ref (38), under different conditions of 

concentrated mass. For the bare wings, the Direct Matrix 

Method gave very good agreement with the measured speed 

for the wing of Ref o 3L •• 

I'lhen different concentrated masses were attached 

to the wings, the Direct Matrix Method predicted values 

for the flutter speed which were in good agreement with 

the measured flutter speeds (Ref.38) and with the values 

predicted by the assumed mode method (Ref. 9,). 

In applying the Direct Matrix Method to the wings 

referred to above, ten control stations were used (as in 

Fig. G.,,). In all the cases, two dimensional strip theory 

derivatives were used. It is probable that better agreement 



could have been obtained if a larger number of control 

stations were used and'if a more sophisticated aerodynamic 

theory was used to predict the aerodynamic loads of the 

oscillating wing. 

9.5 Implications on Design Procedure 

For wings of conventional planform, (without any 

discontinuities or concentrated masses), it is possible 

to obtain approximate formulae for the flutter speed in 

terms of their geometric, structural and inertial parameters. 

However, as was seen in Chapter 21 this is no longer possible 

when the wing carries concentrated masses. In general, each 

concentrated mass requires a separate analysis to obtain 

the corresponding flutter speed. From the results obtained 

so far and from the results discussed in Chapter 2, it is, 

however, possible to perceive some general trends. 

(a) For wings A2 and A3 (with concentrated masses), 

an increase in the inertia ratio. (I) results in a decrease 

in the flutter speed. 

(b) Locations of the concentrated mass centre of 

:::,,?vity ahead of the spar result in higher values of the 

flutter speed than when the centre of gravity is located 

aft of the spar. 

(0) In general, for all chordwise locations of the 

concentrated mass c.g.,.the mid span position gives the 

loweat value for the flutter speed ,when the concentrated 

mass has a finite pitching moment of inertia). 

(d) When the concentrated mass c,g. is ahead of 

the spar, the best spanwise location (for the wings A 2 

and A3) is at the tip. At these locations, the flutter 

speed of the wing-mass combination is higher than the 

bare wing flutter speed. 



(e) From the results for wings B4 and B5, it can be 

seen that it ts possible to obtain the maximum flutter 

speed at a location other than at the tip by a suitable 

modification of the relative values of the bending and 

torsional stiffnesses. 

(f) By adding suitable fins to thepod, it is 

possible to obtain large increases in the flutter speed. 

These fins have a stabilising effect with regard to the 

static stability of the pod. 

From the above observations, it can be Seen that by 

a proper location of the concentrated mass (both in the 

spanwise and in the chordwise directions), large increases 

in the flutter speed can be obtained (compared with the 

bare wing flutter speed). This can be used as a cure for 

the bare wing flutter. 

If the spanwise pOSition of the pod has been fixed 

by other considerations such as the location of the 

control surfaces, it may still be possible to obtain useful 

increases in the flutter speed by a proper location of the 

chordwise pOSition of the centre of gravity of the concentrated 

,.,,,,ss. Positions of the ccmtre of gravity forward of the 

spar give higher values for the flutter than aft positions. 

By adding suitable fins to the pods, it is possible 

to obtain increases in the flutter speed. The increases 

in flutter speed which can be obtained by this may be 

limited by possible limitations on the size of the fins. 

Another possible method of obtaining increases in 

the flutter speed is by altering the relative values of 

the bending and torsional stiffnesses so that an optimum 

value is obtained for the flutter speed, which is governed 

by the relative values of the bending and torsional frequencies. 



All the above recommendations are applicable to straight 

c.~.ntilever wings. The increases in flutter speed obtained 

by a proper positioning of the concentrated mass can be 

nullified when the root degrees of freedom are allowed. 

Also, care should be exercised when other factors such as 

flexibility in the attachment of the concentrated mass, 

sweepback, movable fuel (in the case of fuel tanks), etc. 

are introduced, Each of these conditions can bring about 

large, detrimental effects on the flutter speed. 



9?AP1'EIL 1 C 

CONCLUSIONS 

10,1 ~ature Surve~ 

A survey of the previous studies of the physical 

problem (both experimental and theoretical) showed that 

\ e,,\ 

the flutter of wings with concentrated masses is ihfluenced 

by a number of parameters which can be varied Over a very 

w.i.de range. 

At a given spanwise position, the influence of the 

mass ratio (M) is governed by the chordwise position of 

its centre of gravity with respect to the wing elastic 

axis·~lhen the centre of gravity of the mass is ahead of 

the elastic axis, the flutter speed increases at first 

as the mass ratio is increased from low values. After 

reaching a maximum value, (~t a critical value of the mass 

ratio) the flutter speed decreases when the mass ratio 

is increased. In general, for all values of M, the 

flutter speed of the wing-mass combination is higher 

than the bare wing flutter speed (when the centre of 

gravity of the concentrated mass is ahead of the elastic 

axis). 

When the concentrated mass is located on the 

elastic axis, the flutter speed does not seem to show a 

well defined trend with changes in the mass ratio. 

When the centre of gravity of the concentrated 

mass is aft of the elastic axis, the flutter speed of the 

wing-mass combination decreases with increases in the mass

ratio. For all values of the mass ratio (M), the flutter 

speeds are generally lower than the bare wing flutter speed. 



-In general, when the inertia ratio er) is 

increased, there is a decrease in the flutter speed. 

The actual behaviour of the curve of V vs I is 

-influenced mainly by the value of the mass ratio (M) 

and the spanwise location of the concentrated mass. 

n,e chordwise position of the centre of gravity 

of the concentrated mass seems to have the strongest 

influence on the value of the flutter speed. For the 

Wing-mass combinatiohs reviewed in Chapter 2, the 

general trend is for the flutter speed to increase as 

the centre of gravity position of the concentrated mass 

is moved forward from a location aft of the elastic axis. 

At a certain centre of gravity location forward of the 

elastic axis a maximum value is reached and any further 

(forward) movements of the centre of gravity tend to 

decrease the flutter speed. 

The influence of the spanwise location of the 

concentrated mass seems to be governed mainly by the 

chordwise position of the concentrated mass centre of 

gravity and to a lesser extent by the value of the mass 

ratio M. When the centre of gravity of the concentrated 

mass is ahead of the elastic axis, the flutter speed 

increases as the concentrated mass is moved outboard from 

the root. 

After reaching a maximum value at a location between 

the mid,span and the tip, the flutter speed decreases as 

the mass is moved further towards the tip. 

For locations of the centre of gravity of the 

concentrated mass aft of the elastic axis, the flutter 

speed decreases initially and after reaching a minimum 

value at around the midspan region, it increases again 



as the concentrated mass is moved further outboards. 

For a concentrated mass which is rigidly atta.ched 

to the wing, it is possible to find an optimum position 

for the location of its centre of gravity (bota spanwise 

and chordwise). At this position, it is possible to obtain 

large increases in the flutter speed (compared to the bare 

wing flutter speed). This suggests a method of curing 

the flutter problem of bare Wings. 

The ~onclusions drawn so far have been concerned 

mainly with concentrated masses which are attached rigidly 

to a cantilever wing (with rigid control surfaces). It 

is possible that these will have to be modified when some 

or all of the following parameters are varied: 

(a) Flexibility of the wing-mass attachment 

(b) Root degrees of freedom 

(c) Fuel sloshing 

(d) Control surface flexibility 

If the values of the parameters are in certain 

critical ranges, these can have large detrimental effects 

on the flutter speed. 

In general, introducing sweepback to a concentrated mas~ 

ohl1t ilever wing combination seems to have a beneficial 

effect on the flutter speed. 

An examination of the available data on the influence 

of the aerodynamic shape of the concentrated mass showed 

that at subsonic speeds, the aerodynamic shape had very 

little influence on thp. flutter speed. 



10.2 Experimental n.es~ 

The e"perimental work was mainly concerned with 

investigating the effects of the inertia ratio of the 

concentrated mass at a number of spanwise and chordwise 

positions. An investigation was also made of the 

influen~e of the aerodynamic shape of the concentrated 

mass on the flutter speed of the wing-mass combination. 

Four pods having different aerodynamic shapes were 

tested. These tests showed that for given values of the 

para"'9ters M, I, ;;p and 1. , the aerodynamic shape of 

the concentrated mass has no significant or consistent 

influence on the flutter speed. 

This could be due to the fact that the aerodynamic 

loads due to the oscillating pods were not sufficiently 

large in comparison wIth the inertial parameters of the 

wing-mass combinations. 

By attaching horizontal fins to the trailing edge 

of the pods, it was found that the flutter speeds could 

be increased. The results showed a consistent trend in 

that the flutter speed increased with increases in the 

size of these fins. 

The design of the wing and the pods allowed the 

pods to be attached to the wing at a number of spanwise 

looations. At all the spanwise locations, it was found 

that the flutter speeds of the wing-pod combinations were 

muoh lower than the l,theoretically calculated) bare wing 

flutter speeds. When the other parameters (M, xp and ) 

were fixed, it was found that increasing the inertia ratio 

(I) resulted in a decrease in the flutter speed. For 

the two chordwise locations of the pod centre of gravity 

considered. it was found that regions near the wing tip or 

the wing root gave higher flutter speeds than the midspan 



lcca:tions o 

10.3 Theoretical Results _ ... _._ ...... _-----... _., .......... ......,......_.--...--.....-. 

An in-vacuo vibrat ion analysis has been developed l1hich 

Gives closed-form solutions for the vi"bration fr <';uencies and 

modes of uniform bemns (or shafts) carrying a concentrated mass 

(or moment of inertia). In the assumed mode flutter oalcul["tions, 

the mocle shapes ob"tained by this methoc1 ttere uEed. 

The Direc"t ratrix Method l/aS also usecl to obtdn the coupled 

frequencies and mode ohape"l; of the l;ing -.nass coml)indions. 

11ith ten control stations in the Direct ~~atrix r:ethod, the caloulated 

freClnenciea (using measured llt iffness distribut ions) shoHed 

good ac-recc:.:ent l1ith the measu~ed values 

!.O..!).~ The flu"to er sIJeeds of the clifferent lling-inert ia combi-

nat ions Here o"bt Leined l,y three different methods. 

The results of the 'e;:act' c,ndysis of Hef.(37) lS2-ve very 

Good est imd es of the flutt er speed. One m~.jor clisaclvc.ntage 

of this method is "tllS herce 1Jj,'ount of numerical Hork 1111ich is 

neoessar,y for calculating the flu"tter speeds. 

10.3.3 In all the assumed mOcCe c.na.lYl'les, only tHO mocles uere 

used. These l1ere the uncoupled benclinr; and "\;ol'sion modes for 

tiLe ~)c,l:'ticulo,r uil1C'-m;).srr confiGuration r..nel Here o1Jt,~.ined 

by the method of Appendix IIl, as mentioned in Section 10.3.1. 

The flutt er speeds l11'ed.icte<1 by this method ehollcd Good 

acreS-clent lrith "the D1e~sured v,'.1ues. In general, the N,sumed 

mode cl1[:.lyses er,Ne vi":~lues for tile flu fit er speeds Hhich Here 

loner thc,l1 tlle meo.su:,:'ecl speeds. 



The preliminary investigations into the influence of 

the control surface dgree of freedom or the flutter speeds of 

a specific wing-mass cClnbination showed that this may have 

a detrimental influence on the flutter speed. 

10.3.4 The Direct Matrix Method was used extensively to 

obtain the flutter speeds and frequencies. Ten collocation 

statinns were used in the analyses. This meant that the 

influence of the concentrated masses on the flutter speed 

could be assesEed at only five spanwise stations. Strip 

theory aerodynamic loads were used in all the cases for 

obtaining the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrices. 

The vibration frequencies predicted by the Direct Matrix 

Method for the wing-mass combinations showed good agreement 

with the measured frequencies. The flutter speeds predicted w~~ 

~ lower tnan both the measured flutter speeds and the 

assumed mode results. 

The Direct Matrix Method was also used to obtain the 

flutter speeds and frequencies of some wing-mass combinations 

treated in Refs. (9) and (38). In these cases the Direct 

~,!,'trix results showed good agreement wi th the measured 

speeds of Ref (38) and the analogue solutions of Ref. (9) 

For a certain wing-mass combination of Ref. (38), assumed-mode 

methods predicted higher values for the flutter speed, even 

when fOur modes were used in the analysis. The results of 

the Direct Matrix Method showed better agreement with the 

measured values of the flutter speed in this case. 

It is possible that a better agreement could have been 

obtained if a larger number of collocation stations were used 

in the Direct Matrix analysis. 



A major attraction of using the Direct Matrix Method 

is that it ~s not necessary to prescribe the mode shapes 

of the vibrat:il1r; structure in advance, On the other hand, 

the mode shapes are obtained as part of the analysis, 

10.3.5 When the aerodynamic loads due to the pods (as 

obtained from the momentum theory) were included in the 

Direct Matrix ~nalyses, it was found that the resulting 

flutter speeds were slightly lower than the flutter speeds 

predicted by this method when the aerodynamic loads were 

neglected. 

Whe/'. the aerodynamic loads due to the finned-pods were 

also included in the analyses, the results showed the correct 

trend for the flutter speed to increase with increases in 

the fin size. However, it was again found that these values 

.,are much lower than the measured flutter speeds. 

10.4 General 

The results show that the Direct Matrix Method could be 

used with confidence to obtain the flutter speeds of wing mass 

combinations since there was a 'built-in' degree of coo nserv at ism 

in these results. 

It is especially useful when the influence of varying a 

large number of parameters is to be asseesed. 

The preliminary investigation into the influence of 

the aileron degree of freedom on the flutter characteristics 

of the wing-mass combination indicated that this could have 

a significant influence on the flutter speed. This effect needs 

further investigation. 

It should be emphasized that the conclusions drawn here 

apply to the specific wing. The influence of a concentrated 

mass on the flutter appears to be dependent on the (torsion/ 

bending) frequency of the particular wing. However, the 

I 

I 



l"esul ts serve "s a guide to the inf luence of concentrated 

ma,,'<;es on the flutter speed. 



CHAPTER 11 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

1. The investigations undertaken in this report were all 

concerned with uniform cantilever wings. Investigations of 

the influence of the root flexibilities (in normal·translation, 

pitch and roll) should be made, mainly with a view to checking 

the accuracy of the results predioted by the Direct Matrix 

Method. 

2. The influence of the flexibilities (in normal translation, 

pitch and roll) of the attachment of the concentrated masses 

on the fi~tter speed have not been investigated in this report. 

At the large values of the pitching moments of inertia considered 

here, these may have considerable influences on the flutter speed. 

3. The effect of the chordwise flexibilities of the wing 

have not been considered here. For thin ~s vitb 

con"entrated masses, the influence of this factor may be 

significant. 

4. The influence of the aerodynamic shape of the concentrated 

masses does not seem to be very significant. However, these 

may become significant at high speeds. At low speeds, a 

""~thod of obtaining an estimate of the influence of the pod 

aerodynamic shape on the flutter speed may be to test pods 

having negligible mass and moment of inertia. If a number of 

different pods are tested, it may be possible to assess the 

influence of the aerodynamic shape, independently of changes 

in mass distribution, etc. 

4. Further work should be carried out on determining the 

nature of the influence of finned pods. Both experimental 

and analytical work should be undertaken to determine the 

. oscillatory aerodynamic loads on finned pods, especially when 

the pods have unorthodox cross sections. 



5. I:! all tho Dire:::t Matrix rBsp-Its reported here, ten 

collocation stations were used. Further work is needed to 

assess the convergence of the results as the number of collocation 

stations is increased. 

6. For quickly assessing the changes in the flutter 

characteristics due to changes in the concentrated mass 

parameters, a sensitivity analysis can be envisaged, to be 

used in conjunction mith the Direct Matrix Method. Existing 

analyses can only take into account the results of only 

small changes in. the parameters. Large changes in the 

parameters will affect the character of the matrices. It may be 

possible to develop some approximate formulae which would 

evaluate the changes in the flutter characteristics even 

for large changes in the parameters, 

7. Further work is needed to asses the influence of 

cont'·ol surface degrees of freedom on the flutter characteristics 

of wing-mass combinations. 

8. The results obtained in this report indicate that the 

Direct Matrix Method can be used with confidence to obtain the 

flutter speeds of bare wings and of wing-mass combinations. 

It would therefore be useful to extend the computer programme 

used in these investigations. Subroutines which can 

calculate the structural influence coefficient matrix in the 

desired form by using sophisticated theories (such as plate 

theory etc.) would make the programme more useful. Subroutines 

to calculate the aerodynamic influence coefficients by using 

sophisticated theories (such as lifting surface theories 

for the various Mach Number regimes) can be incorporated in 

the programme, These additions would make the computer 

programme more useful in the vibration and flutter analysis 

of practical conf1gurations. 
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APPENDIX I 

GEOMETRIC, INERTIAL AND STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF WINGS 

REFERRED TO IN CHAPTER 2 

1.1 Wing of Ref (6) 

(a) Geometry: 

b = span 6ft 

c = root chord == 2.7 ft 
r 

AI 

t- = taper ratio = 0.524 (Tip chord/Root chord) 

A.R 0= aspect ratio "- 2.92 

1\ = sweepback 

Aerofoil: tic = 0.3898 (l-:t)r:;; symmetric 
C ,,~ , 

Elastic Axis 0.32c aft of leading edge 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of wing = 127 Ib 

(Wing density = 0.5 Ib/ft3) 

Inertia Axis 0.4c aft of leading edge 

Radius of gyration 

(c) Structural 

No data available 

(d) Concentrated Mass 

Spanwise locations 

0.28c about an axis 0.3e 

aft of leading edge 

~ 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 

Chordwise locations of c.g. x = -0.29c, 0.30c, 

0.69c aft of 

leading edge 

Range of Mass Ratios M = 0 to 

All masses were considered to have negligible moment 

of inertia about their own axis. 

(e) Speed Range of Tests 

Max. Re. No. "= 

o to 160 
6 

2.14 x 10 

f.p.s .. 

(based on mean 
chord) 



, 

(f) General 

Effect of flexibility of attachment was also 

investigated. The flutter mode shapes were 

measured for some cases and are presented in 

the report. 

The effect of adding more than one 

mass at the same time to the wing was investigated. 

1.2 Wing of Ref. 38 

(a) Geometry 

b = 4ft 

cr = 2/3 ft 

~ = 1.0 

,,= 0 

Aerofoil section NACA 16010 

Elastic Axis 0.437c aft of LE 

(b) Iner~;ia 

Weight of Wing = 3.48 1b 

Inertia Axis = 0.45c aft of LE 

Radius of Gyration = 0.258c about inertia axis 

(c) Structural 

El = 0.1407 x 106 lb in2 

GI = 0.0692 x 106 lb in2 

(Bare wing) Fundamental Bending Frequency = 6.44 cps 

(Bare wing) FUndamental Torsion Frequency =39.2 cps 

(Bare wing) First overtone bending frequency= 48.4 cps 

(d) Concentrated Mass 

Spanwise locations = 0.22 to 1.0 

Chordwise locations of c.g. x = - 0.468c to 

0.34c aft of the 
axis. 



Range of Mass Ratios M = 0.375 to 1.04 

Range of Inertia Ratios I = 0.883 to 7.50 

(e) Speed Range of tests M.No = o to 0.74 

Re. N. = 0.92 x 10
6 to 4,2 x 106 

(f) General 

The model was suspendod vertically from the 

roof of the wind tunnel. A set of twelve different 

weights were tested. 

c .3 Wing of Ref 16 

(a) Geometry 

b '" 3.33 ft. 

c = 2/3 ft 
r 

r '" 1.0 

A.R = 5.0 

" = 0 

Aerofoil section NACA 16 - 004 

Elastic Axis 0.45c aft 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of Wing = 4.89 lb 

Inertia Axis = 0.475c aft of EtA. 

Rad. of Gyration", 0.23c about inertia axis 

(c) Structural 

El '" 0.0608 x 106 lb in
2 

GI = 0.0944 x 10
6 Ib in

2 

(0 
b l '" 4.94 ops 



(d) Concentrated Mass 

Spanwlse location = 0 to 1.0 

Chordwise locations -0.256c to +0.022c 

aft of elastic ",:is. 

Range of Mass Ratios M = 0.0485 to 0.0755 

Range of Inertia Ratios I = 0.07 to 0.509 

(e) Speed Range Up to 447 fps 

Re NO 1.42 x 10
6 

to 1.68 x 10
6 

(f) General 

The object of these tests was to investigate 

the effect of the aerodynamic shape of the 

concentrated mass on the flutter speed and a 

number of different shapes were tested. 

1.4 Wing of Ref 75 

(a) Geometry 

b = 

0 = r 

'l--= 

A.R= 

,,= 

Aerofoil 

4.025 it 

0.433 it 

0.454 

12.8 

34.5
0 

on the 0.38 chord line 

NACA 65
1 

-- 012 parallel to the 
air stream 

Elastic Axis = 0.38c aft of Leading ~dge 
(approximate) 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of wing = 3.79 lb 

Inertia axis = Variable: Average:- 0.441c 

Radius of Gyration= 0.216c (averaGe) 



(c) Structural 

Er 

GJ 

= 2.89xl03 Ib-f't2 (Root) to 0.075xHj3 l,b-:-fl
2 

\hp 
3 2 . 3 

= 2.18xlO Ib-ft (Root) to 0.075xlO l,b7 ft 
,hp) 

= 6.97 ops 

(,)bl. = 30.9 ops 

Ull:, = 37.9 ops 

(d) Co~centrated Mass 

(e) 

Spanwise location: 

Chordwise location: 

Mass Ratios: 

Inertia Ratios: 

Speed range 

Re NO: 5.19 

Upto 

6 
,,10 

= 0.33 and 0.75 

Inboard mass M = 0.784 

Outboard mass M = 0.42 

290 fps 

6 
to 5.77 " 10 

(f) General 

The object was to test the influence of 

adding two concentrated masses simultaneously 

to the wing tWO types of root restraints were 

used: in thetirst, the root section was 

clamped parallel to the air stream. In 

the second, a triangular shaped area at the 

root was restrained so that the wing behaved 

structurally as an unswept cantilever beam. 



1.5 Wing of Ref 15 

(a) Geometry 

b = 2.94 ft 

c = 0.88 ft 
r 

" 
= 0.51 

A.R. = 4.43 

A= 0 o at the 0.3 chord line 

Aerofoil NACA 0009 - 64 

Elastic Axis 0.3c aft of the leading edge 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of wing = 10.682 lb 

Inertia Axis = Variable (average: 0.467c) 

(c) 

2 
Moment of inertia of wing = 134.8 1b in 

Structural 

El = O.98xI05 Ib-in2 (Root) to 0·tH~95lb-in 
2 

GJ = 0.;;8XI05 1 b-in 2 (Root) to 0.o8x105 Ib_in2 

LOl,l 
(tip) 

= 

(d) Concentrated Mass 

Spanwise location = 1.0 

Chordwise location 

Mass Ratios M = 0.0245 to 0,234 

Inertia Ratios I = 0.0545 to 153.2 

(e)· Speed Range upto 250 fps 

Re No = 12.7 x 106 

(f) General 

The wing was tested as a cantilever. The 

. effect of a variable tip tank fuel content 

.' .. . ... ~ . 



we:-~·e simulated. FOUJ .... different types of 

p0d were tested in order to aS3~SS the eJ.fect 

of t:le pod """odynamic loads on the flutter 

speed .. 

1.6 Willg of Ref. 9 

(a) Geometry 

b = 4.0 ft 

o = 1.0 ft 
r 
\ (\ = 1.0 

A.R.= 4 

" = 
Aerofoil = 

Elastic Axis = 0.25c aft of leading edge 

(b) Inertia 

(c) 

(;\) 

Weight of Wing = 4.8 lb 

Inertia Axis = 0.35c aft of leading edge 

Moment of inertia of wing = 0.258 lb ft2 

Structural 

El = .'1'_ 

G::r = 
t.\, = 3.6 cps 

CUb\ = 14.5 cps 

'4,= 
"-

Concentrated Mass 

Range of spanwise locations 0, 0.5, 0.67, 

0.75, 1.0 

Range of Chordwise locations x = -0.3c to +O.lc 

aft of elastic axis 

Mass Ratios : M = 0 to 1.0 

Inertia Ratios The pitching radius of gyration 

of the concentrated mass was 

1\(, 



varied bet.;...-een 0 R.nd O.7c 

(e) Speed R~nge = 

Re No" ::= 

(0 General 

The investi.gations were by the 'assumed - mode' 

method. 

1.7 Wing of nef 8 

(a) Geometry 

'b " 3.0 ft 

1.5 ft 

1.0 

A.R. = 2.0 

" = 
0.0 

Aerofoil = NACA 65 - 012 

Elastic Axis " 0.3l9c aft of the leading edge 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of Wing ,,13.27 lbs. 

Inertia Axis = 0.431c aft of leading edge 

Moment of inertia of wing " 
(c) Structural 

El " 1.534 x 10
4 lb ft2 

G . .J " 1.274 x 104 lb ft2 

(Ub, = 

U\, " 

(d) Concentrated Mass 

Spanwise position Wing Tip 

Range of chord wise pOSitions -0.533c to 0.267c 

Mass Ratios M 

Inertia Ratios: I 

aft of the elastic 

axis. 

= 0.22, 0.44, 0.66 

" 



(e) Speed Range 

Re No 

(f) General 

Up to 2500 ft/"M 

24 X 106 

The tests were carried by means of ground 

launched rockets. Thus both symmetric and 

a~ti-symmetric degrees of freedom were allowed. 

All the concentrated I!!asses were completely 

enclosed within the wing contour. 

1.8 Wing of Ref(19) 

(a) Geometry 

c = 4.0ft r 

~ = 1/16 

A.H.o= 1.76 

1\= 45
0 

on the leading edge 

A<.rofoil 

Elastic Axis = 0.15 c aft of wing leading 

edge. 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of bare wing = 15.57 Ib 

Inertia Axis overall wing e.g. between 

0.4 and 0.5 

MI of Wing = 1916 to 2540 1b in2 
'" 

(c) Structural 

El .' = ~: == 375 1b ft/rad ~ 
" 62 1 bft /rad ~ 

measured at 

span position 

~\ = 3.3 ops 

Wu = 9.7 cpo 

t0
b2 

= 7.6 ope 



No cvllcentrated maDS wan attB'.ched to the wing, 

but the body mass and pitching inertia at 

root were varied. 

Body Mass Ratio 

Body Pitch Inertia Ratio - 1 to + 2 

Body c g 

(e) Speed Range of the tests Up to 175 fps 

Re No. = 2.4 x 10
6 

(f) General 

The tests were conducted to assess the influence 

Of allowing the root degrees of freedom of pitch 

and normal translation. on the flutter speed of 

a delta wing model. 

1.9 Wing on Ref.7 

(a) Geometry 

= 3.0 ft 

c = 1. 75 ft r 

~ = 0.3 

= 

Aerofoil RAE 101 

Elastic Axis 0.3c aft of wing leading edge 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of Wing = 3.81 lb 

Inertia Axis = 0.43c aft of wing leading 

edge 

Moment Of Inertia of Wing = 



(c) 

(d) 

St:n,ct!:!!:~ 

J~I -
GJ = 

oJ 
bl = 3.9 cps 

(uti = 15.3 cps 

to 
b2 = 11.4 cps 

Concentrated Mass 

Spanwise locations 

Chordwise locations 

= 0.25, O.50 l 0.75 and 
1.0 

- 1.Oc to 0.5c aft of the 

Elastic :Axis. 

Mass Ratios M = 0.13 to 1.3 

Inertia Ratios I = 

(e) Speed Range 

Up to 120 fps 

(f) General 

6 0.86 x 10 

The tests were made on a wing which could be 

sat at four different sweep back angles. No 

root degrees of freedom were allowed. The 

influence of the aerdynamic shape of the 

concentrated mass was also tested. 

1.10 Wing of Ref.ll 

(a) Geometry 

b = 0.458 it 

o = 0.252 ft 
r 

A = 45
0 

on the leading edge 

Aerofoil NACA 65A 004 

Elastic Axis 



Weight of wine = 0,,001<)75 slug '" 

Inertia ""is", 0.53G 0 aft of "rine Leading Edge 

Mcment 01: inertia of wing -5 
'" 8.96 x 10 slug-

ft2/ft '" 

(0) Structural 

El " 
GJ -= 

():) =45.40ps bl 

<Ptl = 397 cps 

tvb2 =353 cps 

(d) Concentrated Mass 

Spanwise location = 0.755 

Chordwise locations - 0.13c to 0.32 c aft of 

the ea 

(In addition the position of the concentrated 

mass centre of gravity vertically below the wing 

was also varied between 0.09c and 0.13c) 

Mass Ratios M = 0.039 to 1.019 

Inertia Ratios I = 1.0 to 2.09 

(e) Speed Range M = 0.8 to 1.3 

Re NO 

(f) General 

The experiments were concerned wi th the ,. 

effect of the pitching flexibility of the 

concentrated mass on the flutter speed. The 

value of the ratio (mass pitching frequency/ 

wing torsional frequency) was varied between 

the. values of 0.1 and 1.4. 

In addition, the effect of varying the 

aerodynamic shape of the mass was also 

investigated. 



A Pi 

I.ll Wings of I!ef 10 

In this report, fOlt~ different wings were 

Investigated by us:ing an analogue oomputer. The details 

of the wings are given below: 

• j • 

1.11.1 "Basic Fighter All 

o = 17.0 ft (exposed wing semi-span) 

c = 8.2 ft 
l' 

'/I = 0.54 

A.R= 

A = 0 (40% chord line) 

Aerofoil Assumed to be a flat plate 

Ehastic Axis 0.4c nft of the elastic axis 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of wing = 2065 10 

Inertia axis ., 0.4c aft of 

Moment of Inertia of wing = 

(c) Structural 

El = 1. 25xl0101b_in2 (Root) 

10 2 
GI = 0.33xl0 Ib-ln (Root) 

c.J,bl 
., 

["'\1 = 

lA\2 = 

(d) Concentrated Mass 

Range of spanwise Positions 

Range of chordwise positions 

wing leading 

2100 Ib_in2 
edge 

to °1~5Xl0101b-in2 
10 (tip) 

to O.019J:2O 
Ib-ln (Tip) 

= 0.214 to 1.0 

Mass Ratios M = 0 to 4.0 

Inertia Ratios: 

(e) Speed R~nge: 

Pitohing Radiu~ of G~~atio~ 
Varied from 6ins. to 30 . 



!.!..~.1.2 "Basle ~ighter B" 

(a) Geometry 

b = 19.38 it (Exposed wing span) 

0 = 8.83 it r 

;. = 0.5 

,,= 300 

Aerofoil : Assumed to be a flat plate 

Elastic axis: 0.4c aft of the wing leading 

edge 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of wing = 2714 1bs. 

Inertia axis = 0.4c aft of wing leading edge 

Moment of inertia of wing '" 2633 1li_in,2 

(c) Structural 

El 

GJ 

"O.67:x:10101b_in2 (Root) to 

=O.27x10101b-in2(Root) to 

W bl = 

'" 

(d) Concentrated Mass 

Same as for the wing of 1.11.1 

(e) Speed Range 



1. 11. 3 "Ba"i c B,mber A" 

Ca) Geometry 

b ~ 70.4 ft 

c ~ 16.67 ft r 

,,= 0.4 

A.R. == 

t\" 0 

Aerofoil Flat Plate 

A \ (, 

Elastic A..'ds 0.4c aft of wing leading edge 

(b) Inertia 

Weight of wing = 7662 lb. 

Inertia axis " '0.4c aft of wing leading edge 

Moment of inertia of wing" 36 220 Ib_in,2 

(c) Structural 

El '" 10:r.:lO
lO

lb_in2 (Root) to 0.109xl010lb-in2 

G 
10, 10 (~iP) 

=3.3:r.:lO (Root) to 0.09xlO Ib-in (Tip) 

W 
bI 

e;> t1 

tU b2 

'" 

'" 

(d) Concentr~~ 

Range of spanwise positions 

Range of Chordwise positions 
1 

Mass Ratios M '" 0 to 4.0 

" 0.154 to 

1.0 

Inertia Ratios Pitching
2
RacliuG of Gyrat ion 

'" 35 in 

(e) Speed Range 



The data,Us at thl.s wing are essentially sImilar 

to those of (1.11.3) except that this wing had a sweepback 

o angle of 30 

For all the wings the root degrees of freedom 

were allowed. The symmetric and anti-symmetric degrees 

of freedom were allowed separately. 

1.12 Wing of Ref 21 

This wing is the same as that of Ref 5 (I.2) 

only one of the weights tested there was investigated by 

the "exact" analysis of this report, 
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APPENDIX II 

DETAILS OF THE UNIFORM CANTILEVER WINGS AND PODS USED IN 

THE EXPERIMENTAL THEORE1'ICAL ANALYSES 

11.1 Wings 

In the early experiments two wings, identical in all 

details, were built. The first wing was tested in the bare 

condltton and this wing destroyed itself at the flutter 

",eed. When a pod was attached to the second wing, nO 

accurate flutter speed collld be obtained as the flutter 

speeds were too low to be measured inthe wind tunnel. In a 

test on the bare wing, this wing also suffered destruction. 

These two wings are designated as Wing A!. The details of 

these wings are given below: 

Designa tion: Wing Al 

Weight = 0.369 lb/ft 

Pitching Moment 
of inertia 

2 = 0.0056 lbft /ft (about the inertia 
axis) 

c.g. location: 0.45c aft of the leading edge 

Spar location: 0.35c aft of the leading edge 

El 

GJ 

= 

= 

66.67 lbft
2 

3.06 lbft2 

Aerofoil' NACA 0018 

Fundamental bending frequency = 9.5 cps 

Fundamental Torsion frequency = 21.5 cps 

As a result of the experiments on wing AI, it was 

decided to replace the wing spar with another spar of greater 

torsional stiffness. This wing is designated as Wing A2 

and the relevant details are given below· 

Designation: Wing A2 

Weight: 0.396 lb/ft 

Pitching Moment 
of Inertia 0.0066 Ibft2/ft about the inertia axis 

c.g. location: 0.35c L ______________________________________________________ ___ 



Spar location: 0.35c 

l":-:r:.. :-.:: 51.4 lb ft2 

\\.\ 
ft

Z 
GJ = ~ lb 

Spar Details: Channel Section 

Dimensions O.75in. x O.292in :x: O.125in 

9·\0 
Fundamental bending frequency' ~ cps 

Funda~ental torsion frequency 35.3 cps 

After a series of experiments with Wing A2, it was 

found that the attachment points on some of the wing sections 

were deteriorating and it was felt necessary to replace these 

sections. 

For the neW sections, it wa!> found difficult to obtain 

the same inertial properties as for the sections of wing A2. 

The weight and centre of graVity locations of the wing 

sections were maintained at the same value as in the case of 

2 
wing A2, but a pitching moment of inertia of 0.0055 lbft /ft 

was obtained. Details of this wing (Wing A3) are given below: 

Designation: Wing A3 

Vieight: 0.396 lb/ft 

Pitching ) 
moment of) 0.0055 lbft2/ft about the inertia axis 
inertia ) 
c.g. location: 0.45c aft of the wing leading edge 

Spar location 0.35c 

El 51.4 Ibft2 

\\.\ 
GJ ~ lbft

2 

Cpar same as for wing A2 

Fundamental bending frequency 9.1 cps 

Fundamental torsion frequency 38.9 cps 

During the course of the theoretical calculations (by 

the Direct Matrix Method) it was decided to investigate the 

influence of the changes in the stiffnesses on the flutter 

speed. (The other parameters were not altered). 



First, only the bending stiffness was changed. This 

hypothetical wing was designated as ~~ing B4. This had the 

samepl.'cperties as wing A3, except that the value of El 

was 6.61 Ib ft2 (instead of 51.4 Ibft
2

). 

The second hypothetical wing, Wing B5 is similar to 

~ing B4, except that the value of GJ is set to 6.61 Ibft
2 

(instead of 5.24 Ibft2 ). 

II.2 Pods 

Four pods each having a different aerodynamic shape 

were used t 

Pods A and D were designed so that they had approximately 

the same cross sectional area distribution along the pod length. 

Figs. '7.1 and 7.2 are photographs of pod A and B, respectively, 

and show these pods mounted on the model wing. Fig. 7.4 

SlOWS details of pod A and details of pod B are shown in Fig. 7.5. 

Pod C was similar to pod A, except that the portion of 

the pod immediately aft of the wing trailing edge was removed. 

Thus the pod had a length of only 13.9 ins., compared to 20 ins. 

for pod A. 

Pod D was constructed out of WOOd's metal and a photograph 

of this pod is shown in Fig. 7.3. 

11. 3 Fins 

Some preliminary tests showed that by attaching 

horizontal fins to the trailing edge of pods A and B, the 

flutter speeds could be increased. 

A systematic study was made to obtain an estimate of 

the influence of the fins on the flutter speed. For this, 

five different fins were used. The details of the fins are 
.,5 

shown in Fig. ~. 

The fins were constructad out of sheet balsa and were 

attached to the pods ~ balsa cement. 



APPENDIX III 

The details of the oj)erat ional method applied to the 

solut ion of the vihrat ion problem of uniform beams and 

shafts with concentr<1ted inertias is given in this 

appendix. These results were presen"\ed as a paper at the 

20th Annual Meeting of the Aeronautical Society of India, 

held in Bangalore, India (3-5 May, 1968). 

In this analysis, the basic different ial equat ions 

of mot ion of uniform beams and shaft s are solved by an 

operational approaoh. The details of tltio ,nethod and 

some results obtained for the vil")rat ion frequ( ncies Il.Ylll 

rnorl.elJ of uniform bewns and shafts with concentrated 
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WMlIARY 

In part A, an analytical method is developed for determining the natural 

frequencies and modes of. vibration of uniform beams in bending vibrations with 

a concentrated mass attached at any point along the span. The method makes use 

of the operational calculus for solving the equations of motion and for obtaining 

the exact solutions for the natural frequencies and is applicable for uniform 

beams with any type of end conditions. Numerical results are given for the case 

of a cantilever beam for a wide range of mass ratios (concentrated mass to beam 

m:.ss) and for a range of mass positions along the span of 1/4, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 of 

the beam span and at the tip. The modes of vibration are obtained for one 

specific case. 

In part B, the method is extended to cover the case of torsional vibrations of 

a uniform shaft With a discrete inertia at any point along the span. Numerical 

results are given for a similar range of inertia ratios and locations along the 

span as in part A. 

The case when the mass has a rotary inertia is considered in the Appendix. 

The frequency equations are derived for a) a uniform cantilever beam and 

b) for a uniform beam with simply supported onds. For both these cases, the 

arb~trarily placed mass has also a rotary inertia. 

t-;(IfATION 

Part A 

El' 

L 

M 

mL 

M 

RL 

T 

t 

Bending Stiffness of beam, lb-in2 

Length of beam, in. 

Concentrated Mass, Ib-sec2/in. 

Total Mass of beam, tb-sec
2
/in. 

M/mL 

Distance from one end of beam, of ConCentrated Mass, in. 

Soe Eqn. 2. 

Time, soc. 

0Jr Iv;:.. 20 I", ~ '" " "'-"-'-- 'So 0. .s. ~ " D h "t:, \ ~ 

S'" '" ~ . "IJ ~~ , 
" . 

'S~" ~"d \'\6" .i,,~Q~\'~ 



J 1,II/on.1 dllflnl'III/11 ',1' I".stlll, i.n. 

Part 

GJ 

I 

iL 

I 

~L 
e 
0 

',l'plllt'O trlulHl'tJrm of "./, 

'-t • t Froquency Parameter (I"1v..> ~ I~l. ) 

Natural Frequency of the beam, rad/sec. 

B 

Torsional Stiffness of Shaft, lb-in2. 

Concentrated Moment of Inertia, Ib-sec2 . 

Total Moment of Inertia of Shaft about its Centroidal 

Longitudinal axis, Ib-sec2. 
I/iL 

" " ~ Frequency Paramet er ('" u.> I.. I f:,J ) 

Torsional deflection, about the longitudinal axis, rad. 
See Eqn. 16. 

Appendix Ig 
Rotary Inertia of concentrated mass Ib-in2 

f3 (~~ 1'11\1..3.) Non Dimensional Rotary Inertia. 

INTRODUCTION 

Analyses of the influence of concentrated inertias on the free vibrations 

of beams and shafts has been reported previously in Refs. (1) to (7). Refs. (I), 

(2) and (7) refer specifically to cantilever beams (shafts) with additional tip 

inertias, whereas Refs (3) to (6) also consider the addition of masses at inter

mediate spanwise stations. These latter re!erences have relied directly on the 

satisfaction of the governing differential equation for free vibration of uniform 

beam sections, with the appropriate boundary conditions satisfied at the concentrated 
mass or inert ia. 

The present paper presents corresponding results for similar problems uSlng a 

Laplace TranSform technique which is briefly described below. The graphical 

re.,ults obtained for the frequencies of the beams (in bendlng) and shafts (in L01'8ion) 

are of Course equivalent to those presented earlier, e.g. Rofs. 3 and 4. However, 

It is Wc,rth noting that the present technique enables a more preClse repreS0nt3t"on 

of thf1 general mode shapes for a given problem. Also, as Snown In tile Append",:, 

the ,nclusion of the rotary Inert"" of the concentra,oci m"ss "s a relatlV(,l.y uasy 
procedure Wlth this technique. 

'rhlS general problem can be most conveniently handle", ay cl", Use 01' tr,,, 

Laplace ','ransiorm (Rei. 8). Bneily, thls conslScs 0': '9'Jly,.{,b th" ':'a;>i&c" 

~. 



'/'rhn.'-lI'(lrm t.f) l.h.~ \)q1!utJ()n:-l of motton, U.'-ilng- l.ho rOOL con<!,\.Lif,rl.':> l.l.nd l:~:rt<'l'j;j otnc~~ 

boundary con<iltHms. Tho CC!;)ultiag .system of equations are thOIt solved for Tne 

dependent vari&bl0 and the inverslon integral appl~ed to the results. The 

remaining boundary conditions are then uSHd to set up relations between the W1-

determined parameters and hence obtain the frequency equation. 

In this investigation, the non-dimensional frequency parameter (~L) is 

obtained as a function of the mass ratio (M) and the non-dimensional spanwise 

position 01 the mass (R). The be ... may be supported in any fashion at the ends 

and the concentrated mass may be located at any point along the span of the beam. 

The problem solved in Part A is that of a cantilever carrying a concentrated mass 

(Fig. 1). Numerical results have been obtained using the IBM 1620 computer, for 

a range 01 mass ratios (M) with each mass located successively at R = 1/4, 1/2, 

2/3, 3/4 and 1.0. Also, the first four modes of Vibration have been obtained for 

all these spanwise positions for the mass ratios of M = 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. 

In Part B, the method is extended to cover the case of a uniform cantilever 

'-./ s.l'lart carrying a concentrated inertia (Fig. 2). NUlllerical results for the 

frequencies and modes have been obtained tor a similar range of inertia ratios 

and positions. 

It may be of interest to mention the need for this study. The main problem 

was the determination of the flutter speed and frequency of a uniform wing 

carrying a pod of appreciable mass and of a very large mass moment of inertia 

(in the pitch sense) compared to the values of the basic wing. The modes and 

frequencies obtained in this study have been used to set up the flutter 

determinant by the 'assumed mode' .ethod. 

Though the analysis is carried out only for the case of a uniform cantilever 

beam, the procedure is quite general and can be applied for uniform beams with 

any typo of end conditions. 
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';i _ 

1'(\ tu z CS) = c::. 

(5) 

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to y. 
Let 

Solving equation (5) for ;(s), 
(6) 

3 2; 11 ,# [s. . Ztc) ... s. z. '(0) ~ OS "Z Cc) -T"Z (<» 

C <&"- C>(~) 

For a uniform cantilever Carrying a point mass as in Fig. (I), the boundary 
condi ti ans are: 

At y = 0 
'Z. (0) ." c 

(8) 
At Y = L 'Z " C I.) -=. C 

I 
ZOiC\..) ~ 0 

(8a) 

At Y = RL 

(9) 

In view of the boundary conditions at Y = 0 the first two terms on the right 

hand side of equation (7) vanish. If we now use the last condition (at Y = RL) 
and apply the inverse tranSform, we have: 

7.(~) 1/ 

Z (D) ( Coo ~h 0{ ':l - c.:rt 0( ~) + 2. 11, (D) 

"2. 0(. ~ ? o..(:? 

S\~ O(l'j-~\.) - S,I,"'l'j-Ih) ~ { tI. 0(1. 

Y ..( RL. In equation (10) it should ne remembered that tno laSt term vanlshes ,'or 
(IO) 



The valUft tor z at y ;:;; ll:.L can bo obtainea from 0C:tl.lut1.0n (10) i-c!:.(;.ll'. 

J l' 'Ni) fJ(JW HS(; ltl/; :,,,~e{Jno :;I,'t I-if b(JUndllry 

hrAn(Jv.f)fltl('~I"_1 O(~U;II.I()rl'<; j'1)1' l·z.II«(");'d..~Ju.nd 

thaBo should yiold nontrlVl"l ~olutions 

CC}[).(Jl tJ()n!, ([('f' Y ;::; l~) Wc' 0~h;:dll UV(J 

1- lilt :;' 

lOot.. lO) 1.4C><.. j. '['.Iv.: C.0IH.1l~.\~)n tha.t 

loads us to the frequency detorminant: 

(ll) 

where 

x, _ 

(J2 ) 
2 . 3 _ 

In equat ion (10) the fact that (M<.>,> lE!. 0(. ) '" M. '" L has been used. 
'1J 

As a check on equation (11) the limiting cases will be conSidered. For 

either R ~ 0 or M = 0, i.e. for a bare cantilever, equation (11) becomes the 
familiar equation: 

1 + Cosh .... L. COS"" L = 0 
(13 ) 

For R '" 1.0, i.e. for a cantilever with the $ass at the tip, equation (11) 
becomes: 

which is the same as the one obtained by PIpeS (Ref.2). 

Solutions were obtained for Eqn. (11) using an IBM 1620 digital computer 

for a cantilever beam with the fOllowing combinations of R and M. 

n = -/4, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 and 1.0 and for each R, M was varled from 0 to 50. 

These aTe presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3. 

As an approximate check on tho frequency parameters (j,{L) they Wore compared 

with values obtained from a Rayleign analysis for Et similar o6aIIi. As can 'oe 

seen from Table 1, these values are in close agreement wi t,i1 the cXaCt v':'-':"l.(:s. 

6. 

~l 



'rh., mod .. allapo used in tile Ilayl.ng-Il analysi8 was: 

In Fig. 3, the values of M are plotted on a logarithmic Scale and those 

of O<L on a linear scale. For M ~ 0, the fundamental frequency is equal to 

1.8751 and the first overtone is equal to 4.6941 for all values of R. 

PART B. TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES 

cB 

The analysis of the torsional vibrations of a shaft Carrying a discrete 

Moment of Inertia follows the same lines as in Part A. Again, though the 

analysis is presented for the case of a uniform Cantilever shaft, it is equally 
applicable to a uniform shaft with any set of end conditions. 

Subject to the usual assumPtions, the equation of motion of a uniform shaft 
such as the one in Fig. 2, is (Ref. 5): 

;... ~J :0.0 
(15) 

Where 0 = 0 (y, t) 

If we put 0(y,t) = 6(y).T(t) (15a) 

in Eqn. (IS), We obtain the two equations: (16) 

07a) 

In Eqn. (17b), 412 = (GJ/i) 
(l7b) 

(18) 
Using the relation (4), and applying the Laplace TranSform to Eqn. (17b), 

We obtain for 6 (s), 

where 

= - (20) 

'1. 



1'ho boun<1 .. :ry condlt10nli on tho c .. ntilover "haft or 1'1;0. (2) "ro: 

At y " () 

At y = L 

At y = RL 

8 .. 0 

S' = 0 

GJ te ' OUr) - e' (RL+)S " = 1. w' G(RL) 
(21) 

In view of the first and the last boundary Conditions, Eqn. (19) becomes: 

Applying the inverse transform: 

It should be remembered that in Eqn. (23) the last term vanishes 
for y ~ RL. 

(22) 

(23 ) 

If we now substitute for El at y = RL, and Use the second boundary condition, 
we obtain the frequency equation: 

r 
iL 

In Eqn. (24), use is made of the fact that 

(24) 

:c 
i.L.. (25) 

From Eqn. (24) one can easily derive the equations for the Simpler cases. 

For example, for R = 0, (or I = 0) i.e., for a uniform shaft, the frequency 
equation is: 

For a uniform shaft with an Inertia at the tip, i.e. for R = 1, 

(26) 

(I/iL) = 1/ ~ L. Tan~ L 
(27) 

Solutions to equation (24) have been obtained for the followl
ng 

cambinations of R and I: R = 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/'1, ana ~.O. For e"Ci1 K, 

r was varied from 0 to 50. These are presented 1n ','"ble 2 and ","gure 4. 

o. 

c.,\ 



the two set" of frequency parameters is quite close. The mode shape used for ttw 

Rayleigh analysis was: 

PART C • MODE SHAPES 

a) BENDING: Once the values of ~ are obtained for a given beam, Eqn. (10) 

provides a convenient means of obtaining the corresponding mode shape. While 

evaluating the .ode shape, it should he remembered that the last term should be 

set to zero for values of y ~ RL. 

Fig. 5 shows the mode shapes for a uniform cantilever beam with M = 1.0, and 

,.,/ for values of R ranging from 0 to 1.0. The first four natural lIIodes are 'presented 

tor each case. Even tor this value of M, the influence of the concentrated mass 

on the mode shape is quite considerable. 

b) TORSION: Eqn. (23) is used for obtaining the torsional modes. Fig. 6 

shows the mode shapes for values of R from O,to 1.0. For all these inertia 

locations, I = 10.0. The first four modes are shown for each case. The 

influence of the concentrated inertia is even more pronounced than in the 

corresponding Case for the beam Vibrations, mainly due to the high value of the 

concentrated inertia. The mode shapes for R = 2/3 are of particular interest 

from the flutter point of view. For a uniform shaft, this station is a node for 

the first overtone mode, and the placing of a concentrated inertia here does not 

influence the frequency parameter. The frequency parameter has its maximum value 

when the inertia is placed here. These conSiderations suggest that the best location 

for a concentrated inertia is at 2/3rds., the span from the root in order to obtain 

the most favourable influence on the flutter speed. 

(In the torSion mode shapes, same of the overtone modes are shown as having 

zero amplitudes. This is not strictly correct, but the amplitudes are so small 

that they cannot be shown to scale in the graphs.) 

D. 
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,.mrm t() 1)0 vorHb.tilc and ca.n po appliod to bowns wlth a.ny <,:~enuraJ bouna.n.ry 

conditions. In the main text only the vibrations of a uniform cantilever beam 

with a pOint lIIass and the vibrations of a unifo .... cantilever shaft with an arbit.rary 

placed inertia have been considered. In the appendix, the case when the 

concentrated mass has a rotary inertia has been solVed for a uniform cantilever 

beam and for a simply supported beam. In both these cases, the mass can be placed 

arbitrarily at any point along the span. 

and 

SOllle of the probl~s which can be solved by applying this method are: 

1) 

11) 

Hi) 

iv) 

v) 

Beams with different boundary conditions (fixed-fixed, free-1ree, hinged-f~ 

flexibly supported ends etc.) 

Beams carrying lIIore than one concentrated mass ( or concentrated mass 

with rotary inertia) 

Beams carrying flexibly mounted masses 

Beams with uniformly varying cross sections 

Coupled vibrations of uniform wings carrying a mass (with rotary inertia). 

The mass ( or masses) could be at any arbitrary position along the span 

and its static unba1ance can he arbitrary. 

(In solving the last problem (coupled vibrations of wings) it will not, in 

general, be possible to obtain closed form solutions for the frequencies 85 the 

inversion for tne mode shape function has to be done by a series approximation.) 

It is also worth noting that the mode shape of the beam with a given mass 

can be obtained concisely as part of the calculation. 
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In the main text, the con·~entrated In!>:';3 wus treated 0.3 beinf 

with no rotary inertia(i.e., a POint mass). In order to assess 

the inf .Luence of the rotary: inertia, we follow the same Pl'ocedure 

as in the main text, except that we now have to take into account 

OIl" ,no re discontinuity (in the bending moment). 

In this appendix, the VibrCltions of a un, form beam with a 

(uJcrete mClStJ ( a concentl'ated mass which has a rotary inertia) 

wi.Ll be conside.ced. 'l'he mass can be attached at any point along 

the b"am span and tile end COllai tions can be arbi trOlry. 

NetJ.f;ctine tLe rotell'Y inertia oi' the beam sections in comparison 

wi ch the: other t"rm:;;, the equat, on:. of motion is t.he Sctllle as 

~qn.(3a) of the main text,i.e., 

::0 

(3.13.) 

t:c,CJ.t We l,OW ilCJ.ve a diGcontinui ty in the "ecolJci deri vati Ve' OJ' Z as 

Vi" J .. L i3.:j in the trli cd oer1 vati ve, and sol ve for 7( s ), we i' et 

"ic 5) ." 
[ > ':1 1

) " ., S. z Cc) ~ S ,Z (0 + .", Z (0) -+ z (0) 

-t e 5 RI.. t z /1/ (I<! L .. ) _ z. /" (I<! L _ ) ~ 

't eS.~' s, t z" ('Rl~) - 2" (~L -)~J 
( A.1 ) 

,\-;.:, ) 
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arbi tnl.r lly along their spans. 
C \ L1 

a) UNIFORM CANTUEVBR BEAM. 

The boundary conditions for this beam are (fit. A. I) 

, 
2. (I:» "" Z Cc:::.) :: 0 

7."(~) ': ZIIl(L) -:: Cl 

E 1:' C ,,-'" (~\. _) - z .. , (~l+)] ,. _ \'J. uS z. ('RL) 
, ..... ':? J 

I:':.t L'Z." (~I..) _'Z,., ~I.+)j .. 1..~ \J,S. <:: C~I.) 

If we now make use of the symbols 
(A.2) 

the boundary conditions can be written as: 
(A3 ) 

2 le» " :zl(t» ::- 0 it" Cl..) .. Z'" Cl..) ::.c::. 

-t 1"" (<;(\."') - z."1 (~L+)J .,. - jV.. o.{4t.., Z C~L) 
{ '2.

11 

(~L) - z.1I (~I...t) J." ~ .",,"" I.:~. "2' (1<'j (A.A) 

P0j'1p the conditions at y::. 0 abd at y= RI, in Eqn.(A.l) and 

aoplying the inverse tr~nsform, we obtain the mode shape as: 

'Z(:!)" 

In Eqn.(A.5), it should be rememoered that the last two 
terms vunish for y" RL. 

The values of z(R1) and z'(RL) can be obtained from Eqn.(A.5) 

itself. I.f we now use the bound".cy conditions at the tip (y =L) 

we obtain two ho)"oeeneous eqWttions for Cb '4;r
nd 

'" ,~). (-z")/ \, (z.'" (-, I, }\. 
The 

coneJi tion tbat these shouJd yield nontri Vial solutions leads to 

the fr-elj,uelJcy eLtuation: 

(A.6) 



"'I-.e~ : 

,~. c '"".' Ho,~) , ~.... [S, "" .r'·"l • ~ .. ". ,,»)( Co,, ." _ eo. .... ) 
• ~ .l~L)3. rCo~ <>( CL'~I..) + 1:..0\ .... ~\..\o!qJ C. 'i:\~ Oc.~1... -+S ..... <:>(. ~I.) 

( ~\,J.. ~I. H,~ 10(1.) ... ~. cl\.. [ ~,',J.. 0( (\.\~ RI.) +-~\~""\\.. ~"'D (\'\ ... ~ <><1'IL _ SI;' ~~ 
, , ")' (~y - f.\.a(I./ l td.. .... "I(L·~I.) ... c...S6(C\.-'&tl) (e...t""'~l- ~CI I 

1. ';J ( Rl C!C>t C>('R~ - [~O((I.'RI.)+~O/(I.'Rl)j Cot"OI' • \ Si~ 0(\. ~\" cl\.) -+ ~ QC I. I 

c-. O(cl..~L)l (s"~ o('RI.+S"'<\'Rl) o 3 \' S,;.J., 0< Cl.- Ih) _ "'"':; I - .r ,(o{l.). L .. 

) t:\ 0/1. [~\,c( CI.·~I.) +~ ... tL-~IJ (~\;J.,C>(~\.~~",~ ( C&h 01 L.. ... Cd 0( L -\:;,. I 

:I (~~~V c..:rlc>(~ .(] 1 [ q~ O(Cl.RI..) - <? ..... o«(L-eL).J ' - \ \..a(1-j 
2' 

Cq'l) 
As a check on Eqn.(A.6), when M=~", ° i.e., a uniform callti-' 

lever beam, we [et the familiar ey.uation 

When only f3 :::0, we get Eqn.(ll) of the main text. 

' When R ... 1 i.e., the mass is at the tip, we get: 

(I"';:'·f, O{ ... I.. .. ) -\ <:..oS-hO/\. Ccl\.o(L (,_;:,.. @ ~\.."') 
( ",~ 0(1. S,''''"h o{L - ~O( L c;.~, o(L) • ~ 1-\, 0( L • '-"', 

- ~, 01. ~\.. ~, C ~'M 0(1. ~Cl!L ~ ~Cl!1. S"" 0( L) -:::: 0 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 
This is ttle sallle equation as tt,e one oLtained by DUl'vasula 

!Eqn.ll of Rcf.7). 

b) UNn'OhM Sll~PLY SUP}'ORTED !lJc:AM 

The bounda,cy condit.'-ons i'or this beam ctJ'e (Fig.A.2) 

'Z rc:,) "'" -Zfl Co) :: c:, 

:zcL.) ~,,,c~).,,,, 

[ Z/ll (~L -) - 21/( CRl+j 1:::- - M <>(4 L Z ('Ry 

{' Z"C'Rl.) - 2'''(1<L+) S'" 0 O("'l!. Z'C~L) 

\. \4,..,) 



c \t, 

1"011\1w1<1/ ,.I. Pl'()C""l.u,l'(; ,.!:i,ldi 1,,,' LoLi,Lt ('Jut, Ij"Ii,:d :!'Ol' 1.1.,,' 

u:)ilt.l,I,:vuI' 1'(",1,111, WI) (;bLaln I.i, 'I )' ,Inqq ~jl;l)l~1 a:....;: 

. '" 

, 
i , 

and the frequency determinant as: 
. , 

where: 

X.., -=; (':1.1*'011. -T S'n.o/\.) "\""11. o(L. \: S;~C>(\L'~) .s.i"O/tl"~L)l (\\~0/1?L't~';" 
, 

'2 " . ,,,<Rc) 

_~. c.:<L)' L ~o«(L·'KI.) ,,~'toI"'(I."RL)l (~\.-c(~\.tc..,t ) 
~ " , , 

'" (S'N-> o(\. _S,..,O/\.) ... ~. OI\.· L s..~ o(,.t~"RL) .. ~th O/CL'~)J C"('ll.hll(1<L-S.~,: 
:>. ' , eX "" .. ) 

_ ~. (0(1.)3. [c:.:,~"oIt\.'~L) -~)·c:I.\l .. ~)J (tt,\ho1~l-t.c.~()(,~L.) 

C~\"""O(I...-S',y,o(\..} ... ;- "n. .. CS\~ ottl.·h) +~';"'o/(L'lh)J ('\'~d.\l.L~'S.iJ,,1 
.... , DfRL) , 

_ l ,C:( L) ':s C ~"", (L-\~L) -t ~ 0( 'L"~ I..)J (~tf... ?L '\ t.:.') 0(\<1.) 

VI').'" l ~,"'" oil ~ <:;, ..... 0(\,,) ... ~ en. C~\~O{lL"RL.) -'r~';' ,dVel )] (h.:1, O(\(L- \'" 
!.2. CVKL) 

_ ~ \o(L\ 1 C ~ £(~L"~\") ,,~o( Cl.~,~I..)J (~O(~L. - ~C>(I<~) 
;l. ,(A.13i 

As a check on E'in (A.12), ,when, 14., 0 ~.,. , i.e., for cl, uniform 

1.)(; am , w'" hewe " " 

(A.14 ) 

l" ",. Cl. concentrdted (point) When only Cl -.:. 0, 1. e ., when '''e "~aye 

mass with no x'otary j,rlOrtia, we have 
'a. 

.. ~but in a different notation) which is the same eo 'uat',I .. ' 011 



'. 

C 1\ 

as tL"t obt<~Jned by Maltb;i(:,k (Eqn .19 of Ref .3) 

. When hqD.(A :1'); i" 0Xpal!ldcd, we [et atl C:'{ucAtion wLi.ch io the 

i;u'lIl" ( Id,JowJnl;', ('or dJJTi:lL"~IJC<')(Ji in notation) liS tbat obLai J'I(:Ju 

by i:irinath and Dall (Eqn.l0 ot' Rei' .5). 

:b'requency e<;.u<itions and mode shapes for uniform oea;"s with 

other types of bound",ry conditions can be obtained .i.n a similar 
way. 
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Table 2 Values of ~L tor TorldOll 
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FIG 2 

UNIFORM CANTILEVER SHAFT WITH 

CONCENTRATED INERTIA 
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Ao'PENDIX IV 

A LEAST SQUARES CURVE FITTING PROCEDURE FOR THE MODE SHAPES 

OF VIBRATION 

The problem of fitting a given expression to a curve can 

be stated as follows: 

Let (x., Y.), (i = 1,2 ••••• ; n), define the curve on the 
1 1 

(x y) plane. If ..... m), be a set of 

known functions of x, it is required to find a function y such 

that 

where the c. 's are, as yet, undetermined constants, so that 
1 

y represents the given curve with the least possible error. 

Since We have n sets 9f pOints to define the curve, each 

of the values (xi' Yi) must satisfy Eqn (IV.I). 

-I- c."", lh C"O\. \) 

"'" c'" -\ '" CCl ~) 

-\- C'" ~In D ,,) 

(IV.2) 

Since it is not always possible to satisfy the above 

equations let bi... (i = I, ••••• n) represent the residuals in 

the above equations, i.e. 

\\1. ~ 



\)2. 

To minimise the errors, we choose the constants c
i 

such 1:hat the sum (f.; \ 6~ ) is a minimum, i.e. 

~ ?:,: ~ c 
j=-I J 

(IVA) 

or 

=C> 

Now 

(IV.6) 

Substituting Eqn. (IV.3) and Eqn. (IV.6) into Eqn. (IV.5). 

we have 

;!1 il c:" t (::'1) - ':Ijl ~'" C"lIj) ":0, 
(IV. 7) 

\<-:'1)<, •.. "In 

This can be expressed as a system of m linear equations 

for the Ci·s. 

(IV.8) 

Let lit-j represent the (n x m) matrix 

~\ t>.\) ~., <:01.\) 

~\ th) \>. (,-,.) 

C~J -:. 

~tl" ) ; ,("") 

(IV.9) 



nefine ttl'O more matrices{C1and ~ ~ ~ where: 

(IV. ID) 

Equation IV.S can be written as 

(IV. H) 

Where the "T" denotes the transposed matrix.the coefficients 

can be obtained by solving the system of linear 

equations (IV.Il). 

The accompanying flow chart gives the general outline 

of the method of the least squares curve fitting procedure. 

The computer programme which follows this is in the 

Fortran 11 language. The system of Equations (IV.II) is 

solved by the Gaussian Elimination Technique. 

(A standard library routine was used to solve this 

system of equations). 
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---------------------------------------1 
ZZJOB :, 
ZZFORX 
C V.r.NAGARAJ t TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY 

PROGRAMME fOR LEAST SQUARES CURVE fI T C 
C 
C 
C 
( 

N " NUMBfR Of POLYNOMIALS M = NUMBER OF POINTS IN DATA 
THE FUNCTIONS FUlIS) ETC.( SHOULD BE DEFINED 

fiTS CURVES Uf'TO 2~ POINTS 
UPIO ~ FUN<.TIONS MAY UE USED 

D5 

C THlSE CAN UE INCRLA!;'ED l.IY CHANGING THE DIMENSION STATEMENTS 
DIMEN!;'ION X'2~) tY(25)tC(~) ,A(5,~). F(~,25),U(5),YCALC(25) 
F Ult S) = S 
FU2( S) = S**2. 
N = 2· 
M " 21 
DO 1 1 = loM 

1 READ 2.X(I).Y(l) 
2 FORMAT (F5.2,F9.6) 

0010 J=l,M 
F 11, J ) = FU 1\ X ( J ) ) 

10 F(Z.J) " fU21 XI J) ) 

DO 30 I = l,N 
D030K=l,1 
A(K,I) =0. 
DO 20 J " l,M 

20 AIK,I) " AIK.ll+FI'l .J)*F IK.J) 
30 AIl,K) "AIKtl) 

DO 4 0 K " l.N 
81K) " O. 
[) 0 40 ~I • 1.M 

40 E:' K) " tH K I + Y I J) *F I K • J ) 

1000 
1100 

DO 1000 l=ltN 
DO 1..)00 J=l.N 
PUNCH 1l00.AlI,JI,8(I) 
FORMAT lE 12.6 ,2XE12.6,2XE12.6) 



NMl = N-l 
DO 3UO K .. I.HMI 
'cPl = K+l 
L=K 

DO 400 I = KPl.N 

IF(A8SF(A(I.KII-A8SF(A(L,KI» 400.400.401 
401 L=I 
400 CONlINU E 

IF (L-K) 500,500.405 
405 DO 410 J = K,N 

TEMp = A(K.JI 
A ( K, J I =A ( L,J I 

410 A(L •• n=TEW 
TEMP '" I;l( KI 
BIKI '" IHl) 
8 (LI '" TEMP 

500 DO 300 I = KP1,N 
FA(TOR = A(I.K)/A(K.KI 
A(I,K)=O. 
DO 301 J = KP 1, N 

301 A(I,J) = A(I,JI-FACTOR*A(K,JI 
300 B(II = B(II-FACTOR*B(K) 

C (N )=8IN) IA(N,N) 
I = ""1 

710 JPJ = 1+1 
SUM = o. 
DO 700 J = IPI,N 

700 SUM = SUM + A(I.JI*C(J) 
C( i)=(tl( I I-SUM) lA (1.1 I 
I = 1-1 

IF (11800,800,710 
800 DO 900 I = loN 
900 PUN C H 90 1 ,I , C ( I ) 
901 FORMAT <l5,El2.6) 

DO 950 J " I,M 
YCALCIJI=O. 

DO 9500 1 = I,N 
9500 YCALClJ) = YCALCIJI + FI IoJI*CI I1 

950 PUNCH 960,YCALCIJ) 
960 FORMA T I£1L.6) 

,,0 550 1 = I,N 
,~O PUNCH 5S1,J,XIJI.YIJ).YCALCIJ) 
,51 F aRM A T 1 1 4':; 1 1 X E 12 .6) ) 

END 
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APPENDIX V ------
FWTTER ANALYSIS OF WINGS WITH CONCENTRATED INERTIAS BY 

THE ENERGY METHOD 

In tt he following analysis, it is, assumed that the pod 

is rigidly attached to the wing so that its movement (both 

translational and rotational) exactly corresponds to that 

of the spar station to which it is attached, In the 

general analysis, the pod aerodynamic loads are included. 

For wings without pods, the pod inertial and aerodynamic 

terms are set equal to zero. 

It is assumed that all the modes included in the 

analysis are uncoup1ed that there is no chordwise bending 

of the wing. Hence the displacement of any point on the 

wing can be expressed in terms of the bending displacement, 

Zo, of the reference axis (the flexural axis) and the rotation 

0< • about this axis, where both Zo and 0< are measured with 

respect to the equilibrium position. 

V.I The Classical British Technique 

Let the motion of the wing be completely defined by 

a certain number, say r, of bending modes and by (n - r) 

nrsion modes. If we assume that all the modes are uncoupled 

and that no chordwise wing distortion takes place, the 

displacement of any point on the wing can be expressed in 

terms of Z" (the downwards displacement of the reference 

axis) and ~ the rotation about the reference axis; both 

Loand ~ are measured relative to the equilibrium position 

(Fig. V.l>. 

In terms of the assumed modes, "Z and 0( become 
<> 

y 

z'" L. Zu . 4>;. ('() 
~_, I ... 

('\ 

.CJt. -:: 
2,')(0' e (\\) 

': ~(..,I .... -- t (V.I) 



where 

s " semispan. 

are the displacements of and 

about the reference section ('(" 1.0) in the ith and jth 

modes, respectively. 

q-; ... ('l) and eA. C()are the displacement functions 

which have unit value at the reference section. 

We now define the generalized co-ordinates, q as: 

'1-;.. ... 7<;) . 
-~ 

l. 
C~ - c. ;.X~' 

J ,! (V.2) 

\.. 

where l" 0.75 S. 

substituting (V.2) in (V.!) 

L 

l 
e 

(V.3) 

The displacement z of any point (x, y) is given by 

(V.4) 

The Kinetic energy of the fluttering wing is given by 

(V.5) 

where 7..." the displacement of the elemental ma es' 

of the wing 

lVIp " Mass of the pod 

II' " Mp ".:- = pi ching moment of inertia, 

about the pod centroid of the pod 

- - ------------------------------------------------------------



1:3 
Zp = Bending displacement of pod 

~= Torsional displacement of pod 

The total strain energy of the vibrating wing can 

be 'ITi Hen as 

(V.6) 

We now consider the generalized forces Qi. due to 

-,he aerodynamic loads. The generalized force Q.l is 

appropriate to the co-ordinate ~~ and is defined as follows. 

If, due to a small virtual displacement ~ ~A. the work 

<bne by the aerodynamic loads is f.'-li..) 

In this case, the aerodynamic forces are the lift 

and moment forces on the wing and pod. 

In terms of the strip theory derivatives, the 

aerodynamic lift and moment per unit span of ahe wing can 

be written as (eg Re:!·: 23, 25, etc) 

(V.B) 

In terms of the generalized co-ordinates, (Eqn V.3), 

these can be written as 

l 
c .... ;. ~ QWi +~W2.) ( ~\ ~.: <fA (YI.) ) 

-I- (- '))'2-Qw ~ -+... ) (i et El A C'01))1 
..... ~"n."'" l~ 

[(-~~lnW';:'" .. , ) 1 ~.\. '\'" ~'\)-\-
)..:\ 

" C-·>:lmwO/. + ... );z. 't.;eA(1) 
(V.9) A"" ... , c. 



The body aerodynamic forces can be found from one 

of the theories outlined in Sectinn 5.6. The lift and 

moment forces can be reduced to the form: 

It should be noted that the aerodynamic· derivatives 

in (Eq. V.la) are not non-dimensional, but will have the 

dimension of a length. This is because while the values 

of L", and liw are the values per unit span of the wing J L" 
and f\ represent the total lift and moment on the :;,od. 

The equations of motion can now be derived using 

Lagrange's Equation: 

(V.U) 

Using the values for T, V and Q from the previous 
r 

equations, the equations of motion can be written in the 

form: 

where 

n. 
'"" 2:. C-v"Yrs -\-,l.~b.,.~..\- c.-s)· 'll-s " 0 

(V.12) 

~ = the local air density 

~~.,.sJ = matrix of the non-dimensional structural 

inertiE: coefficients. 

[\xl] = matrix of the aerodynamic damping 

coefficients 

--------------- --- ---



[C\"sJ = matrix of the aerodynamic stiffness 

coefficients 

ce~sJ = matrix of the structural stiffne"s 
coefficients 

(JrJ = matrix of aerodynamic inertia coefficients 

For a binary analysis, we assume only two modes, so that 

the bending and torsional deflections are specified by: 

"Z'" =- Q.. tt \. ~\ C,\) 

<:>I.. ""- ~ ~ 2 G:;,c'\.) (V.l3) 

For the binary system the matr1c~s ara, brs •••••• ¥rs 
are given by the equations 

o 

o 

'/0., 

(Lw"," ~t\>J ~ <t>, e~dl 
o 

(!Y<:<L~\: \:Y,a.b \"" Ch.'f'IICl.K\lVJ 

ll.h. o..~ 'tq.\a=d- nj LW~I 
'Wl \. "'"2 > \><. _ . _ Q)t:. 

~~J '3, , ~; \ ()J'(' ..\-0 c. t><~J Q ~ c: <1.\' \;- \'i;o.k \N, 
/ 

d.Q..,;\/ 0.).; "'"' Q-te I'\cv-) ""r\ <C\' \ 0vuL 0- 'o~ Lw 7.. 
) 

'Wlw.z .. &c. 

1- ___ _ 
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In the flutter equiations, the coefficient matrices 

b~S ,CTI and Y\ldepend on the value of the reduced frequency 

('))"" cwllj) and for a given value of ')) they can be 

considered as known ~uantities. The matrix e contains the 
vs 

velocity V. 

For non-'r'l'Iv,<Ll . solutions of the flutter equation, 

the determinant of the bracketed terms in Eqn. (V.12) 

must vanish. If we assume a reference speed V and define 
r 

The flutter determinant can be written as 

1'1 l'I 1\ 

-'".).)" S~\ (a,s +-lrs) + l., ~, 'D.-.. -T ~}~~ -\ S ~\-E'"IT 
( ""R ~ ., ">, "l. ' n) (V.19) 

This system of equations can be solved for the 

values of ~ and ~ by one of the methods described in 

Chapter 4 Section4.5,3.possibly the easiest method 

would be to expand the determinant into a polynomial in 

A-=-;'''', By separating the real and imaginary parts 

of this polynomial and equating them to zero, the value 

of A and S can be obtained. The derived value of :u 

should be in reasonable agreement with the assumed value 

of;,J . Considerable differences between the assumed and 

derived values of can be tolerated so long as both of 

them are above about 0.6. In this range the solution is 

comparitively insensitive to the value of "V in so far 

as it affects the aerodynamic coefficients. 

V.2 The Classical American Technique 

The main departure from the classical l,ritish Technique 

are in the definitions of the aerodynamic lift and the 



definition of the reduced frequency. The reduced frequency,v 

is defined based on the semi .. chord: 

(V.20) 

The aerodynamic lift and moment per unit span of the wing 

are defined by: 

. " .oh? •. ~ [L,.,~ "ZbO + L, .. ~ o/.J '-"-\ "'- ,\ \ u ~ ~ ~ ~~ 

(V.20f\. ) 

where the non-dimensional derivatives are appropriate to a 

given reference axis. 

The lift and moment on the pod can be defined in 

a similar way: 

Lp ~ \\ {' '0
3 ~2. L L\? ... ~ .~ L I>ot o(J 

"" \> -=- i\ f b't u:5- [1"\7 ~o -\; N \> cc oD 
" b (V.21) 

Where again the deri vati ves L" L" Ill. and t\~ot 
"'41 do} f?-

are not non-dimensional. 

The equations of motion, derived by using Lagrange's 

equa'ions of motion and the values of the Kinetic energy 

and the aerodynamic ferces, can be written in the form 

(V.22) 

Where is the coefficient of artificial damping. 

For a binary analysis, the flutter determinant 

becomes 

(V.23) 



where 

C\''2 :. _ Tf\<:tw 
Sr.~ - t-I\I> "3t.1' 

~\ C,,\\,) s>,C,\p) - \..at ~'2. /<..~ .,,' 7'-f\}L 

0.,. , ", _ m'i. ... ~ ~\>':i\' 
'\>, c,\" ') e, c~p) - ""10. "'4 "'f\,' '" i\ ~lfL 

For a given value of the reduced frequency, 

all the coefficients in Eq. V.23 are known, with L 

being the only unknown quantity. The flutter determinant 

is expanded into a quadratic equation in Z which has 

complex coefficients. When this equation is solved for 

the two values of Z, the frequency ~ and the artificial 

damping g are found as 

(V.24) 

Since a value was previously assumed for ~ the corresponding 

velocity can be found as: 

(V.25) 

For a number of assumed values of ~ the flutter 

determinant is solved and the values of ,:\, ~ and V are found. 

The value of the flutter speed is found as 1~9 ~peed 

corresponding to the value where g = 0, 

V.3 The Aerodynamic Derivatives 

The strip theory derivatives L .... '" L",~ ~",.z. and \-\WO/.. , ~, 

can be obtained in terms of the Theodoresen circulation 

function tC...,):::. t=(~\-+""Gb») as follows:(Eg Ref.2}) 



\..'N'2,. - \ - '2.,i. ~10 ( ~ 4tft) 

LWcl - 0-0;; - .A. -
\I C \ 4 21= 4';2.i G,) -\ '2 '1'2 C 10 ..... G.) 
l::>~ 'ti'~ 

\'1\...,'2. = 0-5 

.' 

For the wings used in the experiments, the 

reference axis is at 0.35c aft of the LE. With respect .. .' 

to this axis, the derivatives arec,obtained as 

\..""z ""- CH 2~) A <.r-
'l) 

L'N 0(. - (0-1.+ \. (, § '2.>:) . Cl "\\.E.£ _ '2<0 ) -\ - -}. 
1J ')J' 

')) 
')) 'l>"'-

t-IIW'2. ~ (O-"?' _~-~ t) O'4'? +A 
')) 

"'''-lo( - \'O·<'I"S_O.3.2§ -O'~I-) 
v ~~ 

A. ( \.2-
~ o·~'B \- -0'1.\ €! ) (V.27) 'l.> '» ":l>'" 

where 

Using the approximate values for F and G from 

Ref. '2 b (Eqns. 3, 8 a:mt=X!, ), the values of the 

derivatives have been tabulated for several values of 

in Table V.!. 
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.500 0160284E+UI -02391 74E+OI 0556576E+01 -0270770E+OI I 

.600 .145928E+UI -0 192933E+OI 0388298E+OI -024 4465E+01 I 
} 
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APPENDIX VI 

FLUTTER ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL WINGS BY THE DIRECT MATRIX 

METHOD 

VI.l Mathematical Model of the Wing 

For the calculations, the model wings were approximated 

by a ten degree of freedom wing. (Fig 6.4). The inertial 

struct~~al and aerodynamic forces acting On the wing 

were lumped at 10 control stations located at 3", 8", 12", 

16" and 21" from the root. 

At each spanwise control section, t.wo control 

stations are located,the forward one at the! chord 

point and the rear one at the ~ chord pOint. For 

obtaining the mass matrix, the mass, moment of inertia 

and the chordwise centre of gravity location of each 

panel are replaced by three masses located at the 1, 

~ and ~ chord points respectively. 

Since the model wing was designed such that all 

the structural stiffnesses are contributed by the spar 

only, the structural influence coefficient matrix can be 

constructed from a knowledge of the bending and torsional 

stiffnesses of the spar. 

The construction of the aerodyniunic mat riJ( 

also simplified since the wing has a constant chord along 

the span. 

VI.2 The Mass Matrix 

In deriving the mass matrix, the mass,pitching 

moment of inertia and the chordwise ','-position of the e.g. of each 

strip of the wing (in Fig. 8.1') were replaced by a system 

of three masses located at the control points. The rolling 



moment of inertia was not considered in the mass m~,tri:x: alll 

all the analyses were for cantilever wings. Thus the 

masses M13, M24 , M35 , M46 etc. in Fig. 5.3 do not enter 

the mass matrix and the mass matrix has a tri-diagonal form. 

As an illustration, the derivation of the mass 

matrix for the uniform wing A2 will now be illustrated. 

In Fig. 6.7 the values of the weight and moment of 

inertia of each panel are given, together with the 

corresponding values of the equivalent control point 

weights. From the values of (i = 1,3,5,7,9 

j = 2,4,6,8,10) the elements of the mass matrix are 

derived using (Eqn. 5.27). The mass matrix is given 

in Table VI.t. Since there are ten control points, the 

mass matrix is of the tenth order and is a symmetric 

matrix. 

VI.3 The Structural Influence Coefficient Matrix 

The model was designed and constructed so that 

all the stiffnesses were contributed by the spar. 

To obtain the SIC matrix, the bending and 

torsion flexibility influence coefficients have to be 

determined first. 

For the cantilever wing, the flexibility influence 

coefficients are obtained directly by the application 

of the cantilever bending and torsion formulae. The bending 

influence coefficients are given by (Eg. Ref 23, p.42) 

C'2 tlj,"l) =- ~'3 C,- i\) (~-i\) dYl 
o El: I 

" 

(z (':1'1)" \1 (,,\-1\) l\j-i\)d 
o G.1 ~ (VI.i) 

The torsion influence coefficients are given by 

(VI.2) 
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"Z El c: (':I.~) and C t ':I,,) represent the bending and torsion 

influence coefficients, respectively, and El and GJ are 

the corresponding stiffnesses. 

The SIC matrix for the wing is obtained by using the 

scheme described in section 5.4. The SIC matrix for wing 

A2 is given in Table VI.3. This is a tenth order 

square, sy~etric matrix. 

For all the wings 

Any local changes in the stiffnesses affects the 

influence coefficients of the other stations, Hence, 

to take into account the effects of local changes in stiffness 

it may be necessary to re-derive the entire SIC matrix. 

VI.4 The Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Matrix 

For the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix, 

two dimensional strip theory derivatives were used. These 

are 

L.,. "'--C ~ b'?:. ~~ C L", ~ -\ \.0( Ol.) 

"" -:. 1\. e u% \,4 1::..~ l t\" \ -\- \-10( ol) (VI.3) 

Where the aerodynamic derivatives lh.L~. t\I'I,1-Iot are given 

by 

c (b:) = t:-l ~) -\ ..: G ( ~o» 
V V 

(VI.4) 

Theodoresen circulation function. 

From Eq (5.51 ) the individual aerodynamic influence 
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coefficients are eiven by: 

(Since \:> = ~) VI.S 

As an illustration, the aerodynamic influence 

. a 
coefficients matr~x is illustrated in Table VI.4. This 

refers to wing A2 and the value of the reduced frequency 

is 0.1. 

VI.5 The Flutter Equation 

The procedure for constructing the flutter equation 

is as follows: 

- The elements of the mass and the SIC matrices are 
.~ 

first derived. The elements of the AIC matrix are then 

obtained for a particular value of j). From these three 

the dynamic matrix U is found from Eq. (S. i4 ). 

The eigenvalues and ei genvectors of U can now be 

derived. To do this the iterative method of Gollnitz et al 

was used. (Section S.9 and Appendix VII). 



APPENDIX VI I 

A COMPUTER PROGRAnr FOR VIBRATION AND FLUTTER. ANALYSIS 

BY TIlE DIRECT MATRIX METHOD 

VII.l 

This appendix gives the details of the computer 

programme which was used for the setting up of the 

characteristic matrix and for the determination of the 

flutter speeds and frequencies. 

The programme can be divided into three major parts: 

C:;\ 

(a) The part which calculates the characteriatic matrix 

(b) The subroutine for the calculation of the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the characteristic 

matrix 

and (c) The subroutine for calculating the flutter speeds, 

frequencies etc., and for printing these results. 

These steps are achieved in this programme by means of 

the following: 

(a) The Main Programme 

(b) A subprogram, UTn!4, for multiplying two matrices 

(c) Subroutines Eigwrt, Doppel and Doplwz, for the 

calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

of a complex matrix by Gollnitz's method. 

and (d) Subroutine Shribe, which outputs the results. 

Even though the aerodynamic matrix and consequently the 

characteristic matrix are complex, all the computations are 

carried out with real numbers, (giving proper attention to 

the rules of complex algebra). 

As it stands, the programme can solve the flutter 

problem by the direct matrix method, of systems with upto 

ten degrees of freedom. It is possible to treat the case of 

systems with a larger number of degrees of freedom, by 



making appropriate changes to the DllnENSION and DOUBLE 

PRECISION statements in the main programme and in all 

the subroutines. 

The different parts of the proeramme will now be 

described. 

VII.3 Main Programme 

This programme reads the data and computes the 

characteristic matrix. The data deck is set up as 

follows: 

1st card· ~ (Format 10 A 8) This reads in the 

description of the programme. It is not necessary 

to fill in all the spaces in this card. 

2nd card NAERO, VELCTY (Format 14, F 10.6)- This card 

reads in the control numbers for each pass. 

NAERO should be set equal to the number of 

roots which are to be computed. 

VELCTY is a control number: 

For flutter analysis, VELCTY the 

frequency parameter 

For Vibration Analysis, VELCTY = 0 

If VELCTY is set equal to a negative value, this 

indicates that the programme is to be terminated and 

no further eases will be considered. 

If VELCTY ~ 0, the analysis proceeds further. 

3rd card (LOW (J) ,LHIGH (J), J = I, 10) : FORMAT (20 I 4) 

Since the mass matrix and the AlC matrices are sparsely 

po ulated, it was felt that it would be more convenient to 

read in only the non zero elements. LOW (J) and LHIGH (J) 

indicate the first and last columns in each row J, which contain 

the nonzero elements. For example, consider the following 

(4 x 4) matrix' 



Q,\ 0 q, '!. <:> 
<:> 0..42 0.'2.'3, C> 

0 0 <1,,>\ G\7l.3. 
q\'1\ 0 0.", 1. 0 

In this case, LOW (l) = 1, LlIIGH (1) '" 3 

OU (2) '" 2, LlIIGH (2) = 3 

L OH (3) " 3, LlIIGH (3) '" 4 

LOI'I (4) = 1, LlIlGH (4) '" 3 

In rows I and 4, the zeros in the second column must 

also be punched in the appropriate data card. 

4th Set- SM: FORMAT (4 E 12.6) 

This is the mass matrix. This matrix is input by 

rows and in each row, only the nonzero ~1ements are read in. 

Any null elements in between the nonzero elements are also 

read in, as described previously. 

5th Set- S FORMAT (10 ~ 8.6). This reads in the 

flexibility matrix, again by rows, All the elements are 

read in, though it is possible to simplify this by taking 

account of the symmetric nature of this matrix. 

It was felt that, to avoid working with very small 

order numbers, the SIC matrix should be multiplied by an 

4 (arbitrary) factor of 10. This is not compulsory as it 

was found by a number of examples that the accuracy did 

not suffer by not introducing this factor. 

6th Set: AR FORMAT (4 E 12.G), This is the real 

part of the AlC matrix: 

A R = f~'i. 0<ea1 [Ch}) 
As in the case of the mass matrix, only the nonzero 

elements are read-in. 



Al Fonn~T (4 E 12.6). The imaginary part of 

the AlC matrix is also read-in in the same way as the AR 

Matrix. 

(Note 

After all these data are read-in, the main programme 

computes the real and imaginary parts of the characteristic 

matrix separately. The complete characteristic matrix is then 

<omputed. 

This is done as follows: 

Real part UR = S * (SM + AR) 

Imaginary part VI = S * AI 

The characteristic matrix IJ -:. ~'R ~ i-. Ill. is now 

set up by putting 

and 

for 

IJ C I, '2.:r - I) 

\) l"1., ~J) 

~ U~ c."1:, 3) 

'::. lli. C 1:, 3) 

J = 1, 2 •••••••• 10 

I I = 1, 2 • 10 • • • •• 10 and J = 1,2 ••••• 10 

VII.4 VTM4 The multiplications indicated above are 

performed by using a library routine which computes the 

product C of two matrices A and B. 

VII.S El GWRT, DOPPEL, DOPLWZ This set of subroutines 

is used for the calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

of complex matrices. This has also been used for the 

calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of real 

matrices (e.g. for vibration problems), though it might 

have been more economical to Use the specific routines 

available for real matrices. 

These three routines are based on the method of 

Goll itz et aI (Section 5.8.2.) and are set out in the 

flow charts which follow. 



VII. " The Outputs. 

1. The Title card: The alphamerio data input in 

the title card is printed first. 

2. The values of NAERO, VELCTY 

3. The Mass Matrix, 

4. The flexibility Matrix 

5. The real part of the AIC matrix 

6. The Imaginary part of the AIC matrix 

7. The characteristic matrix 

(All the matrices are output by rows). 

8. The values of the roots obtained by the power 

method and from the two root procedure. 

9. After these values have been output, the 

following data is output for each root :

(a) The value of the root obtained by the 

IVielandt iteration and the associated eigenvector 

(b) The values of the flutter frequency, damping 

and flutter speed. 

(Note: the values of the flutter frequency and 

speed are controlled by the values of band 1.l For each 

given wing planform the statements controlling these parameters 

in the subroutine $"R\6~have to be changed). 

The flow chart and the listing of the computer 

programme are given in the following pages. 
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r-.. 

1+3-"0 

1+4,. r-~, 

R t:iI,J R. rJ 

bjA '" ~F' ~~I
bJ'tI,..:. 81:1 

bj~l.J.. ~ bJA: ~:t, ..... 

b·""'II.l.. 8R,.\ 

')A.~ ~ b.t,j b3,\,_b~j b~,i... 

- b aj b,l. +~".i 1,,-< 
Cl.~M -=. I)!i b,.A, ~b2;j bl~ 

- b3' bti -bkj bd .. 

e.~, -= e.l:2 

12,1<\ '" ~g<.. 

t)o ;"'~<.s 

.Aj.--::. A.-I 

2. \\ 

I 

.1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 



'1::>, .... e..~ \oto.)~, 

f:o fUo'\" ~ S.; Q..t'c:. 

®,-:--------. 
I ~, ... I:: 

,. i.."\<oi.\(! ""V'''''.:'' 

?" nl: 

.. I "''' j' ~<>~ 
t' n 'Ii"~1K!:l • ® '----=---=----' 

21 r-------------~ 

>0 

V •• 'n!' t1..o.. 

~'a ~".~ tiutj'~ Ko 

$0 

'>0 
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,',-.- -------,- "-- --- -,,------ """"-' .'."._-.-._-----_ .. ,._-- ---
- -...... - -~--.--,------~---- -,--- '"- ~- ... - --.-'"~------... -.- -'-- --_. ---- - - --- - -- -- .------_.- -~-.. -, -- -- --------------_._--_. , .. '- --.-

-.. ----~--.-------,-------- .--- ... ,------
. _._--- -----'---.-,~-, --,. -,----"" ----... _,----,-,------_.-""'''--_ .. ,.""--_ .. _-_ .. _-----.-.-

-----1', fORMAT (2014)' 
·-·------------·-1 O'--F/')RIfA'r-( 4e ; 2:6 ,-------.-.-.. --- .. -.---.-.--... --..... -. -- ' .. ---___ . __ 
----- ,JRITE (2,1000) .---- ... _______ _ 
---------- -~------.~ -·--·.----'--000----1= 0 RMA T--- (S'OrTlH MA S g---M--A TR IXIY--------,,· ... ---- .-----------.---------- ._ .. ---____ ".,, __________ " ___ _ 
---------.-- .. ---..... 999 I'ORMA T (1 0 E 12: 6, ----.-.. --- .. ----.. --.----.-.-____ ~ .. ______ _ 
-.----- --- - '.. ... ..--- 1--~O RM AT . 1 0 F 8"'-6 ) ------- ---'-- .-_ .. '-'-'-'- ---- . ----... -------.-.. --._ .. __ ... 
---~- -----·--1001 FORMA r- CS OX11 H SI C MXTRi X/Y'--- -.----.--.- -----
-------- ------ 'r0 oz- FORMA t -'5 Ox '10HAIC-MA TR IX ;-nH.-;-;HlLP41f'fT)--------··--
-.---.-....... l008'FORMAT (SOX 17H***IMAGINARVPARr7Y---·.-···------ ..... _._ .. _. __ 
--'-'-- ·---·-----4'1;.0 RMiI T - (48 X 1411 OVN,n'l C-NAT In 'OY --------.-.--------------_ .... 
----.-- .......... -45 -. R.e A 0 (1, 325 iT I Tt (!- .--- ---...-.-------------- ____ .. __ 

-----------·--------~R n e- (2~"1<?if)trn e- ---.-----.- ---------.---.-----.-- .. --.-----. ___ .... __ 
------------- ---.-- c --. ReA Dr NMAS $ MA" R rX--FOR-W Hlff---·----·----------------· .. -·· _.___ 
---~----- .----------.-- REA Pt1 , 1 T)'NHR 0, v nl:1Y-----.. - .. -·- .. - ... -.... ------
,------ .----- '.IR ITE . (2,1 nNAERO 'VETCTy---·-·-·-----------.. ----.-.. -.---.------.... ---.. ---
-----.- -------- ---- IF ( VEL C T y) . 41'; 48-;-'S-----.. --- - --------.-- ... ----.-----_ .. ______ .. ...... . ___ . 

48 1)0 "8 1= 1.10 ---.---- .. -- _ .. _ ... ___ ... 
~-- .. - -- ... -----------00-118 -J-.-r;TO-.. -----·-------·----------·· ........ - .. -- .. -.-___ 
.-- --------ru·SM (f, J) =0;-------------·----.- ____ _ 
--.. ----- - ··-------~e A D-( C77TTlOl.nJi-;CHlllllTJ\-;"Ji'C-ruT---------------- ._ .... __ 
-.~ --------·-·-------1)021 -N-='; 1 0-' -----~---.----------~---- .. --------.-----. 
- -- -.- ---- -- ------ .-- -- - ~ ~ - '" L 0\.1 \ J(",'" ,,-- --- -"--- -.. --- -- .. ------------ .. - "--- .---.. ------.--.. _ ... ______ ._ .... 

. ----- .. --.---.. -'Jl '" lHIGHINj .. --.--------.----- .. ___ . ___ _ 
----- -----.. --H-~ EADI L 30 :)TSM' N ,j) ;,IIlI/(r;Nn--.. ------------ --.-- --

.'- -------- .. - --, ---".-.. ----. '-,-- - IoJRITE (2-,999) ((SM(r,J)";-J.~ ,to)" ~-r=1--;-rOY- -- ---------
-----------.- -c---- -I!EAD IN-F1.!Xnn LITyMAnIX-(~T------ --.-- --- .--- --- .. _ . 
. ---- _ .. '-----------, .--------. ~- " ---. '00---119 t-' -.- 1; -, 0 --, ~ --- .---- .. ,-:- .-,,- ---'-.. ------~-----.. -'-----'7_ .. ______ .. _______ ... __________ ,,_. ___ . ______ _ 

----.. ---~,,-- --- .--.------- . --~--r.'-O - 11 9'---- J -" ii -~-r';' , 0- --. --- -. ----~--- .. ---- -... -- -----------,. --- -.-e---______ ~ ____ ~ __ . __ . _____ '. ____ ,_ 

.- --- '--. . - - .-.- H9 ,n 'J 1 '" 0 " .... '- .. --. . -. ... ..-----... -"'-.-... ___________ .. __ ._.__ ....... _. 
,----------------------R EH (cn-( rsn-;-:r)-;J .Y;Tilr;"ili1;-1- ili-------------... ---.. ---... ---

--~---------------'~------'"---------.----,-.-"'-----,------------"----------------,,---.. ,--,----.--~----- ... _,--------.-

--~_._------.-- ... _-- .. - . ----... _- ---,.,----,- -- -_.- --... _- ---.- .--------------------"-_ .. _---... _---------_._---------------_. -- ._-,.----------'------ ----
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C-- THERE Is A FACTOR OF O:H+OS-ON--?~f-SICJlfATRIX.--
---!)02S~ I " 1.10-

PO 250 J • 1,1(j 
250- "S<I,J) =s(r,Ji * O.1E+05 

"'RITE (2.1;)011 
,---.- --- --.-.- --"-J"R f1 E --( 2--, 999) C C' s"rf r J' ;-J-:-1- I '; ~ 'j-;-,-; f"; 1 0")-

C·'' 'ilUD IN COM~[EXA!C" '.----" , -
--- T6,s--oO 191 t.j-':; 1; 1 0 -----------

00 191 l .. L 1 0 
--~R(L,M) " J.---

191 ~r(L.M) = 'l. 
,,- 0031 N-;' 1,10 

NI. lOW(N) 
NZ .. LHIGH (N) 

31 ~EAO (1,30) <AR(N,J)", .. n,N2J 
- nO 32 N =-C,O , ----

>.11 .. LOW.Ni 
NZ iiLH r \iH, ~-I -

3? R!AI> <1,:;0, (AlfN,J),J"N1"1i11 -,---"-.------ wRit-e' (2",'; O(),2, ,- ---- --.. --- ,-...... _ .. . 
.JRITE (2,999) «AR(I,J)iJio1.1O-f,!iiT~10) 

- "IIU re (2, Hoar ---- ---- --
.lR I re (2,999) (CA I Cl , J), J. 1 ,'0) filL 1 0)' 

-- 215 ~o 216 I .. ' 1 ,10 '- ---------------
!l0 216 J "1.10 

'JR(r,J) =0. 
216 U!(I,J) .. o . 

• )0 228 r .. 1,10 
00 228 J .. 1,10 

228SM( !-,J> " SM 0, J) +AR' LT) 
-,.---- -,------ , ... _- ._--._-- -'--" 

, , 
I 

------.J 



c 

·_.f' 

.-<._-... _-- ~-.-------- ._----,,- --- .- -- "---

'IR • S*Rf~ Ut = S.Af" 
CAll--·UTM4'·(~,...-SM~U'f,~10,'0--~-fO) '~<--'-'--

u ·.Uq .. ~ ·r. ur·· 
CAlL IJTM4 (S,AI,UJ,10.10.101 
nO 41 I;: 1.10 
00 41 J " 1,20 

. 41 ill I , J) = O. 
00 42 1 = 1.10 

·DO 42 J " 1,'0 .................... --. --_.------ .---.. ~-~--- .. -,,- - - --- - ----

IJ • 2*J 
J Ja 2. J -1. 
uq,JJ) " !lR't,j) 

42 d<I.lJ)·" lJ!(LJ) 
"'RITE (?,4:Sl· 
-",JR'ITE (2-~'4id --«tf(t '-J) ;-J' .. ,--~~-(o-f-~-"rcl"·;-rOT- --'------- -.---.----.----.--, 

44 ~ORMAT Ca(1X E12.6»· 
··'IN·10 

CALL EtGWAT <U.NN.eWI 
GO TO 45 

47 nop 
END· 

--_._---_.-----_ .. _---_. _." -- ------"----



c 
,-

r 

I 

} 

SUBROUTINE UTM4(A,B,C,N,M,l) 
MATRIX MULT CiiA*B 
ML·M.~ 
NMaN*M -
IIIL-N*l 

. 0 [ HEN S ION A( NM) , 8 ( MO, C ( N L ) 
!R-.o 
11(--,,4 
1)0 1 K.1,l 
! 1(.·1 i: "·111 
DO 1 Jar,N 

. !RalR+·' -
JI-J-N 
IB-n: . 
C q~laO . 

. ~O 1 I a, ,-M 
JI-JI+I/ 
fa -I"., 

1 CCIR)-CCIR).A(JI)*BC!B) 
~E-"URN ... - ...... _ ... -.-
HIli 

,. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

. I 

I 

I ----



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! _._.,--

~uBROuTtNe EIGWQTIA';N,!W) 
C-- EI(jIolRT l~ THE SUBpROr,qA~1ME FOR-oil'rAINING THEEIGj:NVALIiE~ 
C OF REA!. aq COMPLEX MATR1C,5 RV THE METHOD OF GnllN!r~-

,)I M I! N SI 0 "l A I (1 0 , 20) , E W <1 0 , 2J ~-~ ( , i) , 20 );v 1< 40) , V 2 (4(')) ,\J 3 (~II) ;V4( 40 ); 
I loll (4);1.1(4) ,1)(12) ,VN(40);VO(~O\ 

3 ,ORMAT (HKOOUIILE ROO1'S,;6e'''~Bf 
40 >('lRMAr (all EIGVAL ,6r2M E1S.Sn--

~D"'N 
~2·N·2 

i~5 ')0 100 I=LN 
DO 100 J=, IN 

- --A n.2.j"j=·' AI Cl ,2-.J) -
, 00-4( r. 2'-FfT =A 1 (r,2'd- n ' 

-.- ----~. - '9--?V2M-' =N2 .. 'I 

00 4 I'" .NZM1.2 
---v2CP·l. 
4 ,,2(1+1)=0, 

<,,26 
" VMAxo3-VMAXo2 

,(MAXQ2=VtolAXo1 
VRHM3=\lRHM2 

VI!ELM2=V~EI,M' 
VIMGM3=\lIMGM2 

,- 0/!MGM2·I/IMGMl 
La, 

.. rfO 6-- 1-1, N .. _- -, .. -~.-
111 (20 I-I) =0 I - --------.--

---V1(2*D=O.'·- ,----------
DO 5 J=',N2MI,2 ----.----

---- ,---., .. -J'1" (2* t~, ',-.v'-r'( -2'.1 ,;;;-,--)- ."A- (I, JY-." 2< J')-~-.f{·r~· J.-rr.-v 2lJ ".-rT---

1_' ______________________ ___ 

" 
-, , 

- ,,2 
(.2 

';2 
"'2 

(\ 2 
:"12' 
ii? 
02 
;,2 
,; 3 
{)3 

0,3 
~3 
113 



5/1 <2*1>='11 <2*!)+A(I.-.r.1f*V2 IJf+A<l.JT.ov2(J.1> 
... ----.- "iQ(JraV'-(""f~-1-Y**2-'\/1T2.-IY.-.·.2 .-

IF IVQI!>-VQ(l») ··6.6,408 
.~~-.. -~~ - .. ~.~. ·40BTii!· 

1\ CONtINUE 
\lMAXQ1=VQ ru 

lIRElM1;,V1 12*L-' I 
.. J rMG M; .\1 ( ;> .. L )~ ... 

DO 8 ! .. 1.N 

--_. __ .. --_. __ ... --,--.,-- -.--~------

- ,- ------. -_ .... ~~-- ---,--- - . ---- - ._-

V N ( 2 * 1;'1 J " , V'I (<! *1 -, ) * . V R El. M 1 + V 1 (2 *1 ) • V I M G M,-)"/ V M A X 0 1 
A "N <2* I). (V1 (2id) *VRELM1;'\;1( ;r.t;'lT*v!MGMf) r\lMAXQf~~ .--.~~ .. ~-.. ···-·~,)~Rn"VMAXQ1 i"~ e·;'6 .. - ~~.~ ........ - ... . 

VD!F~ABS(VMAXQ1-VMAXQ2) 
~- -j F(VD! F - ,;, eRG u· ~·4 0 0-. 400·;·9~ ~-. ~.~ --~---. 

4QO\l~RGL=ABsrvRElM1)*1.E;'6 
VOIF=ABS,VRELM1-VRELMZ) 

- ---- --- -~, -~- - ~--------. 

·1 FrVDIF-JERIlU 401 ~40f.9 
···_·-40; ~~VeRGL.ABS (VIMGM'·5.T.·F7.·~·· ,-, _._- ---~.--- - --------------.. -

..... ... ,ID! j:=ABS lVIMGM1-VIMGM2)···-··~· 
-----~---.- -- ---------- -------,- -i"f (V-i)- fF ~-\re--R-G L ,'- - -- "--?~'i-,:9'--'--------- -----.--"~--------.---.-.---

9 K-I(-' 
--._ ....... ~ .. ?O? IFC1-K) 90.90.20 

90 DO 21 I=1.N2 
v4rp.vnll 
vl(I).v~(!) 

-~··~r J2nr-v"l 'T'···~· ..... . .. -~- ... _ ..... - ..... _--
GOTOll· 

f -W(N.ll=VRELMf 
"\lO/'2).Vt\l(1M1·--··~ ...... ~ ..... ~ .. --.. . ....... _~. 

.~ "Jll ! re (2. 4,.' Iv q·F CMf .\i R E LM"2 • \I·I M Gi.iCi' IMGM 2 ,VMA xof:v M Ait Q2 . 
-- ._ .. --.--- - - -._- ------- ---- - -

-- .. -' ... --_ .. _-- .. -----------'-'-~-----------. ---_ .. _--. ------

----- -.• - .-- .-.- ._-, ----_ ... 
--. -, --- ---, ---" ... ----." ..• _--- .. -._--._-----------._. 

~.-'------.- -----------,~-- ._---_ .. _-

.. -'---------_._- - ... _---- --------------- "_"'--,. ------
. - .. -- --'.--"-'-~------ - .------------.. _------

o 
fV 
o 



24 lFIL-', 402.16.402 
<i0, '2=Z*L-Z 

DO 1Z I"'.L2 
LP.Z*L--1-!· 

, ,,'"Z*L-1-! 
1 2 ,/1/ I l P ) • V NIL" ) 

1/1/(1)., 
·""'('.1 .. 0. 
1.'41·L-1 
DO 13 1111, N2 
HtLF1·A<L.!) 
DO 1, J=l,LM1 

L1:L+'-J 
LJaL-J-

H 4ILLnllAILJ.Il 
13 A(1.I'=HiU1 

~O 151=1.') 
.nLFhAIJ.?*U 
Ht LF2"AI I ,Z*L-1) 

DD 16 J=LL? 
LL=2*L+1-J 

l"J"2*L-~-J 
16 AII,Ll'=AIl.LMJI 

41J,1).HILF2 
15 "11.2)"~ILF1 
1{) DO 17' 1=2.1/ 

~o 17J.2.!1 

AIJ.2*1-··)=A;J,2*t- 1 J_V""2*J_1) .A(1,2*1-1)+VNI2.J"A'1.~.I! 
1 7' A I J , 2 * I :> = A ( J , 2 * r )- V N ( ;J. J -1) * A (1 • ? I ) _ \I N ( 2 * J , *.\ (1 . 2 * r _, , .. 1/ .. ",-,-- .. 



'II/Z-Z*N' 
·····_·····D·018 1::1 .If 

n018' J.'\ -',2 
·'if··A(};.I) =A Cl +1. J+2 j" 

!F(N-1) 19.403.19 --.--------- -"- --4-0"3 - ~-\i(,.·~-1- j aA' (1--~- i, ----.-
.. F.14(1.Z>aAf1.2\ 

4MAX=A(1.fiUZ"A(1,n •• 2' . 
WRITE (2,"0> AC1,n,VN(Z),Arf,i>J,IIN(V;AMAX,IiN(2\ 

--CAll DOp'~el~' {A,-,'e'W,-NO-' --.-.-- .. --
QFTURN ---._-,--.- -<,----

'-2() I.N=1 
IF (1.-1)404.405,404 

404LN"Z*l-3 
40S LM"LN+3 

no 30 I-uLLM 
TLND!-LN+1 

........ ··i>·{ITNY.V 4( n-· 
DOLN+4)=V3(I) 

30'D(fLN"Sl;VZ(1) ............... - .. . 

GALL DOPLWlID'VREl"'3,VRELM2,VtMr;M~,VIMri"2,w1) 
'J1Q1=~ll(1)'''2+w\(2)*'';> .. ' ... 

W1Q2=W1 (3)""*2+1.11 (4)**? 
·········JR Ire' (2·:3'·' (1.11 iIY,l=1;"';;i41 Q;-;·W1~·'r-·-····-···-··-·· 

- 1'-0 '31".' J -IN', LM' - .- .-... _-.- -.. -
--fi..Nlif·'(;;.{.,.1 -,"--... ,~,,---.,. 

DnlN).v:~(I) 
"i)llHf~4) =vnl \ 

31 n( I LN+8l =V1 Cl) 
'- ... ··_··········CAUDOPLiiz, D;VRE[MZ" :;V1MGM2~'O:';'I;ii ._ ............... . 

- - -------.--- -.-. -------.-----, _____ 0 __ - _________ 0_ 

-.--__ 0_-_0-- ____ ---- 0 __________________ 0" ___ O_~_oo_oo_ 



! 

#Q1.W(1)·'2+W(2)·.2 
~02.W(3)·*2+W(4)i.Z 
WRIT!: 12.'1) 11./1I).1=1,4),Io/01.WQ2 

I ~ (\</Q?-W,/1 j 303, 30l, 301 
303 EWCN,1) • ~(') 

"W(N,2) = '121 
vl!R1=ABS<1J1 11 )-\.1(1)) 
vER2=AB~(IJ"))/500. 
1~(VER1-VeF2) 406.406,2Dl 

4'~6 IIER1"AB~;("1' 2)-10112» 
JERZ.AB~\IJ(Z»/500 
r~(VeR~-VER2) 302,30Z.201 

302 l-' 
~o 22 1,,1.1; .. 

,/1 ( 2. ! - ,; .. W (3) • v 2 ( ? .. 1-1 ) - W ( 4 ; 0 V:?( ". I ) _ V 1 ( ". ! -1 ) 
'11 (2 * I ) "" 13) .II? ( 2. r ' + IJ (4 i * \12 ( 2 * I -1 . -v 1 '2 .. , ) 
,/QQ; .. Vl·;1·J_l) •• ?+ 111U.pooZ 
I~(VQ//)· IIQ(l») 22.22.40' 

.. 07 L-r 
22 t.ONTINUe 

"'IAXQhVL/ (U 
JIIEl'" .II~ 12*l-1 \ 
J1MG""Vl (2*Ll 

DO 23 1~1.N 

J~(2*1-1 • Vi (2*/-1) *IIR!L'I1+Vl 0*" 'VI"G"t') /V'l~l(Q1 
B .1 ill ( 2 .. I ) ... v', (2 .. I ) *11 Rh M 1 • V 1 ( 2. , • ~ ,_ I 111 G" 1 ) / V '" A X Q 1 

"OTO 24 
?O, ,.10 

GOTO 202 
301JER3=1oI(4.' 

f» 
N 
W 



,---

-----,j( 4 }=W (2; 
... -. :J(2)=VER:f 

v~R3"1oI(3 
. .)(:n =wo , 
'.J( n =VEP.3 
Je~3;w1(3r 
w10).w1." 
,JH1)lfljeR3 
IIER3=W1(4) 
..:1 (/')"W1 (2; 
.11 (2)=VER3 
GOTQ 
F.ND 

303 



s lJ 11 R 0 UTI N e- D () P PEL (A, E W , N N) 
DOUBLE p ~E C IS IIlNB i 1 O. 20)-.YO (10;2 \:" (10,2 );~ r; ,,2.1:3. F 4. 

1 eR 1 • E!1 • ~ (H 20) , F Q 1< 20) , F Q 2 (2 0), F Q F ; e W D (2) • 111 ; H" 
nO,eN~ION Al10,20);EWI10.2);1>11~)"'W(4).e\,rA(2) .x1(20,;2\.)(21 20,2), 

1)(3(20,2) -. -, -'---._-
COM)~ON NAt:RO,VELeTV -- ----------- -------

1 FORMAT (20H DIAGONALELEMENT B<.f?1ft,dZ.4M)=0,) 
, FORMAT'22~ APPROXN FOR-E-. i;-,-R";'~ i;iS. 8.4HIM-".E15.lIl 
6 FORMAT ( 19H APPROxN FORl RE",EB.8.-4H JMlI,e15.8/--
-, 1 OH X 0 C i 0 ' 'D-~ d,1 5: 8,9 H X 0 ( 1 0 .2),,; FT~ : 8)- - --- -
5 FORMAT (4H NN""2.27tlDOU2l~ RIlOTSAT-TI-IIl-l!tGV.ns-; 

1 2 ( E 15 ' 7. :> I! + I ,;; • E 15: 7 \le - -- - - - -- --- -
1 FORMAT 1j4~ EX-CHANGE TH! .12;-18~THVHue1JnH-tHr(~lt.~2HT VALU!!,I 

lAST EIGVeCT COMPON~NT.OY 
42 FORMAT (/20H ITERATION SUSPENDED;;--

4 FORMAT (1QH AP~ROXN FnREIGVAC;~n:'5.8.lH+P'-;-F15,1\n 
IPRF=NN+1 _.- ... - -- - .....• - ... ,-- ".----. --" ----~--

- ND=NN 
~D2·ND"2 

- 28 17=0 
~Ax·S 
~F.NN=26 
ERZ·O. 
E12-0, 
00330 r.1."'1) 

--- DO 330 J=LN02 
330 SCI,J).O. 

hOl0J .. 'i.ND 
no '0 I=',ND 

B(I.2*J). A<I,2*J) 

.. ~- ---- _. ------ -"" _._--" ---- - ._- - --. 

o 
IV 
lJ1 



-, 

-._------ --- -.---.---.~.,-.------~----- - -_ ..... _ .. - --

11> 8<1 .2.J-' ,oo A(t .2*J;n-- -----
F 1,.1 D-( 1 ) liE W (N toi, f) '-'-'-~~-- .-
H'O(2)·E,J(N~,2) 

--- --- -----~ 0 111 = 1 , N D ----------
J .2* I -1 '" -'-"~-----_. 
~''(I-~ -j ) = B '''I .'"J j'- .. e W 0 ( , >" ' --- - ----- -----,,-.......... ,-- ---.-. 

11 B(!.J .. 1)=Bil.J+I)-E:.JO(2) 
r F- Cl l) 22; 21. 22- - -- ------- --- ---------------~-----

22 00 23 1111."'1)2----------- -----------------
;;'-"~dZ.!) 
~(fZ,Jl=HND.t) 

7.1 BOID.Il=HI 
00241=1.NO 
;'1·8(1.2*11.5 

-H2"8( r ,2*12-1) 

-- ---------~-,---------."-.- ._._- _._----- -.-------~----,-

-~(I.2·17-1'.B(I.N02;.1) .. ------- -------------- .. -~-------
~(I.2*IZ,·8(I.ND2) 
~(I.~D21=H, .. -

24_ B ( I • N D 2 - 1 ) = H 2 
WRI'1'E<2,!J IZ.ND 

. 21 ~D1"ND-1 
1')0 12 tlll.No1---- --------------- ------------------------
l1·L+1------ - .------ -----------------
,: Q ( L) :-a ( l. 2 ~ i.. "-1-) .-* 2. -B ( C"~ -z-.-l: ,-,;;"."2-----·,-'------ -~ -- ------- ------ ._---,.- -' .. ---.------~-------- --.-

1~(FQ(t)' 30.30.29 
30 WRITE 12-1) LL 

GO TO 107 
---- -----2'9 - I'll 1 (U;'!I ' c: ? * L ~ 1)1 FQ'(U---~- - ---

FQ2(L)ilBi,L.2*L1/FQ(U ----- ---------
~o -'" 2 -- j" -L 1-: N 6- """ ..... --.-~--, '----'-.. -----~--~-----------

-----------------"--,,-,._------------------------ -,,---

- --,---.._---- -- _ .... - -_._-_ .. _. ----- ----~ 
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I 
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F1 a BeJ,Z.l-II.FQ1Il)+9(J,Z*L)*FQZI(1 
~ 2=8 (J , 2v L- n;;FQHl)~'1I J ;~* I i,Flllll) 
!J(J ,2*L-11=~' 
R(J~2"U=n 
1)012 lCall,ND .. ---- --- -. 

-S< J , ,*F1 Y=BU , ~ .1('~1 )~ B CL, .. *K -F;;F1~TrC2"K)* F 2 
-1 ~. a (J , 2 *1( ) 'd! ( J , 2": le) ;.. B (L, 2 * K -n .. F 2 -11 i L 2,. K). " 

:)0 13-1"~,~D 
,o(J,n .. ,. 

- , 3 d\( t , 2 ) .0; 
25 DO H '-1,ND 

~(1.1 )ii~O(f.j) 
14 ~<r,2).XOII,2) 
. ·M 15 (:_1 .. "D 1 

11·l+1 
0015 JaLl,NtJ 
R ( J , 1 ) - R \ J , 1 ) - B < J • 2" L -1 ) .. R ( L. 1) - 8 (.1 • 2 ,,1) * R <l , 2 ) 

. -- --- ... _-, --_.. --1 5 4 ('J I 2 ') -. rfi--r, 2) + B ( J , ,--. L ~ -.. R-':, L ~--r)-';; B {J' -~'· .. r.T;' fY;-R""l C, -t')--
FQEDR(ND.1).*Z+R(NO.21 •• ?, , 

)--'------- ._- ... -~--

.. - ER'" (B (1I0;?'*NO;'1) *R (NO, "+B(ND, :>0\1,)5 '-RI Nb, 2) j FOE· 
er ,. (B (ND , 2* N D) • R 010, 1 )"!l (Ill /).2*N 0;';11*11 CN Il. n) IF Qe . 

20:5 If eR R= A B S ( E R 1 I *1. !; -3-----
V~RJ=ABS (Er1).I.~-3 
IF <ABS 'ER1,;.eR2)-VeRJi) 10(L100.10r 

100 l~ (ABS \Ell-EfZ)-VERll ,02;1n2.1ni 
101 DO 17 1::1,,,n)1 

JorND-l· 
Jl-J+1 
~1·0. 
F2·0~--



-,-- . --_ .. -- ---1 F-(r .. , '-12(), 31-, f20 
'2(r~o flrX.JCNO' 

_. F'.-SeJ,2-".').XO(I(.I)+B(J,Zwl()wl(rl-'1C.2T-,," 
'1 a-" F 2=- B < J , 2. K·; >;'>U)( K . 2' ~ B ( J. 2 ;iT) .ox 0 (I( ;,) 

31 F 1= -13 ( J , N () 2 -, ) .. R I J , , l. ERl - ~ 0 . 2) "E r 1;. F 1 
'-'--""-' 'F2=-SI,J ,Nt52)"RTJ~ O:'e,l:O:R'(X;>,'.ERr'.iz' 

"---'''--''-'--''- ~ (f(J , , ,- = F''-F Q 1 ( J ) + F 2 .--, Q' 2' (J ,---- .- --. 
----- -,--.' ii 6 ij, 2)-= 'Ft? ;'F Q f{J) ';fi -'-FQ'ZT jj.,---" .. - -'- --. -, _.--

.. -,- 32 IF (ABS 'X0(J.l»;'ABSCXO(J,2» .. T'~+nn T?,19~'9 
19·r'.J 

GO TO 20 
-',1- cONtiNiJe 

00 16 I.', ,Nil .----,--,,- -------··-~-~i.-~ff+1-'f 

---'---".-._- - ------ - -- 'nif 1"6 K-.''- 2-
.. " ··--------"------------)('3--' j- ,-,() =1.-:2 ('J ,'K-'" - -.- --.-----~ .. ---- ---- _.-

-l(2<J .1O -d (J, 10 
., -f6'~ I(J ; K) =XO( J,i()--

l(eNN=KENN-, 
IF (I(ENIO 26,27.2'6 

26 ~q2"ER' 
eIZ-tIT 
!i0 TO 25 

1(12 ~W(NN-,l) =!:i';( riN.'I )",:n··' 
EW(NN.Z)=eWCNN,?'+E!l 

". 201 IF '.ABSIEWI:'N,1)j - ';e-:'; 7':'·A~S·(Eil1))--'i.O,109.11l9 
109 IF (ABSIEIJINN.Z').1, E-7AasiETlll40,110l110 

-"0 MAX-MAX';; 1 
!F(HAX) 41 .. 41,20 -.. --.----- -""--·------------···----41- WRITE (f:l!t-2) 

,. 
I 
l. ____ ~ 



110 CALL SHRUf. (/';IJ,ER1'E!1;NN,ND;XO;vu".O!~Nr 
iO? N~~NN-1 -- _ ... 

IF (NN~NAe~O) 106"06,28 
106 ,.HUAH .... 

21 [)On1 1"'1,2 
1)12*1-1),,)(1<1,1\· 

. i)(2*P-Xl II.2l 
·D(2*1+3):)(211. 1 , 
DIZ*!+4l=x2(1.Z) 
D(?.1.7l=X3/).1l 

111 0(2.1+8)=)(3(\.2) 
Cll LOOPCW{(D ,E ~r, EI1 ;·ERl. H? .\01'). ...... ............... . 
EwA (1 ,Dew C~N, 1) 

.~ --_.- - . --e i.i A ( 2 ) 'a E j,j ( If~i 4 2 r . 
~W(NN."·EWA\l)·Wll) 
FW(NN.2 1 =ewAI'-\-W/21 

. NNIINN+' 
FiJ ( N N • 1 ) "e 14A' 1 ) .w ( 3) 

- F~.J(NNf2)=El.JAC;r).W(4r - ----.--.-
,J~ITE «,4 1 EW(NN;n;FW(N~.~j.e\J(N'~;i~n,i;W(NN~1 ;?) 
IF(IPRF-NN' 112.113.113 ..... . 

113 tPRF=NN 
<iOTO 28 

'I 1 2 . ~J N" N N - 2 
<JPITE (;~,5) 

12) 
lPRF=NN 
GOTO 28 
~ND 

,. 



··-··-'SiaF-re· DOWiJ -DECK .-.--.------ - ---'--. __ ._------ ----- .. - ---------------.,,---- _. 

C Ii I1WtJ - '--- ----- -- - -- -.---
---~ Us ROIJT IN! DO P LWZ (B, BR L 8 R 2; 1111 , ilH ;'wf --- -..----------- - ---------

---C DOPLIJZ "I~ THeSUBPRoGRi\MMEFO~ r.AlCULATjNGNEARLyeQlJAC~"'OB. ( 
C WHiCH CANNOt SE DE'tF.RMtNED RYTIiFPOWt!R-M-ETHODA-LONE" .. - -,. -------··----·--·-·!)Y MEN'S I-O-N-f(2 ~--3 ) ;-~ .. (- ,--, 3 f~-\~--( ,') . - --------'"-.. ~-----.'"".- - -.. ,----- --.,,- --- .. ---------. - -.. --- --

----.- .. -.-.- 'bo Z 0 2J _1 .3, 2 - -- -- - - ------.-._- - - --'-' --- --- - ._-

---------- ------SN "BC J; 3-,';;;iiR-l ~B(J+ L3 )·.-eTf----·· --- .. -------.-.. -... 
~ e J +1 ~ 3)::9 <" J , 3 )-.811 +8-(J.' ,3'5 it ARl----'----.. --·--·'~--·-.. · .. -.. - -------- - ..... --.",---.--... ----.-. 

--- -- ' .. - 20(!B(J;31 ·-.~BN---------

nO 204 1=2-3----
-iJ il 20, J=, 1 • 3. 2--------. -- ---- --. -

.. -- - .... - --_ .. BN-jIJ,Il*6R1-BIJ+1,I).811 ------ - - .------ -- . <\(J+;:I T;;g(J :Y) * B l{ +B( J + 1 ;(1 -~ B-R'---- - -----
-.- -.. ,,'-----.... ,------. - --2'01 ··-s (-J-, 1) • S-N - .----- -.-------- ... - - --, .e ______ ._._ ••• _. -~-- .-----••• --.-

----.- ------------ ----8 n-B 12- -- ------ .-----.-- '---.--.. -
204 BR1 iaBR2---------------- ................ _ ... __ . 

--00 -2()3 f;.:2.3----- .-------.----- .. ----
11-1-1 
DO-203' J;'1. 11 
rr-'+J-2 . ---------- ... ----- -. '1' -+ 8 ( 4,j'*8 ( 2.1) 

203 C (2. I Il = B ( 1 , J) • er4 '1 ) +11 ( 2 ,T,. Blr.TY-IIC!"';Jr"-B (2.11 
,- -B' 4, J. *8 C1:1 j-- - .. ------ ---.----------

---. --.-_._---- ..... _---... -- -, ---_._-

~----.-- ~--- ,------

IF(C(Z,' J) 210,208.210 
t?08 - r Fee \2,2 " ... ·--2fo~ 209 ;2-1"(;- -----.. -----. 
209 IF(C(Z,3,) 210.205.210 

---~- ',1 0 - C Q. c('~ '1;-. '.r. cl :1 , 1 ) .. * 7. -- --.. .-----.. .---- -

--.-•• ---- ---- > • --- • ----

i.. __ _ ---ORa ... (t>(,-; 2-)- *C (1 .1). C (2,2) -. C _( 2 .-fYfT{Q- .-" .. __ .. ,----. 
---- ---- .. --- p jir-(C7f;-Zl "C ( 2 • 1 5-- C ( 2.2 r'Ct 1 , ,T>7 C 0----------- --

.. --. ._---.- .. -

----_._------" .. -- - -- --_._,---"-

,
I 

. _._----------_ .. - -- -- .. --, ... --_.,---- -----
.- - -------._-_. ------ -----. 

--- --- -... _--- - .. _---- .. _._-- ---------- ... - .. _-_._-------_ .. 

- ... _--- -_._-- .-.--- .. ,.~-"-- - --'.-._ .. -

"0 
·/0 
'lO 
'0 
10 
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re, 
, ·1 
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-.-- -~---- --- - --.-- -"-- ~-----'--~ -

,jR -/C <1. 1 ). en ,3),j, C ( Z -.1 ) • er? 3) 17c Q -
;;;lii(C-'z:n.e(1.3)_C(1.1) *C (2. ~h/r'l
H1"!PR •• Z- p r •• ZI /4._QR 
liZlIPR*PI 12. "'H 
H3~(rH1·'2"H2·*2) •• 0.5+M'1/2,) •• " 5 
H4"H2!(2_*li31 

201 ~(1).-PRi2,"H3 
. -··-·------··~('_T=~PI12. +H4 ... 

,J ( 3) = -'p Ri 2. - H 3 
..J (4) = - p r IT . .; H 4 
~F.TUR~ 

205 pRa.C'1.Z,7C'1i1J
'lRlIC(1.3"lcn" ) 

·pr-o. 
H'.'PR.·Z"4.·Q~ 
[~(~" 206.206.2,,· 

21' ~3"H'''O.' 
114"0. 
GOr0207 

206 "4.~-Hl).~0.5 
H3"O. 
GOr0207 

...... ~ND 

. - .. - .. '- .. - "--------- ---

" 



SUBROOTlNF. ~HRI9E (EW.eR1te!1.iHJN.N.XO:'VLN. OMiIJ) 
'----5-0 U 91 E .- tf,< lE C r sOOt 0 ~ x"d"( to-'~- 2"\ -~ -B-e i-:--E"-~ -,.-" • wf,' 2'-- '. ------ -- --

nIMENSli1/j f.W'.10.Zl ,XBFT(20) ,,>(ARG(;>,) 
CO'1MuN VElCP 

'I FORMATU 1211 NEW Er Gv Al • 2E 12.6; 6HI;II~OIj; 2,,12 .~r;'8HMOoUUjs ,to11'" 8 \ 
rFORMA tri2HE I GENVFCTOR, 015.8 ;3H+! r.Df5;8;f~f •. " .. 

1 D15.8,3M~ll.D'5.8.1H" 
- --2- DfS. 8 -, 3 ~.1 (,015. R, rH ,'-j . -'"---- .. - -'-'-"---

3 FOR III A T (11 H S Q il'r F ( E W. I • 2, E 1 5 . 8. ?H \ )' 
1 4 FOR MA T • 42 H ",. T Ht'S MOD E G I V ~ S 1 M ~ G J 'I AR Y F ~ EQ UEN C V * ... ) 
16 FORMA.T (23/1 ·.INFINIT! FRFQliENCV.:.) 
f8 FOR MAr' 22 M .. F Lt! T!ER F '" E Q-UEN{V'" Ef2:6 .4ifc'i:is. Sv 12H .:; 0 A"1 PING '" 

" e12.6,18~ ~*FLUiTEi (PEEl) •• ~f2.6.Jij~pt/) 
"SFTQ=eW(iI;NN., )'.2.E\oI(NNN, 2).-';i-' .-
~ET·SQRT '8CTQ) 

WRITE (?1) "W(lHjN.'),EW(~NN,21;F~1.eI1.BET,~iTQ 
;.JPITE (2·2 r \ (XO(t.J) .J-'.2) .r=1.·N\ 

fF '-(~W(NN~j.1') '10_ i 1, f2 ,. - --.-- --- -.~-.-~---.---- -- ,-. --.----.~-------

10 WRIT~ !2.i4) 
GO TO 5 .. ' . 

n WRITE (~.16) 
GO TO S' 

12 A. SQRT (!WINNN.ll) 
~ReQ " 0, 3126890E 03' l'A 
DAMP " E\.!( ~IlN. 2) I EW (NNN; 1i 
I ~ (VF.LC'IY' :s5.:H.2' 

35 SPEED. O . 
.. G01() 45 . 

21 'PEEn c o 1570796E 01 • ~R~Q I Vt<.CTV 
...... 45 WRITF.!;?,1/l) FREQ.oMoIP"'PEeO 

· .. i .. · ' .. 1"."1\)11.,.) ' ....... - ".". """- - .•.. ----. 

- ~D--- .. -.'-..-
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Pr'oblum 

In thin appendix, the fundamental frequencies of a square 

plate flYlOmetrically sUpported at four points are obtained by a 

Direct Matrix method and also by usine assumed mode methods. 

The result s illustrat e that the Direct I'Ltri.:c 'd e·~ilo(l Gives 

m ore sat isfact ory approxilOat ions tot It,) funrl:11' ent al frequency. 

The results from the assumed mode analysis show that it is 

for all position" of th" support points. 

P,'of D.J.J ohns and the finite difference analyses by the 

present author). 



On The Fundamental Froquor.cy Of A Square Plate 

Symmetrically Supported At Four Points 

D. J. Johns V. T. Nagaraj 

U1:i versi ty of Teclulology, Loughborough, Leics 

SUMMARY 

The title problem has been. exami.oed using (a) energy-type analyses 
involving the assumption of modal forms and (b) an alternative finite 
difference formulatio" of the governing differential equation of the problem. 

Because of its simplicity in use and accuracy - the latter method 
is advocated. Over the entire range of symmetric supports (viz. 4 corner 
supports to I single central support) the finite difference method gives 
satisfactory results agreeing well with experimental data. 

1. Introduction 

A square plate symmetrically supported at four poiats has various 
practical applications which requiro a study to be made of its vibration 
characteristics. 

Rof.l present such results for rectangular platos supported· at the four 
corners using a finite difference approach to the governing differential 
equation. For the particular case of a square plate Ref.2 employs an energy 
method and using a very Simple assumed mo,"al forms shows good agreement with 
Ref.l. 

Al tcr:1ati ve, more general modal forms are considored in Ref.3 whe ... 
the four pOint supports lie at specified positions along the plate diagonals, 
and an attempt is made to correlate the results with those of corresponding 
experiments. Unfortunately, it is shown that none of the modal forms assumed 
is satisfactory for all possible support positions. 

It is the authors' view that the finite difference approach should 
yield the more satisfactory set of results and the purpose of the present 
paper is to discuss results ohtaLlod recently for a square plnte from both 
the energy method and the finite differonee method for all possible symmetric 
support positions. 

It should be remembered that energy methods always overestimate 
the fundamental frequency, so with morc ,refined analyses the exact value can 
be approached from above. Conversely the finite difference method, established 
by Williams (ref. 4,5) underestimates the "atural frequency and with 
increasing refinement in the analysis the ,exact value can be approached 
from below. 

Thus it is hoped that sufficiently close upper and lower bounds 
can be obtained for the theorotical values of the natural frequency for 
all support positions and that closer correlation can be ontuined with the 
available cxperime~tal data. 
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2. Plato C(mitgurntion 

The plC!tc configuration is shown in Fig.l and the.: cQordinntns of 
the four support points are defined by the parameter «. The casu of <x./ = 0 

a 
corresponds to cornor supports and «I =.5 corresponds to a single, central 

a 
support point. It is clear that in general the fundamental mode for a plate 
supported on diagonal point supports will have a nodal line crossing the plate 
co-ordinate axes and that the nodal points on these axes will provide an 
alternative set of four symmetric support points within the context of the 
present study. 

3. Energy Analyses 

square 

u 

USing classical thin plate theory the strain 
plate is givqn by 

( 0./ 2 
= 

D 
2 

\ 
/~a/ 

2 

cnorgy oxpression for the 

dxdy (1) 

and the kinetic energy is 

T = ~ ~ t:~2 
2 

gi ven by 

Sa/
2 

-a/ 
2 

dxdy 

Whore D = plato stiffnoss = Eh
3
/l2 (1_\12) 

E = Youngs modulus 

\I = Poissons Ratio 

h = Plate thickness 

~ = Density 

w = Plate dofloction ,. 

ay assuming that w = W 
(x,y,t) (x,y) 

sin Wt with the function W 

consisting of appropriato assumed deflection modos which satisfy the support 
constraints, it is possiblo to evaluate the frequency of vibration, w , by 
the application of the Rayleigh Ritz Method. 

The following singlo deflection modes have been considered viz. 

A (cos 
'k7rx' k1TY) w = + cos 

0 a a 
Z 

W = B (2 - 2nkn,.n 2n k·7''y"n ) n ':2 
\ un an 

W (1 -
2 2 < 2.2) = C ~) 1 - i.J£...z 

2 2 
a a 

W = D (cos ltrr"_ cos knJ' ) 
a a 

IV 
= E (1 - 16 k 4X2y2.' 

4 
a 

IV F- (1 -
2n n n ) ~ = k x n 2 

n 
a 

-~-

(2 ) 

(3 ) 

(4 ) 

(5 ) 

(6 ) 

(7 ) 

(8 ) 



Whore k = n(a - 2~ ) and A, n, C cte .. 01'0 goncrn.lisC'd 
co-orcti nate!:). N.n.Thnt modo F is incloLlcndont of y. 

In (~n:{~l :.> II I< JI tiw vnlllu il = 2 gnvo tho lowt.,st va luos of !l 

'rho COl'l'cwJ)orldlllK ("Jx/)r(',"J.!=Iiolls f())" the; non-dinlofl:iJonnl froquency parametor n 
( = wf') h ,,1(0) ar" givon below L'c)r those III odnl rVl17lS Wllich gavo the most 

ncceptnul'l-, resulta. The other single modal forms gavo results which wore 
in genoral far too h~gh excojlt fOl' Mode A with "'la < .2. 

n 
B 

n 
F 

= 

= 

4 - 2 4}-1 
1440 (l+v) k l45 - 301< + 71, 

- 1 
960 k4 [ 15 - 10 k2 + 3 k:J -

Numorical val~cs of .Il' based on thoso expressions arc shown in Fig.2 
together with other results includin,; various binary and ternary solutions 
including those from Refs. 2,3. 

( 9) 

The binaries A + C and B + C, (Rcf. 3}do not give completely satisfactory 
results mainly duo to the fact that Modes A and C alone gave unsatisfactory 
results. The binary A + D Which gives a good result for "'I = 0 as shown 
in Ref. 2 becomes increasingly unrelIable as I inc~ases a thus showing 
the possible inadequacy of the energy method in ~ssuming a simple combination 
of modes to cover all possible sUPPQft points. The ternary A+B+C with n=2 
(Ref.3) gives mini~um results for ~ as shcwn by the thick line in Fig.2. 

4. Finite Difference 

The governing differential equation for small deflection behaviour of 
a thin uniform plate loaded nermally to its surface by a pressure q is 

2 
+ + = 

and the finite difference ferm of equation (11) can be written generally in 
terms of the deflections, W , at 13 stations in the neighbourhood ef the 
londod point as shown for untypical clement, 0, in Fig.3 

Thus, 
2 

Ro~ 

D = 20 w 
o 

8 
4 

r=1 

w + 2 
r 

8 

r=5 
w' + r 

12 

For stations on or adjacent to thG froo edge of the plate the appropriate 
free edge boundary conditions arc- invoked to obtain expressions for those 
stations, w , off the plato in terms of those on tho plate (Rof.4). This 

r -- --resultsin a loss general form of equation (12) :1s t/ill !xl seen·.later. 

(12} 

It is clecr that this method becomes more accurate as the number of 
sta.tions on the plate is increased and to this end the alternative mesh 
configurations shown in Fig.4 have boen studied in detail. Becauso of the 
symmetry (assumed) of tho fundamental mode about tho diagonals and about the 
co-ordinato axes only a triangular pOl'tion of the plate would apparently need 
to be considered. It should be noted that cases III and V have previously 
boen studied in Rof.l for corner supports only. 
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liS 
The full <:' 2·i.:~i l.~ ',...:? the d~ri • .'<1 tL;,··. o:? i;~1;j J.~V lOW:L: t fi::i tE! (L:':;:er0~:ce aqua tions 
representing the oscillatory inertia force R on each station n arc not 
presented here but a typical sut of oquation~ is given belm" for case IV. 
The effects of the free edge boundary conditions on the general iOl~ of 
equation (12) is clearly seen. 

2 
"WA 1- RA = " 2.31 W

A 
- 4.62 W

B 
+ 1.4 Wc + .91 W

D D 4 

2 
AIVB ~ RB = = -2 31 W + 8 23W - 5.4 W - 3.22 IV + 2.7 WE 
2 

. A . B CD, 
D 

2 
~ RC = "Wc = 1. 4 WA - 10,8 WB + 20,OIVc + 3,4 W

D 
- 16 WE + 2WF D 

2 
A WD R. Rn = " ,9IW

A 
- 6.44 W

B 
+ 3.4 Wc + S.53 W

D - 5.4 WE + \VF D 2 

2 
AWE 5.4 W

B 
- IS ''1 - 5.4 \VD + 24 WE - 8 IV lI, RE = = 'c F 

n 

2R 8 Wc + 4 \'/ - 32 WE + 20 W
F l'. F = AW

F = D 
D 

Ch~ 
2 4 l'.~ Where A = 

lI, 
= n 

4 
a 

(13 ) 

(14) 

(15 ) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

If the corner only is supported then equation (13) is neglected and 
W = ° in the remaining equations (13) - (IS). For alternativQ diagonal 
sftpport pOints e.g. C or F the correspondong equations (15) or (18) would be 
neglected together with Wc or W

F 
elsewhere. 

It should be noted that if WA = W
B 

= W
D 

= 0 simultaneously in the 

above equations then Simply support od edges are simulated and A the 
eigenvalue is determined by the solution of equations (15), (17) and (18). 
The results obtained may thus be comparod with known exact solutions which has 
been done in Table I for cases I to IV. These show the improvement in accuracy 
obtained with decreasing mesh size This problem has also be on examined in 
Ref. 5. 

Frem such finite difference solutions it is possible by means of 
Richardson's extrapolation formula (Ref.6) to predict a more exact solution. 
This proceduro was followed in Ro·f. I and based on the results for Case III and 
Case V shown in Table 1 below an estimate of n k = 7.117 was obtained for 
tho plato supported only at the corners whereas the enorgy method of Ref. 3 
using the modes A + B + C with n = 2 gavo 7.115. It may therefore be 
reasonably inferred that the exact valuo is 7.115. 
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l'Alll.I-: 

VnlU08 ())' ~f. hj Pinit() IJif:Ccronco Mothod 

-----------~------------~-----,-----~ 

Case I 

Va 
1 
2 

Simply 
Supported 16 
Plate 

Cornor 
Supported 
«I =O;WA=O 6.47 

a , 
I , 

I II 
" : 

, 

1 
3 

18 

6.85, 

r
v 

I 

III V ~I EXACT 
I , 

, 

1 1 ' 1 
~O ;-;; '-

4 ,;) ;6 

1 i 

18.7~5) 119.04 1 19 • 6 19.74(5) 

(1) I (1). I 
6.98 7.00~.06 ,7.092, , I 

The numbers thus, (1) indicate the source reference if different 
from this paper. 

The above results show that .for the plate with corncr supports only, 
caso .. VI rtivos consistent results and onc can assume that the mesh size chosen 
-vJz . 'la'" n is sufficiently small to yield accurate results for all diagonal 
support paints. These results are shown in Table 2 and Fig.2 together 
with a few addjtional results which indicate still further the increase 
in accuracy gained with decreasing mesh size. 

«/a 

Case VI 

TABLE 2 

Values of J by Finite Difference Methed for Various «/ 
a 

o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 

= 7 .092 12.58 22.26 18.31 15.32 26.82 

For Case VI Modified with Nod al Co-ordinate Axes13.35 

It is clear from Table 2 and Fig.2 that using the original finite 
difference Mesh for Case I,Ill and VI that an apPl'rent anomaly has arisen. 
Although with decreasing mesh size the value of ~ has increased the value for 
Case VI (Original) for "'ia = . 5 is f-luch greater than the cl'rresponding 
energy solutions and shows an entirely unexpected trend for n li with "'/ . 

a 

It was conCluded that for the case of a single central suppert point 
for the plate tho fundamental modo doos not necessarily correspond to a 
situatien in which the four quadrants of the plate vibrate in phase as was 
assumed in setting up the original finite difference equations. Instead a 
possible vibration mode could be visualised in Which adjacent quadrants vibrate 
out-of-phase with nodal lines lyinG eithor along the ~o-o"dinate axeS of the 
plato or along the diagonals. 
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The detailed results obtained, assuming that the nodal linos li~ 
along the coordinate axes arc shmm in Table 3, below and also in Fig. 2 
together with extrapolated ros'J.lts uSin:1' corrosponding pairs of individual 
results. ThUS, whilst Case VI gives ',/2 = 13.35 the ext rapolated rosult 
from Case III and VI is ,It} = l3.5G. This result gives much better 
agreement with the energy selution for ~/a = .5 viz 13.5G cf. 16.22 
than did Case VI (eriginal). Results obtained assuming that the nodal lines 
Jj.e along the diagonals were higher tllan these shown in Table. 3 

TABLE 3 

Modified Results For ~/a = .5 "\ .' 

Case I 

I 
19•18 

III 

12.1731 

VI 

13.35 

. 
12.9 13.56 I 

/ 

13.48 

Clearly the anomaly referred to above would not have arisen ifno 'a priori' 
assumption had been made about the form of the fundamental vibration mode, 
and, instead, a general finite difference formulation had been derived for 
the entire plate. 

5. Experi~ental Data 

The experimental data shown in Fig.2 
presented in Ref.3. The result for ~I = 

a present authors. 

6. Discussion of Results and Conclusions 

for cases (Cl < .5 were 
.5 has been a obtained by the 

,,11 Fie· 2 shows the various results obtained for the frequency parameter 
., for a square plato supported successively at various diagonal peitlts\ The 
narrow band between the limiting results from both the enoray and finite 
difference analyses indicctes the region in which the various exact solutions 
would lie. The narrowness of this band is n measure of the close agreement 
with the exact solutions which has been achievod and this is supported by the 
corrolation of the experimental results from Rof.3. with the band. 

Since none of the energy methods was completely satisfactory over the 
rango of values for a;la and bocauDo tho energy methods givo values of 
frequency I'Ihich are higher than the exact solut ions and are therGfore 
unconservative in design it is believed that the finite difference method 
giving a i'requency whioh is lower than the oxact is to be preferred. 

It is also worth noting that the amount of manual labour involved was 
far groat er for the energy analyses. 
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NOTE: 

TAllLE 6.1 

Results of 'Exact' Analyaiaon WingA3 

Flutter Fluttier 

1 . Speed Frequenoy 
(fpa) (opa) 

0.5 68.5 C1 5.2) 9.62 (\"'.,) 

0.15 18.0 <..e,-a.5) 8.40 ( l'B) 

a) Pod attached toWing A3 

b) Pod Inertial Details: 

M = 0.83 

-I " 10.0 

0.1 

C) . 

, 



TABW 6.2 .-_.'-

"') \iin~ 

Span wise Details of the 
Concentrated ;.:ass. __ --= ~cation'1 

ivi" 1.0 
t " 10.0 

Xp = 0.0 

T.! " 1.0 
! = 10. 

X = +0.1 
P 

r.r = 1.0 
T" 8.5 

X ,,0.0 
p 

'!if = 1.0 
I " 8.5 

X = +0.1 
P 

b) V{ing A2 

iJ = 0.83 
1= 10 . 

X;e " 0 

g = 0.83 
I " 10. 

X " +0.1 p 

0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.875 

0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.875 

0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.875 

0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.875 

0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.875 

0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.875 

nutter Speed 
v.,._f.~/sec __ 

74.5 
64.2 
67.5 
75.8 

65.0 
58.2 
55.4 
64.5 

82.2 
73.5 
77.5 
89.7 

75.2 
68.6 
62.4-
72.7 

88.0 
75.4 
82.6 

.120.0 

84.5 
65.7 
62.0 
77.8 



TABLE 6.3.-

Results of the Direct Ml\trix Method Appli~d to 
lfing A2 

Concentrated 
mass details l;,'l'b (ops) ~t(cps) Vr(fps) U)'F ( op s ) 

Uniform 1 wing., 9.06 34.24 146.0 22.0 

0.125 9.05 34.02 147.0 19.4 
1. i = 1.0 0.33 8.59 30.74 166.0 18.4 

J = 0 0.50 7.40 28.17 224.0 17.6 
.le = -0.1 0.67 6.10 29.74 230.0 13.2 p 0.875 4.66 29.27 264.0 16.6 

-----,-~.-

2. o. :1.25 9.05 24.68 134.0 18.5 
!!1 = 1.0 0.33 8.59 15.81 108.9 13.9 

_I = 5.0 0.50 7.40 12.91 127.0 11.2 
X = -0.1 0.67 6.10 11.47 168.0 10.0 p 0.875 4.66 10.16 250.0 8.0 

3. 0.125 9.05 18.88 118.0 16.4 
ii = 1.0 0.33 8.57 11.71 65.0 11.2 
I = 10.0 0.50 7.22 9.54- 108.0 9.2 

X = -0.1 0.67 6.04- 8.37 115.0 7.8 p 0.875 4.65 6.75 122.0 5.8 

4. 0.125 9.04 34.06 146.0 19.6 
iii = 1.0 0.33 8.56 32.52 145.0 18.5 
T = 0 0.50 7.38 33.24 161.0 16.1 

:x: = +0.1 0.67 6.06 34.11 164.0 10.4 p 0.875 4.65 34.15 165.0 10.3 

5. 0.125 9.04- 24.72 134.0 18.0 
M = 1.0 0.3.3 8.56 16.09 93.0 14.4-
Y = 5.0 0.50 7.37 13.10 80.0 11.6 

X = +0.1 0.67 6.05 11.77 85.2 10.0 p 0.875 4.65 10.34 102.0 7.9 

6. 
0.125 9.04 18.90 109.0 17.0 

ii! = 1.0 0.33 8.53 \ 11.92 59.25 11.3 
r = 10.0 0.50 7.35 9.68 48.0 9.2 

I = +0.1 0.67 6.03 8.58 51.0 8.0 p 0.875 4.64 7.49 62.0 6.9 

-- -----"-
0.125 9.04- 34-.24 145.0 19.0 

7. t! = 1.0 0.33 8.58 34.00 156.0 18.0 
Y = 0 0.50 7.40 31.95 182.0 16.7 

X = 0 0.67 6.09 33.29 180.0 14-.0 p 0.875 4.67 33.38 209.0 12.0 

L_' _ 



TABLE 6.3 ~ continued. 

Coneen'crated 
mass details \f ""'\ (cps) (,)J t( cps) VF(fps) ~(cps) 

8, 0.125 9.04- 24-.96 137.2 
Ai = 1.0 0.33 8.57 16.14- 95.0 
1= 5.0 0.50 7.39 13.09 96.0 

X = 0 0.67 6.09 11.66 96.3 
p 0.875 4-.67 10.26 127.4-

9. 0.125 9.04- 19.02 112.3 17.0 
n = 1.0 0.33 8.56 11.90 66.4- 11.1 

.J. = 10.0 0.50 7.39 9.64- 80.0 8.8 
X = 0 0.67 6.04- 8.72 63.1 8.0 

p 0.875 4-.67 7.4-3 80.0 6.8 

10. M = 1.0 
0.125 9.05 34-.18 14-8.0 19.6 
0.33 8.59 32.61 161.1 18.6 

I = 0 0.50 7.4-0 30.09 191.5 18.0 
X = -0.05 0.67 6.10 31.72 198.0 14-.5 

P 0.875 4-67 30.91 258.0 15. 8 

11. 0.125 9·04- 24.89 134.4- 18.4-
M = 1.0 0.33 8.58 16.02 101.0 12.2 

3 = 5.0 0.50 7.4-0 13.02 104-.2 11.4-
X = -0.05 0.67 6.10 11.57 94-.0 10.6 

p 0.875 4-.67 10.21 166.0 9.2 

12. 0.125 9.02 19.74- 136.0 15.9 
iii = 1.0 0.33 7.92 12.50 71.2 11.6 
T = 10.0 0.50 6.04- 10.14- 78.4- 9.0 

X = -0.05 0.67 4-.52 8.96 86.0 7.6 p 0.875 3.24- 7.84- 108.5 6.5 

13. 0.125 9.04- 33.81 155.0 18.3 
M = 1.0 0.33 8.55 30.62 144.3 18.3 
I = 0.0 0.50 7.36 33.11 14-8.0 16.9 

X = +0.15 0.67 6.04- 33.22 144.0 15.2 
P 0.875 4-64- 34.16 14-8.5 17.0 

14-. 0.125 9.04- 24-.4-2 142.4- 17.4-
li! = 1.0 0.33 8.53 15.92 134-.0 12.3 

_I = 5.0 0.50 7.34- 13.04- 77.2 11.4-
X = +0.15 0.67 6.02 11.80 88.0 9.6 p 0.875 4-.63 10.37 90.0 8.2 

-_ .... _-
15. 0.125 9.04- 18.76 110.0 16.7 

M = 1.0 0.33 8.50 11.88 58.8 11.2 
f = 10.0 0.50 7.31 9.69 4-7.8 9.1 X = +0.15 0.67 5.99 8.63 50.0 8.0 p 0.875 4-.62 7.52 61.9 6.0 

--'--~-



~LABm 6.4 

E~~y~f the Direct ,1aiJrix Method AEp'lJ-ed to 
...l:!1Eg A} 

Concentrated 
W U'\(cps) uJ Mass Details b(cps) VF(fps) F(cps) 

Uniform 
Wing 9.06 37.50 152.5 20.2 

i:i = 0.83 0.125 9.04 20.68 124.0 17.8 
I = 10.0 0.33 8,50 13.04 64. 6 12.3 

X = +0.1 0.50 7.26 10.60 63.0 10.2 
p 0.67 5.91 9.40 72.0 8.4 

0.875 4-.51 8.21 87.0 7.8 

--'- ---
M = 0.83 0.125 9.05 20.85 124.8 17.7 
I = 10 0.33 8.64- 13.05 65.2 12.4 

X = 0 0.50 ~. 61 10.58 60.0 10.0 
p 0.67 6.39 9.31 80.0 8.5 

0.875 4.98 8.15 113.7 7.2 

M= 0.83 0.125 9.04- 19.07 123.8 17.9 
I = 10 0.33 8.60 12.99 64.0 12.3 

'it' ,,+0.15 0.50 7.55 10.59 52.0 9.9 p 0.67 6.30 9.4-5 54..5 8.8 
0.875 4-.93 8.25 75.0 7.5 

11 " 0.83 0.125 9.05 27.08 129.0 20.0 
I" f'O 0.33 8.63 17.62 100.0 15.2 

X " 0.1 0.50 7.59 14.35 84-.9 12.4-p 0.67 6.36 12.91 107.5 10.0 
0.875 4.98 11.35 121.0 8.9 

11 " 0.83 0.125 9.05 26.75 138.0 19.5 
I" i'O 0.33 8.62 17 .4-2 93.8 15.0 

'it' " 0.15 0.50 7.57 14.26 80.0 12.6 
p 0.67 6.24 12.93 96.5 10.5 

0.875 5.0 11.20 107.0 9.2 
-,------



1'AB~:2-

!l~sults of the Direct ~~atrix jJetho<'L.!E.E.li .. ~!j;2-
, Wing B4 

Cor,centrated 
Mass Details. u\(cps) u.) t( cps) VF(fps) U)F(cps) 

Uniform 
wing. 5.80 36.37 165.0 19.5 

M = 0.83 0.125 5·79 27.09 135.0 17.8 
Y = 5.0 0.33 5.53 17.48 117.0 15.0 

X = 0.10 0.50 4.88 14.63 104.0 12.5 p 0.67 4.07 12.85 107.0 11.0 
0.875 3.17 11.36 126.8 8.1 

M = 0.83 0.125 5.79 36.01 165.0 20,0 
Y = o. 0.33 5.54 24.54 182.0 18.9 

X = -0.1 0.50 4.90 23.96 209.5 16.8 
p 0.67 4.08 30.19 246.0 14.5 

0.875 3.18 40.29 291.2 24.2 



Result~ of the Direct Matrix Method Applied to 
Wing B5_ 

Concentrated 
Mass Details u.\(cps) (./ ... \( cps) V,,( fps) 

~ 

----. 
Uniform 
Wing 5.80 37.06 227.0 

t'f = 0.83 0.125 5.73 29.25 194-.8 
T = 0.0 0.33 5.52 24-.25 206.0 

X = -0.1 0.50 4-.90 24-.54- 275.0 p 0.67 4.08 33.76 24-6.8 
0.875 3.18 31.73 216.2 



1 

0.125 
0 • .3.3 
0.50 
0.67 
0.875 

TABI;g 6.7 

Effect of Inclusion of Pod AeroQypamics. 

Flutter Speed (fps) 

Ylith Pod 
Aerodynamics 

124.0 
6.3.5 
61.7 
69.6 
85.0 

Without including 
Pod Aerodynamic 

Loads. 

124.0 
64, 6 
6.3.0 
72.0 
87.0 

(The se calculations ref!;.r to Wing !3. The in!;.rt::'al 
parameters of the pod are: 1.1 - 0.8.3, I = 10.0, X = +0.1 
The pod aerodynamic loads were calculated for Pod AP) 



TABLE 6.8 

In:f'luenco Of' Uodi:f.'icationo To The Pod 

On ~he Flutter Speed 
'--~------;-------~-~~--\>-S-)----'----?--o-c\------r 

_\'I\ __ Q._ih_~~_I-J-~_-0-.-5-_--_ ~o_0.67__ _ Cc"cI; \'"0 I) ! 
-------~ 

72.0 

Expt. 75.2 
Iro .Fin 

Notes: n) The expcri~entol rcoulto refer to Pod A 

b) The d1111enoiono n. cnd b are no ohorm in 

the i'Ol101'ling oketch. 

m , I I 
-----[_ ~ 29 

: 

_t 
'I /<,-b 

i J 



TA]31E 7.1 

.Results of' Wind Tunnel Tests on the 
.- Flutter of' WING A2 

Details of' the 
Pod Inertia '1 Wb(cps) {.>.J t(cPs) VF(f'ps) w F( cps) 

----
Pod A 0.33 8.75 14.50 92.0 11.00 

0.42 8.20 11.50 83.0 11.00 
M = 1.0 0.50 7.75 10.75 75.2 10.00 

]. = 8.5 0.:;8 7.10 9.50 66.1 9.25 
X = +0.1 0.67 6.50 8.80 72.5 8.75 p 0.75 6.00 8.75 81.2 8.25 

0.83 5.50 8.25 84.8 7.00 
0.92 5.00 7.75 90.2 7.00 

0.33 8.60 16.40 - No Flutter -
Pod A 0.42 8.00 13.50 85.5 9.75 

iii = 1.0 0.50 7.90 12.00 83.0 10.00 
): = 8.5 0.58 7.00 10.75 66.2 8.50 
X = 0 0.67 6.50 9.80 77.5 7.50 
P 0.75 6.25 9.40 85.0 7.00 

0.83 5.60 8.25 92.5 7.40 
0.92 5.00 8.00 97.0 6.75 

0.33 8.80 13.20 11.25 
0.42 8.25 12.25 68.0 9.75 

Pod A 0.50 8.00 9.75 61. 9.25 
M = 1.0 0.58 7.25 9.50 8.00 
I = 10.0 0.67 6.30 8.60 62.0 7.75 

if =+0.1 0.75 6.00 8.50 67 •. 7.30 
P 0.83 5.75 7.80 75.0 7.00 

0.92 5.00 7.60 82.0 7.10 

0.33 8.75 14.50 77.0 10.6 
0.42 8.20 12.00 77.0 9.75 

Pod A 0.50 7.60 10.50 8.40 
lir = 1.0 0.58 7.00 9.60 8.50 
T = 10.0 0.67 6.40 8.80 63.0 8.10 

X = 0 0.75 5.75 8.25 72. 7.00 
P 0.83 5.00 8.00 78.0 7.20 

0.92 4.70 7.50 8 7.10 

0.33 8.50 16.50 90.1 11.70 
0.42 8.00 13.20 85.0 10.00 

Pod B 0.50 8.00 11.70 71.2 9.60 
M = 1.0 0.58 7.80 11.20 60.5 9.00 
1= 8.5 0.67 6.50 10.00 67.8 8.70 

X' = +0.1 0.75 6.10 B.80 82.4 8.25 
P 0.83 5.60 8.50 86.1 7.60 

0.92 4.80 7.75 92.0 7.30 



TABLE 701 continued. 

Details of the 
Pod Inertia. '1 l).) beeps) C,) t(CPs) 

--_. 
0.33 8075 16.20 
0.4-2 8.10 12.75 

Pod B 0.50 7.80 11.75 
i:i = 1.0 0.58 7.25 11.00 
]. = 8.5 0.67 6.60 9.80 
X = o. G.75 6.00 8.50 p 0.83 5.75 8.30 

0.92 5.00 8.10 

Note: 

n 
i 

= Non dimensional span ( ~Y/s) 

W b ~ Fundamental bending frequency 

W t ~ Fundamental torsional frequency 

V
F 

= ]'lutter Speed. 

0) F ~ Flutter frequency 

VF(fps) (,)F(eps) 

- No Flutter -
91.50 10.60 
80.0 9.80 
71.2 9.00 
80.4- 8.10 
88.5 7.60 
91.2 7.40 
94-.6 7.00 

! ~ 
p 

Distance of· pod c. g. from elastio axis, 
non dimensionalized vdth respect to the 
wing chord. Positive aft of the elastio axis. 



TilB1lE 7.2 

Results of Ylind Tunnel Tests on the 
----Flutter of~iing A3. 

n"tails of the 
Pod Inertia. f} Wb(cps) , ... ) (cps) 

t VF(fps) c,) (cps) 
F 

0.33 8.80 15.20 83.0 12.50 
0.42 8.25 12.75 73. 7 10.60 

Pod A 0.50 7.90 11.20 75.2 10.10 
]I = 0.83 0.513 7.20 10.00 66.1 9.25 
I = 10.0 0.67 6.75 9.60 72.5 8.30 

if = +0.1 0.75 6.25 8.90 82.5 7.80 
p 0.83 5.50 8.50 92.5 8.00 

0.92 5.20 8.25 98.0 7.50 

0.33 8.75 13.20 76.5 12.20 
0.42 8.20 12.50 83.0 11.40 

Pod B 0.50 7.75 11.50 74.50 10.50 
E = 0.83 0.58 7.20 10.25 68.00 9.40 

J = 10.0 0.67 6.60 ~:@ 77.00 9.25 
X = +0.1 0.75 6.20 79.2 8.75 p 0.83 5.50 8.60 93.0 8.00 

0.92 4.80 8.50 - Ho Flutter -

0.33 9.00 14.50 92.0 13.25 
Pod B 0.42 7.90 12.75 94.0 11.20 

M = 0.83 0.50 7.80 11.50 82.9 10.10 
0.58 7.25 10.00 83.2 9.25 

I = 10.0 0.67 6.80 9.20 91.2 8.75 
X = 0 0.75 6.20 9.00 - No Flutter -p 0.83 5.50 8.75 - No Flutter -

0.92 5.00 8.30 - No Flutter -

0.33 8.50 15.25 88.0 11.60 
Pod C 0.42 8.20 12.60 81.2 11.20 

! = 0.83 0.50 7.7'3 11.75 71.7 10.75 
I = ~o.o 0.58 7.20 10.10 72.5 9.60 

X = +0.1 0.67 6.50 9.40 74.5 8.75 p 0.75 6.25 8.75 86.5 8.40 
0.83 5.60 8.50 95.5 7.60 
0.92 5.00 8.20 - No Flutter -

0.33 8.60 15.50 85.0 12.50 
0.42 8.00 12.70 78.00 11.75 

Pod D 0.50 7.60 11.50 76.5 10.20 M = 0.83 0.58 7.25 10.30 78.0 9.80 
I = 10.0 0.67 6.50 9.40 80.0 8.75 

X = +0.1 0.75 6.00 8.60 86.0 7.60 p 0.83 5.50 8.40 95.0 7.80 
0.92 5.00 8.10 - No Flutter -

- .. _-



TABLE 7.3 

INFWENCE OF MODIFICATIONS TO THE POD (Expeimental Results) 

_ .. ,,---,---,---,_ .. _--_ .. _---
Fin Number 

f<;:-----.-- .... - .. 

in Details 

0.33 

0.42 

0.50 

0.75 

0.33 

0.42 

0.50 

0.67 

0.15 

0.83 

POD A 

POD B 

L-__ '--_ .. ___ ........ . 

83.0 

13.7 

75.2 

72.5 

82.5 

76.5 

83.0 

68:;0 

77 .0 

93.0 

, 
i , 
I , 

1 

! 
i 
! 

I 

83.0 

13.0 

76.0 

73.5 

82.5 

76.0 

84.0 

75·0 

65.5 

78.0 

95.0 

84.0 

74.5 

75.5 

74.0 

84.0 

98.5 ' 

77 .5 

84.5 

74.5 

67.5 

80.0 

3 

2.0 
1.0 

85.8 

75.0 

76.0 

78.0 

91.7 

* 

78.0 

91.7 

76.5 

69.5 

80.0 

98.0 

2.0 

84.5 

13.5 

75·5 

74.0 

85.0 

* 

78.0 

85.0 

76.5 

68.5 

82.0 

97.5 

NOTE: a) * Denotes that no Flutter could be obtained 

upt 0 the maximum wind tunnel speed 

b) All Flutter Spe· ds in ft/sec. 

\ . , 
.--\_'~~'n ___ ,_ 20. 

\; 

, 

r 

86.0 

1'6.0 

78.0 

76.0 

92.2 

* 

I 80.0 

I 92.2 

I 18.0 

70.0 

82.0 

* 



r-------------------------------------------------------------l 

fABLE 8.2 

Influence of Conoentrated Uasses ori 

the Flutter Speed of the Wing of Ret. (3a) 

I~----····· ---- ... -.--- . . .. _---- -_._-_._----_.--_ ...... ~-..... -.. -._-._-.. -'---

1 
0.0 

0.23 

0.935 

0.965 

1.00 
'---_. __ ._-

v-.- . ----- . -- ---------------T----· ---.~---
Exporinent E.'Cs.ct 2 !loden 1.:3 Uodes I 4 Modes 

• I . -.--.-- . r~ -- ---.- 1-----·--

1.0 1.0 1.0! 1.0 I 1.0 

0.97 

1.13 

* 
* 

1.065 

0.965 

0.985 

1.22 

1.575 

1.20 

1.10 

0.90 

-
-

1.105 I - 1-
I 2.01 I 1.49 

I
, ! 
I - 1-

- -
- - -
- 1.0135 1.0135 

'-----_ .• _- _. __ ... -- .. _. - - .. - .... _. __ ... _ ..•. _.--_ ... ---_ ..• - .. _. 

Notos' n) Those refer to Weigbt 7a. 

b) * indioates Divergence. 

-------------------------------------_ ....... 
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TABLE 8.1 

Flutter Speeds For the Wing o£ Ref.(9) 

-----~--- ------- --Xp.=-~.~-~-
I V ~~-----------_,___c------ -----________ _ 
I M:: 0.5 I= 0 M :: 1.0, I .. 0 '---- ----1--------- --- ---------,----

Ref.(9) )UTh~ Ref.(9)! nU4 
-, -~------ --.1-- --""--

1 
0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

0.125 1.1 1.02 1.05 1.0 

0~33 1.25 1.17 i 
I 

1.12 1.17 

0.50 1.38 
I 

1.25 ! 1,20 1.12 

0.67 2,60 2.50 2.50 2.37 

0.875 1.58 1.78 1.50 1.00 

M :: 0.5,1 :: 3.8 

1.02 

1.10 

1.11 

2.65 

2.08 

1.0 

1.75 

1.42-

NOTE. V:: (Flutter Speed of Wing with Mass) I (Bare Wing Flutter 

Speed) 



TABLE VI.l 

Vibratiao Frcquencies of \1inl~ IJ A2 and A3 

( Oomparison of the Direct l,'latrix !,!othod 
andtho J~xact Solution) . 

(i) \1I!JG A2 1l,l!1 l:! .. 1.0 I .. 5.0· x\>"" 0.5 

Exuct 1r .. 1.0 I:::: 5.0 (Uncoupled) 

(11) 

-~--b DMM---------T- >= ><1'\ cl-- , 

1 ~. '';''J r"" , ."j l "" q,.) "" "" J ; 
I , I 

0.0. : 9.06 34.24! 9.04 36.12 
~ 1 1 I 

O~ 125 I' 9.04 24.96 a.94/ 26.60 

0.33 ,8.57 16.14 8.60 16.45 

\
1 

0.50 7.39 13.09 7.50 13.62 

i 0.67 I G.09 11.66 6.01.1 11.95 

I 0.875 I 4.67 10.26 4.72 10.48 
--_--L __ 

\vnJG A2 .. II,TI'.T M .. 1.0 I::: 10.0 x" '" 0 

E;mct M::: 1.0 I == 10.0 (Uncoupled) 

I--·---·-I-==~~?_~~_____ I (0. ;~~-.--' '-1 
1 . I _i~~~~_S)_I~" (~0. . [:h '\~I)-~~C Cf £) I 
["-0.0 i 9.06 I 34.24 9.04 36.12 I 
I . I 

I 0.125 9.04 19.02 8.94 21.62! 
I 

1

' O. 33 n.56 11.90 8.60 

,0.50 7.39 9.64 I 7.50 9.95 

12.10 

0.67 6.04 8.72 I 6.01 8.66 

0.875 1 4.67 
l.,_ _ -. __ . ______ . ______ _ 



TABLE VI~I (Continued) 

(11i) \VING A3 DMM M = 0.83 I == 
5·0 
~ x\' = 0.1 

Exact M = 0.83 
- 5·0 
I ==~ (Uncoupled) 

-_._-_.--...... 

'\)MIV\ \":. x: i\ c, 
I \>.l b t c-\> S) 

! -----c---------- ----~---

i I>.l\; <---cP»' b:ll, (<1>') I wl- ( Cp.J 
- , 

0.0 9.06 37.50 9.04 I 39.50 

0.125 9.05 27.08 .8~96 29.10 

0.'33 8.63 17.62 8.62 18~00 

0.50 7~59 14.35 7.70 14i91 

0.67 6.36 12.91 6.45 13.10 

0.875 4~98 11.35 5.05 11.47 I 

-~--'---" .J 

(iv) WING A3 DMM M == 0.83 I = to.O x f = 0.1 

Exact M = 0.83 I = 
'), 

10.0 (Uncoupled) 
, 

\)\V\I'-\ 
I 

I ~"C\C.1 I 

1 i lI:>l) te.\lI") : \.Ut ltloD ~" t tt>,) ~\-( t\>D 
1 

i __ . ___ ~. -c--,~-.-.,--j. ___ .. 

i 
0.0 9.06 37.50 9.04 39.50 I 

0.125 9.04 20.68 8.96 23.45 

0.33 8.50 13.04 8.62 13.22 

0.50 7.26 10.60 7.70 10.90 
5·.9\ 

0.67 fi;;91 9.40 6.45 9.60 

0.875 4.51 8.21 5.05 8.40 
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